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Abstract. Improving power efficiency is one of the most important issues in DC-DC
converters, because cooling of inefficient power converters is difficult and expensive. To
reduce parasitic power losses caused by stray parasitic capacitances, a distributed struc-
ture of switched-capacitor (SC) step-up/step-down DC-DC converters using power saving
techniques has been proposed in this paper. Unlike conventional converters, the proposed
converter consisting of two converter blocks has two conversion processes: 1) charging
and transferring process; and 2) charge reusing process. In each converter block, the
charging and transferring process and the charge reusing process are repeated alternately,
where the energy stored in parasitic capacitances is reused in the charge reusing process.
Therefore, by alleviating parasitic losses, higher power efficiency can be achieved by the
proposed converter. The results of the simulation program with integrated circuit empha-
sis (SPICE) simulation showed that more than 5% of the power efficiency was improved
by the proposed converter when the output load is 10kΩ.
Keywords: Power saving techniques, DC-DC converters, Step-up/step-down convert-
ers, Switched-capacitor circuits, Parasitic losses

1. Introduction. A DC-DC converter is an electronic circuit which converts a source of
direct current (DC) from one voltage level to another. Among others, a switched-capacitor
(SC) DC-DC converter [1-7] is one of the most important building blocks in mobile devices,
because the SC DC-DC converter can be implemented into an integrated circuit (IC) chip.
Recently, a distributed structure of power converters is sometimes preferred over a single
DC-DC converter, because the parallel-connected DC-DC converter has advantages such
as a low ripple noise and a high output current. For this reason, several attempts have been
made in the past studies [1-4]. For example, Baek et al. proposed a dual charge pump for
touch sensor power supply applications [1]. Chang designed a voltage-multiplier/divider
DC-DC converter [2] by connecting two SC DC-DC converters in parallel. However, in
these conventional converters, the energy loss due to stray parasitic capacitances has
not been taken into account [1-7]. Although the power efficiency of the SC DC-DC
converter consisting of discrete components is mainly limited by capacitor charging and
discharging losses and resistive conduction losses, the energy loss due to stray parasitic
capacitances cannot be ignored in the IC design of the SC DC-DC converters. Improving

1
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power efficiency is one of the most important issues in DC-DC converters, because cooling
of inefficient power converters is difficult and expensive.
In this paper, a power saving technique is proposed for the parallel-connected SC step-

up/step-down DC-DC converter. Unlike conventional converters, the proposed converter
consisting of two converter blocks has two conversion processes: 1) charging and trans-
ferring process; and 2) charge reusing process. In the conventional converter [1-7], the
energy stored in parasitic capacitances is consumed idly when the capacitor is connect-
ed to ground through power switches. In the proposed converter, however, the energy
stored in the parasitic capacitance is transferred to other parasitic capacitance before
the capacitor is connected to ground through power switches. Therefore, by alleviating
parasitic power losses, the proposed converter can achieve higher power efficiency than
the conventional converter. To confirm the validity of the proposed converter, simulation
program with integrated circuit emphasis (SPICE) simulations and theoretical analysis
are performed concerning the proposed converter.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the circuit structure of the proposed

converter is explained. Then, in Section 3, the characteristic of the proposed converter
is analyzed theoretically. To confirm the circuit design of the proposed converter, the
SPICE simulation is presented in Section 4. The result will be compared with conventional
converters. Section 5 concludes the work.

2. Circuit Structure. Figure 1 shows the proposed converter. The proposed con-
verter consists of two converter blocks. Each converter block is constructed with 5N
power switches Sx,y (x ∈ {1, 2, · · ·, 10} and y = {1, 2, · · ·, N}) and N capacitors Cj

(j = 1, 2, · · ·, 2N), where N is natural number. In Figure 1, Cj (j = 1, 2, · · ·, 2N) is
the j-th capacitor, Ctj (= αCj) denotes the j-th stray parasitic capacitance between top
plate and substrate, and Cbj (= βCj) denotes the j-th stray parasitic capacitance between
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Figure 1. Proposed converter
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Figure 2. Instantaneous equivalent circuits in the case of the s/r× step-
down conversion.

bottom plate and substrate. Unlike the conventional ring-type converter [5,6], the capac-
itor Cjs in the converter blocks are connected to each other through the power switch S5,y

and S10,y.
Figure 2 shows the instantaneous equivalent circuits of the proposed converter in the

case of the s/r× step-down conversion, where Ron denotes the on-resistance of the pow-
er switch. Unlike conventional converters, the proposed converter has two conversion
processes: 1) charging and transferring process; and 2) charge reusing process. In the
conventional ring-type converter [5, 6], the energy stored in the stray parasitic capaci-
tance Cbj is consumed idly when the capacitor Cj is connected to the ground through
power switches. However, in the charge reusing process, the proposed converter equalizes
the electric charges stored in Cbj by controlling the power switch S5,j. Therefore, a part
of the energy stored in the stray parasitic capacitance is reused before both terminals of
Cbj are connected to the ground.

3. Theoretical Analysis. In this section, theoretical analysis is performed to estimate
the maximum power efficiency of the proposed converter. The maximum power efficiency
is analyzed under the conditions: 1) parasitic elements are negligibly small; and 2) time
constant is much larger than the period of clock pulses.

In the steady state of Figure 2, differential values of electric charges in Cn (n =
1, · · ·, 2N) satisfy

2N∑
i=1

∆qnTi
= 0, (1)

where ∆qnTi
(i = 1, · · ·, 2N) denotes the electric charge of the n-th (n = 1, · · ·, 2N) capaci-

tor when the state of the clock pulse is State−Ti (i = 1, · · ·, 2N). The intervals T1 ∼ T2N

satisfy the following conditions:

T =
2N∑
i=1

Ti = 2NTa, where T1 = · · · = T2N = Ta. (2)
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In (2), Ta is the interval of State− Ti.
First, let us consider the differential value of electric charges in the case of State− Tk

(k = 1, 3, · · ·, 2N − 1), where k is an odd number. In the case of State − Tk, differential
values of electric charges in the input and the output, ∆qTk,Vin

and ∆qTk,Vout , are given by

∆qTk,Vin
= ∆quTk

(3)

and

∆qTk,Vout = −∆quTk
+∆qvTk

, (4)

where

u =

{
(k − 1)/2 + r if (k − 1)/2 + r ≤ N,
(k − 1)/2 + r −N if (k − 1)/2 + r > N,

and

v =

{
(k − 1)/2 + s if (k − 1)/2 + s ≤ N,
(k − 1)/2 + s−N if (k − 1)/2 + s > N.

In (3) and (4), k (= 1, 3, · · ·, 2N − 1) is an odd number. Furthermore, in State− Tk, the
following conditions are satisfied:

∆q
(k+1)/2
Tk

= · · · = ∆qvTk
, ∆quTk

= · · · = ∆qwTk
and ∆qN+1

Tk
= · · · = ∆q2NTk

= 0, (5)

where

w =

{
v + 1 if v + 1 ≤ N,
(v + 1)−N if v + 1 > N.

On the other hand, the differential value of electric charges in the case of State − Tl

(l = 2, 4, · · ·, 2N) is as follows, where l is even odd number. The differential values of
electric charges in the input and the output, ∆qTl,Vin

and ∆qTl,Vout , are given by

∆qTl,Vin
= ∆quTl

(6)

and

∆qTl,Vout = −∆quTl
+∆qvTl

, (7)

where

u =

{
(l − 2)/2 + r +N if (l − 2)/2 + r ≤ N,
(l − 2)/2 + r if (l − 2)/2 + r > N,

and

v =

{
(l − 2)/2 + s+N if (l − 2)/2 + s ≤ N,
(l − 2)/2 + s if (l − 2)/2 + s > N.

In (6) and (7), l (= 2, 4, · · ·, 2N) is an even number. Furthermore, in State − Tl, the
following conditions are satisfied:

∆q
l/2+N
Tl

= · · · = ∆qvTl
, ∆quTl

= · · · = ∆qwTl
and ∆q1Tl

= · · · = ∆qNTl
= 0, (8)

where

w =

{
v + 1 if v + 1 ≤ N,
(v + 1)−N if v + 1 > N.

Using (3) and (6), average input current Iin is expressed as

Iin =
2N∑
i=1

∆qTi,Vin

T
=

1

T

2N−1∑
k=1

∆qTk,Vin
+

1

T

2N∑
l=1

∆qTl,Vin
. (9)

From (1)-(8), the average input current (9) can be rewritten as

TIin = −2Ns∆q1T1
− (r − s− 1)TIin, (10)
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because the instantaneous equivalent circuits have symmetrical structure. On the other
hand, average output current Iout is expressed as

Iout =
2N∑
i=1

∆qTi,Vout

T
=

1

T

2N−1∑
k=1

∆qTk,Vout +
1

T

2N∑
l=1

∆qTl,Vout . (11)

From (1)-(8), the average output current (11) can be rewritten as

TIout = 2N∆q1T1
− TIin. (12)

Thus, from (10) and (12), the relation between Iin and Iout is obtained as

Iin = −s

r
· Iout. (13)

Next, let us consider energy consumption during one period. The energy consumed by
the on-resistance Ron during one period can be expressed as

WT =
2N∑
i=1

WTi
= 2NWT1 , (14)

because the instantaneous equivalent circuits in State − Ti (i = 1, 2, · · ·, 2N) have sym-
metrical structure. In the case of State− T1, WT1 is given by

WT1 =
(r − s+ 1)Ron

Ta

(∆qrT1
)2 +

sRon

Ta

(∆q1T1
)2 +

Ron

Ta

(∆q1T1
−∆qrT1

)2. (15)

From (1)-(8) and (15), the consumed energy (14) can be rewritten as

WT =
4N2(r − s+ 1)Ron

T

(
s

r − s

)2

(∆q1T1
)2

+
4N2sRon

T
(∆q1T1

)2 +
4N2Ron

T

{
∆q1T1

+

(
s

r − s

)
∆q1T1

}2

.

(16)

Here, it is known that the energy consumption of the general SC power converter [3,4,7]
can be expressed by

WT
∆
= Iout

2 ·RSC · T, (17)

where RSC is called the SC resistance. From (1)-(8), the energy consumption (17) can be
rewritten as

WT =
4N2r2

T (r − s)2
(∆q1T1

)2RSC , (18)

because, from (10) and (12), average output current Iout is given by

Iout =
2Nr

T (r − s)
(∆q1T1

). (19)

Substituting (16) into (18), the SC resistance can be expressed as

RSC = Ron

{
s2(r − s+ 1) + s(r − s)2 + r2

r2

}
. (20)

By combining Equations (13) and (20), we have the equivalent circuit of the proposed
converter as follows:[

Vin

Iin

]
=

[
r/s 0
0 s/r

] [
1 RSC

0 1

] [
Vout

−Iout

]
. (21)

From Equation (21), the maximum efficiency ηmax is obtained as

ηmax =
RL(Iout)

2

RL(Iout)2 +RSC(Iout)2
=

RL

RL +RSC

. (22)
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Of course, the maximum power efficiency in the case of the step-up mode can be
analyzed by the same method. In the case of the step-up mode, the maximum power
efficiency can be obtained by (22), where

RSC = Ron

{
r2(s− r + 1) + r(s− r)2 + s2

r2

}
. (23)

4. Simulation. Concerning the proposed converter in the case of N = 3, the SPICE
simulation is performed to investigate the power efficiency of the proposed converter. In
the SPICE simulation, the power efficiency of the proposed converter is compared with
that of the conventional ring-type converter proposed in [5]. The conditions for the SPICE
simulation are as follows: Vin = 3.7V, C1 = C2 = C3 = 200nF, Ron = 10Ω, T = 300ns
and Ta = 50ns. In the SPICE simulation, Ctj (= αC) and Cbj (= βC) were assumed to
be the same value, because the value of the stray parasitic capacitance changes according
to a device process.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the simulated power efficiency in the case of the 2/3×

step-down conversion and 3/2× step-up conversion, respectively. And Figures 4(a) and
4(b) show the simulated output voltage in the case of the 2/3× step-down conversion and
3/2× step-up conversion, respectively. In the SPICE simulation of Figures 3 and 4, the
timing of clock pulses were set as shown in Tables 1 and 2. In these figures, the solid line
shows the maximum power efficiency obtained by theory, where the parasitic capacitance
was set zero to evaluate the maximum power efficiency. As Figures 3 and 4 show, the
theoretical result is in good agreement with the SPICE simulated result. Therefore, the
formulas obtained by the theoretical analysis will be helpful to estimate the maximum
power efficiency of the proposed converter.
Furthermore, the proposed converter can alleviate the influence of the parasitic ca-

pacitance better than the conventional converter. Concretely, the proposed converter
can improve the power efficiency more than 5% when the output load RL is 10kΩ and
α = β = 0.1%. As Figure 3 shows, the improvement rate of the power efficiency rises
according to the increase in the value of the stray parasitic capacitance.

Table 1. Timing of clock pulses in the case of 2/3× step-down

State On Off
T1 S1,1, S2,2, S2,3, S3,3, S4,2, S10,3 Other switches
T2 S5,1, S6,1, S7,2, S7,3, S8,3, S9,2 Other switches
T3 S1,2, S2,1, S2,3, S3,1, S4,3, S10,1 Other switches
T4 S5,2, S6,2, S7,1, S7,3, S8,1, S9,3 Other switches
T5 S1,3, S2,1, S2,2, S3,2, S4,1, S10,2 Other switches
T6 S5,3, S6,3, S7,1, S7,2, S8,2, S9,1 Other switches

Table 2. Timing of clock pulses in the case of 3/2× step-up

State On Off
T1 S1,1, S2,2, S2,3, S3,2, S4,3, S10,3 Other switches
T2 S5,1, S6,1, S7,2, S7,3, S8,2, S9,3 Other switches
T3 S1,2, S2,1, S2,3, S3,3, S4,1, S10,1 Other switches
T4 S5,2, S6,2, S7,1, S7,3, S8,3, S9,1 Other switches
T5 S1,3, S2,1, S2,2, S3,1, S4,2, S10,2 Other switches
T6 S5,3, S6,3, S7,1, S7,2, S8,1, S9,2 Other switches
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Figure 3. Simulated power efficiency as a function of the output load RL:
(a) 2/3× step-down and (b) 3/2× step-up
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Figure 4. Simulated output voltage as a function of the output load RL:
(a) 2/3× step-down and (b) 3/2× step-up

5. Conclusion. A distributed structure of SC step-up/step-down DC-DC converters us-
ing power saving techniques has been proposed in this paper. The validity of the proposed
technique was confirmed by SPICE simulations and theoretical analysis.
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The simulation results showed that more than 5% of the power efficiency was improved
by the proposed converter when the output load RL is 10kΩ. The proposed converter can
improve the power efficiency of the ring-type converter. Furthermore, handy theoretical
formulas to estimate maximum efficiency were obtained by theoretical analysis, because
the theoretical result was in good agreement with the SPICE simulated result.
The IC implementation of the proposed converter is left to a future study.
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Abstract. Under the High Dynamic (HD) flight environment, there is a specific
precision demand on the attitude updating algorithm for the Strap-down Inertial
Navigation System (SINS) applied to ultra-high speed vehicles. This paper deduces the
attitude drift error criterion for the optimized coning algorithm (OCA) for each type of
sub-sample (including 2 sub-samples, 3 sub-samples and 4 sub-samples, etc.) that is used
in the equivalent rotation vector algorithm (ERVA) of attitude updating. Moreover, the
quantitative analysis of applicability is studied on each type of sub-sample for ERVA of
attitude updating. Numerical analysis and simulation results show that this attitude drift
error criterion is in more accordance with the practical attitude calculation about ERVA
of attitude updating than before.
Keywords: SINS, Attitude algorithm, Rotation vector, Coning movement, Attitude
drift error criterion, Quantitative analysis

1. Introduction. For SINS, the Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) are directly fixed on
vehicle even under severe HD flight environment (where the vehicle’s angle movement is
over a large area, from a few degrees per hour to hundreds of degrees per second, even
larger). In addition, the SINS is affected by high frequency oscillation of the vehicle
movement, such as missile body bending and vibration caused by engine. These problems
are more severe in hypersonic vehicles attitude calculation and control [6]. In order to
achieve precise navigation in the HD flight environment, the performance of attitude
updating algorithm should accurately track the vehicle’s angle movement, which is the
critical factor of the SINS accuracy.

In high precision SINS, the rotation vector quaternion method is widely used in the
general attitude updating algorithm, which is considered as the rigid body rotation vector.
Compared with the quaternion method, the difference lies in that there is an equivalent
rotation vector similar to rigid body rotation effect, and it uses the gyro incremental angle
output to compensate the non-commutativity error. This algorithm has been applied
widely due to the advantages of its simplicity and minor computational throughput.
Practice has proved that the rotation vector quaternion method can effectively compensate
the non commutativity error, which affects the main attitude accuracy of SINS. Especially
in the HD environment, the system attitude algorithm drift is very severe caused by non
commutativity error.

9
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According to the attitude estimation error of the rotation vector attitude updating
algorithm, especially for vehicles in the high dynamic flight environment, the existing
research works are commonly devoted to qualitative analysis. Therefore, based on the
qualitative analysis of the ERVA of attitude updating, this paper conducts a quantitative
analysis on performance of the ERVA of attitude updating, establishes a new algorithm of
attitude error, and provides a measurement of applicability analysis. Then, according to
the SINS performance index and processor performance requirements in HD, the selection
of attitude updating algorithm is compared and analyzed through numerical analysis and
simulation.
In this paper, rotation vector attitude algorithm is presented in Section 2, in which

quaternion update equations can be obtained through the synthetic vectors theory.
Attitude estimation drift error criterion of attitude matrix by the equivalent rotation
vector is deduced in Section 3. Under the different sub-samples and different coining
movement frequencies, the attitude estimation drift errors formulas are presented in
Section 4. In Section 5, numerical analysis and simulation are presented. The
contributions of this paper are finally summarized in Section 6.

2. Rotation Vector Attitude Algorithm. In SINS, especially the vehicle in high
dynamic movement or high frequency oscillation condition, the direction of vehicle’s
rotation angular velocity ωb

nb is changing, the limited rotation is not a vector, i.e., the
rotation order is not exchangeable. In order to eliminate this coning error caused by non
commutativity, the rotation vector attitude algorithm adopts the gyro incremental angle
output to compensate the non commutativity error.
In [1], within an attitude update cycle h = tn+1 − tn, the attitude change quaternions

can be expressed as:

q(h) = cos
Φ

2
+

Φ

Φ
sin

Φ

2
(1)

where Φ is the equivalent rotation vector at the vehicle coordinate system within an
attitude update cycle Φ = |Φ|.
And according to the attitude quaternions differential equation q̇(h) = 1

2
q(h) ⊗ ωbq

nb

and Equation (1), omitting the high order item, the approximate differential equation of
the equivalent rotation vector can be deduced as follows:

Φ̇ = ωb
nb +

1

2
Φ× ωb

nb +
1

12
Φ×

(
Φ× ωb

nb

)
(2)

Generally, the vehicle rotation angular velocity ωb
nb can be described by a linearly fitted

curve or quadratically fitted curve or cubically fitted curve in an attitude update cycle,
and then the Taylor series development method can be used to solve Equation (2), so the
solution can be expressed through the gyro incremental angle output in an equal sampling
interval. In [2], according to the different fitting curves’ orders of gyro angular velocity
(i.e., the number of gyro angle increment sampling intervals), we can get the equivalent
rotation vector algorithm of the 2 sub-samples, the 3 sub-samples and the 4 sub-samples
respectively.
Here, the 4 sub-samples OCA is taken as an example to analyze below. The 4

sub-samples OCA can be expressed as:

Φ(tn + h) =
4∑

i=1

θi +
214

315
(θ × θ2 + θ3 × θ4)

+
46

105
(θ1 × θ3 + θ2 × θ4) +

54

105
θ1 × θ4 +

214

315
θ2 × θ3 (3)
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where θi =
∫ i

n
h

i−1
n

h
ω(tk−1 + τ)dτ , and ω(tk−1 + τ) is the vehicle angular velocity, i =

1, 2, · · · , n. n is the number of sub-samples. Then according to Equation (1), the attitude
quaternion can be obtained in an update cycle.

Then, quaternion update equations can be obtained through the synthetic vectors
theory that can be expressed also by quaternion:

Q(tn+1) = Q(tn)⊗ q(h) (4)

where q(h) is the attitude varying quaternion, Q(tn+1) and Q(tn) are the vehicle attitude
quaternions at the time tn+1 and tn respectively.

3. Attitude Estimation Drift Error Criterion of Attitude Matrix. In [3], the
drift error matrix E of the attitude matrix C can be expressed as:

E = CT Ĉ− I (5)

where, Ĉ is the estimated attitude matrix. We can decompose the drift error matrix E
into the following equation:

E = ESY S + ESKSY S (6)

where ESY S = 1
2

(
E+ ET

)
is a symmetric matrix, and ESKSY S = 1

2

(
E− ET

)
is an

anti-symmetric matrix. Because the attitude matrix C is an orthogonal matrix, we ignore
its second order item, and then we have:

ĈTĈ = I+ 2ESY S

CTĈ = I+ ESY S + ESKSY S

(7)

From the analysis above we know that, ESY S is caused by the orthogonal error and
the normalization error from Ĉ, which can be eliminated through the reasonable software
design; thus, ESKSY S can be used to describe the deviation between C and Ĉ. So, we
can use the non-diagonal elements of ESKSY S to measure the drift error of the estimated
attitude matrix. D is the drift error criterion for estimating the attitude matrix, which
can be expressed by the mean square root of all the non-diagonal elements of ESKSY S

divided by the attitude update cycle h, with which we can measure the drift error of
the estimated attitude matrix. Therefore, D can be used to measure and analyze the
attitude estimation precision of the rotation vector attitude updating algorithm for each
sub-sample.

In the SINS, the coning movement is the most severe working environment for gyro
components, which can introduce a serious drift to the estimated attitude by the attitude
updating algorithm. Thus, the quantitative analysis of the attitude estimation error
introduced by the rotation vector attitude updating algorithm is usually studied in the
coning movement condition. Assume that the vehicle is in the typical coning movement,
we have:

ωb
nb(t) = −2ω sin2 α

2
I− ω sinα sinωtJ+ ω sinα cosωtK (8)

In [1], from the quaternion δq, we know that only δq1 and δq0 include the DC
component, if we omit the small item of higher orders in q0 and consider that the attitude
update cycle h = tn+1− tn is generally taken as a small value to guarantee a small Φ, i.e.,
cos Φ

2
≈ 1, sin Φ

2
≈ Φ

2
, then the DC component of δq can be obtained as below:

δq̄ =
[
1 −q1 + 1

2
Φx 0 0

]T
(9)

According to the relationship between the quaternion and the orientation cosine matrix,
Equation (9) can be expressed as the form of orientation cosine error matrix.
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According to the definition of the drift error criterion D for the attitude matrix
estimation, we can get the attitude estimation drift error Drv that can be expressed
by the equivalent rotation vector as below:

Drv =
2

h

∥∥∥∥(q1 − 1

2
Φx

)∥∥∥∥ (10)

4. Quantitative Analysis of the Attitude Error. Under a typical coning movement,
the gyro incremental angle output can be obtained from Equation (8) in the quartering
interval of an attitude update cycle h = tn+1 − tn as:

θi =

tn+
i
4
h∫

tn+
i−1
4

h

 −2ω sin2 a
2

−ω sin a sinωt
ω sin a cosωt

dt =
 −ωh

2
sin2 a

2

−2 sin a sin ωh
8
sinω(tn +

2i−1
8

h)
2 sin a sin ωh

8
cosω(tn +

2i−1
8

h)


Substituting the above formula into Equation (3) for the 4 sub-samples rotation vector
OCA, we have:

Φx = −2ωh sin2 a

2
+ sin2 a sin2 ωh

8
·
[
856

105
sin

ωh

4
+
368

105
sin

ωh

2
+

216

105
sin

3ωh

4

]
(11)

Substituting Equation (11) into Equation (10), we obtain:

Drv(4) =
2

h

∥∥∥∥(q1 − 1

2
Φx

)∥∥∥∥
=
1

h

∥∥∥{2 sin2 a

2
sinωh− 2ωh sin2 a

2

+ sin2 a sin2 ωh

8
·
[
856

105
sin

ωh

4
+
368

105
sin

ωh

2
+

216

105
sin

3ωh

4

]}∥∥∥∥
Similar to the deduction for the 4 sub-samples case, the attitude estimation drift error of
OCA for 2 sub-samples and 3 sub-samples can be deduced as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Algorithm drift and attitude drift error for each sub-sample OCA

Algorithm Algorithm drift
∣∣∣ ˙̄Φer

∣∣∣ Attitude drift error

2 sub-sample a2ω
960 (ωh)

4
1
h

∥∥{2 sin2 a
2 sinωh− 2ωh sin2 a

2

+8
3 sin

2 a sin2 ωh
4 sin ωh

2

}∥∥
3 sub-sample a2ω

204120 (ωh)
6

1
h

∥∥{2 sin2 a
2 sinωh− 2ωh sin2 a

2

+sin2 a sin2 ωh
6

[
27
5 sin ωh

3 +9
5 sin

2ωh
3

]}∥∥
4 sub-sample a2ω

82575360 (ωh)
8

1
h

∥∥{2 sin2 a
2 sinωh− 2ωh sin2 a

2

+sin2 a sin2 ωh
8

[
856
105 sin

ωh
4 + 368

105 sin
ωh
2 + 216

105 sin
3ωh
4

]}∥∥
We can calculate the

∣∣∣ ˙̄Φer

∣∣∣and Drv for different sub-samples and different coining

movement frequencies as shown in Table 2.

5. Numerical Analysis and Simulation. In the application of ultra-high speed flight
vehicle (i.e., ultra-high speed cruise missiles, ultra-high speed aircraft), the SINS fixed
on the vehicle is affected directly by severe HD flight environment. Therefore, this
paper conducts the numerical analysis and simulation at the following coning movement
conditions: the half coning angle a = 1◦, the frequency range of coning movement
2 ∼ 50Hz, the attitude estimation update cycle h = 0.01s.

For the different coning movement frequencies, the algorithm drift
∣∣∣ ˙̄Φer

∣∣∣ of the

equivalent rotation vector OCA for each sub-samples (i.e., 2 sub-samples, 3 sub-samples,
and 4 sub-samples respectively) and attitude drift error Drv can be numerically compared
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Table 2. Computation of the
∣∣∣ ˙̄Φer

∣∣∣ and Drv for different coining movement frequencies

Coining 2 sub-samples OCA 3 sub-samples OCA 4 sub-samples OCA
movement

∣∣∣ ˙̄Φer

∣∣∣ Drv

∣∣∣ ˙̄Φer

∣∣∣ Drv

∣∣∣ ˙̄Φer

∣∣∣ Drvfrequency/Hz
2 2.0510e – 4 2.8404e – 4 1.5232e – 8 7.9075e – 5 5.9459e – 13 7.9060e – 5
4 6.5631e – 3 7.1811e – 3 1.9497e – 6 6.3293e – 4 3.0443e – 10 6.3099e – 4
6 4.9838e – 2 5.1745e – 2 3.3313e – 5 2.1544e – 3 1.1703e – 8 2.1212e – 3
8 2.1002e – 1 2.1342e – 1 2.4956e – 4 5.2484e – 3 1.5587e – 7 5.0004e – 3
10 6.4093e – 1 6.4307e – 1 1.1900e – 3 1.0877e – 2 1.1613e – 6 9.6981e – 3
15 4.8670 4.7715 2.0333e – 2 5.1872e – 2 4.4645e – 5 3.1972e – 2
30 1.5575e + 2 1.4031e + 2 2.6026 2.6333 2.2858e – 2 2.4493e – 1
50 2.0029e + 3 1.4926e + 3 9.2970e + 1 7.5832e + 1 2.2682 2.6679

Figure 1. Comparisons between
∣∣∣ ˙̄Φer

∣∣∣ and Drv

in Figure 1 (the right column). In order to numerically compare
∣∣∣ ˙̄Φer

∣∣∣ and Drv, given a

definition η =

∥∥∥∥ | ˙̄Φer|−Drv

| ˙̄Φer|

∥∥∥∥, we have the comparison results in Figure 1 (the left column).

At different coning movement frequencies, the attitude drifts error Drv of equivalent
rotation vector each sample OCA is compared in Figure 2.

From the numerical analysis and simulation above, we can see that the estimation

results for
∣∣∣ ˙̄Φer

∣∣∣ and Drv based on our and Qin’s schemes [1] under the 2 sub-samples

OCA are with little difference, but for the 3 sub-samples and the 4 sub-samples cases,

their estimation results of
∣∣∣ ˙̄Φer

∣∣∣ and Drv are with large difference of several orders.

Furthermore, according to the proposed attitude drift error estimation formula Drv, the
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Figure 2. Comparisons of attitude drift error Drv for different types of sub samples

results of the 3 sub-samples and the 4 sub-samples OCA have a little difference at lower
coning movement frequencies, but with the increase of the coning movement frequency,
the difference becomes lager and larger between two estimation results, which is just in
accordance with the practical condition of attitude estimation for the 3 sub-samples and
the 4 sub-samples OCA.

6. Conclusions. This paper proposes an attitude drift error estimation method of
equivalent rotation vector for each sub-sample OCA, and deduces an attitude drift error
formula for each sub-sample, and then shows a numerical analysis and simulation results
about the attitude drift error. We can draw a primary conclusion that the formula is
in accordance with practical attitude calculation result of equivalent rotation vector in
different sub-samples. In the future, generalized optimum strapdown algorithm with
coning and sculling compensation in High Dynamic will be researched.
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Abstract. The prediction issue is widely used not only in scientific and financial appli-
cations but also in many other areas. This paper presents methods for prediction future
values of the environment with multiple time series data. These methods are Linear Re-
gression and Sequential Minimal Optimization based on Support Vector Machine. Both
algorithms can improve operation speed and reduce longer run time with large data sets of
quadratic programming. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the approach.
To examine our methods, we apply them on stock price data set getting from Yahoo Fi-
nance.
Keywords: Stream time series, Linear regression, Sequential minimal optimization

1. Introduction. At the current time, the related issues of time series data mining [1]
have big attracted many researchers’ interest, in terms of wide scientific and other applica-
tions [2,3], such as sensor monitoring, error detection and online stock analysis. Compared
with the traditional achieved data, time series has its own special characteristics such as
large data size, high dimensionality and sometime necessary to update continuously.

Based on the time series representation, different mining works can be found in the
literature and they can be classified into four areas [1]: pattern discovery and clustering,
classification, rule discovery and summarization. Some of the research focus on one of
these areas, while the others may concentrate on more than one of the above processes.

Almost prediction systems use historical and the other available data to predict the fu-
ture data for future events. Time series prediction is an interesting and challenging task
in the field of data mining. In general, time series prediction separates into two main ten-
dencies, statistical and computational intelligence. Statistical approaches include moving
average, auto-regressive moving average, auto-regressive integrated moving average [4],
linear regression [5], multiple regression.

We are interested in prediction techniques that are appropriate for the stream data
environment, which is in support of low prediction, training cost and high accuracy of the
future values. So in this paper, we implement the two time series prediction approaches
that are linear regression and Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) based on Support
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Vector Regression (SVR) algorithm. The experiments extract and evaluate the accuracy
of future values depend on the number of history using for prediction. To certify the
effectiveness of the approach we take advantage of the stock price data set getting from
Yahoo Finance.
This paper is organized as follows. We define the problem statement and propose the

method in Section 2. Section 3 lists and explains our researches such as linear regression
and the SMO algorithm for prediction. Section 4 provides evaluation of our experiments.
Finally, in Section 5 we conclude this paper.

2. Problem Statement and Framework. A set of observations is called a time series,
each value of a time series being recorded at a specific time [4]. A discrete time series is
defined as the set of observations at the discrete time. Continuous time series streams are
received by recording observations continuously over some time intervals.
Suppose that we have n time series {T1, T2, . . ., Tn} in the stream data environment

i = 1, . . ., n, each Ti containing m ordered values at the current timestamp (m− 1), that
is, Ti = {ti0, ti1, . . ., ti(m−1)} where tij is the value at timestamp j in Ti.
Let us assume that n time series streams only take data after F timestamps. In oth-

er words, for each time series Ti, the future values {tim, ti(m+1), . . ., ti(m+F−1)} fitting to
timestamps m, (m+ 1), . . . , and (m+ F − 1), respectively, arrives in a batch manner at
the same timestamp (m+ F ). At the period from current timestamp m to (m+ F − 1),
the system does not know about F future values in each time series.
The objective of prediction system is to efficiently predict the n · F values for the n

time series streams with the predict error as low as possible and the accuracy as high as
well. The predict error is described as the difference between actual and predict values
for the corresponding period. In this paper, the accuracy of n time series streams T1, T2,
. . . , and Tn will be used as the average of time series streams.
Our proposed framework, which applies for both linear regression and SMO regression

approaches, is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Our proposed framework for stream time series prediction

3. The Prediction Approaches.

3.1. Linear regression. Regression is usually evaluated as optimal for the problem; we
find a solution to reduce the error and the residual so in this paper we use the linear
regression [6] for prediction n time series streams.
In this paper, the linear regression model is applied to time series streams, a set of

time series {T1, T2, . . ., Tn} with Ti = {ti0, ti1, ti2, . . ., ti(m−1)} and i ≤ n. With each time
series of the stream data environment, we suppose that the collection of historical value
{ti0, ti1, ti2, . . ., tiH} is dependent variable, the predicted value {ti(H+1), ti(H+2), . . ., ti(H+F )}
is independent value. Let us assume tij to be a time series of interest, and let xij be a
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k × 1 dimensional vector of potential explanatory variables. In order to model tij as a
function of xij we consider the linear regression

tij = x′
ijβ + εij (1)

for observations i = 1, 2, . . ., n, j = 0, 1, . . .,m − 1, where εij is an error term and β is a
k × 1 vector of parameters to be estimated. Depending on the variables included in the
vector of regressors, xij, the interpretation of the linear regression in (1) changes.

First, let the vector of regressors contain k explanatory variables dated at the same
point in time as the left hand variable, for example xij = z′ij. Then the linear regression
will be called a static regression as the formula below.

tij = z′ijβ + εij (2)

The dating of tij and xij are the same to model the contemporaneous relation, but no
dynamic adjustment is modeled.

Next, recall that due to the temporal ordering of the time series observations, past
events can be treated as predetermined in the analysis of current events. Since many
economic time series seem to depend on their own past, it is natural to include the lagged
values, tij−1, tij−2, . . . , in the explanation of the current value. We can let xij = tij−1,
and the regression model is given by

tij = θtij−1 + εij. (3)

3.2. Applying SMO algorithm for prediction. In the time series environment with
n streams T1, T2, . . ., Tn, Ti = {ti0, ti1, ti2, . . ., ti(m−1)}, if each time series put their own
kernel matrix into main memory at runtime, the main memory will obtain the risk of
overflowing. Because of the using of the SMO algorithm [7,8] based on SVM [9] just
calling the kernel matrix iteration the performing improves significantly; therefore we
apply this algorithm to this situation. With the large data set, SVMs algorithm makes
the operation speed slower so that we choose SMO to get the better execution time and
exactness of future predicted data.

SMO is an iterative algorithm for solving the optimization problem of SVM. SMO
separates the problem to a series of smallest possible sub-problems, which are then solved
analytically. The smallest possible problem involves two such multipliers because of the
linear equality constraint involving the Lagrange multipliers. The problem proceeds as
follows:

For each time series Ti = {ti0, ti1, ti2, . . ., ti(m−1)} of {T1, T2, . . ., Tn}
Step 1: Find a Lagrange multiplier α that violates the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)

[8,9] conditions for the optimization problem.
Step 2: Pick a second multiplier α∗ and optimize the pair (α, α∗).
Step 3: Repeat steps 1 and 2 until convergence.

End for each.
At the time all the Lagrange multipliers satisfied the KKT, the problem has been solved.

Although this algorithm is guaranteed to converge, heuristics are used to choose the pair
of multipliers so as to accelerate the rate of convergence.

The method for choosing the Lagrange multipliers must be optimized, we choose the
first Lagrange multiplier by using an external loop of the SMO algorithm. The external
loop firstly iterates over the non-bound training subset. If there is a sample violates the
KKT conditions, it is qualified for immediate optimization. If there are no such samples,
then iterates over the entire training set. If ever one violated sample is found, we use the
second choice heuristic to choose a second multiplier, and the two multipliers are jointly
optimized. Then the support vector regression is updated, and the external loop resumes
to find KKT violators.
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Because SMO breaks down a large quadratic programming problem into a series of
smaller problems, SMO uses the smallest possible quadratic programming problems, which
are solved quickly and analytically. Generally speaking, this algorithm can improve its
scaling and computation time significantly.

4. Experimental Evaluation.

4.1. Experimental environment and data set. The experiment was performed on
Windows XP operating system with 2G AMD PC with 2GB of main memory. We designed
a program in the Java programming language to implement the proposed method, this
program is combined together with Weka open source [10] to make and evaluate the
results.
The experimental data set is financial time series, the stock data set contains daily,

weekly and monthly open stock prices obtained from Yahoo Finance http://finance.yahoo.
com. It consists of 224 daily, 239 monthly stock samples of 10 different companies (JNJ,
WMT, PG, NV, UN, KO, HBC, HPQ, SYMC, ORCL). Train and test divide the data
set into two sets; in our experiments, we use one set to construct the model and the other
set to validate the model.

4.2. Experimental results. This section discusses experiments and results in this study
to evaluate the proposed method. We employ daily observations of difference open stock
price streams covering the period from January 1st, 2011 to September 20th, 2011 in order
to predict future values for next 60 days. In financial stock data, standard deviation is a
representation of the risk associated with price-fluctuations and in this situation the data
does not have very high fluctuations.
First, we apply two methods to select attributes: M5 and Greedy using in the linear re-

gression. With an attribute selection using the M5’s method, step through the attributes
removes the one with the smallest standardized coefficient until no improvement is ob-
served. In this case, the estimate of the error is given by the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) [11], and the greedy selection uses the Akaike information metric. In Figure 2, the
result is distinct if we apply difference attribute methods; we compare with the actual
values, if the method to select attributes is M5, the result will have better accuracy.
SMO regression practices the support vector machine for regression; the parameters can

be learned by using various algorithms. The SMO algorithm has several input parameters
such as the complexity C, kernel function with others kernel parameters and the epsilon.
Kernel function may be Gaussian, polynomial or neural network non-linearity. With
this experiment we used different complexity parameter C and kernel functions (C = 1.0
and polynomial kernel SVM function; C = 3.0 and normalized polynomial kernel SVM
function). The optimal solution by choosing parameters for kernel function is a grid search
algorithm. If the kernel functions using in this test are polynomial kernel and normalized
polynomial kernel SVM function, in Figure 3, the result has the same accuracy.
Training the data is the period of testing the accuracy of predictive models. If the

model does not guarantee the accuracy requirements that the predictions then need to
find other solutions such as a search model to replace or expand the model predictions.
Testing the data is a prediction future values period, this is the goal of prediction, but
not yet has been occurred so they cannot be compared. However, a number of statistical
criteria will be for us to assess the reliability of the model; in Figure 4, we display the
comparison of both linear regression and SMO regression predicted values with the actual
values (these actual values also are obtained from Yahoo Finance). We use monthly stock
streams for this experiment, the figure shows that the accuracy of the SMO regression
method has higher accuracy than the Linear Regression method and the time of executing
this test is the same.
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Figure 2. Future prediction with linear regression-attributes selection
methods using M5 and Greedy

Figure 3. SMO regression future prediction with different complexity C
and kernel function
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Figure 4. The comparison of actual values and predicted values

5. Conclusions and Future Work. In this paper, we have presented and theoretically
explained the using of prediction according to the Linear Regression and Sequential Min-
imal Optimization algorithm based on Support Vector Machine; the evaluation indicators
of accuracy and generalization are given; the stock price data are obtained from Yahoo
Finance. More specifically, we apply these algorithms in the stream environment with
very big training set size in order to improve the performing and the preciseness. The
SMO algorithm reduces significantly the numerical calculation of quadratic programming,
so that we do not need to put the whole kernel matrix into main memory, we just call this
for matrix iteration, therefore it improves operational speed. Moreover, the SMO algo-
rithm does not involve the error accumulation, thus in the case data has high fluctuation,
the predictive precision of SMO algorithm is higher than Linear Regression.
In the future work, we will use several techniques to clean noise and transformation

data in order to better improve the efficiency and accuracy of prediction future values.
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Abstract. This paper presents distance transform-based bilateral upsampling that con-
verts a low-resolution depth map into its high-resolution one. A bilateral upsampling has
a disadvantage that the sharpness of edge boundary is not maintained. To overcome this,
the distance transform that is defined as the distance of each non-edge pixel from the
nearest edge pixel is incorporated into the bilateral upsampling. Combining the distance
transform value and a spatial weighting function produces a high resolution depth map
with edge sharpness preserved. For performance evaluation, we implemented six con-
ventional depth map upsampling methods. Experimental results performed on ten depth
maps show that our method outperforms the conventional methods on average by 1.0 db
in terms of the PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio).
Keywords: Depth map, Upsampling, Bilateral, Distance transform

1. Introduction. Following the significant advances in depth acquisition technologies
over the last few years, high-performance active range sensors have been developed re-
cently. They capture accurate per-pixel distance information of a real scene [1,2] which
is represented in the form of a depth map. It is often necessary to increase the spatial
resolution of a low resolution (LR) depth map in order to obtain a high-resolution (HR)
depth map. For this, diverse upsampling methods have been introduced. For instance,
bi-linear and cubic interpolations [3] are common methods even though they produce no-
ticeable blurring at the edges. To overcome this disadvantage, a bilateral upsampling that
belongs to an edge-preserving filter has been introduced [4]. The advantage of the bilat-
eral upsampling is to utilize the depth data varying at the edge boundary. The demerit
is the lack of precise consideration of a spatial distribution in a window of interest.

In this paper, based on the bilateral upsampling, we present a novel depth map up-
sampling method that utilizes distance transform of image pixels. Here since the distance
transform is defined as the distance of a given pixel from a nearest edge pixel, it plays an
important role in controlling weight functions used in the upsampling process. The main
aim of the distance transform is to preserve the sharpness of a depth map, especially at
edges.

This paper is organized as follows. The conventional bilateral upsampling is introduced
in Section 2. Section 3 presents the proposed distance transform-based bilateral upsam-
pling. Experimental results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes our
work.

2. Bilateral Upsampling. The bilateral interpolation is an edge-preserving filter, orig-
inally introduced by [4]. The bilateral upsampling combines both a spatial filter and a
range filter. More formally, given a low-resolution depth (LRD) DL

q , a high-resolution
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depth (HRD) DH
p is generated by

DH
p =

∑
q∈S

wq ·DL
q∑

q∈S
wq

(1)

where p is an interpolated pixel and q is a reference pixel in S. S denotes the size of a
filter. The weighting function wq is defined by the multiplication of two weight functions
f and g.

wq = f(∥p− q∥) · g
(∣∣DH

p −DL
q

∣∣) (2)

where f and g are the spatial and range weighting functions, respectively, || · || denotes a
Euclidean distance and D is a depth value.
For f and g, exponential functions are used as follows:

f(∥p− q∥) = exp

(
−∥p− q∥2

2σ2
a

)
(3)

g
(
DH

p −DL
q

)
= exp

(
−|DH

p −DL
q |2

2σ2
b

)
(4)

where σa and σb are variances that control the distribution of weight functions.
Now, we illustrate the problem of the bilateral upsampling using a synthetic data. The

depth profile along a scan line is shown in Figure 1(a). Here, a stepwise edge is assumed
at edge region. Suppose that a center pixel is located at the right of the edge region. The
spatial weight function f(x) is shown in Figure 1(b) and the range weight function g(x)
is shown in Figure 1(c). The combined weight function wq in Equation (2) is displayed

Figure 1. The graphs of functions when an edge region is at the left side of
a center pixel, (a) pixel depth along a scan line, (b) spatial weight function
f , (c) range weight function g, and (d) weight function wq.
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in the graph Figure 1(d). If we look at Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(d), the weight of the
center pixel is exponentially decreasing at the left and right sides, resulting in incorrect
weight assignment at the right pixels of the center pixel. The optimal weight needs to be
constant as well as large.

The careful investigation of this phenomenon shows that the bilateral upsampling causes
some blurring at edge boundary. Thus, our new solution is designed to preserve edges
better than the bilateral upsampling to some degree, which will be presented in the next
section.

3. Proposed Method. Our approach is designed to preserve edges during the upsam-
pling procedure. One thing that needs to be considered is the blur existence at edge
boundary. In most of natural data including the depth map, there always exists blur.
In other words, at edge boundary, an ideal stepwise edge function does not exist and
smoothing to some degree always exists. The solution is to utilize the distance from edges
found from edge detectors. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed method.
The method underlying our approach is the bilateral upsampling. Here we incorporate
the distance transform into the weight function of the bilateral upsampling.

Figure 2. The block diagram of proposed distance transform-based bilat-
eral upsampling

3.1. Distance transform. The first step is to obtain a distance transform (DT) map
[5] that represents the distance of any pixels from a given edge pixel. Since the DT map
represents the distance between edges extracted from an image and all pixel positions in
it, we can estimate whether a pixel belongs to a homogenous region or not. Before DT,
Canny edge operator is used to extract a depth edge map ED. We perform DT on ED

in order to obtain DT map. Initially, edge pixels in ED are set to zero, while non-edge
pixels are assigned infinity value. Formally, based on a − b distance transform, the DT
value qk(i, j) at iteration k is represented by

qk(i, j) =min
[
qk−1(i− 1, j − 1) + b, qk−1(i− 1, j) + a, qk−1(i− 1, j + 1) + b,

qk−1(i, j − 1) + a, qk−1(i, j), qk−1(i, j + 1) + a, (5)

qk−1(i+ 1, j − 1) + b, qk−1(i+ 1, j) + a, qk−1(i+ 1, j + 1) + b
]

where a and b define the strength of distance transform. b is empirically set to be a+ 1.
Figure 3 illustrates an edge map and its DT map. A pixel near from its closest edge is
assigned a small DT value. A pixel distant from the edge has a great DT value.

3.2. DT-based bilateral upsampling. The weight function of the bilateral upsampling
is controlled by DT values in the exponential form. By combining range and spatial weight
functions, a final upsampled depth map is constructed. The distance transform value τ
is represented in exponential form and incorporated into a spatial weight function f as
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Figure 3. Edge map and its distance transform map. The grayscale rep-
resents the DT value, where edges are black.

follows:

f(e(τ) · ∥p− q∥) = exp

(
−e(τ) · ∥p− q∥2

2σ2
a

)
(6)

The DT function e(τ) is expressed in the exponential form.

e(τ) = exp(−τ) (7)

Then, a high-resolution depth map is derived by

DH
dt =

∑
q∈S

ωq ·DL
q∑

q∈S
ωq

(8)

Finally, wq is computed by

ωq = f(e(τ) · ∥p− q∥) · g
(∣∣DL

p −DL
q

∣∣) (9)

The spatial weight function undergoes some variation according to e(τ). Figure 4 shows
the graphs of the proposed upsampling method when an edge region is located at the left
side of a center pixel. Figure 4(a) shows the pixel depth profile and Figure 4(b) the graph
of e(τ) where it is maximum at edge and exponentially decreasing in both regions. Figure
4(c) is the multiplication of e(τ) (Figure 4(b)) and spatial weight function f (Figure 1(b)).
Finally, a graph of a weight function wq is shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5(a), wq has a
low and constant value at the left side and a high and constant one at the right side.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. How the weight function f is changed according to e(τ) when
an edge region is located at the left side of a center pixel, (a) pixel depth,
(b) e(τ), and (c) f(e(τ) · ∥p− q∥).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. The graph of wq (a) when an edge region is at the left side of a
center pixel and (b) when an edge region is at the right side

4. Experimental Results. The performance of the proposed method was evaluated
with the ten depth maps in Figure 6, aloe, bowling, baby, cloth, cone, sawtooth, baby,
flowerpot, rock, and midd from Middlebury site [6]. In order to obtain low-resolution
depth maps, we downsampled the original data. Then, we generated high-resolution
depth maps using the proposed method. The edge maps and their DT maps are shown
in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Test depth maps

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Edge maps (left) and their DT maps (right)

Table 1 compares the PSNR (Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio) of the proposed method and
other methods. For performance comparison, bilinear upsampling (BLU), bicubic upsam-
pling (BCU), bilateral upsampling (BU), joint bilateral upsampling (JBU) [7], variance-
based bilateral upsampling (VBU) [8], and adaptive bilateral upsampling (ABU) [9] were
implemented. We coded the upsampling methods in C/C++. Beside PSNR, we used two
PSNRs such as edge PSNR and non-edge PSNR. These measurements have an advantage
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in that we can examine the upsampling performance at edges. The image PSNR of the
proposed method is 35.24 dB. As well, the PSNRs of edge and non-edge are 24.84 and
36.54, respectively. Our proposed method has the largest image PNSR. Further, edge
PSNR is the greatest except the BCU. Regarding non-edge PSNR, ours is better than the
BCU. The upsampled depth maps of bowling are shown in Figure 8.

Table 1. Performance comparison of PSNR (in dB)

Upsampling Method Image Edge Non-edge
Bilinear upsampling (BLU) 35.01 23.82 36.85
Bicubic upsampling (BCU) 34.85 25.39 35.64
Bilateral upsampling (BU) 35.04 23.98 36.70

Joint bilateral upsampling (JBU) 33.84 22.58 35.60
Variance-based bilateral upsampling (VBU) 34.41 23.18 36.18

Adaptive-bilateral upsampling (ABU) 32.28 22.24 34.29
Proposed Method (DTBU) 35.24 24.84 36.54

Figure 8. Upsampled depth maps. The order of depth map is the same
as that of Table 1.

5. Conclusion. In this paper, we presented an upsampling method that incorporates a
distance transform into a bilateral upsampling, thus obtaining the better PSNR as well
as more sharp edges. In terms of PSNR, the experiment showed that high-resolution
depth maps generated by the proposed method outperform the conventional upsampling
methods. The main merit of the proposed method is that it can produce better PSNR
especially at edges. In 3D stereoscopic field, a depth map plays an important role in the
performance of 3D perception. The quality of the depth map is related to 3D perception
and therefore it is our future work that we investigate the relation between the upsampled
depth map and 3D perception.
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Abstract. This study aims to realize the issues of increasing number of high school
students accessing Facebook. We used the simple random sampling technique to collect
1,206 valid samples in New Taipei city, Taiwan. The fuzzy statistics was used to deter-
mine the student users’ behaviors and the level of their safety awareness on Facebook.
The result reveals both boy and girl students agreed that entertainment and information
needs of Facebook using are relatively safe. However, the virtual feeling related using on
Facebook is less reliable than do the others. The result shows that the students’ Face-
book using and their security awareness have positive fuzzy correlation. Most students
are aware of possible consequences of providing personally identifiable information to the
Facebook, but nevertheless feel comfortable using it. This study suggests that the teachers
and parents do need to take care of those students why they spent two or over three hours
on Facebook. Do the student users realize their privacy and security properly on Face-
book? It needs to be treated and viewed carefully. This study also provides an example of
interval data transformation with fuzzy correlation to interpret this issue.
Keywords: Internet security, Facebook, Virtual community, Fuzzy correlation

1. Introduction. This study aims to realize the issues of increasing students accessing
Facebook. We applied fuzzy statistics to determine what are the student users’ behaviors
and their safety awareness.

In 2004, Mark Zuckerberg created Facebook at Harvard University. Four years later, the
Chinese version of Facebook promoted its popularity. In Taiwan, according to Facebook
statistics, Taiwanese registered Facebook have reached 13,056,720 people. Among these
users, there are 33% in 25 ∼ 34 years old, 25.6% in 18 ∼ 24 years old, and 6.5% in
13 ∼ 15 years old [1]. No doubt, a lot of people’s time has been stolen by Facebook.
Students rarely are not regular users of Facebook. The Facebook is already a favorite of
today’s youth. It also has become the hot topic in schools.

From the view of psychology, Tosun indicated that motivation of interpersonal social
networks will affect the self-expression in Internet using [2]. Rheingold called “virtual
community”, it is the term used to describe the new experiences [3]. Arena and Conein
noted that the Internet community may play an influential role for the users in their
individual lives, such as, establishing and maintaining interpersonal relationships, sharing
experiences, learning, purchasing, as well as finding an important medium of fantasy
entertainment [4].

Behind this popular, there are some worries for users. Sophos conducted an online
questionnaire at the end of 2011, there are over 4,300 respondents worldwide reflect what
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is the greatest threat on the Internet today. The study shows that 61% respondents
indicate the network’s biggest threat comes from users’ neglect to protect them. Close to
20% of the respondents believe that the Internet community fraud is the greatest threat
[5]. The networking and communications technologies allow data between computers
and users from one to another. We need network security to protect the users. Any
objective of computer security must protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability
of information system, it is so called C.I.A. [6-8]. Can we do that for the young student
groups? Considering the issues of Facebook using, the main research questions are listed
as follows:

• What is the status of Facebook using for high school students?
• What is the relationship between the students’ Facebook using and safety awareness?
• How to raise the safety awareness of Facebook using for the high school students?

2. Methods. In 2013, we used the simple random sampling technique to collect 1,206
high school student samples in New Taipei city, Taiwan. The percentage of boy and girl
students is 51.66% and 48.34% respectively. In this section, we address the instrument,
research framework and fuzzy statistics.

2.1. Instrument and research framework. Based on the research purposes and re-
lated literature, we designed the fuzzy questionnaire to collect the Facebook using and
security awareness related data from high school students. In the beginning, 15 indica-
tors representing the Facebook using behaviors were selected. Then we refined the indica-
tors and selected eight indicators to represent the typical Facebook using behaviors. The
awareness of security covers four dimensions, including internet social, information needs,
entertainment, and virtual feelings (see Figure 1). The fuzzy questionnaire was designed
to collect interval data. The example of interval data scale is presented as follows:

Figure 1. Research framework
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2.2. Fuzzy statistics. This study applied fuzzy statistics to transform the interval data
related to Facebook using and its security awareness. Fuzzy means, defuzzifications as
their conceptual centriods, and fuzzy correlations have been used to interpret the interval
data.

2.2.1. Fuzzy means. Since the data collection is followed by fuzzy logic, this study applied
fuzzy means to transform the interval data (see Definition 2.1). The fuzzy transformation
is better than that of traditional one. As previous studies, the fuzzy measurement, by way
of fuzzy interval scale, can be used to collect possible information from the participants
[9-11].

Definition 2.1. Fuzzy sample mean (data with interval values) [9,11]
Let U be the universal set and {Fxi = [ai, bi], ai, bi ∈ R, i = 1, . . ., n} be a sequence

of random fuzzy samples on U . The fuzzy sample mean value is then defined as follows:

Fx̄ =

[
1

n

n∑
i=1

ai,
1

n

n∑
i=1

bi

]
(1)

Example 2.1. Let x1 = [3, 5], x2 = [2, 4], x3 = [3, 4], x4 = [4, 7], and x5 = [2, 5] be the
evaluation of the equipment by 5 students with fuzzy interval scale. Thus, the fuzzy sample
mean for the evaluation is

Fx̄ =

[
3 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 2

5
,
5 + 4 + 4 + 7 + 5

5

]
= [2.8, 5.0]

2.2.2. Defuzzification. This study also considered the e base of the natural logarithm
function ln to transform the fuzzy interval data for their conceptual centriods.

Definition 2.2. Defuzzification for a fuzzy number on R [10]
Let χ = [a, b] (a ̸= b) be an interval fuzzy number on U , then the defuzzification number

Rχ of [a, b] is defined as follows:

Rχ =
a+ b

2
+

(
1− ln(1 + |b− a|)

|b− a|

)
(2)

Example 2.2. Let χ = [4, 6], then Rχ = 4+6
2

+
(
1− ln(1+|6−4|)

|6−4|

)
= 5.45.

2.2.3. Fuzzy correlation. The symbol of “[ ]” means a closed interval. If a, b ∈ R and
a < b, then [a, b] is an interval fuzzy number. We named “a” is the lower bound of [a, b]
and “b” as the upper bound of [a, b]. If a = b, then [a, b] = [a, a] = [b, b] = a = b, it is a
real number a (or b).

Similarly, a real number k can be defined as [k, k]. If [a, b] is an interval fuzzy set, we
define co =

a+b
2
, so =

b−a
2
, it represents its “center” and “radius” respectively. This study

expresses an interval fuzzy number as the following way:

[co; so]⇒ [co + so, co − so] = [a, b] and ℓ = b− a is the length of the interval.

For example, this study considered (xi, yi) as the first i sample value, i = 1, 2, . . .n; xi, yi
are interval fuzzy numbers; x, y represent the sample mean respectively [12,13].

This study used Equation (3) to get more reasonable fuzzy correlation coefficients. The
study considered the e base of the natural logarithm function ln to transform the interval
data. Let lxi be the length of continuous interval sample xi, lyi be the length of the
sample interval yi, then the corrected length of correlation coefficient is defined as follows:

δ = 1− ln(1 + |rl|)
|rl|

; (3)
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where rl =

n∑
i=1

(lxi−l̄x)(lyi−l̄y)√
n∑

i=1
(lxi−l̄x)2

√
n∑

i=1
(lyi−l̄y)2

. Since 0 < rl < 1, so the range of δ is 0 < δ < 0.3069.

Definition 2.3. Let Cxi, Cyi be samples from the interval fuzzy matrix central point, lxi,
lyi for the interval length. The r is the center of the correlation coefficient, σ is the fitter
to be used to correct the length of the correlation coefficient. The relevant intervals are
defined as follows:

(i) r ≥ 0, rl ≥ 0, (r,min(1, r + δ));
(ii) r ≥ 0, rl < 0, (r − δ, r);
(iii) r < 0, rl ≥ 0, (r, r + δ);
(iv) r < 0, rl < 0, (max(−1, r − δ), r).

2.2.4. Testing the significant level of fuzzy correlation. How to evaluate the significant
level of fuzzy correlation coefficient? This study proposed approximate rules to test the
meanings of fuzzy correlation coefficients [9,13,14].
(1) Positive fuzzy correlation:

r > .65 represents high correlation,
.35 < r < .65 represents moderate correlation,
r < .35 represents low correlation;

(2) Negative fuzzy correlation:
−.35 < r represents low negative correlation,
−.35 < r < −.65 represents moderate negative correlation,
r > −.65 represents high negative correlation.

3. Results.

3.1. Time of Facebook using. This study analyzed 1,206 high school students’ frequen-
cies of Facebook using as well as their awareness of safety when they used. Table 1 shows
the time of Facebook using for target high school students in each day. There are 51.41%
of students reported Facebook using less than one hour, 36.73% of students using from
one to three hours, while still have 11.86% of students using over three hours.

Table 1. Students’ Facebook using calculated by hours

XXXXXXXXXXXGender
Hours Less than one hour One to three hours Over three hours Total

n % n % n % n
Boys 334 53.61% 227 36.44% 62 9.95% 623
Girls 286 49.06% 216 37.05% 81 13.89% 583
Total 620 51.41% 443 36.73% 143 11.86% 1206

3.2. Awareness of Facebook using security. Both boy and girl students agreed that
entertainment (S3) and information needs (S2) of Facebook using are relatively safe. How-
ever, the virtual feeling related using on Facebook is less reliable. The results of fuzzy
means, defuzzification, and their rankings are shown on Table 2. There is no difference
in gender about the awareness of the Facebook using security.

3.3. Explained by fuzzy correlation. Table 3 shows that the fuzzy correlations be-
tween Facebook using and its security awareness are positive. The result reveals that both
“press mark to let friends know where I have visited” and “awareness of internet social
security” (S1) have moderate positive fuzzy correlation [.39, .59]. It is hard to say, this
phenomenon is good or bad for those young students. Even though the students know
the importance of internet social security, they are still lack of capability to protect their
privacy.
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Table 2. Awareness of Facebook using security explained by gender

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhAwareness
Gender Boys

R Ranking
Girls

R Ranking
Fuzzy means Fuzzy means

Internet social security (S1) [3.71, 5.09] 4.77 3 [3.60, 4.97] 4.65 3
Information needs (S2) [4.07, 5.37] 5.06 2 [3.98, 5.31] 5.01 2
Entertainment (S3) [4.13, 5.48] 5.17 1 [3.97, 5.31] 5.01 1
Virtual feelings (S4) [2.51, 3.81] 3.52 4 [2.23, 3.50] 3.22 4

Total security awareness [3.59, 4.94] 4.63 [3.45, 4.77] 4.47
Note: The ranking is based on the defuzzification (R).

Table 3. Fuzzy correlation between Facebook using and its security awareness

`````````````````̀related activities

Security Frequency
of awareness

All
Internet social Inform.

Entertainment
Virtual

security needs feelings
Discussing with friends in chat room [.25, .43] [.33, .51] [.22, .35] [.15, .29] [.10, .22]
Press mark to let friends to know where
I have visited

[.22, .42] [.39, .59] [.17, .33] [.08, .24] [.09, .24]

Using Facebook to find information [.29, .48] [.23, .40] [.38, .56] [.21, .36] [.12, .26]
Discussing homework with friends on
Facebook

[.10, .28] [.07, .22] [.12, .27] [.04, .19] [-.04, .09]

Play games on Facebook [.20, .39] [.09, .25] [.10, .27] [.32, .49] [.10, .23]
Viewing the related news of Entertain-
ment fans

[.28, .47] [.17, .18] [.30, .45] [.37, .55] [.12, .27]

Using Facebook to make new friends [.32, .51] [.23, .38] [.20, .35] [.18, .34] [.45, .63]
Using Facebook to share love feelings
with virtual friends

[.18, .34] [.11, .22] [.05, .17] [.03, .15] [.40, .57]

There is a moderate fuzzy correlation between “using Facebook to find information”
and “security awareness of information needs” (S2) [.38, .56]. The result reveals there
is a positive relationship between the students’ behaviors of information searching and
their security awareness. However, the indicator of “discussing homework with friends on
Facebook” only shows low correlation with the “security awareness of information needs”
(S2) [.12, .27].

Both “using Facebook to make new friends” and “using Facebook to share love feelings
with virtual friends” are shown moderate fuzzy correlation with the “security of virtual
feelings” (S4). The result reveals most of students think that security is low in virtual
feelings, so they may not intent to use. The students’ responses are quiet safe as our
judgment. However, the low using rate may reflect the fact, there are some students still
involve in this area on Facebook. In this case, the teachers and parents do need to take
care of the students why they spent two or even over three hours on Facebook.

4. Conclusions. Facebook has become a standard part of student life. While Facebook is
arguably convenient, it does present many privacy concerns. In this study, we investigated
student awareness of these issues and available privacy protection provided by Facebook.
We have found that most students are aware of possible consequences of providing per-
sonally identifiable information to the Facebook, but nevertheless feel comfortable using
it. Many users befriend other users on the Facebook, but not in a non-cyber environmen-
t. Examining these issues further will allow us to draw more specific conclusions to the
student users. How student users view privacy and security properly on Facebook may be
treated and viewed carefully by their teachers and parents. Additionally, this study may
provide an example of interval data transformation in fuzzy correlation process to explain
an ambiguous issue. For further study, it may apply this method to explore the related
factors with Facebook using in different groups.
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Abstract. To overcome several main shortcomings of collaborative filtering recommen-
dation, this paper presents a collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on
absolute similarity and dimension-crossing recovering. When applied to big data with high
sparsity, collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm suffers from the non-optimal
nearest neighbors and the missing value of reference ratings. This paper uses the absolute
similarity to select the most referential neighbors and recovers missing ratings by utilizing
useful rating information from the other dimension. Experimental results show that the
algorithm in this paper consistently achieved better prediction accuracy and validate the
effectiveness of the algorithm.
Keywords: Recommendation algorithm, Collaborative filtering, Absolute similarity,
Dimension-crossing recover, MAE

1. Introduction. As the explosive growth of Internet content, it is difficult to obtain
information expediently and precisely. So recommender system is applied more and more
widely especially for electronic commerce and information filtering.

So far, the most successful and widely-used recommendation technology is the nearest-
neighbor based collaborative filtering recommendation [1]. The well known recommender
systems such as Tapestry [2], GroupLens [3], Ringo [4], and Video Recommender [5] are
all such instants. They use the similarities between users or items to select the nearest
neighbors, and then predict the target rating by utilizing the ratings of these neighbors.

With the number of users and items expanding so rapidly, the sparsity problem of rating
data is getting more and more severe. Researchers have put forward several improvements
to chase higher recommendation accuracy. Li et al. [6] try to find more accurate nearest
neighbors by computing targets’ similarity based on combined rating set; Xin et al. [7]
define a similarity support to keep the number of nearest neighbors reasonable; Deng
et al. [8] get a better neighbor set by pre-clustering users to reduce the search space;
Huang et al. [9] select nearest neighbors based on similarity threshold to control the
similarity range; Wei et al. [10] compare the local similarity of users in the same cluster
which is constructed based on the similar items to generate a global similarity. All these
improvements focus mainly on the selecting of nearest neighbors, while ignoring the effect
of the missing values of ratings on the rating prediction.

A lot of collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms are based on k-nearest neigh-
bor method [3,11,12], but the setting of the k value could be very hard. So Huang et al.
[9] use a pre-set threshold instead of the fixed value k. The shortcomings are still obvious:
first, the setting of threshold needs plentiful experiential knowledge; second, in extreme
case, it is possible that no neighbor could be found for users.
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A collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on absolute similarity and
dimension-crossing recovering is proposed in this paper. It replaces the similarity with
absolute similarity to select the nearest neighbors and recovers the missing values using
reliable referential ratings so that each target has k available reference ratings. Experi-
ments validated that the algorithm had better prediction result than uncertain neighbor
collaborative filtering and traditional collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms.

2. k-Nearest Neighbor Based Collaborative Filtering Recommendation. Near-
est-neighbor based collaborative filtering recommendation can be classed as user-based
and item-based according to the dimension it follows in the selecting of nearest neighbors.
By computing the similarity, the nearest neighbors are found, and their ratings together
with their similarities are then used to generate the rating predictions. The ratings of
nearest neighbors are called reference ratings which mean that they are used to synthe-
size the prediction. By missing reference ratings we mean these with null rating values.
Measuring the common interest, bigger similarity between users means the more similar
tastes between them, so their ratings on same item should be closer. Collaborative filtering
recommendation uses the reference ratings of similar-tasted neighbors to estimate target
rating. The similarity measures used widely include cosine based, pearson-correlation,
and adjusted-cosine.
Cosine similarity measures the cosine of the angle between two vectors, so the bigger

value we get, the more similar the two vectors are.

sim(u, v) =

∑
i∈I

rui × rvi√∑
i∈I

r2ui

√∑
i∈I

r2vi

(1)

where I denotes the set of items, rui and rvi denote the rating of user u and v on item i.
Pearson-correlation similarity holds the opinion that it is the extent of the rating de-

parting from the average of user’s ratings that determines similarity between users.

sim(u, v) =

∑
i∈I′

(rui − ru) (rvi − rv)√∑
i∈I′

(rui − ru)
2
√∑

i∈I′
(rvi − rv)

2
(2)

I ′ denotes the set of items rated by both u and v, ru and rv are the average rating of user
u and v.
Adjusted-cosine similarity takes the difference of items in the scale of being rated into

account. Hence, the equation is

sim(u, v) =

∑
i∈I′

(rui − ri) (rvi − ri)√∑
i∈I′

(rui − ri)
2
√∑

i∈I′
(rvi − ri)

2
(3)

where ri denotes the average rating of item i.
Pearson-correlation similarity and adjusted-cosine similarity may get a negative value

meaning that the interests of users are opposite.
When the neighborhood information is available, collaborative filtering recommendation

synthesizes the rating prediction of target user by certain methods, e.g., weighted sum
method and average-and-deviation method.
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Weighted sum method uses the average of nearest neighbors’ ratings with similarity
weighted as the rating prediction of the target user. The equation is as follows.

r̃ui =

∑
v∈U

rvi × sim (u, v)∑
v∈U

sim (u, v)
(4)

Here U denotes the nearest neighbors set of user u, r̃ui denotes the rating prediction of
user u on item i.

Average-and-deviation method supposes that it is the extent of user’s ratings departing
from his average rating value that determines similarity between two users, so the better
way to generate prediction using similarities, user’s average and reference ratings is

r̃ui = ru +

∑
v∈U

(rvi − rv)× sim (u, v)∑
v∈U

sim (u, v)
(5)

where ru denotes the average rating value of user u.

3. Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Algorithm Based on Absolute Si-
milarity and Dimension-Crossing Recovering. The similarity value may be negative
with pearson-correlation similarity and adjusted-cosine similarity. Similarity with nega-
tive value implies opposite interests which can also be used as reference knowing that it
is an opposite reference. Besides, if the reference rating of a neighbor user is missing, it
can be recovered by using the referential ratings within the other dimension.

3.1. The selecting of k-nearest neighbor based on absolute similarity. As a
measure of interest, the bigger the similarity value is, the clearer it is that they can be
used for reference by each other and their ratings should be close. After negative similarity
value is introduced, it is the amplitudes of target ratings from their averages that imply
their value for reference and minus similarity value can be conversed into plus value by
changing the direction of amplitude.

The absolute value of similarity is called absolute similarity in this paper. Bigger
absolute similarity means a stronger referential relationship no matter the similarity value
is negative or positive. The algorithm proposed sequences the users according to their
absolute similarity with target user and selects the first k users as the nearest neighbors.
The selecting of k-nearest neighbor based on absolute similarity can pick out the users
who are more referential for prediction generation.

3.2. The prediction generation based on missing reference rating recovering.
Absolute similarity promises high reliable nearest neighbors; however, the reference ratings
of these neighbors could be missing value due to data sparsity. A feasible way to conquer
this is to recover the missing value of reference ratings by using the rating information
from similar users or items.

3.2.1. Missing reference rating recovering. User-item rating matrix is a simple table with
two dimensions, that is, user dimension and item dimension. We call the process of
predicting rating for target top computing, and the process of missing reference rating
recovering low level computing. By absolute similarity, the nearest neighbors are selected
for target. When any of the reference ratings of these neighbors is missing, one round of
low level computing is activated to get reference from the ratings of similar users or items
and an estimated rating value is generated for the current neighbor.
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3.2.2. Dimension-inside recovering. When recovering the missing reference rating, if rat-
ings of similar users are used in user-based collaborative filtering recommendation or
similar items helped in item-based collaborative filtering recommendation, we call this
method of recovering dimension-inside recovering because the extra information we intro-
duced is within the same dimension as top computing. In dimension-inside recovering,
nearest neighbor users would be found for the user with a missing rating, or nearest
neighbor items for the item of the missing rating.

3.2.3. Dimension-crossing recovering. Taking the user-based collaborative filtering rec-
ommendation as an example, similar items to the one on which neighbor user has a
missing rating will be found, their ratings from the same user are used to recover the
missing value. This process repeats on every neighbor user who has a rating of missing
value on particular item until the top computing can be done. It is the same for item-based
collaborative filtering recommendation to use similar users and their ratings to estimate
the missing value of the item. We named this recovering method dimension-crossing
recovering as it seeks reference from the ratings within the other dimension.

4. Experimental Evaluation. We ran some experiments to test the effect of absolute
similarity and missing value recovering, and compared the proposed algorithm with un-
certain neighbor collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm (UNCF) in [9].

4.1. Dataset and evaluation metrics. The dataset was the 100k set from MovieLens
(http:www.grouplens.org) which contains one hundred thousand ratings of 943 users to
1682 movies. We randomly divided the data into a training set and a test set five times
to implement cross validation. The variable x determines the percentage of data used as
training set. For all the experiments in this paper, the value of x is 0.8 which means that
80% of the data is used as training set and 20% is used as test set. The sparsity of our
dataset is 0.9369, which indicates that the available ratings are very short.
The widely-used Mean Absolute Error (MAE) metric is adopted to measure the average

deviation between ratings and predictions.

MAE =

∑
ui∈T |r̃ui − rui|

N
(6)

where T denotes the set of user-item pairs whose values are to be predicted, N denotes
the number of T , r̃ui denotes the rating prediction of user u on item i, rui denotes the
actual rating of user u on item i. The lower the MAE was, the higher accuracy the
recommendation got.
The number of neighbors is varied from 10 to 100 with an interval of 10 to observe the

trends. We implemented the experiments five times on the five groups of training and
test data and computed the average of MAE.

4.2. The effect of absolute similarity. Traditional collaborative filtering recommen-
dation algorithms (UBCF and IBCF) select the nearest neighbors by similarity, to avoid
reference rating of missing value, from those with available ratings. Absolute similar-
ity selects those with bigger absolute similarities and available reference ratings. The
comparison result is shown as Figure 1.
It is clear that selecting the neighbors with bigger absolute similarities got lower MAE

at all neighbor sizes for both user-based collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm
(AS-UBCF) and item-based collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm (AS-IBCF).
Similar interest and opposite taste both can be used as reference. The stronger the extent
of being similar or opposite is, the better result we achieve.
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Figure 1. The effect of absolute similarity

Figure 2. The comparison result of dimension-inside recovering and
dimension-crossing recovering

4.3. Missing value recovering strategies comparison. Dimension-inside recovering
(DIR) and dimension-crossing recovering (DCR) were used in user-based and item-based
collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms with absolute similarity separately.

As shown in Figure 2, dimension-crossing recovering recovered missing reference ratings
using available information of similar items for user-based collaborative filtering recom-
mendation algorithm and referential ratings of similar users for item-based collaborative
filtering recommendation algorithm. Dimension-inside recovering had bigger MAE at all
neighbor sizes than dimension-crossing recovering. So dimension-crossing recovering is a
better missing reference rating recovering method which makes good use of the referential
ratings of similar users or items.

4.4. Comparison with collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms. The
absolute similarity and dimension-crossing recovering were proved effective in last two
experiments, next we compared the proposed algorithm with traditional user-based and
item-based collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms. Collaborative filtering rec-
ommendation algorithm based on user absolute similarity and dimension-crossing recover-
ing was shortened as UASDCR. Collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based
on item absolute similarity and dimension-crossing recovering was shortened as IASDCR.

The proposed algorithm outperformed the traditional algorithms no matter that it
is user-based or item-based. The improvement using absolute similarity and dimension-
crossing recovering is effective.
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Figure 3. The comparison between the proposed algorithm and tradition-
al algorithms

4.5. The comparison between proposed algorithm and UNCF. To compare the
performance of the proposed algorithm with other researchers’ work recently, we select
the UNCF algorithm. The comparison result was shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The comparison between proposed algorithm and UNCF

Collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on user absolute similarity
and dimension-crossing recovering (PUBCF) got a slight better prediction precision than
UNCF, and collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on item absolute sim-
ilarity and dimension-crossing recovering (PIBCF) achieved the best result obviously. Our
algorithm was proved much better than UNCF.

5. Conclusion and Future Work. Collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm
based on absolute similarity and dimension-crossing recovering aims at the shortcoming
of traditional collaborative filtering recommendation on nearest neighbor selecting and
reference rating utilizing. By replacing similarity with absolute similarity and recovering
missing value using dimension-crossing referential ratings, the proposed algorithm got
lower MAE which means a better rating prediction result.
Dimension-crossing recovering needs to commit similarity computation for both users

and items. This increases the computation complexity of algorithm and makes it difficult
to deal with big data and other reality complex applications. This should be the concern
of our next work.
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Abstract. Position tracking control for the chaotic permanent magnet synchronous
motor drive system with parameter uncertainties is addressed in this paper. Neural net-
works are used to approximate the nonlinearities and adaptive backstepping technique is
employed to construct controllers. The proposed adaptive neural controllers can suppress
chaos in the permanent magnet synchronous motor and guarantee that the tracking error
converges to a small neighborhood of the origin.
Keywords: Chaos control, Nonlinear system, Adaptive neural control, Permanent mag-
net synchronous motor, Backstepping

1. Introduction. Permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSM) are of great interest
for industrial applications due to their high speed, high efficiency, high power density and
large torque to inertia ratio. The secure and stable operation of the PMSM, which is an
essential requirement of industrial automation manufacturing, has received considerable
attention because its dynamic model is nonlinear, multivariable and even experiencing
Hopf bifurcation, limit cycles and chaotic attractors with systemic parameters falling into
a certain area. The chaotic behavior in PMSM is undesirable since it can destroy the
stability of the motor and even make the system collapse. Chaos in the PMSM and its
control have been active research topics in the field of nonlinear control of electric motors.
The PMSM was shown to exhibit chaos by Li et al. in [1]. Ge and Huang developed an
adaptive backstepping control approach for the PMSM in [2]; and the proposed controller
stabilizes the chaos exhibited by the PMSM and drives it to the desired speed set-point.
A feedback linearization control technique was implemented on the PMSM by Ren and
Liu [3] to stabilize the system about a user determined set-point which is a point within
the strange attractor of the PMSM.

In recent years, backstepping-based adaptive neural method has attracted considerable
attention because of its inherent capability for modelling and controlling highly uncertain,
nonlinear and complex systems [4,5]. Kwan and Lewis presented a new robust backstep-
ping speed controller for induction motors (IMs) using neural networks (NNs) [6], where a
two-layer NN was used to design the fictitious controller, and a second NN was utilized to
robustly realize the fictitious NN signals. Wai and Chang [7] addressed a newly designed
decoupling system and a backstepping wavelet neural network (WNN) control system
for achieving high-precision position-tracking performance of an indirect field-oriented IM
drives. The radial basis function (RBF) neural network (NN) [8,9] is considered as a
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two-layer network, which contains the hidden and the output layers. Therefore, neural
networks can be used to handle uncertain information, furthermore, it can be applied to
control these systems which are ill-defined or too complex to have a mathematical model.
It has been found one of the popular and conventional tools in functional approxima-
tions and provides an effective way to design control system that is one of important
applications in the area of control engineering.
In this paper, an adaptive neural control method is developed to suppress chaos in

permanent magnet synchronous motor drive systems via backstepping technology. Dur-
ing the controller design process, the adaptive technique and backstepping are used to
construct NN controllers, and the RBF neural networks are employed to approximate the
nonlinearities of the chaotic PMSM drive system. Thus the undeterministic parameters of
the PMSM drive system are taken into account, no regression matrices need to be found
and the problem of “explosion of terms” for the traditional backstepping is overcome.
Simulation results illustrate its effectiveness.

2. Mathematical Model of Chaotic PMSM Drive System and Preliminaries.
The dimensionless mathematical model of PMSM with the smooth air gap can be de-
scribed as follows [1]:

dθ

dt
= ω,

dω

dt
= σ(iq − ω)− T̃L,

diq
dt

= −iq − idω + γω + ũq,

did
dt

= −id + iqω + ũd,

(1)

where θ, ω, id and iq are state variables, which denote the rotor position, angle speed and
the d− q axis currents, respectively. σ and γ are system operating parameters, which are
positive. T̃L, ũd and ũq stand for the d-q axis voltages and load torque, respectively.

In the system (1), the external inputs are set to zero, namely, T̃L = ũd = ũq = 0 [1].
Then, the system (1) becomes an unforced system:

dθ

dt
= ω,

dω

dt
= σ(iq − ω),

diq
dt

= −iq − idω + γω,

did
dt

= −id + iqω.

The study found that the PMSM is experiencing chaotic behavior when the operating
parameters σ and γ fall into a certain area [1]. For example, the PMSMs begin to display
chaos with σ = 5.46 and γ = 14.93. The typical chaotic attractor is shown in Figure 1.
The chaotic oscillations can destroy the stabilization of the PMSM drive system.
Remark 1. In this paper, we assume the parameter σ is unknown but its lower bound

is 1, namely, σ ≥ 1. Thus, the proposed control method is suitable for any σ which is
larger than 1.
In order to remove chaos in the PMSM drive system, we use ud and uq as the manip-

ulated variable which is desirable for the real application. An adaptive neural control
approach is proposed to suppress chaos via backstepping. For simplicity, the following
notations are introduced: x1 = θ, x2 = ω, x3 = iq, x4 = id. By using these notations,
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the dynamic model of PMSM driver system can be described by the following differential
equations:

ẋ1 = x2,

ẋ2 = σ(x3 − x2),

ẋ3 = −x3 − x2x4 + γx2 + uq,

ẋ4 = −x4 + x2x3 + ud.

(2)

The control objective is to design an adaptive NN controller such that the state vari-
able x1 follows the given reference signal xd and all the closed-loop signals are bounded.
In control engineering, the RBF neural network is usually used as a tool for modeling
unknown nonlinear functions because of its good approximation capability. In this paper,
the RBF neural network will be used to approximate the unknown continuous function
φ(z) : Rq → R as φ̂(z) = ϕ∗TP (z) where z ∈ Ωz ⊂ Rq is the input vector with q being the
neural network input dimension, ϕ∗ = [Φ∗

1, . . .,Φ
∗
n]

T ∈ Rn, is the weight vector, n > 1 is
the neural network node number, and P (z) = [p1(z), . . ., pn(z)]

T ∈ Rn is the basis function
vector with pi(z) chosen as the commonly used Gaussian function in the following form:

pi(z) = exp
[
−(z−νi)

T (z−νi)

k2i

]
, i = 1, 2, . . ., n where νi = [νi1, . . ., νiq]

T is the center of the

receptive field and ki is the width of the Gaussian function. It has been proven in [10]
and [11] that, for given scalar ε > 0, by choosing sufficiently large l, the RBF neural
network can approximate any continuous function over a compact set Ωz ∈ Rq to arbi-
trary accuracy as φ(z) = ϕTP (z) + δ(z) ∀z ∈ Ωz ⊂ Rq where δ(z) is the approximation
error, satisfying |δ(z)| ≤ ε and ϕ is an unknown ideal constant weight vector, which is an
artificial quantity required for analytical purpose. Typically, ϕ is chosen as the value of

ϕ∗ that minimizes |δ(z)| for all z ∈ Ωz, i.e., ϕ := arg min
ϕ∗∈ Rn

{
sup
z∈Ωz

∣∣φ(z)− ϕ∗TP (z)
∣∣}.

3. Adaptive Neural Controller with the Backstepping Technique. In this section,
we will develop an adaptive NN control approach to control chaos in PMSM drive system
via the backstepping.

Step 1: For the reference signal xd, define the tracking error variable as z1 = x1 − xd.
From the first differential equation of (2), the error dynamic system is given by ż1 = x2−ẋd.

Choose Lyapunov function candidate as V1 = 1
2
z21 , then the time derivative of V1 is

computed by
V̇1 = z1ż1 = z1(x2 − ẋd). (3)

Construct the virtual control law α1 as

α1(x1, xd, ẋd) = −k1z1 + ẋd, (4)

with k1 > 0 being a design parameter and z2 = x2−α1. By using (4), (3) can be rewritten
as the following form.

V̇1 = −k1z21 + z1z2.

Step 2: Differentiating z2 gives

ż2 = ẋ2 − α̇1 = σ(x3 − x2)− α̇1. (5)

Now, choose the Lyapunov function candidate as V2 = V1 +
1
2
z22 . Obviously, the time

derivative of V2 is given by

V̇2 = V̇1 + z2ż2

= −k1z21 + z2(z1 + σ(x3 − x2)− α̇1)

= −k1z21 + (σz2x3 + z2f2),

(6)

where f2(Z2) = −σx2 + z1 − α̇1, Z2 = [x1, x2, xd, ẋd, ẍd]
T . Notice that f2 containing the

derivative of α1, which is a nonlinear term and the parameter σ is unknown, this will
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make the classical adaptive backstepping design become very trouble. We will employ the
neural networks to approximate the nonlinear function f2 in order to avoid this trouble.
According to the RBF neural network approximation property, for given ε2 > 0, there

exists RBF neural network ϕT
2 P2(Z) such that

f2(Z) = ϕT
2 P2(Z) + δ2(Z), (7)

where δ2(Z) is the approximation error and satisfies |δ2| ≤ ε2. Consequently, a straight-
forward calculation produces the following inequality.

z2f2(Z) = z2
(
ϕT
2 P2(Z) + δ2(Z)

)
≤ 1

2l22
z22 ∥ϕ2∥2 P T

2 (Z)P2(Z) +
1

2
l22 +

1

2
z22 +

1

2
ε22, (8)

where l2 is a positive constant.
Thus, it follows immediately from substituting (8) into (6) that

V̇2 ≤ −k1z21 +
1

2l22
z22 ∥ϕ2∥2 P T

2 P2 +
1

2
l22 +

1

2
z22 +

1

2
ε22 + σz2x3. (9)

The virtual control α2 is constructed as

α2(x1, x2, xd, ẋd, ẍd) = −
(
k2 +

1

2

)
z2 −

1

2l22
z2θ̂P

T
2 P2, (10)

where θ̂ is the estimation of the unknown constant θ which will be specified later. Adding
and subtracting α2 in (9) shows that

V̇2 ≤− k1z
2
1 +

1

2l22
z22 ∥ϕ2∥2 P T

2 P2 +
1

2
l22 +

1

2
z22

+
1

2
ε22 + σz2

(
−
(
k2 +

1

2

)
z2 −

1

2l22
z2θ̂P

T
2 P2 + z3

)
≤− k1z

2
1 − k2z

2
2 +

1

2l22
z22

(
∥ϕ2∥2 − θ̂

)
P T
2 P2 +

1

2
l22 +

1

2
ε22 + σz2z3.

(11)

with k2 > 0 being a design parameter and z3 = x3 − α2.
Step 3: Differentiating z3 results in the following differential equation.

ż3 = ẋ3 − α̇2 = −x3 − x2x4 + γx2 + uq − α̇2.

Choose the Lyapunov function candidate as V3 = V2 +
1
2
z23 . Furthermore, differentiating

V3 yields

V̇3 = V̇2 + z3ż3 = V̇2 + z3(−x3 − x2x4 + γx2 + uq − α̇2)

≤− k1z
2
1 − k2z

2
2 +

1

2l22
z22

(
∥ϕ2∥2 − θ̂

)
P T
2 P2 +

1

2
l22 +

1

2
ε22 + z3(f3 + uq),

(12)

where

α̇2 =
∂α2

∂x1

x2 +
∂α2

∂x2

σ (x3 − x2) +
2∑

i=0

∂α2

∂x
(i)
d

x
(i+1)
d ,

f3(Z3) = −x3 − x2x4 + γx2 + σz2 − α̇2,

Z3 = [x1, x2, x3, x4, xd, ẋd, ẍd]
T .

(13)

In the real model of PMSM, the parameter γ is usually unknown which is limited to
the work conditions. So it cannot be used to construct the control signal. Since the
derivative of α2 and −x2x4 are nonlinear terms in f3, this will make the classical adaptive
backstepping design become very complex and troubled, and the designed control law uq

will have a complex structure. In order to avoid this trouble and simplify the control
signal structure, the neural networks ϕT

3 P3(Z) is utilized to approximate the nonlinear
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function f3. As shown later, the design procedure of uq becomes simple and uq is of a
simple structure. Similarly, for given ε3 > 0,

z3f3(Z) = z3
(
ϕT
3 P3(Z) + δ3(Z)

)
≤ 1

2l23
z23 ∥ϕ3∥2 P T

3 (Z)P3(Z) +
1

2
l23 +

1

2
z23 +

1

2
ε23,

(14)

Thus, it follows immediately from substituting (14) into (12) that

V̇3 ≤− k1z
2
1 − k2z

2
2 +

1

2l22
z22

(
∥ϕ2∥2 − θ̂

)
P T
2 P2 +

1

2
z23

+
3∑

i=2

1

2
(l2i + ε2i ) +

1

2l23
z23 ∥ϕ3∥2 P T

3 P3 + z3uq.

(15)

At this present stage, the control law uq is designed as

uq = −
(
k3 +

1

2

)
z3 −

1

2l23
z3θ̂P

T
3 P3, (16)

Furthermore, using the equality (16), it can be verified easily that

V̇3 ≤ −
3∑

i=1

kiz
2
i +

3∑
i=2

1

2
(l2i + ε2i ) +

3∑
i=2

1

2l2i
z2i

(
∥ϕi∥2 − θ̂

)
P T
i Pi. (17)

Step 4: At this step, we will construct the control law ud. To this end, define z4 = x4

and choose the following Lyapunov function candidate as V4 = V3 + 1
2
z24 . Then the

derivative of V4 is given by

V̇4 = V̇3 + z4ż4

≤ −
3∑

i=1

kiz
2
i +

3∑
i=2

1

2l2i
z2i

(
∥ϕi∥2 − θ̂

)
P T
i Pi

+
3∑

i=2

1

2
(l2i + ε2i ) + z4(f4 + ud).

(18)

where f4(Z4) = −x4 + x2x3. Similarly, the RBF neural network ϕT
4 P4(Z) is utilized to

approximate the nonlinear function f4 such that for given ε4 > 0,

z4f4(Z) = z4
(
ϕT
4 P4(Z) + δ4(Z)

)
≤ 1

2l24
z24 ∥ϕ4∥2 P T

4 (Z)P4(Z) +
1

2
l24 +

1

2
z24 +

1

2
ε24,

(19)

Combining (19) and (18) gives

V̇4 = V̇3 + z4ż4

≤ −
3∑

i=1

kiz
2
i +

4∑
i=2

1

2
(l2i + ε2i ) +

1

2l24
z24 ∥ϕ4∥2 P T

4 P4

+
3∑

i=2

1

2l2i
z2i

(
∥ϕi∥2 − θ̂

)
P T
i Pi +

1

2
z24 + z4ud.

(20)

Now choose ud as

ud = −
(
k4 +

1

2

)
z4 −

1

2l24
z4θ̂P

T
4 P4, (21)
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and define θ = max
{
∥ϕ2∥2 , ∥ϕ3∥2 , ∥ϕ4∥2

}
. Then, combining (20) with ( 21) results in

V̇4 ≤ −
4∑

i=1

kiz
2
i +

4∑
i=2

1

2
(l2i + ε2i ) +

4∑
i=2

1

2l2i
z2i

(
∥ϕi∥2 − θ̂

)
P T
i Pi. (22)

Introduce variables ϕ̃ as

θ̃ = θ̂ − θ, (23)

and choose the Lyapunov function candidate as:

V = V4 +
1

2r1
θ̃2, (24)

where r1 is a positive constant. By differentiating V and taking (22)-(24) into account,
one has

V̇ ≤−
4∑

i=1

kiz
2
i +

4∑
i=2

1

2
(l2i + ε2i ) +

4∑
i=2

1

2l2i
z2i

(
∥ϕi∥2 − θ̂

)
P T
i Pi +

1

r1
θ̃
˙̂
θ

=−
4∑

i=1

kiz
2
i +

4∑
i=2

1

2
(l2i + ε2i ) +

1

r1
θ̃

[
−

4∑
i=2

r1
2l2i

z2i P
T
i Pi +

˙̂
θ

]
.

(25)

According to (25), the corresponding adaptive laws are chosen as follows:

˙̂
ϕ =

4∑
i=2

r1
2l2i

z2i P
T
i Pi −m1θ̂, (26)

where m1 and li, for i = 2, 3, 4 are positive constant.

Theorem 3.1. Consider the system (2) and the reference signal xd. Then under the
action of the controller (16) and (21), chaos in PMSM can be avoided and the tracking
error of the closed-loop controlled system will converge into a sufficient small neighborhood
of the origin and all the closed-loop signals are bounded. Moreover, the control properties
can avoid the influence of undeterministic parameters. The detailed proof is given in
appendix A.

4. Simulation. Simulation is carried out for three cases under the initial condition of
ud = uq = iq = id = 0.01 in order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed results.
In the first case, we tested the chaotic PMSM drive system with ud = uq = 0, which
are shown in Figures 1-3. It is clearly seen that the chaos occurs without control input
signals. For the second case, the proposed adaptive fuzzy approach is used to control the
chaotic PMSM system for different σ, γ and reference signals where σ = 5.56, γ = 30 and
xd = sin(2t) + sin(t). The control parameters are chosen as follows:

k1 = k2 = k3 = k4 = 16, r1 = 5, m1 = 0.05, l2 = l3 = l4 = 1.

The RBF neural networks are chosen in the following way. Neural network ϕT
2 P2(Z)

as same as ϕT
3 P (Z) and ϕT

4 P4(Z) contains eleven nodes with centers spaced evenly in the
interval [−7, 7] and widths being equal to 2, respectively.
Figures 1-3 display the chaos when control input is not implemented to control PMSM

drive system. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the simulation results for the second case. From
the simulations, it is seen clearly that the proposed controller can suppress the chaos in
PMSM drive system and achieved a good tracking performance.
Remark 2. In practical application, the chaotic behavior in PMSM is undesirable

since it can extremely destroy the stabilization of the motor even induce drive system
collapse. So the control is implemented as soon as the motor is drove to avoid appearing
the chaotic behavior. The last 2 figures are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our method.
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5. Conclusions. Based on backstepping technique, an adaptive neural control scheme is
proposed to suppress chaos in the permanent magnet synchronous motor drive systems.
The proposed controllers which overcome the major problems of the traditional backstep-
ping guarantee that the tracking error converges to a small neighborhood of the origin
and all the closed-loop signals are bounded. Simulation results are provided to demon-
strate the effectiveness and robustness against the parameter uncertainties in chaotic drive
system.
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Appendix A. To address the stability analysis of the resulting closed-loop system, sub-
stitute (26) into (25) to obtain that

V̇ ≤ −
4∑

i=1

kiz
2
i +

4∑
i=2

1

2
(l2i + ε2i )−

m1

r1
θ̃θ̂. (27)

For the term −θ̃θ̂, one has −θ̃θ̂ ≤ −θ̃(θ̃+ θ) ≤ −1
2
θ̃2 + 1

2
θ2. Consequently, by using these

inequalities (27) can be rewritten in the following form.

V̇ ≤−
4∑

i=1

kiz
2
i −

m1

2r1
θ̃2 +

4∑
i=2

1

2
(l2i + ε2i ) +

m1

2r1
θ2

≤− a0V + b0,

(28)
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where a0 = min {2k1,2k2, 2k3,2k4,m1} and b0 =
4∑

i=2

1
2
(l2i + ε2i ) +

m1

2r1
ϕ2. Furthermore, (28)

implies that

V (t) ≤
(
V (t0)−

b0
a0

)
e−a0(t−t0) +

b0
a0
≤ V (t0) +

b0
a0

, ∀t ≥ t0. (29)

As a result, all zi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and ϕ̃ belong to the compact set

Ω =

{
(zi, ϕ̃)

∣∣∣∣V ≤ V (t0) +
b0
a0

, ∀t ≥ t0

}
.

Namely, all the signals in the closed-loop system are bounded. Especially, from (29) we
have

lim
t→∞

z21 ≤
2b0
a0

.

From the definitions of a0 and b0, it is clear that to get a small tracking error by taking
ri sufficiently large and li and εi small enough after giving the parameters ki and mi.
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Abstract. In this paper, we consider a centralized cognitive radio network with both
primary users (PUs) and secondary users (SUs). The PU packets can randomly interrupt
the transmission of an SU packet and occupy the spectrum with pre-emptive priority. We
assume the interrupted SU packet will be discarded by the system. By regarding the SU
packets as the customers, a centralized spectrum allocation scheme in cognitive radio
network can be modeled as an unobservable queue with service interruption. Then, by
building a Markov chain and using a matrix-geometric method, we derive the average
latency of the SU packets. Moreover, we discuss the individually optimal strategy being
the optimal strategy for a single SU packet; and we give the socially optimal strategy
which maximizes the average reward of all the SU packets. Numerical results show that
the two optimal strategies are not consistent. In order to oblige the SU packets to adopt
a socially optimal strategy, we propose a pricing mechanism with a reasonable admission
fee for the SU packets transmitted successfully.
Keywords: Cognitive radio networks, Spectrum allocation, Matrix-geometric method,
Individually optimal strategy, Socially optimal strategy, Pricing

1. Introduction. Recent dramatic increases in the amount of communication traffic in
wireless networks have resulted in the existing static spectrum allocation scheme becoming
unable to meet the demand for network users. A larger number of research papers have
shown that the level of utilization of the spectrum below 3GHZ is no more than 6%
in a static spectrum allocation scheme [1]. Cognitive radio networks have emerged as
one technology that can improve the level of spectrum utilization. There are two types
of users in cognitive radio networks, namely, primary users (PUs) and secondary users
(SUs) [2]. The PUs are licensed to the spectrum, and have pre-emptive priority to occupy
the spectrum. On the other hand, the SUs can make opportunistic use of the spectrum
when the spectrum is not used by the PUs. This kind of spectrum allocation scheme can
be called a dynamic spectrum allocation scheme [3].

The dynamic spectrum allocation schemes can be classified into distributed schemes
and centralized schemes. In the distributed spectrum allocation schemes, the SUs can
compete for the unoccupied spectrum. The distributed spectrum allocation schemes are
obviously more flexible for various networks’ scale. In the centralized schemes, the spec-
trum allocation is controlled by a central controller. Generally speaking, with a central
controller, the spectrum allocation scheme can perform better.
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In [4], the authors proposed a centralized spectrum allocation scheme. By applying
an auction theory, the system throughput was optimized. In [5], the authors analyzed
a centralized cognitive radio network with transmission interruptions. By building a
discrete-time pure limited queueing system with multiple vacations and an interrupted
service, they obtained the throughput and the average response time of SUs.
Moreover, in cognitive radio networks, the transmission of SU packets can be randomly

interrupted by the PUs. Therefore, it is important to study the impact of the interruptions
on the transmission of the SU packets and optimize the performance of the SU packets in
cognitive radio networks [6]. In [7], the authors modeled a cognitive radio system as an
observable queue with a server subject to interruptions from the PUs. They studied the
queueing control in cognitive radio networks by giving an individually optimal strategy
and a socially optimal strategy. In [8], C. T. Do et al. studied a game problem for
queueing control in cognitive radio networks. In contrast to the hypothesis in [7], they
assumed the SU packets could not know the queue length of the system before a making
decision. They gave a pricing mechanism by imposing an admission fee, and coordinated
the individually and socially optimal strategies.
Note that most studies relating to queueing control with service interruption in cognitive

radio networks mentioned above are carried out with the assumption that the transmission
of the interrupted SU packets can be resumed or continued when the spectrum is idle
again. However, in practical networks, in order to improve the performance of the SU
packets that are transmitted successfully, the interrupted SU packets may be discarded.
That is to say, the transmission of the SU packets may not be guaranteed. Therefore, in
this paper, we consider the case that an SU packet will be discarded by the system after
being interrupted by a PU packet.
In this paper, first, the centralized spectrum allocation scheme in cognitive radio net-

works is modeled as an unobservable queue with a service interruption, and the average
latency of SU packets is obtained by using a matrix-geometric method. Following this,
the individually optimal strategy and the socially optimal strategy are given, respectively.
Finally, in order to coordinate the two optimal strategies, a pricing mechanism is proposed
by imposing an admission fee on the SU packets transmitted successfully.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The system model and its analysis

are given in Section 2. In Section 3, the individually optimal strategy and the socially
optimal strategy are presented, and then a pricing mechanism is designed. In Section 4,
we present numerical results to show that the two optimal strategies are not consistent.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. System Model and Analysis.

2.1. System model. In this paper, we focus on a centralized spectrum allocation scheme
in cognitive radio networks. The PUs have a pre-emptive priority compared with the SUs.
The pre-emptive priority of the PUs will lead to the transmission interruptions of the SU
packets, and the interrupted SU packets will be discarded by the system. We assume the
central controller will re-allocate another idle spectrum for the SU with interrupted SU
packet, and then the SU will begin a new transmission.
Based on the centralized spectrum allocation scheme, we build a queueing model with

service interruption. The SU packets are regarded as the customers, and the transmission
interruption of an SU packet is seen as a service interruption.
A slotted timing structure is considered in this paper. We assume the packets arrive at

the system just before the end of a slot, and depart just after the end of a slot. We assume
the arrival intervals of the SU packets follow geometrical distributions with parameters
λ (λ̄ = 1−λ). Let S be the transmission time of an SU packet without interruption. S is
supposed to follow a geometric distribution with a parameter µ (µ̄ = 1− µ, 0 < µ < 1).
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Then the probability distribution and the average value E[S] of S can be given as follows:

P{S = k} = µ̄k−1µ, k = 1, 2, . . . , E[S] =
∞∑
k=1

kP{S = k} = 1/µ. (1)

According to the slotted timing structure, the PU packets can arrive at any slot. That
is to say, the transmission of the SU packets can be interrupted by the PU packets at any
slot. Let α (ᾱ = 1 − α, 0 < α < 1) be the interruption ratio for the transmission of the
SU packets. Obviously, α is in fact the arrival rate of the PU packets.

Let θ be the probability that the transmission of an SU packet is interrupted. θ can be
given as follows:

θ =
∞∑
k=1

∞∑
m=1

P{S = k +m}ᾱk−1α =
µ̄α

1− µ̄ᾱ
. (2)

From Equation (2), we can obtain the probability θ̄ (θ̄ = 1− θ) that the transmission
of an SU packet is not interrupted. Moreover, we define the traffic load ρ = λ/(1 − ᾱµ̄)
of the SUs as the average number of SU packets arriving during the actual transmission
time of an SU packet.

2.2. Analysis. Note that all the SU packets are queueing in an infinite capacity. Let Ln

be the number of SU packets in the system at slot n. The one-step transition probability
matrix T of Ln, n ≥ 0 can be given as follows:

T =


λ̄ λ 0 0 0 · · ·

λ̄µ+ αλ̄µ̄ ᾱλ̄µ̄+ λµ+ αλµ̄ ᾱλµ̄ 0 0 · · ·
0 λ̄µ+ αλ̄µ̄ ᾱλ̄µ̄+ λµ+ αλµ̄ ᾱλµ̄ 0 · · ·
...

...
...

...
...

...

 . (3)

The structure of T indicates that Ln is an irreducible aperiodic homogeneous Markov
chain. The sufficient and necessary condition for this Markov chain to be recurrent is
ρ < 1.

If we let πk, k = 0, 1, . . . be the steady-state probability of Ln, then we have

(π0, π1, π2, . . .)T = (π0, π1, π2, . . .). (4)

Combining Equations (3) and (4), and considering the normalized condition, the sta-
tionary distribution of Ln is given with the matrix-geometric method as follows:

π0 = 1− ρ

πk = ρ

(
1− ᾱλµ̄

λ̄µ+ αλ̄µ̄

)
×
(

ᾱλµ̄

λ̄µ+ αλ̄µ̄

)k−1

, k ≥ 1.
(5)

We define the average latency β of SU packets as the time period from the arrival
instant of an SU packet to the transmission termination instant (whether transmitted
successfully or interrupted by the PUs) for that SU packet. Then by using Little’s law
[9], the average latency β of SU packets can be given as follows:

β =

∑∞
k=0 kπk

λ
=

λ̄

λ̄− ᾱµ̄
. (6)

3. Performance Optimization. In this section, we firstly give the individually optimal
strategy, which is the optimal strategy for a single SU packet. Then we discuss the socially
optimal strategy, which maximizes the average reward of all the SU packets. At last, by
comparing these two optimal strategies, we propose an optimal pricing mechanism.

The following assumptions will be used in the optimizations.
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(1) An unobservable queueing control is considered whereby a newly arriving SU packet
cannot observe the number of packets in the system before making any decisions.
When the requirement for an SU packet transmission arises, the SU packet will either
irrevocably join the queue or not join at all.

(2) Let an SU packet’s benefit from a successfully transmission be R. We call R the
service value in the following.

(3) Let the cost to an SU packet for staying in the system per slot be C.
(4) An SU packet’s strategy is supposed to be described by the probability q that an SU

packet chooses to join the queue. This means that the probability (1− q) expresses
the probability that the SU packet decides to leave the system.

3.1. Individually optimal strategy. Thereupon, we analyze the individually optimal
strategy for each SU packet. There are two pure strategies for an SU packet: to join the
queue or to not join the queue. We can describe a pure or mixed strategy by a fraction
q (0 ≤ q ≤ 1), which is the probability of joining. We assume the potential arrival
rate of the SU packets is Λ, and we denote qe as being the individually optimal joining
probability. Moreover, we denote the individually optimal arrival rate as λe. Namely, this
is the arrival rate of SU packets who have decided to join the queue. Obviously, λe = Λqe.
From Equation (6), we know that the average latency β is relative to the (effective)

arrival rate λ. The expression of the average latency β(λ) can be given as follows:

β(λ) =
λ̄

λ̄− ᾱµ̄
.

Then the average net benefit B1(λ) for an SU packet who joins the queue can be given
by

B1(λ) = (1− θ)(R− Cβ(λ))− θCβ(λ) = (1− θ)R− C
λ̄

λ̄− ᾱµ̄
. (7)

In order to avoid a trivial solution, we assume B1(0) > 0, i.e., R > C/µ. Under this
condition, we analyze the individually optimal strategy in two cases.
For the case of B1(Λ) ≥ 0, that is to say, all joining SU packets will get a non-negative

net benefit even if all the SU packets join the queue, the strategy of joining with probability
qe = 1 is an optimal strategy.
For the case of B1(Λ) < 0; i.e., when all the SU packets join, the net benefit will be

negative. If qe = 1, then an SU packet that joins will get a negative net benefit. If qe = 0,
an SU packet will get a positive net benefit, more than by leaving. Therefore, neither
of these two strategies is an optimal strategy. There is an optimal joining probability qe
that satisfies qe = λe/Λ. By solving the equation B1(λe) = 0, we can get the individually
optimal arrival rate λe.
As a result, we can summarize the individually optimal strategy as follows:

(1) If B1(Λ) ≥ 0, then λe = Λ and qe = 1.
(2) If B1(Λ) < 0, then λe = 1− µRᾱµ̄

µR−C(1−ᾱµ̄)
and qe = λe/Λ.

3.2. Socially optimal strategy. For the socially optimal strategy, we give the social
objective net benefit function B2(λ) as follows:

B2(λ) = (1− θ)λ(R− Cβ(λ))− θCλβ(λ) = (1− θ)λR− C
λλ̄

λ̄− ᾱµ̄
(8)

where λ is the (effective) arrival rate.
We define λ∗(λ̄∗ = 1− λ∗) as the socially optimal arrival rate of the SU packets, where

the socially optimal joining probability is q∗ = λ∗/Λ. This means that the socially optimal
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arrival rate λ∗ can be given as follows:

λ∗ = argmax
0≤λ≤Λ

{
(1− θ)λR− C

λλ̄

λ̄− ᾱµ̄

}
. (9)

Note that the second factorial moment B′′
2 (λ) of B2(λ) is less than zero for ρ < 1. By

differentiating B2(λ) and setting the derivative equal to zero, we can get an equation as
follows:

w1λ
2 + w2λ+ w3

(1− ᾱµ̄− λ)2
= 0 (10)

where w1 = µR−(1−ᾱµ̄)C, w2 = 2(1−ᾱµ̄)((1−ᾱµ̄)C−µR), and w3 = (1−ᾱµ̄)2(µR−C).
Supposing f is the solution of Equation (10) which can make Equation (8) to be max-

imum, we can summarize the socially optimal strategy as follows:

(1) If Λ ≤ f , then λ∗ = Λ and q∗ = 1.
(2) If Λ > f , then λ∗ = f and q∗ = f/Λ.

3.3. Pricing mechanism. As will be seen in the numerical results, q∗ generally does not
coincide with qe. This means that the individually optimal strategy is not equivalent to
the socially optimal strategy. This result is the same as that obtained in [7, 8]. To oblige
the SU packets to adopt a socially optimal strategy, we apply a pricing mechanism in
which the system will impose an admission fee on SU packets. In our model, as some SU
packet transmissions may be interrupted, we assume the admission fee is only imposed
on the SU packets which are transmitted successfully.

When an admission fee δ is imposed, the net benefit B3(λ) for an SU packet who joins
the queue can be given as follows:

B3(λ) = (1− θ)(R− δ − Cβ(λ))− θCβ(λ) = (1− θ)(R− δ)− C
λ̄

λ̄− ᾱµ̄
.

In order to correct the gaps of arrival rates and joining probabilities between the indi-
vidually optimal strategy and the socially optimal strategy, the admission fee δ is derived
by solving the following equation:

B3(λ
∗) = (1− θ)(R− δ)− C

λ̄∗

λ̄∗ − ᾱµ̄
= 0.

Then, we can obtain the expression of δ as follows:

δ = R− Cλ̄∗

(λ̄∗ − ᾱµ̄)(1− θ)
.

4. Numerical Results. In the section, we present the numerical results to show that
the two optimal strategies are not consistent, and the pricing mechanism proposed in this
paper is valid. The numerical parameters are set as follows: µ = 0.6, α = 0.2, C = 4.
From the analysis above, we know the value of R satisfies R > C/µ, so we set the range
of R as 7 to 12.

Figure 1 demonstrates the comparison between the individually optimal arrival rate λe

and the socially optimal arrival rate λ∗.
From Figure 1, we can see that there is a gap between the individually optimal arrival

rate and the socially optimal arrival rate. The individually optimal arrival rate is greater
than the socially optimal strategy rate. This result is consistent with the remark given in
[10]. As shown in Figure 1, with an increase in the service value, both of the individually
optimal arrival rate and the socially optimal arrival rate will increase, and the individually
optimal arrival rate will reach its potential arrival rate quickly.

Figure 2 shows the comparison between the individually optimal joining probability qe
and the socially optimal joining probability q∗.
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Figure 1. Comparison between the individually optimal arrival rate λe

and the socially optimal arrival rate λ∗ (Λ = 0.5)
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Figure 2. Comparison between the individually optimal joining probabil-
ity qe and the socially optimal joining probability q∗

From Figure 2, we conclude that, as the service value increases, both the individually
optimal joining probability and the socially optimal joining probability will also increase.
However, the individually optimal strategy will rise more sharply. On the other hand, for
the same service value, the larger the potential arrival rate Λ is, the smaller the optimal
joining probabilities qe and q∗ will be. The intuitive reason is that the larger the potential
arrival rate is, the more SU packets are able to join the system. In order to achieve the
optimal arrival rate, the optimal joining probability will be lower.

5. Conclusions. In this paper, based on a centralized spectrum allocation scheme in
cognitive radio networks, we built a queueing model with service interruption, and gave
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the transition probability matrix by establishing a Markov chain. With a matrix-geometric
method, we gave the average latency of SU packets. Then, we analyzed the individually
optimal strategy and the socially optimal strategy for the SU packets, respectively. The
numerical results showed that the two optimal strategies are not consistent. In order
to oblige the SU packets to adopt the socially optimal strategy, we proposed a pricing
mechanism with a reasonable admission fee for the successfully transmitted SU packets.

As future work, we plan to extend the system model by assuming the transmission time
of an SU packet follows a more general distribution.
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Abstract. As an important component in the urban traffic field, the accurate forecasting
of traffic flow is essential in traffic guidance and control. Combining particle swarm
optimization (PSO) and the least squares support vector machine (LSSVM), the traffic
flow forecasting model based on PSO and LSSVM is established to improve the forecasting
precision of traffic flow. Firstly, this paper analyzes the chaotic characteristics of traffic
flow time series and conducts phase space reconstruction based on the measured data;
then the PSO algorithm with global search capability is used to optimize the parameters of
LSSVM; finally the reconstructed phase space and optimized LSSVM model are applied for
the traffic flow forecasting. Experimental results have proven the validity and feasibility
of the proposed method, and the optimized model has higher superiority in forecasting
precision compared with traditional LSSVM.
Keywords: Traffic flow forecasting, Particle swarm optimization, Least squares support
vector machine, Phase space reconstruction

1. Introduction. With the rapid development of intelligent transportation system (IT-
S), the traffic flow forecasting has become a hot research for its important role in the
achievement of traffic planning and intelligent control. Accurate forecasting of traffic flow
will relieve pressure on traffic and improve the running efficiency of traffic system, which
will bring people great convenience. As a consequence, the forecasting methods related
with traffic flow have been more concerned recently.

Easily affected by kinds of factors, traffic flow usually has the characteristics of ran-
domness, nonlinearity and uncertainty [1,2]. Therefore, it is difficult to establish the
accurate mathematical model of traffic flow, while traditional forecasting methods based
on mathematical statistics cannot meet the demand of higher forecasting precision in
traffic system [3,4]. Support vector machine (SVM) is a new machine learning method
based on structural risk minimization principle [5], while it is widely applied in the field of
pattern recognition and forecasting. SVM has been successfully used in the forecasting of
short-term traffic flow in [6], but the parameters of SVM are selected by iterative experi-
ments and human experience, which will have great influence on the forecasting accuracy
and generalized performance of SVM. PSO has been introduced to search the optimal
parameters of SVM in [7] and the forecasting results are satisfied. LSSVM is an improved
method on the basis of SVM, while the calculating speed and forecasting effect of LSSVM
are superior to SVM because of less uncertain parameters [8,9]. So the paper uses PSO
to search the optimal penalty factor and kernel parameter of LSSVM, and applies the
PSO-LSSVM to forecast the traffic flow.
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2. Phase Space Reconstruction. Large amounts of experiments have shown that the
urban traffic system has obvious chaotic characteristics [10], and traffic flow is the typical
chaotic time series. Therefore, the paper recovers the original state and information of
traffic flow by phase space reconstruction and conducts the forecasting of chaotic time
series. Phase space reconstruction is based on the delay embedding theorem proposed by
F. Takens [11], while the appropriate selection of embedding dimension and delay time is
of great importance to reserve the chaotic characteristics of traffic flow.
Suppose the measured traffic flow time series with the length N is {x1, x2, . . . , xN},

embedding dimension is m and delay time is τ , then the reconstructed phase space is
X = {Xi} and the corresponding forecasting output vector is Y = {Yi}. The phase point
Xi and forecasting output Yi are:{

Xi = [xi, xi+τ , . . . , xi+(m−1)τ ]
T

Yi = xi+1+(m−1)τ
(1)

where i = 1, 2, . . . ,M , M = N − (m− 1)τ .
To determine the embedding dimension m and delay time τ , the paper introduces the

C-C method [12] which has the advantages of small calculation and high noise immunity.
C-C method can jointly consider m and τ while m, τ and the time window τw satisfy the
following equation:

τw = (m− 1)τ (2)

The correlation integral of the embedding time series is defined as follows:

C(m,N, r, q) =
2

M(M − 1)

∑
1≤i<j≤M

θ(r − ∥Xi −Xj∥), r > 0 (3)

where r is radius, θ(x) is Heaviside function; if x ≥ 0, then θ(x) = 1; otherwise θ(x) = 0.
Divide the time series into mutually disjoint subsequences with the number q, and

define the statistic S(m,N, r, q) of each subsequence.

S(m,N, r, q) =
1

q

q∑
s=1

(Cs (m,N/q, r, q)− Cm
s (1, N/q, r, q)) (4)

When N →∞, we have:

S(m, r, q) =
1

q

q∑
s=1

(Cs(m, r, q)− Cm
s (1, r, q)) (5)

Define the maximum deviation with regard to radius r:

∆S(m, q) = max {S(m, ri, q)} −min {S(m, rj, q)} (6)

In specific calculation, m = 2, 3, 4, 5, and ri = iσ/2, σ is the standard deviation,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The three statistics are calculated:

S̄(q) =
1

16

5∑
m=2

4∑
j=1

S(m, rj, q) (7)

∆S̄(q) =
1

4

5∑
m=2

∆S(m, q) (8)

Scor(q) = ∆S̄(q) +
∣∣S̄(q)∣∣ (9)

The optimal delay time τ corresponds to the first zero point of S̄(q) or the first ex-
tremum of ∆S̄(q), τw corresponds to the minimum of Scor(q), and m can be obtained
according to Equation (2).
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3. Parameters Optimization of LSSVM by PSO. The forecasting effect and per-
formance of LSSVM depend on the setting of penalty factor and kernel parameter, and
inappropriate parameters will lead to more training time. As a consequence, the proper
selection of the two parameters is a significant issue. In this paper, we choose PSO to
search the optimal parameters automatically, so as to minimize the generalization error
and improve the forecasting precision of LSSVM.

3.1. Theory of LSSVM. Different from traditional SVM, LSSVM [13] takes the least
square linear system as the loss function to replace the insensitive loss function of SVM,
replaces the inequality constraints of SVM by equality constraints, and transforms the
quadratic optimization problem into solving the linear equation.

Taking the single and adjustable parameter, stronger generalization capability and non-
linear approximation ability of radial basis function into consideration, the paper takes it
as the kernel function.

K(xi, xj) = exp

(
−∥xi − xj∥2

2σ2

)
(10)

where σ is kernel parameter.

3.2. Improved particle swarm optimization. PSO [14,15] is a stochastic, parallel and
population-based optimization algorithm with the characteristics of easy achievement,
faster convergence and high search efficiency. PSO starts from a group of random and
initialized particles, and each particle updates its position and velocity by tracking the
individual optimal solution Pbest and the global optimal solution Gbest in the complex
search space. With individual collaboration and information sharing among particles,
the optimal solutions will be searched by continuous iterations. The particle updates the
position and velocity according to the following two equations [5]:

Vid(t+ 1) = WVid(t) + C1R1(Pbest(t)−Xid(t)) + C2R2(Gbest(t)−Xid(t)) (11)

Xid(t+ 1) = Xid(t) + Vid(t+ 1) (12)

where Vid is the velocity of the ith particle, Vid ∈ [−Vmax, Vmax], t is the number of the
iterations, Xid is the position of the ith particle, Xid ∈ [−Xmax, Xmax], W is the inertial
weight which will control the impact on the current velocity by previous velocity, C1 and
C2 are two positive constants named acceleration coefficients, R1 and R2 are the random
values within the range [0, 1].

Fitness is taken to evaluate the performance of the particles and each particle is possible
to approach the optimal solution by finding the best fitness. Therefore, the determination
of fitness function is important to the whole swarm. For the forecasting of traffic flow,
the purpose of LSSVM is to minimize the errors between the forecasting values and the
desired values, so the fitness function is defined based on the error, shown as follows:

f =
1

2

n∑
i=1

(yi − ȳi)
2 (13)

where yi is the desired value, ȳi is the forecasting output of LSSVM.
The inertial weight W will have an influence on the convergence of PSO, while a larger

inertial weight will beneficially improve the global search capability and a smaller inertial
weight will strengthen the local search capability to improve the forecasting performance.
Different from traditional linearly decreasing weight (LDW) strategy, the paper adjusts
the inertial weight based on the fitness. The computational formula of inertial weight is
[16]:

W =

{
Wmin +

(Wmax−Wmin)(fi−fmin)
favg−fmin

, fi ≤ favg
Wmax, fi > favg

(14)
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where fi is the current fitness of the ith particle, favg and fmin are the average and
minimum fitness of the whole swarm respectively, Wmax and Wmin are the maximum and
minimum of the inertial weight, that Wmax = 0.9 and Wmin = 0.2 can be selected.

3.3. Process of parameters optimization. The selection of penalty factor γ and kernel
parameter σ of LSSVM is accomplished by PSO and the optimization steps are shown as
follows [13,14].

(1) On the basis of the measured traffic flow, determine the embedding dimension and
delay time by the C-C method, judge the chaotic characteristics of traffic flow, and
reconstruct phase space of traffic flow time series. Divide the reconstructed sample
into training sample and testing sample, and then normalize the samples.

(2) Initialize the swarm scale, the maximum number of iterations, inertial weight, ac-
celeration coefficients, individual optimal fitness, global optimal fitness and random
velocities and positions.

(3) Compute the fitness of each particle according to the training sample and the fitness
function.

(4) For each particle, compare the current fitness f(Xid) with the individual optimal
fitness f(Pbest). If f(Xid) < f(Pbest), then f(Pbest) = f(Xid), and the current position
will be accepted as the optimal position of the particle. For the whole swarm, compare
the individual optimal fitness f(Pbest) with the global optimal fitness f(Gbest). If
f(Pbest) < f(Gbest), then f(Gbest) = f(Pbest), and the optimal position of the whole
swarm will be replaced by the position of the individual.

(5) Calculate the inertial weight according to Equation (14), update the velocity and
position of each particle based on Equations (11) and (12) respectively.

(6) Check whether the optimization process reaches the maximum number of iterations
or the fitness satisfies the desired value. If not meeting the ending condition, return
to step 3 to continue the new search. Otherwise, save the global optimal position and
finish the calculation process.

When the process of parameters optimization based on PSO is over, the final global
optimal position corresponds to the penalty factor and kernel parameter of LSSVM. The
testing sample can be imported to the optimized LSSVM model to forecast traffic flow.

4. Application of PSO-LSSVM. The paper selects the measured traffic data of five
days in Qingdao, and the detecting time is from 7:00AM to 18:30PM with sampling
time 5 minutes. The traffic flow forecasting model based on PSO-LSSVM is achieved by
MATLAB programming. Total number of the traffic data is 690 and the original traffic
flow time series are shown in Figure 1.

4.1. Phase space reconstruction of traffic flow. Before determining the embedding
dimension m and delay time τ , traffic data should be normalized firstly. Then we can
process the normalized experimental data by C-C method, and the analyzed results of
the three statistics S̄(q), ∆S̄(q) and Scor(q) are given in Figure 2.
Concluded from Figure 2, when ∆S̄(q) obtains the first extremum, the corresponding

time point is 7, so the optimal delay time τ is 7. The optimal delay time window τw is
27 when Scor(q) gets the minimum. According to Equation (2), the optimal embedding
dimensionm is calculated 5. The paper introduces the small-data method [17] to calculate
the maximum Lyapunov exponent, so as to verify the chaotic characteristics of traffic
flow. Figure 3 shows the calculation of Lyapunov exponent. In Figure 3, the fitting
line is achieved by the least square method with the fitting length 100, and the slope of
the fitting line represents the maximum Lyapunov exponent. The maximum Lyapunov
exponent of traffic flow time series is positive with the value 0.0027, which shows the
existence of chaotic characteristics.
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Figure 1. Curve of original traffic data

Figure 2. Analysis of traffic data by C-C

The length N of traffic data is 690, and the number M of phase points in reconstructed
phase space is calculated 662 according to M = N − (m− 1)τ .

4.2. Simulation results. In this paper, we execute one-step forecasting and the forecast-
ing output y691 does not have the corresponding desired output, so the available number of
training and testing phase points is 661. We select the former 601 groups of phase points
to compose the training samples while the remaining 60 groups are taken as the testing
samples. The training and testing samples should be normalized to the range [0, 1].

In the forecasting model of PSO-LSSVM, the swarm scale is 30, the maximum number
of iterations is 100, and acceleration coefficients C1 and C2 are 1.5. The training sample is
used to train the PSO-LSSVM until the iteration process is finished. The curve of fitness
variation is shown in Figure 4. When the global fitness of swarm does not change any
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Figure 3. Calculation of Lyapunov exponent

Figure 4. Fitness curve of LSSVM

more, the optimal parameters of LSSVM are ascertained with penalty factor γ = 769.8192
and kernel parameter σ = 2.0354, and then we can use the optimized LSSVM to forecast
traffic flow. Figure 5 shows the forecasting results and relative error of PSO-LSSVM.
The paper also establishes traditional LSSVM forecasting model whose parameters are
determined by cross validation. To evaluate the forecasting effect of PSO-LSSVM and
LSSVM, the maximum absolute relative error (MaxARE), mean absolute relative error
(MARE) and equalization coefficient (EC) are introduced as the performance indicators.
Table 1 shows the comparison of PSO-LSSVM and LSSVM.
As is shown in Table 1, the equalization coefficient of PSO-LSSVM is 0.9711, which

indicates the better fitting degree of real traffic data and forecasting outputs, and the
forecasting errors of PSO-LSSVM are obviously smaller than LSSVM. Therefore, the gen-
eralization capability and forecasting precision of PSO-LSSVM are better than LSSVM.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Forecasting results and relative error of PSO-LSSVM

Table 1. Comparison of PSO-LSSVM and LSSVM

Model γ σ MaxARE (%) MARE (%) EC
PSO-LSSVM 769.8192 2.0354 13.04 5.22 0.9711

LSSVM 631.3563 5.0289 15.42 7.94 0.9426

5. Conclusions. Focusing on the parameters selection of LSSVM lacking of theoretical
guidance, the paper takes advantage of PSO to search the optimal penalty factor and ker-
nel parameter, reconstructs the phase space of traffic data and establishes the traffic flow
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forecasting model based on PSO-LSSVM. Simulation results have proved that the pro-
posed method will effectively improve the performance of LSSVM, and the PSO-LSSVM
can be applied in the forecasting of traffic flow with higher precision. Further research
may contain the improvement of PSO and short-term forecasting of traffic flow.
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Abstract. Reducing CO2 emissions is very significant in any effort to develop low-
carbon technology and industry. Therefore, CO2 emissions receive a lot of attention in
studies pertaining to climate change. In situations where there are relatively few data
and information available, the grey model is suitable for studying the problem of reducing
carbon emissions. We combine the grey relational grade, which is used to choose the
forecasting variables, and a multi-variable grey model, which is used to forecast CO2

emissions. The result of our adjustment of the grey relational grade shows that CO2

emissions are closely correlated with GDP in the case study of Shijiazhuang city. The
forecasting results show that the annual carbon intensity from the years 2014 to 2020
remains approximately 3.37 t/ten thousand GDP. The findings of this study provide a
valuable reference with which the Shijiazhuang municipal government could formulate
measures to reduce CO2 emissions by curbing the unnecessary consumption of energy
and adjusting the economic structure of the city.
Keywords: Grey model, CO2 emissions, Forecasting, Low-carbon development

1. Introduction. There is a growing understanding that climate change is a real phe-
nomenon that has potentially serious consequences for human society [1]. Since the be-
ginning of the 21st century, increasing numbers of studies have focused on CO2 emissions
and the problems these emissions cause. Using the Bayes/Schwarz information criterion
as the model selection criterion for selecting factors influencing the performance of specific
plants, Auffhammer and Richard forecasted the path of China’s CO2 emissions based on
a unique provincial-level panel data set [2]. Holdren adopted the Kaya identity to forecast
CO2 emissions, taking into consideration the impact of pollutants, the population size,
society’s affluence and the technology index [3]. Schmalensee et al. set up an empirical
relationship, known as the EKC, which suggested that, historically, at the onset of in-
dustrialization in a typical country, pollution first rose with income up to a certain point
and then fell after the pollution had reached a threshold level [4]. Computable general
equilibrium (CGE) models of the economy are used for policy simulation exercises. In
fact, there is a large amount of literature using CGE models to model carbon emissions
for developed and developing countries [5]. The calculation of present CO2 emissions has
not reached a consensus. Economic development creates CO2 emissions as an unavoid-
able side effect, and the structures of industries in general, and the energy industry in
particular, have a vast influence on greenhouse gas emissions. There is an urgent need for
an economic transformation to cope with the pressure of emissions and economic growth,
but the mitigation goals are not intended to slow down economic growth. Under these
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conditions, we study CO2 emissions forecast by the grey relational grade and the grey
forecast model, which is from the viewpoint of relationship between industry structure
and CO2 emissions. It is important to understand the future trend of CO2 emissions,
which is the foundation of the local government’s decision. Grey system theory can effec-
tively deal with incomplete and uncertain information using only a few data points [6].
Recently, there have been advanced applications of GM(1, 1) in CO2 emissions [7-9]. In
this paper, we adopt the multi-variable grey model (MGM) to study CO2 emissions. On
the one hand, the MGM utilizes the grey advantages; on the other hand, we obtain other
economic information with the model.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides fundamental

concepts of grey relational grade and MGM(1, n) model. Section 3 presents the calculation
data. Section 4 shows numerical results. Section 5 proposes brief low-carbon strategy.
Finally, Section 6 discusses the conclusions of this paper.

2. Research Methodology.

2.1. Grey relational analysis. Assume that the sequence observation data are xi(k),
k = 1, . . ., n, where k is the time sequence variable, and xi = [xi(1), . . ., xi(n)] is the data
series. The zero image can be defined as x0

i = [xi(1)− xi(1), . . ., xi(n)− xi(1)]. Define ε0i
as the absolute degree of grey incidence between x0 and xi,

ε0i =
1 + |S0|+ |Si|

1 + |S0|+ |Si|+ |Si − S0|
, (1)

where

|Si| =

∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∑
k=1

x0
i (k) +

1

2
x0
i (n)

∣∣∣∣∣ , (2)

|Si − S0| =

∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∑
k=1

[
x0
i (k)− x0

0(k)
]
+

1

2

[
x0
i (n)− x0

0(n)
]∣∣∣∣∣ . (3)

The initial image can be defined as x′
i = [xi(1)/xi(1), . . ., xi(n)/xi(1)]; then define r0i as

the relative degree of grey incidence between x0 and xi,

r0i =
1 + |S ′

0|+ |S ′
i|

1 + |S ′
0|+ |S ′

i|+ |S ′
i − S ′

0|
. (4)

According to the absolute and the relative degrees of grey incidence, given the synthetic
coefficient θ ∈ [0, 1], the synthetic degree of grey incidence (ρ0i) can be calculated as
ρ0i = θε0i + (1− θ)r0i.

2.2. MGM(1, n) model. The term MGM(1, n) indicates that there are n variables and
that the first order differential of the multi-variable grey model is under consideration.

Assume that x
(0)
i is an original, non-negative data series taken in consecutive order and

at equal time intervals. The primitive data are subjected to an operator, called the
Accumulating Generation Operator (AGO), to smooth the randomness of the data and
to weaken the tendency of variation. The accumulated data series are used to set up the
differential equation, which is solved to obtain the predicted value of the system. Using
the predicted value, the Inverse Accumulating Generation Operator (IAGO) is applied to
find the predicted values of the original data. The future value can then be predicted.

Given that x
(1)
i is the accumulated generalization for the original series, the first-order
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ordinary differential equation for the model is as follows,
dx

(1)
1

dt
= a11x

(1)
1 + · · ·+ a1nx

(1)
n + b1

...

dx
(1)
n

dt
= an1x

(1)
1 + · · ·+ annx

(1)
n + bn

(5)

where t denotes the time variable in the system, aij represents the developed coefficient,

and bi is the grey controlled variable. The fitting forecast value of x
(0)
i can be obtained

according to the solutions of x
(1)
i by IAGO.

According to the grey relational analysis between the CO2 emissions and the industry
indexes, we can choose the important indexes. Usually, the indexes with ρ0i > 0.7 are more
convincing. Then we set up the MGM according to the CO2 emissions and the selected
industry indexes. The indexes choice is objective and data evidence-based instead of a
subjective choice. By using MGM we can obtain not only the trend of CO2 emissions, but
also the relational industry information, which is more concerned by the decision makers.

3. Data Sources.

3.1. CO2 emissions. CO2 emissions come from energy consumption, industry produc-
tion, agriculture plants, litter emission and so on. Energy consumption accounts for a
large part of the total CO2 emissions. CO2 emissions from fossil fuel-based power genera-
tion contribute approximately 40% in the U.S. [10], while these emissions contribute more
than 90% of the total CO2 emissions in China and nearly 98% of the CO2 emissions in
Shijiazhuang city. CO2 emissions from industry production are the next greatest source.
The industrial emissions in Shijiazhuang come mainly from cement production. In com-
parison, the CO2 emissions from agriculture and litter are smaller. In addition, carbon
sink can reduce CO2 emissions. The forest cover rate of Shijiazhuang in 2010 amounts
to 29.42%, so the carbon sink effect of this forest cover is obvious. Table 1 shows CO2

emissions from 2006 to 2010.

Table 1. CO2 emissions in Shijiazhuang (104t)

Energy Industry Agriculture Litter Carbon sink Total emission
2006 9201 941 353 118 2120 8493
2007 9942 1055 234 153 2070 9314
2008 10389 1079 176 133 2145 9632
2009 10888 1363 181 195 2313 10314
2010 11736 1804 190 189 2421 11498

3.2. Industry data. In Shijiazhuang, whereas energy consumption is mainly for thermal
power generation, electricity is mainly consumed by industry. The electricity consumption
of Shijiazhuang city is 34 billion kwh in 2010, and nearly 25 billion kwh is consumed by
the secondary industry. Electricity plants cause most of the CO2 emissions, but most of
the electricity is consumed in the secondary industry. Therefore, the secondary industry
has a close correlation with the local CO2 emissions, in addition to the effects of this
industry’s emissions.

There are five pillar industries in Shijiazhuang city: the chemical industry, medicine
industry, textile industry, food industry, and equipment manufacturing industry. Among
the five industries, the equipment manufacturing industry belongs to an industry with low
CO2 emissions. Therefore, we choose to consider the former four industries, which have
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Table 2. Industry statistical data (108RMB)

GDP Industrial added value Chemical Medicine Textile Food
2006 2027 710 74 47 47 22
2007 2360 852 83 53 54 25
2008 2723 1096 114 73 69 20
2009 3001 1203 108 79 78 15
2010 3401 1340 78 104 81 20

high CO2 emissions, to analyze the CO2 emissions in Shijiazhuang city. The corresponding
data are listed in Table 2.

4. Empirical Analysis.

4.1. Grey incidence results. We adopt the CO2 total emissions data from Table 1 and
the industry statistical data from Table 2 to make grey relational analysis. According
to the objective relation, we want to discover which factors are correlated with CO2

emissions. Given θ = 0.5 in Equations (1)-(4), the grey relational grade is shown in Table
3.

Table 3. Results of the grey incidence degree

GDP Industrial added value Chemical Medicine Textile Food
Absolute 0.75 0.63 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.50
Relative 0.81 0.73 0.84 0.73 0.76 0.67
Synthetic 0.78 0.68 0.67 0.62 0.63 0.59

The results in Table 3 show that the factor of GDP has the highest grey relational
degree with respect to the CO2 emissions. The grey relational degree of the rest factors,
such as added industrial value, the chemical industry, medicine industry, textile industry,
and food industry, are below 0.7. The factor of GDP has a more obvious effect on CO2

emissions than the other factors. As a result, we utilize both CO2 emissions and GDP to
set up MGM(1, 2).

4.2. MGM(1,2). By choosing the total CO2 emissions from Table 1 and the GDP from
Table 2, we set up the grey forecast model by Equation (5). The parameters can be
estimated and the fitting forecast value can be generated, and these values are listed in
Table 4. The relative error, which is based on comparisons between the forecast values
and the actual values, is also listed in Table 4.
Table 4 shows that the average fitting precision of CO2 emissions is 99.52%. Therefore,

the results of applying the model are satisfactory with respect to the average relative
error.

Table 4. The fitting value and relative error of MGM(1, 2)

No. 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 RE (%)

CO2 emissions
Actual value 8493 9314 9632 10314 11498

0.48
Forecast value 8493 9266 9575 10387 11472

GDP
Actual value 2027 2360 2723 3001 3401

0.65
Forecast value 2027 2366 2694 3026 3383
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4.3. Accuracy tests. The accuracy tests include the residual error test, the relational
grade test, and the posterior ratio test. The residual error test is used to judge, by means
of the relative error, whether the model is accurate. As shown in Table 4, the average
relative error of the grey model is 0.48%, which indicates that the model is accurate.
The relational grade test is used to calculate the similar degree between the forecast value
curve and the actual value curve. After calculating by Equations (1)-(3), the absolute grey
incidence between the curve of best fit and the actual series curve of the CO2 emissions
is 0.996, which indicates a good effect of the model from the curves’ similar degrees. The
posterior ratio of the CO2 emissions c = 0.025 < 0.35 and p = 1 > 0.95 show that the
model’s precision is of the first grade, which reveals a high simulation degree. The curves
of the forecast values and the actual values of the CO2 emissions are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Fitting effects of the MGM(1, 2) for CO2 emissions

5. Low-Carbon Strategy. Low-carbon development can be divided into three phases: a
low-carbon economy, a low-carbon society and a low-carbon world. A low-carbon economy
is the early phase of low-carbon development, and in a low-carbon economy, reducing CO2

emissions during economic development is the main goal. To achieve this goal, we need to
formulate a clear plan to promote low carbonization during economic development. The
plan includes the research and development of low-carbon technology through tax-based
financial incentives, legal incentives, the development and usage of low-carbon energy,
and the adjustment of economic structures toward low-carbon industries. When the first
phase of low-carbon development, i.e., building a low-carbon economy, is completed, low-
carbon development enters the second phase, i.e., creating a low-carbon society. After
most countries in the world have become low-carbon societies, low-carbon development
will mature, and the final stage of creating a low-carbon world has started.

Total CO2 emissions depend on national economies of scale and the scale of emissions
units. An economy of scale is always growing, so restricting economic development to
reduce CO2 emissions would be infeasible. Therefore, the only practical way to reduce
CO2 emissions is to reduce CO2 emissions per economy of scale. We use the index of
CO2 emissions per unit of GDP. Note that this indicator is also known as the carbon
intensity, or the carbon density. The carbon intensity of the past five years from 2006 to
2010 in Shijiazhuang city is 4.19, 3.95, 3.54, 3.44, and 3.38 respectively. If we develop the
economy according to the current production-increasing method, the future forecasting
value can be predicted by MGM(1, 2). Both the forecasting data from 2014 to 2020 and
the carbon intensities are shown in Table 5.

If the current industry structure is maintained without any adjustment, the carbon in-
tensity can hardly decrease. From Table 5, it is clear that the carbon intensity will remain
on the order of 3.37 t/104GDP in Shijiazhuang. The carbon intensity of Shijiazhuang in
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Table 5. Forecasting data and carbon intensities in Shijiazhuang city

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
CO2 emissions (104t) 17652 19683 21949 24476 27293 30436 33939

GDP (108RMB) 5238 584 6514 7263 8099 9033 10072
Carbon intensity (t/104GDP) 3.370 3.370 3.370 3.370 3.370 3.371 3.370

2005 was 4.33 t/104 GDP. We can hardly reach the goal of decreasing the carbon intensity
by 40-50% until 2020 without any adjustment in the structure of local industries. The
pillar industries in Shijiazhuang, such as the chemical industry, medicine industry, textile
industry, and food industry, all have high CO2 emissions. Therefore, the economic strat-
egy in Shijiazhuang should consider ways to create a low-carbon economy by reducing
CO2 emissions as much as possible through technological and systemic innovation while
ensuring normal economic growth.

6. Conclusions. Although China is not a member of the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), it is important to respond to the require-
ments of the UNFCCC in advance of China joining the UNFCCC to fulfill our responsibil-
ity to reduce the risk of global warming. As an important capital city of Hebei province,
Shijiazhuang should take active measures to respond to climate change. These findings
provide a reference that could aid the government to establish measures to reduce CO2

emissions. The government should focus primarily on the utilization of non-carbon and
low-carbon renewable energy sources (such as wind power, hydro power and solar energy).
However, more important measures may be taken to adjust industry structure. The chem-
ical industry, medicine industry, textile industry and food industry are more important for
Shijiazhuang. The government should formulate policies promoting the conservation of
energy, and it should also improve the efficiency of these sectors to reduce the utilization
of energy.
The MGM(1, n) is capable of effectively dealing with incomplete and uncertain infor-

mation using only limited data. The results show that the average residual error of the
MGM(1,2) is small. The research results show that the CO2 emissions in Shijiazhuang
will be 33,9390 thousand tons until 2020 and these emissions have an annual growth rate
of 10.4%. In the next 10 years, the total CO2 emissions will show an increasing trend,
and the carbon intensity will remain almost the same, at 3.37 t/104GDP. Thus, the effort
to decrease the carbon intensity has a long way to go.
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Abstract. This paper discusses the problem of reliable tracking control on the
omni-directional rehabilitative training walker. The nonlinear robust input redundant
method is proposed when a fault occurs on one wheel actuator. The aim of the study is to
design an asymptotically stable controller that can guarantee the safety of the user and
ensure tracking on a training path planned by a physical therapist. The safety definition of
the walker is presented and the model of redundant degree is constructed. The controller
that can satisfy asymptotic stability is obtained by the energy storage function and the γ
dissipation inequality. An evaluation signal is designed to verify the nonlinear L2 gain
performance index. Finally, the simulation results confirm the walker can provide safe
motion sequentially when one wheel actuator is at fault.
Keywords: Omni-directional rehabilitative training walker, Robust input redundant
control, Storage function, Nonlinear L2 gain performance index

1. Introduction. With the coming of an aging society, an increasing number of people
suffer from walking impairments due to illness or accident. Therefore, the demand for
walking rehabilitation has been increasing in recent years. This means that developing
a walking training machine that can efficiently conduct a variety of training programs is
highly desirable. The development of a robotic walker was obtained in [1-4]. As shown
in Figure 1 and Figure 2, the omni-directional rehabilitation training walker can help
patients move within any radius in any direction and can also follow a special training
trajectory.

The effectiveness of the training walker in rehabilitation was verified by clinical tests
[5]. This fact motivated much of the research on the analysis of the walker. Yang et
al. [6] studied the problem of robust control using a kinematic equation, but the kinetic
equation was not analyzed. So, the motors provided the same force for patients of different
weights. An adaptive control method for the omni-directional walker was discussed in
[7-9]. However, many parameters needed to be adjusted.

It should be noted that all the above mentioned results were obtained based on the
assumption that the actuator motors are fault-free. However, the actuator motor often
fails in the actual system, so it is necessary to design a controller that can guarantee
the safety of the system [10,11]. Many modern control applications, especially modern
aircraft and robot systems, use redundant actuators [12,13].

Research on the safety problem is of great importance for the walker using input
redundant control. However, very few results currently exist on the safety control of
walkers, including rehabilitative medical robots. So many challenging problems remain.
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Figure 1. Omni-directional walker

Figure 2. Omni-directional wheel

In this paper, our attention is focused on the design of a nonlinear robust controller to
ensure the safety of the walker using the redundant degree kinetic equation, irrespective
of actuator fault.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the model of the

omni-directional walker with an input redundant degree of freedom is formulated. The
results that provide a solution to the robust reliable tracking control problem are presented
in Section 3. Simulation results are given in Section 4, and concluding remarks are given
in Section 5.

2. The Model of the Omni-directional Walker. We derive the following kinematic
and kinetic equations. The coordinate setting and the structure are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The structure of the omni-directional walker
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where
Σ(X,O, Y ): Absolute coordinate system.
Σ(X ′, G, Y ′): Translation coordinate system.
v: Speed of the omni-directional walker.
vi: Speed of an omni-directional wheel.
fi: Force on each omni-directional wheel.
G: Center of gravity of the walker.
α: Angle between the X ′ axis and the direction of v.
L: Distance from the center of gravity of the walker to each omni-wheel.
θ: Angle between the X ′ axis and the position of the first omni-directional wheel.
r0: Distance between G and the center of gravity due to the load.
The kinematic model [14]

v1 = −vx sin θ + vy sin(
π
2
− θ) + Lθ̇

v2 = vx cos θ + vy cos(
π
2
− θ)− Lθ̇

v3 = −vx sin θ + vy sin(
π
2
− θ)− Lθ̇

v4 = vx cos θ + vy cos(
π
2
− θ) + Lθ̇

(1)

The kinetic model
(M +m)ẍG = −f1 cos(π2 − θ) + f2 cos θ − f3 cos(

π
2
− θ) + f4 cos θ

(M +m)ÿG = f1 sin(
π
2
− θ) + f2 sin θ + f3 sin(

π
2
− θ) + f4 sin θ

(I0 +mr20)θ̈ = Lf1 − Lf2 − Lf3 + Lf4

(2)

where M is the mass of the omni-directional walker, m is the user’s equivalent mass,
which varies according to the user’s weight and walking disability, and I0 is the inertia of
mass. From (1) we get velocity restraint Equation (3)

v1 + v2 = v3 + v4 (3)

As can be seen from Equation (3), although four control forces are found, f1, f2, f3 and
f4, only three of these are independent. This implies that the walker has a redundant
degree of freedom. So,

ẋ = M−1B(θ)u(t) (4)

where
ẋ = ẌG, u(t) = F

M =

 M +m 0 0
0 M +m 0
0 0 I +mr20

 , XG =

 xG

yG
θ

 ,

B(θ) =

 − sin θ cos θ − sin θ cos θ
cos θ sin θ cos θ sin θ
L −L −L L

 , F =


f1
f2
f3
f4


From the kinetic model (2), we get the following expression

MẌG = B(θ)Fd (5)

According to (5), the desired input force model of the walker is

Fd =
⌢

B(θ)MẌG (6)

Suppose the walker in actual training is described as

MẌA = B(θ)Fa (7)

So, the actual input force model of the walker is

Fa =
⌢

B(θ)MẌA (8)
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where

Fd =


fd1
fd2
fd3
fd4

 , Fa =


fa1
fa2
fa3
fa4

 ,
⌢

B = BT (BBT )−1

Next, we will give the safety definition of the walker by combining (6) and (8).

Definition 2.1. For the arbitrary time t0 and the constant ε ∈ R+, if there is a
positive number δ(ε, t0) ∈ R+, when the desired input force model (6) and the actual
input force model (8) are the same states ẌA in training cycle t and meet the condition
|fdi(t0)− fai(t0)| < δi, then |fdi(t)− fai(t)| ≤ εi, ∀t ≥ t0 is correct. So, we can
confirm that the walker is safe; otherwise, the walker is unsafe. For εi = |fdi − fsai|max,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, fsai is the ith wheel input force of safe motion.

Using the above definition, we realize the actuator fault detection of the wheels.
Without loss of generality, we assume the actuator fault occurs in the first wheel. So, the
following redundant model is obtained

ẋ = M−1B2(θ)u2(t) +M−1B1(θ)u1(t) (9)

where

B1(θ) =

 − sin θ
cos θ
L

 , B2(θ) =

 cos θ sin θ cos θ
sin θ cos θ sin θ
−L −L L

 , u1(t) = f1, u2(t) =

 f2
f3
f4


The actual trajectory is XG and the desired trajectory is Xd, so tracking error e is

e = XG −Xd (10)

ë = ẌG − Ẍd (11)

where

e =

 e1
e2
e3

 =

 xG − xd

yG − yd
θG − θd

 , E = ė (12)

The evaluation signal of interference suppression is

Z =

 p1ė1
p2ė2
p3ė3

 (13)

where pi > 0, i = 1, 2, 3 is the weighted coefficient

3. The Design of the Robust Controller. The fault of the first wheel actuator
M−1B1(θ)u1(t) is expressed as a bounded extrinsic interference in this paper. We obtain

ω(t) = M−1B1(θ)u1(t) (14)

The nonlinear input redundant error state equation is expressed as follows

Ė = M−1B2(θ)u2(t)− Ẍd + ω(t) (15)

We want to design the robust controller for the walker error state Equation (15),
such that, for the bounded extrinsic interference ω(t), the following two requirements
are satisfied:

1. When ω(t) = 0, any initial state of the system is asymptotically stable.
2. When ω(t) ̸= 0, the evaluation signal of Z satisfies the L2 gain performance index.∫ T

0

∥z∥22dt ≤ γ2

∫ T

0

∥ω(t)∥22dt
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Theorem 3.1. Considering the input redundant error state Equation (15), if there exist
scalar symmetric matrices S > 0, Q > 0, then the nonlinear robust reliable tracking
control problem is solvable with control input (16)

u2(t) = B−1
2 (θ)M

[
Ẍd − (P +Q)E − Se

]
(16)

and the two requirements of asymptotic stability and L2 gain performance index are
simultaneously satisfied.

Proof: Define the energy storage function, that is, Lyapunov function

V (t) =
1

2
ETE +

1

2
eTSe

By computing the differential coefficient, it can be shown that

V̇ (t) = ET Ė + ėTSe

= ET [M−1B2(θ)u2(t)− Ẍd + ω(t)] + ETSe

= ET
[
M−1B2(θ)u2(t)− Ẍd + Se

]
+ ETω(t)

When ω(t) = 0, we know by (16) that

V̇ (t) = −ET (Q+ P )E ≤ 0

Next, we define the γ dissipation inequality H when ω(t) ̸= 0 and obtain

H = V̇ + 1
2

(
∥Z∥22 − γ2 ∥ω(t)∥22

)
= −ET (Q+ P )E + ETω(t) + 1

2

(
∥Z∥22 − γ2 ∥ω(t)∥22

)
= −

(
1√
2
γ1ω1(t)− 1√

2γ1
ė1

)2
− ( 1√

2
γ2ω2(t)

− 1√
2γ2

ė2)
2 −

(
1√
2
γ3ω3(t)− 1√

2γ3
ė3

)2
− ETQE

From the above Theorem 3.1, we know H ≤ 0, and∫ T

0

∥z∥22dt ≤ γ2

∫ T

0

∥ω(t)∥22dt

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

4. The Simulation Results. In this section, the proposed input redundant reliable
control algorithm is verified by the curve path-tracking simulation of the omni-directional
walker.

The path to be followed, Xd, is described by

xd(t) = x0 − r cos
[
1
r
(a
3
t3 + b

2
t2)
]

yd(t) = y0 − r sin
[
1
r
(a
3
t3 + b

2
t2)
]

θd(t) = θ0 +
π
30
t

The physical parameters are M = 58kg, L = 0.4m, r = 2m, r0 = 0.2m, I0 = 27.7kg.m2,
a = 5.23× 10−4, b = 3.14× 10−2, and load m = 55kg.

When the first wheel is totally at fault, that is, f1 = 0. The control parameter P +Q =
diag{10, 5.5, 7.5} is regarded as a whole to avoid the complexity of parameter adjustment,
and S = diag{30, 0.2, 20}. The simulation results are given in the following.

From Figures 4-6, we can see the x position, y position, and orientation angle that can
be tracked, and the error state Equation (15) can realize asymptotic stability in limited
time. Three input forces of fi are given in Figure 7. To realize tracking performance and
safe motion continuously, we discover the value of input force f3 is amplified suddenly in
the simulation, and later input force fi reaches stability.

Furthermore, none of the parameter values vary. The first wheel input force is a
constant f1 = 3.2N, so the walker has bounded extrinsic interference ω(t) = 3.2M−1B1(θ).
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Figure 4. Tracking performance of x position

Figure 5. Tracking performance of y position

Figure 6. Tracking performance of orientation angle

Figure 7. Input force of fi
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The same simulation results as Figures 4-7 explain the reliability of the input redundant
method.

Moreover, we find that for the value of f1 from −1.8N to 3.2N, the walker can reach
asymptotic stability and safety by trial and error when all of the parameters are invariant.

5. Conclusions. It is very important to guarantee the safety of the omni-directional
walker when an actuator fault occurs. So, the nonlinear robust input redundant control
method is proposed. The tracking results are consistent with the training path planned by
a physical therapist. We discover that the diagonal wheel input force increases suddenly
when one wheel is at fault. The walker can bear the input force of the failed actuator.
Future work will focus on applying the proposed control algorithm to realizing safe path
tracking of the walker when the fault of the input force is increased.
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Abstract. Regaining walking capability is a long-term and difficult process for patients
and therapists alike. To reduce the therapists’ burden, the authors and their colleagues
developed a seat-style omnidirectional mobile walker (SOMW) to sustain patients helping
them to recover muscle strength in their lower limbs. Physical therapists can design spe-
cific recovery paths for different patients and store them in the SOMW. However, tracking
errors caused by friction on different types of ground seriously affect the rehabilitation.
Therefore, this paper designs a motion controller based on the digital acceleration control
method to promote the performance of the SOMW. First, according to the structure of
the robot, the kinematics and kinetics models are derived. The simulation of the digital
acceleration control algorithm is then executed and achieves a satisfactory performance.
Finally, the results of experiments performed on the prototype robot verify the feasibili-
ty and effectiveness of the digital acceleration control method on tracking control of the
SOMW.
Keywords: Seated training, Lower limb rehabilitation, Omnidirectional robot, Digital
acceleration controller, Nonlinear friction, Path tracking

1. Introduction. Walking rehabilitation training is necessary for some elderly and dis-
abled patients. Normally, training exercises are executed under the supervision of special-
ists or therapists. As society continues to age, the number of people who suffer walking
impairment is increasing. At the same time, the number of healthcare employees is de-
creasing. All of these conditions make it difficult to guarantee that every patient can
receive sufficient and timely treatment. Therefore, rehabilitation equipment is needed to
lessen the burden of therapists and provide more lower-limb exercises for patients.

Rehabilitation training can be executed in three postures: lying, sitting, and walking.
Bedridden patients lie on a bed and do simple exercises with the help of the therapist.
Walking exercise can be performed with a wheeled machine in [1,2]. Sitting posture is
the most important period of recovery. Currently, the therapist usually makes patients
who are seated on a bed or chair perform exercises. However, this method does not allow
patients to act against the ground, so it does not provide enough effective exercise. A
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machine that supports patients so that they can do real walking exercises before they are
able to stand up will shorten the period of lower-limb rehabilitation.
To solve this issue, the authors and their colleagues proposed a seat-style omnidirection-

al mobile walker (SOMW) to assist patients who cannot fully stand to perform lower-limb
rehabilitation [3]. Normally, each patient’s condition is different, so the therapist designs
specific training paths based on each patient’s health state. Therefore, it is important
that the SOMW can track the designed paths. Exercises are also performed in different
environments. For example, different friction conditions influence the tracking perfor-
mance of the SOMW [4]. The acceleration controller firstly proved experimentally in [5]
is used in this paper to solve the issue caused by the friction force of different ground
conditions. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the structure of the
SOMW and proposes the kinematics and kinetics of the SOMW. Section 3 presents an
acceleration control strategy to accomplish the path tracking under different friction con-
ditions. Section 4 describes the process and results of a simulation under different friction
conditions. In Section 5, an experiment on the SOMW is implemented to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed controller. A brief conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. Modeling of Seat-Style Omnidirectional Mobile Walker. In this section, the
SOMW is the prototype structure. According to the motion mode of the prototype, the
kinematics and kinetics are derived. The SOMW prototype is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Prototype of SOMW Figure 2. Coordinate system

2.1. Model establishment. The drive unit consisting of three omniwheels at the bottom
of the SOMW allows the robot to move in any direction. This design guarantees that the
SOMW can track any designed path. The coordinate system of the model is illustrated
in Figure 2. Based on the coordinate system, the kinematics and kinetics models are
established.
The values in Figure 2 are as follows:
Σ (xr, yr, O): Reference coordinate system fixed on the ground
Σ (xb, yb, C): Body coordinate system fixed on the robot
C (xC , yC): Geometric center of the SOMW
Wi: Position of each omniwheel
V : Velocity of the SOMW
vi: Velocity of each omniwheel
θ: Direction angle (angle from body coordinates to reference coordinates)
L: Distance between C and Wi

i : Index number of omniwheel (= 1, 2, 3)
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2.2. Kinematics. Since the angle between W1, W2, and W3 is 120◦, v1, v2, and v3 can
be described by the motions states in the body coordinates as follows:

v = Tb · Ẋb
C (1)

where

v =

 v1
v2
v3

 , Tb =

 0 1 L

−
√
3/2 −1/2 L√
3/2 −1/2 L

 , Ẋb
C =

 ẋb
C

ẏbC
θ̇


The transformation between body coordinates and reference coordinates is related to

the direction angle θ: ẋb
C

ẏbC
θ̇

 =

 cos θ sin θ 0
− sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

 ẋr
C

ẏrC
θ̇

 = T b
r Ẋ

r
C (2)

So, the kinematics can be written as

v = TbT
b
r Ẋ

r
C (3)

2.3. Kinetics. The kinetics equation can be presented as

M0Ẍ
r
C = B(F − ff ) (4)

where Ẍr
C , M0, B, F , and ff are defined as

Ẍr
C =

[
ẍr
C ÿrC θ̈

]T
, F =

[
f1 f2 f3

]T
, ff =

[
ff1 ff2 ff3

]T
,

M0 =

 M 0 0
0 M 0
0 0 IC

 , B =

 − sin θ − sin (2π/3 + θ) − sin (4π/3 + θ)
cos θ cos (2π/3 + θ) cos (4π/3 + θ)
L L L


Here, Ẍr

C is the acceleration and angular acceleration of the center in the reference coor-
dinate. F denotes the drive force of every omniwheel, ff is the friction from the wheels,
and ffi = µivi (i = 1, 2, 3). M is the mass of the SOMW, and IC is the mass moment of
inertia of the robot.

The friction in every wheel is assumed to be relevant to its velocity. However, under a
different ground condition, the parameter µi is variable. In this paper, different friction
coefficients are considered.

3. Controller Design. To track the designed path effectively, a digital acceleration con-
troller is developed to determine the torque of each wheel. The digital acceleration control
method uses the acceleration information of the robot as a control variable. However, the
acceleration of the robot is directly related to friction resistance, so the error between
the designed and measured value of acceleration is an effective means to determine the
friction. The control method can be described as follows:

F (kT+) = F [(k − 1)T+] +B−1M0{[Ẍr
d(kT

+)− Ẍr
C(kT )]

+KD[Ẋ
r
d(kT )− Ẋr

C(kT )] +KP [X
r
d(kT )−Xr

C(kT )]}
(5)

where Xr
C is the desired position. KD and KP are the parameters of the digital acceler-

ation controller. KD is the speed deviation coefficient and KP is the position deviation
coefficient. They are shown as follows:

KD =

 kd1 0 0
0 kd2 0
0 0 kd3

 s−1, KP =

 kp1 0 0
0 kp2 0
0 0 kp3

 s−2
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The sample time is constant parameter T . At times kT+ and kT, we obtain these
equations:

M0Ẍ
r
C(kT

+) = B(F (kT+)− ff (kT
+)) (6)

M0Ẍ
r
C(kT ) = B(F (kT )− ff (kT )) (7)

We define the position error as follows:

e (kT ) = Xr
d (kT )−Xr

C (kT ) (8)

Because the velocity, position and uncertain friction are constant at times kT+ and kT,
substituting (6), (7), and (8) into (5) yields

ë
(
kT+

)
+ kDė (kT ) + kP e (kT ) = 0 (9)

Since the sample time is short enough, the following equations are obtained:

e [(k + 1)T ] = e (kT ) + ė (kT ) · T + ë (kT ) · T 2
/
2

ė [(k + 1)T ] = ė (kT ) + ë (kT ) · T
(10)

Using (9) and (10), the state equation can be written as:[
e[(k + 1)T ]
ė[(k + 1)T ]

]
=

[
I −KPT

2/2 (I −KDT/2)T
−KPT I −KDT

] [
e[kT ]
ė[kT ]

]
= A

[
e[kT ]
ė[kT ]

]
(11)

To guarantee the system is stable, KP and KD are designed to make all eigenvalues of
A within the unit circle. Then the error of system decreases as

lim
k→∞

e(kT ) = lim
k→∞

[Xd(kT )−X(kT )] = 0 (12)

4. Simulation. To test the performance of the controller, a simulation was executed
based on the SOMW with the physical parameters M = 35.6 kg, L = 0.28 m, I = 0.2326
kg·m2.
During rehabilitation, a therapist designs a specific exercise path for each patient.

Therefore, the SOMW should track the design path accurately to ensure the patient
gets effective exercise. Usually, a straight line is used as a formal exercise trajectory
for walking rehabilitation. Considering the process of rehabilitation, a smooth path with
smooth acceleration and deceleration was designed. The final speed and acceleration were
0.
This exercise trajectory can be described as

xr
Cd(t) = xr

0 + (xr
end − xr

0)(1− e−at)
yrCd(t) = yr0 + (yrend − yr0)(1− e−at)
θd(t) = π/3

(13)

where a = 0.1, (xr
0, y

r
0) = (1 m, 2 m) and (xr

end, y
r
end) = (3 m, 4 m). These are the chosen

beginning and termination points. The initial position xr
C(0) = 0.7 m, yrC (0) = 1.6

m, and the initial angle θ(0) = π/30 rad. The initial errors are set for testing the
tracking performance of the controller. Without friction, control parameters Kd and Kp

are adjusted. The results without any frictional resistance are shown in Figure 3.
In Figures 3(a)-3(d), the tracking results of the x position, y position, angle, and

path are shown. According to the results, the tracking error decreases to 0 gradually.
The digital acceleration controller is effective without friction. Using the same control
parameters and assuming µi = 10 N·s/m, we execute the simulation again. The result is
shown in Figure 4.
Figures 4(a)-4(d) show the tracking performance of the digital acceleration controller

under friction. In the comparison of Figure 4 and Figure 3, the performances of the
controller under different friction conditions are similar. These results show that the
digital acceleration controller can compensate for friction without the friction model. To
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(a) x position ff = 0 N (b) y position ff = 0 N

(c) Angle ff = 0 N (d) Tracking results

Figure 3. Simulation results without friction — Reference - - - Response

(a) x positionff = 10vi N (b) y position ff = 10vi N

(c) Angle ff = 10vi N (d) Tracking results

Figure 4. Simulation results with friction — Reference - - - Response
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(a) x position (b) y position

(c) Angle (d) Tracking results

Figure 5. Experiment results with friction — Reference - - - Response

further verify the effectiveness of the digital acceleration controller for solving the issue
of friction, an experiment was done with the SOMW.

5. Experiment. The same trajectory as that used in the simulation was used in this
experiment. A camera hanging over the SOMW was used to record the position of the
SOMW. In a practical application of the SOMW, the initial position is set as the origin
so that the initial error is 0. Actually, the friction condition was more complicated than
the assumption in the simulation. Without a model of friction, the performance of the
SOMW under the control of the digital acceleration controller is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5 shows the tracking performance of the SOMW using the digital acceleration

controller. The robot moves from the original point and the experiment lasts 50s. From
Figures 5(a) and 5(b), the robot can track the desired trajectory smoothly in position.
Figure 5(c) represents the angle tracking performance which converges to the desired
reference. From the result, it shows that the robot can track the desired path smoothly.
The tracking and angle of the SOMW again follow the desired path. The digital accel-

eration controller can achieve the control target without considering the model of friction,
so that method is effective in eliminating the errors caused by uncertain friction.

6. Conclusion. The SOMW can aid patients’ rehabilitation by following a designed
path, helping patients who cannot stand or perform walking exercises. With different
ground conditions, the friction varies and is difficult to describe with a model. To make
the SOMW track a desired path on different ground types, the digital acceleration con-
trol method was applied to the SOMW. This control algorithm was evaluated by both
simulations and experiments. The tracking performances converged rapidly and smoothly
in both types of evaluation. The results verify that the digital acceleration controller is
effective in solving the friction issue. In the future, research will concentrate on solving
the practical issues.
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Abstract. Nurse scheduling is the problem that allocating shifts for nurses under vari-
ous constraints. Generally scheduling table is made by the head nurse or the authority in
the hospitals. Because of a lot of constraints, it needs a lot of knowledge and experience
to make the appropriate scheduling table. The construction of these schedules is often
a complicated task. Therefore, a wide range of techniques have been applied to solve
nurse scheduling. Some researches for nurse scheduling using Cooperative Genetic Algo-
rithm (CGA) have been reported. CGA is a kind of genetic algorithm and it can apply
to multi-objective constraint optimization problem. In this paper, we propose a coevolu-
tionary approach of CGA for nurse scheduling. We prepare multiple populations where
each population represents one scheduling table. Each population independently evolves
by CGA operation. The relation of populations is a competitive coevolution. The rela-
tive superiority or inferiority of them is determined as a rank based on fitness. In order
to realize a continuous reciprocal improvement of populations, we control the balance of
exploration and exploitation in the search. In proposed method, populations change con-
trol parameters based on the current rank. The populations in the higher ranks execute
the search for exploration. In contrast, the populations in the lower ranks execute the
search for exploration in order to generate superior offsprings. Numerical experiments
using benchmark instances were performed to illustrate the performance of the proposed
method compared with CGA. The results showed that the proposed method outperformed
basic CGA.
Keywords: Coevolution, Cooperative GA, Nurse scheduling

1. Introduction. The objective of nurse scheduling is to efficiently utilize resources and
produce rosters with a balanced workload as well as to satisfy individual preferences as
much as possible. In order to design a complete feasible schedule, we have to consider
various constraints. As a result, nurse scheduling is a difficult and time-consuming task.
Due to the complexity and importance in real world, various approaches are investigated
to solve this problem including linear programming [1], tabu search [2], genetic algorithm
[3], etc. Especially, Cooperative Genetic Algorithm (CGA) has been successfully applied
in [4,5].

CGA is a kind of genetic algorithm where a population of candidate solutions called
individuals evolve toward better solutions. In CGA, each individual represents a schedule
of nurse, and the population corresponds to whole schedule. The initial individuals are
generated while satisfying shift constraints (which concerned the number of staff required
for each shift). Other constraints are taken into the fitness function and whole schedule is
improved by genetic operator. However, basic CGA optimizes one schedule (solution) such
as SA. Therefore, we consider that ability of global search is lower than population-based
search.

This paper presents a parallel cooperative GA for nurse scheduling. We aim to im-
prove the search efficiency of CGA by parallelization. In the proposed method, multiple

95
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populations are prepared in order to search more wide solution space. Each population
corresponds to one whole schedule, and operation of CGA is performed independently.
Here, we define the relationships between populations as coevolution, and control the
balance of exploration and exploitation in the search of each population. The rank of
each population is determined by the fitness, and they determine the strategy in genetic
operation based on the rank. The higher ranking populations select a strategy for ex-
ploitation which leads to the local search. In contrast, the lower ranking populations
select a strategy for exploration, which may perform more effective global search and
promote the rank. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we
compare the proposed method with basic CGA. Both methods are applied to benchmark
nurse rostering problem instances. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe nurse scheduling model we solve. Section 3 explains an overview of
CGA algorithm. Section 4 describes the proposed model. Experimental results and the
performance of the proposed method are described in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.

2. Nurse Scheduling Model. A schedule for a nurse usually consists of shift sequences
that possibly have different lengths and different types: i.e., day shift (D), night shift
(N) and holiday. The shifts in a sequence must be performed on consecutive days, one
shift per day. As shown in Figure 1, there are various constraints in nurse scheduling.
Ikegami and Niwa [6] grouped the constraints into shift constraints and nurse constraints.
Usually, the constraints are categorized into two groups: hard constraints and soft con-
straints. Usually, hard constraints that must be satisfied are such as mandatory workdays
constraints, ordering constraints and night shift constraints. At the same time soft con-
straints such as individual nurse preferences and special requests are considered as much
as possible [2]. In this research, hard constraints are to fulfil cover requirements: the num-
ber of required employees working at certain times/shifts during the scheduling period
and personal requests such as requested day off or on.
The benchmark instances we use here are the GPost and Azaiez which are publicly

available at the research website http://www.cs.nott.ac.uk/tec/NRP. These are data sets
taken from a number of real world scenarios. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the
problems. In both problem, the cover requirements (nurse demand) are specified per
shift type for each day in the planning period. Each of the shift constraints sets the lower
bound and/or upper bound for the total number of nurses working in each shift. In GPost,
the maximum and minimum demand for each shift are equal. In Azaiez, the minimum

2 3 4 5 6 11

Nurse A

Nurse B

Nurse C D D D D

Nurse D N D D

Nurse H D D D N D

Cover requirements

D max 4 5 3 5 5 4

D min 3 3 3 3 3 3

D assigned 3 4 3 4 4 3

N max 1 2 2 1 1 2

N min 1 1 1 1 1 1

N assigned 1 2 1 1 1 1

Nurse Constraints

Consider the workload of each nurse

working/resting hours limit, complete 

weekends, personal preferences, etc

Enough number of shifts coverage on each day

during the scheduling period

Shift Constraints

…

…

Figure 1. Constraints in nurse scheduling
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Table 1. Characteristics of the benchmark nurse rostering problems

GPost Azaiez
Number of shift types 2 2
Number of nurses 8 13

Period of schedule (day) 28 28
Number of skill levels 1 3

demand for each shift and for each skill also are defined. However, the maximum demands
for its are not defined. Due to this, the number of assigned shift for each day is variable.

Nurse constraints and skill requirement are defined as soft constraints. They are taken
into the fitness function of CGA and used for evaluating the solutions. Thus, the objective
of a solver is to find feasible solutions that satisfy the soft constraints as much as possible.
The following are the examples of soft constraints in both problems.

• Max 18 shifts: Max 18 matches between days 0-27 of pattern: N or D.
• Max 4 nights: Max 4 matches between 0-27 of pattern: N.
• Min 2 consecutive free shift: Max 0 matches between 0-27 of pattern: Off, N or D.
• Max 0 matches between days 0-27 of pattern: N, D.

3. Cooperative GA. In nurse scheduling by CGA, the population represents the whole
nurse schedule for the scheduling period. Each individual in the population is coded
in a chromosome which represents a schedule of nurse. Figure 2 shows the overview
of the generation alternation of CGA. Initially, the population is randomly generated
as satisfying hard constraints defined in Section 2. First, a pair of the individuals are
selected from the current solution randomly as parents. Crossover is performed to the
parents, and then two offspring pairs are generated. Taking back these offspring pairs to
the original position of the parents, a candidate solution (child) is reconstituted. In this
operation, violation of the hard constraints does not occur. The candidate solution is
evaluated by the penalty function where the penalty is calculated based on the sum of all
soft constraint violations. These procedures are repeated until Nc times in one generation
cycle. Among the candidate solutions, the best one is selected to next generation and
then current solution is replaced with it.

Also, the conventional CGA is superior in ability for local search by crossover operator.
However, the solution search of CGA often stagnates at the unfavorable situation because
it is inferior to ability for global search. In order to escape such a local minimum, Ohki

Figure 2. Generation alternation of CGA
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introduced a mutation operator which perturbs a population randomly while satisfying
hard constraints. By incorporating mutation operator depending on the optimization
speed, the performance of CGA outperforms conventional one [5].

4. Proposed Method.

4.1. Algorithm. The proposed method performs operation of CGA in parallel using
multiple population. Algorithm 1 shows a pseudo-code of the proposed method. First, we
set the number of nurses n and the number of day d of the nurse scheduling model. And
then, we set the number of populations Ns and prepare population Ps (s = 1 · · · , Ns). In
each population, individual xi (i = 1, · · · , n) are generated in a similar way of basic CGA.
At each generation, each population generates child Ct (t = 1 · · · , Nc). By genetic oper-
ator and then performs generation alternation. Here, we define the relationship between
populations as a competitive coevolution and introduce conditions for the populations to
realize the reciprocal development [7]. At the end of each generation, superiority or infe-
riority of populations are decided as the rank. The rank of Ps is defined as ranks and it is
determined by the order of the fitness. Among the populations, the balance of exploration
and exploitation of Ps for the next g + 1 generation is controlled by ranks. As the rank
becomes lower, the higher mutation rate is allocated to the population. Due to this, the
lower ranking population selects a strategy for exploration, which may lead to effective
global search to promote the rank. For a high rank population, the small mutation rate
is allocated. It indicates a search for exploitation in which population makes a steady

Algorithm 1 Proposed method

Set the number of nurses n and the number of day d
Set the number of children Nc

Generate population Ps = {xi|i = 1, 2, · · · , n}, s = 1, · · · , Ns

for g = 1 to Gmax do
for s = 1 to Ns do
Set mutation rate pms based on ranks

/*Excute CGA*/
for t = 1 to Nc do
Perform crossover and reconstitute Ct

if rand[0, 1) < pms then
Perform mutation to Ct

end if
Evaluate Ct

end for

/*Selection*/
Determine best child Cbest,∈ (1, · · · , Nc)

/*Replacement*/
Ps = Cbest

end for

/*Ranking of population*/
Decide ranks, s = 1, · · · , Ns based on fitness

end for
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improvement of fitness. Consequently, the populations can make a well-balanced choice
of exploration and exploitation in accordance with their current ranks.

4.2. Mutation operator. In this paper, we incorporate mutation operator in CGA.
Figure 3 shows the type of mutation operator. In the mutation (a), one of dates is
randomly selected. The shifts of two nurses are selected randomly in the day and they
are exchanged. If the number of each shift can be determined between the maximum
and minimum demand, mutation (b) and (c) are possible. In the mutation (b), one of
dates is also randomly selected, and then the random shift is inserted on the holiday.
Similarly, mutation (c) deletes one shift randomly. Similar to crossover, these operations
are performed while satisfying hard constraints.

1 2 … … 28

Nurse 1 D D D

Nurse 2 D D N

Nurse 3 D D N N

Nurse 4 N N

Nurse 5 D D

Nurse 6 N D

D D D

D

Nurse 7

Nurse 8

(a) Replacement

1 2 … 14 … 27 28

Nurse 1 D D D

Nurse 2 D D N

Nurse 3 D D N N

Nurse 4 N N

Nurse 5 D D

Nurse 6 N D

Nurse 7 D D D

Nurse 8 D

D

(b) Insert

1 2 … 14 … 27 28

Nurse 1 D D D D

Nurse 2 D D N

Nurse 3 D D N N

Nurse 4 N N

Nurse 5 D D

Nurse 6 N D

Nurse 7 D D D

Nurse 8 D

(c) Delete

Figure 3. Type of mutation operator

4.3. Fitness function. GPost and Azaiez contain various soft constraints for consecutive
working days, avoiding certain shift successions, complete weekends, etc. The fitness
value of population is given by the sum of all the penalties incurred due to soft constraint
violations. For example, the penalty concerning the number of working days for nurse i
is given below:

penaltyiday = max{(N i
day − u, 0) + max(l −N i

day, 0)} (1)

where N i
day is the total number of day shift of nurse i, u is the upper limit and l is the

lower limit. These penalties are categorised into nurse related and skill related. As a
result, the fitness of population is calculated as follows:

fitness =
n∑

i=1

nursei +
d∑

j=1

skillj (2)

where, nursei is the total penalties related to nurse i and skillj is the total penalties
related to day j.

5. Experiment. In order to confirm the performance of the proposed method, we com-
pare the proposed method to CGA on GPost and Azaiez. In the proposed method, Ns is
set to 3 and Nc is set to 100. Table 2 shows mutation rate of each rank. As described in
Section 4.1, as the rank becomes lower, the mutation rate is set to high value. In CGA,
Nc is set to 100 and the mutation rate pm was varied across the set {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3}.
The termination criteria are 3× 106 fitness evaluations in both problems.

Figure 4 shows the progress of average best fitness for ten runs by the proposed method
and CGA. In GPost, the performance of both methods are almost similar. Additionally,

Table 2. Mutation rate of each rank

ranks=1 ranks=2 ranks=3

pms 0.1 0.2 0.3
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Figure 4. The progress of average best fitness for ten runs by the proposed
method and CGA with pm ∈ {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3}
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Figure 5. The fitness of populations in the proposed method

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 Penalties

Nurse A  D D N N    D D D D    D D   D D D N N   D D D 1

Nurse B    D D D D D D   D D     D D N N N   D D D D D 2

Nurse C  D D D D    N N   D D D D D D   D D D D N N    1

Nurse D  N N   D D D D D D   D D D D N N       D D D D 2

Nurse E  D D       D N N    N N      D D D     0

Nurse F      N N N     D D D   D D      D D    0

Nurse G      D D D     N N N    D D   D D      0

Nurse H    D D      D D        D D D     N N N 0

Figure 6. The best solution obtained by the proposed method in GPost

the value of pm does not effect to the performance of CGA. In Azaiez, which is a larger
instance than GPost, the search of CGA with pm = 0.0 (without mutation) stagnates for
long generation. CGA with pm ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3} can generate various children by muta-
tion, and show the better performance than CGA with pm = 0.0. However, the value of
pm does not affect to the convergence speed. In contrast, the proposed method obviously
outperforms CGA with any pm. Total penalty of the proposed method becomes 6.7 at
the last generation. Next, in order to analyze the search progress of the proposed method,
Figure 5 shows the fitness of each population in the proposed method. From these results,
we can see that the fitness of each population repeats increasing and decreasing periodical-
ly. Consequently, the reciprocal improvement of populations occurs in the coevolutionary
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process and it leads the populations to the effective search in Azaiez. Finally, Figure 6
shows an example of the best solution obtained by the proposed method in GPost. Total
penalties of this schedule was slightly higher than the best known solution. However the
proposed method was able to generate good enough approximate solutions in a relatively
short computing time.

6. Conclusion. Nurse scheduling is a well-known combinatorial optimization problem
and various approaches have been investigated to solve this problem. CGA is a kind of
genetic algorithm and it has been applied successfully to nurse scheduling. To improve
the search efficiency of CGA, we proposed a coevolutionary approach of CGA for nurse
scheduling. The proposed method utilizes multiple population and they evolve in par-
allel by CGA operation. Their evolution is defined to competitive coevolution. In the
coevolutionary process, the rank of population is determined by fitness, and the balance
of exploration and exploitation was controlled in accordance with the current rank of the
population. In order to confirm the performance of the proposed method, we applied
the proposed method to benchmark instances. Through simulation results, we confirmed
that reciprocal improvement occured among the coevolving populations. As a result, the
performance of the proposed method outperformed basic CGA with any mutation rate.
Thus we conclude that by allocating mutation rate based on the current rank of the
population, the multiple populations can perform effective search than basic CGA and
find good enough approximate solutions. For our future work, we will improve parallel
algorithm design of the proposed method for large-scale real-world instances.
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Abstract. We extend the presentation capability for material sensation using pseudo-
haptic feedback as a follow up to our previous study in which we developed a multi-modal
2.5-dimensional (2.5D) display capable of stimulating tactile and force sensations that
achieved a new human-friendly interface. In the present study, we investigate the basic
effectiveness of controlling deformation appearance in order to enhance the hardness
presentation of a virtual object. In our new presentation method, we propose that the
proportional constant changes after contact of the virtual tactile pad with the virtual
object. To evaluate this method, we conducted a psychological experiment using Scheffe’s
paired comparison, modified by Ura, in which the subjects compared the hardness of virtual
deformable spheres. Although the subjects were divided into two groups according to
tactile stimuli, all felt the virtual sphere harden when the proportionality constant of the
virtual tactile pad was decreased.
Keywords: Visual sensation, Tactile sensation, Material sensation, Hardness, Pseudo-
haptics, Basic study, Virtual reality, 2.5D display, Scheffe’s paired comparison

1. Introduction. Haptic communication systems such as telexistence provide realistic
interactions among humans and objects in remote places or virtual environments. In these
interactions, it is essential to perform dexterous manipulation in accordance with object
material specification. Since human beings intuitively discriminate stiffness by touching
objects, several research studies have explored various stimuli, such as force feedback [1,2],
vibration feedback [3], the fingertip contact area of a tactile display [4,5], and dilatant
fluid [6]. Hardness/softness perception relies on signals from slowly adapting type 1 (SAI)
(Merkel disk) afferents [7], so that distributed pressure applied to human skin seems to be
effective for stimulating a human tactile receptor. Thus, toward an ideal haptic display,
very high-level actuator technology, such as high-density distributed actuator arrays, is
required to provide material sensation according to changes in pin protrusion. However,
it has been very difficult to develop an ideal haptic display equipped with high-density
actuator arrays, despite several trial studies.

On the other hand, several researchers have proposed a cross-modal approach to sim-
ulate haptic sensation. Stiffness perception is influenced not only by tactile information,
but also visual information [8,9]. This phenomenon, called pseudo-haptics, creates the il-
lusion of haptic sensation, such as stiffness and friction, without a haptic interface. Thus,
a pseudo-haptic interface is expected to replicate the presentation capability of material
sensation.

In our previous study [10], we developed an advanced multi-modal 2.5-dimensional
(2.5D) display for tactile and force sensations to create a new human-friendly interface.
We proposed a method of handling tasks in virtual 3D-space with horizontal movement
based on compressive force. In this method, vertical movement of the virtual tactile pad
in the virtual world is controlled in proportion to the compressive force applied to the
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display pad. This makes it possible to reduce the operator’s energy consumption during
manipulation in 3D-space.
In this paper, our final aim is to improve our 2.5D haptic display using pseudo-haptics

to enhance the sensation of materials. In order to present the sensation of hardness, we
propose that the proportional constant changes after contact of the virtual tactile pad
with the virtual object. Thus, operators can simultaneously perceive shape and hardness
of virtual objects by the proposed system, which is superior to conventional methods [1-
6]. Since this study is the first step in a series, we begin with a basic check of the effect
of pseudo-haptics on the haptic display. To evaluate whether the hardness sensation is
enhanced by pseudo-haptics, we conducted a series of psychological experiments using
Scheffe’s paired comparison, modified by Ura [11], in which subjects judged the stiffness
of virtual deformable spheres.

2. Display System and Methods.

2.1. Haptic display. The 2.5D display consists of a three-link planar manipulator used
as a force display and a tactile display on the handle of the manipulator [10]. The tactile
display is composed of a Braille cell’s piezoelectric bimorph ceramic actuators (SC9, KGS,
Co.; http://www.kgs-jpn.co.jp/epiezo.htm). In the display, we used six Braille cells to
create a four-by-twelve array of stimulus pins. The stimulus pins perform the protruding
motion between intermediate values from 0 to 1 mm. Since the operator places three
fingers on the tactile display, he/she can perceive the shape of an object in minute detail.
In addition, we designed the handle of the display to work similarly to a mouse. Since
the operators use the handle just as they would use a mouse, it can be used comfortably
without special training or prior expertise.

2.2. Altitude control. The virtual tactile pad’s vertical movement is controlled in pro-
portion to the compressive resultant forces applied on the display pad with reference to the
previous display. The resultant forces are obtained from three pressure sensors installed
under the actuator array, as described in our previous study [10]. Figure 1 describes the
principle of the technique for vertical position control. In the initial condition, the virtual
tactile pad is set in the air apart from the virtual objects to maintain a default distance
between the virtual tactile pad and the object. The operators can manipulate this display
as if their fingertips were working through the tactile pad, while they put their hands on
the end effector that is designed like a mouse.

Figure 1. Altitude control
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If the operators increase their fingertip contact force by shifting part of their weight to
their fingertips for the vertical direction, they can move the virtual tactile pad vertically.
This vertical movement is controlled in proportion to the resultant compressive force
obtained from the three pressure sensors. In the previous study [10], we unveiled the
proper proportionality constant c for vertical movement of the virtual tactile pad to be
3.5 mm per 1.0 N.

2.3. Virtual object. We approximated the virtual deformable sphere using a mass-
spring-damper (MSD) model. Although finite element and finite difference models (FEM
and FDM) produce accurate results, real-time control is impossible because they require
a lot of computation time. On the other hand, since MSD models are simple in con-
struction, they can reduce computational costs [12]. In this study, we assume a virtual
sphere composed of material points (herein referred to as a material particle), springs,
and dampers, as shown on the left side of Figure 2. In MSD models, we assume that the
spring and damper are stuck on the surface of sphere, as shown on the right side of Figure
2 (the edges represent the spring and damper), while the material particles are presumed
to be at the edge intersections, the bottom, and the sphere’s center. Since each material
particle’s acceleration is calculated by Newton’s equation of motion, the position of each
particle is obtained by solving a series of differential equations using Euler’s method.

Figure 2. Virtual sphere

2.4. Stiffness presentation. The parameters and constants of the virtual deformable
sphere are shown in Table 1. These parameter values are determined by feasibility tests of
stiffness presentation under pseudo-haptics. Figure 3 illustrates the stiffness presentation
principle. In the initial condition, the virtual tactile pad is placed in the air, maintaining a
default distance of 3.5 mm from the virtual sphere (Figure 3(a)). If the operators increase
their fingertip contact force by shifting part of their weight to their fingertips for vertical
direction, they move down 3.5 mm per 1.0 N (= c) until just before the virtual tactile
pad makes contact with the virtual sphere (Figure 3(b)). The proportionality constant
for the virtual tactile pad c is then changed (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)) to comply with the
virtual material cmater. If the proportionality constant cmater is low, it is difficult to move
the virtual tactile display pad downward. Thus, the operator perceives a harder stiffness
of the virtual sphere when the proportionality constant cmater is low. In addition, the
pin-protrusion distribution allows the operators to perceive the virtual object’s shape.
Furthermore, since they observe the compression scene of the sphere as described in
Section 2.3 when they feel its stiffness in the abovementioned manner, this feeling of
stiffness is exaggerated by the pseudo-haptics. Consequently, it is possible to present a
virtual object’s stiffness through visual and tactile information.
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Figure 3. Stiffness presentation

Table 1. Main parameters and constants of virtual deformable sphere

Parameters and Constants Value
Diameter of virtual sphere 40 [mm]

Mass of a particle 0.05 [kg]
Spring constant of a particle 50 [N/mm]
Total number of particles 93

Table 2. Samples of virtual sphere

α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7 α8 α9

Max. pin stroke, smax [mm] 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
Coefficient, cmater [mm/N] 1.0 4.0 7.0 1.0 4.0 7.0 1.0 4.0 7.0

3. Evaluation Experiment. We adopted a psychological experiment to evaluate the
presentation capability of material sensation using Scheffe’s paired comparison modified
by Ura. Although the parameters and constants of the virtual sphere are kept invariant
throughout this experiment, nine samples were obtained by changing the proportionality
constant of the virtual tactile pad cmater and the maximum pin strokes of the stimulus
pin smax. Consequently, the virtual sphere’s material sensation is presented by the tactile
display according to pin-protrusion change and visual information.
We investigated the stiffness felt by nine human subjects (average age: 24, SD: 1.0)

based on the following procedure: two spheres were randomly selected from the nine sam-
ples shown in Table 2. The subjects inspected the virtual spheres by tapping. They then
compared the stiffness of the two virtual spheres (namely, spheres A and B in presenta-
tion order). The subjects were instructed to rate the stiffness on a five-point category
scale (from “–2” to “+2”). The –2 end of the scale corresponded to when sphere A was
much harder than sphere B and the +2 end corresponded to the opposite case, with 0
representing the midpoint when sphere A and B were equivalent in hardness. The number
of comparisons for each subject was 72 (= 9P2) because every possible permutation was
presented to cancel out order and combinatorial effects.
The experimental results are summarized in Figures 4 and 5. With presenting tactile

stimulus caused by pin protrusion, the subjects were classified into two groups as follows:

1. Group 1 (four subjects): these subjects perceived a soft sensation for the virtual
sphere.
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2. Group 2 (the remaining subjects): these subjects perceived a hard sensation for the
virtual sphere.

For Group 1, Figure 4 shows a comparison of the scaling results of the increased level
of hardness for all samples. In this study, we use yardstick Y (A) = B as a measure to
show significant differences between statistical data: if the yardstick exceeds B under
a significance level of A, there is a significant difference. For Group 1, the calculated
yardsticks were Y (0.05) = 0.31 and the increased level of hardness for each sample was
sample (α3 ∼ α2) < (α6 ∼ α5 ∼ α1) < (α4 ∼ α9 ∼ α8) < α7 at the confidence interval
(5% significance level). This indicates that Group 1 subjects felt the virtual sphere harden
with a decrease in the maximum pin stroke smax. Since they perceived tactile stimulus
with a broadening of their fingertip contact area [4,5], they perceived a softening of the
virtual sphere as the maximum pin stroke increased.

Figure 4. Scaling results of Group 1

Figure 5. Scaling results of Group 2

For Group 2, Figure 5 depicts a comparison of the scaling level of hardness for all
samples. The calculated yardsticks were Y (0.05) = 0.34 and the hardness degree of each
sample was sample (α9 ∼ α8) < (α6 ∼ α5 ∼ α7) < (α3 ∼ α4 ∼ α2) < α1 at the confidence
interval (5% significance level). This result illustrates that the subjects in Group 2 felt
the virtual sphere harden with an increase in the maximum pin stroke, which is contrary
to Group 1. We assume that the Group 2 subjects could not perceive tactile stimulus with
a broadening of their fingertip contact area because they concentrated all their energies
on increasing the fingertip contact force on the display pad. Thus, if we strengthen the
tactile stimulus, they will feel the virtual sphere soften with an increase in the maximum
pin stroke.

Although the subjects were divided into two groups according to tactile stimulus, all
perceived the virtual sphere harden with a decrease in the proportionality constant of the
virtual tactile pad. Consequently, although we achieved stiffness presentation by changing
the proportionality constant of the virtual tactile pad, the problem is that there are two
different comprehensions of hardness for the two groups.

4. Conclusions. In the present paper, we extended the presentation capability of our
multi-modal 2.5D display for material sensation using pseudo-haptics. We proposed that
the proportional constant c changes to cmater after contact of the virtual tactile pad with
the virtual object. To evaluate our display, we conducted a psychological experiment
using Scheffe’s paired comparison modified by Ura. The subjects compared the hardness
of virtual deformable spheres. These subjects were classified into two groups according to
whether they could perceive the tactile stimulus generated by the pin protrusions or not.
Although the subjects were divided into two groups according to tactile stimulus, all felt
the virtual sphere harden with a decrease in the proportionality constant of the virtual
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tactile pad. In future work, we will investigate the relationship between the proportional-
ity constant of the virtual tactile pad and the perception of hardness in order to increase
the types of displayable materials.
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Abstract. One of the main purposes of this study is to develop the maximum likelihood
estimators of two parameters and their asymptotic distributions for the two-parameter
extreme-value distribution under Type II progressive censoring with random removals,
where the number of units removed at each failure time follows a binomial or a uniform
distribution. The other main purpose of this study is to compare the expected termination
point (ETP) under Type II progressive censoring with the complete sample case so that
the advantage of this specific kind of censoring can be demonstrated. To do the compar-
ison, the ratio of expected termination point under progressive censoring with binomial
removals over the complete sample one is defined as REET1. Similar ratio by replacing
binomial removals by random removals (PCR) is defined as REET2. The effects of var-
ious removal probability p and PCR on the expected termination point are investigated
based on the results of REET1 and REET2. It is found that the larger expected termi-
nation point for binomial removal is needed when p increases for fixed m (the number of
observed Type II progressive censored sample) or when m increases for fixed p and the
expected termination point for binomial removal with p = 0.5 is nearly identical to that
of PCR. It is also shown that both REET1 and REET2 are approaching to 1 when m is
approaching to n (the complete sample size).
Keywords: Extreme-value distribution, Type II censoring, Progressive censoring, Bi-
nomial removals, Random removals, Expected termination point

1. Introduction. Life tests are often the main research topics in many experimental de-
signs. Censoring arises when some lifetimes of products are missing or for implementing
some purposes of experimental designs. There are several types of censoring schemes and
the Type II censoring scheme is a most common one. For some life tests, the experi-
menters desire to remove units (accidental breakage of units) at points other than the
final termination point. The Type II progressive censoring will allow such intermediate
removals of units and the censoring scheme is described as follows. (See Balakrishnan
and Aggarwala [1]). First, the experimenter places n units on test. The first failure is
observed and then r1 of surviving units are randomly selected and removed. When the
ith failure unit is observed, ri of surviving units are randomly selected and removed,
i = 2, . . .,m. This experiment terminates when the mth failure unit is observed and
rm = n − r1 − . . . − rm−1 − m of surviving units are all removed. When the censoring
schemes r1, . . ., rm are all pre-fixed, Cohen [2], Cohen and Norgaard [3] had studied the
statistical inference on the parameter of several failure time distributions under Type II
progressive censoring. However, in some reliability experiments, the number of patients
dropped out the experiment can not be pre-fixed and they are random. Yuen and Tse [4]
and Tse, Yang and Tuen [5] had studied the parameters estimation for weibull distribut-
ed lifetimes under progressive censoring with random removals and Binomial Removals
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respectively. Wu and Chan [6] derived the estimated expected test time (ETP) for Pareto
distribution based on the progressive censoring data. Wu et al. [7] derived the estimated
expected test time for the two-parameter Gompertz distribution under progressive cen-
soring. The research purpose of this article is to derive the MLEs for two parameters
of extreme-value distribution under Type II progressive censoring with random removals,
where the number of units removed at each failure time follows a binomial or a uniform
distribution. The consideration of these two distributions of removals is reasonable and
is most commonly used.
In this paper, we developed the MLEs and their asymptotic distributions for two pa-

rameters of the extreme-value distribution under Type II progressive censoring. We Also
computed the ETP under this specific censoring procedure and compared it with the one
for a complete sample. The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we de-
rived the MLEs for two parameters. We found the asymptotic distribution for two MLEs
in Section 3. In Section 4, we developed the formulation of ETP and did a simulation
study to compare the difference between binomial removals and PCR. We also analyzed
the effects of various m and p based on REET1 and REET2. At last, some conclusions
are given in Section 5.

2. Model. Let random variable X have an extreme-value distribution with parameter θ
and β, where θ is the scale parameter and β is the location parameter. The probability
density function of X is given by

f(x) =
1

θ
exp

[
x− β

θ
− exp

(
x− β

θ

)]
, −∞ ≤ x ≤ ∞, −∞ ≤ β ≤ ∞, θ > 0 (1)

The cumulative distribution function F (x) is given by F (x) = 1 − exp
[
− exp

(
x−β
θ

)]
.

Let X1 < X2 < · · · < Xm denote a Type II progressively censored sample. With pre-
determined number of removals R = (R1 = r1, . . ., Rm−1 = rm−1), the conditional likeli-
hood function can be written as (Cohen (1963)),

L1 (θ, β |R = r) = c∗
m∏
i=1

(
1

θ
exp

[
xi − β

θ
− exp

(
xi − β

θ

)])(
exp

[
− exp

(
xi − β

θ

)])ri

(2)

where c∗ = n (n− r1 − 1) · · · (n− r1 − · · · − rm−1 −m+ 1), x1 < x2 < · · · < xm, and ri
can be any integer values between 0 and n−m− (r1 + r2 + . . .+ ri−1), i = 1, . . .,m− 1.
Suppose that an individual unit being removed from the test is independent of the others
but with the same probability p. Then, the number of units removed at each failure time
follows a binomial distribution such that

P (R1 = r1) =

(
n−m
r1

)
pr1 (1− p)n−m−r1 ,

and

P (Ri = ri |Ri−1 = ri−1, · · · , R1 = r1 ) =

(
n−m−

∑i−1

j=1
rj

ri

)
pri (1− p)n−m−

∑i
j=1 rj , (3)

where 0 ≤ ri ≤ n − m − (r1 + · · ·+ ri−1), i = 1, · · ·,m − 1. Suppose further that Ri is
independent of Xi for all i. Then the likelihood function can be found as

L (θ, β, p) = L1 (θ, β |R = r)P (R; p)

= L1 (θ, β |R = r)
m−1

Π
i=1

P (Ri = ri|Ri−1 = ri−1, . . ., R1 = r1).

Since P (R; p) does not depend on the parameter θ and β, the maximum likelihood
estimators (MLEs) of θ and β can be derived by maximizing (2) directly. Taking partial
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derivatives of (2) with respect to θ and β and letting them be zero, the MLE of θ denoted

by θ̂ is obtained as the solution of the following equation

m =
m∑
i=1

(ri + 1)

exp (xi

θ

) m
m∑
i=1

(ri+1) exp(xi
θ )

− 1

 ·
xi

θ
− log

 m∑
i=1

(ri+1) exp(xi
θ )

m

 .

It can be solved by Newton-Raphson method. The MLE of β with θ̂ is given by

β̂ = θ̂ log


m∑
i=1

(ri + 1) exp
(

xi

θ̂

)
m

 .

Independently, the MLE of the binomial parameter p can be obtained by maximizing
P (R; p) and the MLE of p is given by

p̂ =

m−1∑
i=1

ri

(m− 1) (n−m)−
m−1∑
i=1

(m− i− 1) ri

.

Furthermore, the number of units removed at each failure time can follow a uniform
discrete distribution (progressive censoring with random removals PCR). Then

P (R) =
m−1

Π
i=1

P (Ri = ri|Ri−1 = ri−1, . . ., R1 = r1),

P (Ri = ri |Ri−1 = ri−1, . . . , R1 = r1 ) =
1

n−m− (r1 + · · ·+ ri−1) + 1
(4)

where 0 ≤ ri ≤ n−m− (r1 + · · ·+ ri−1), i = 1, . . .,m− 1.

3. Asymptotic Properties of the MLEs of θ and β. Define

I1 (θ, β) = E

[
−∂2 log(L)

∂θ2
−∂2 log(L)

∂θ ∂β

−∂2 log(L)
∂θ ∂β

−∂2 log(L)
∂β2

]
be the Fisher information matrix of θ, β. Let Yi = exp

(
Xi−β

θ

)
. Then Y1 < Y2 < · · · < Ym

is a Type II progressive censored sample from the standard exponential distribution. From

Viveros and Balakrishnan [8], we have E

[
m∑
i=1

(ri + 1) (Yi) |R = r

]
= m. Based on this

result, we have

E

[
−∂2 log (L)

∂θ2

]
= −m

θ2
+

2

θ2
E

[
m∑
i=1

log [Yi] [2 (ri + 1)Yi − 1]

]
,

E

[
−∂2 log (L)

∂β2

]
=

m

θ2
,

E

[
−∂2 log (L)

∂θ ∂β

]
=

1

θ2
E

[
m∑
i=1

(ri + 1) (Yi log(Yi) + Yi)− 1

]
Note that the expected values of the summation terms above are taken over Ri and

Yi. They are independent of parameters θ and β, and can be computed numerically for
any given value of m. Define V = lim

n→∞
nI−1 (θ, β). Then the MLEs of θ and β have a

asymptotic multivariate normal distribution denoted by
√
n

(
θ̂ − θ

β̂ − β

)
∼ N

((
0
0

)
,V

)
(Lawless [9]).
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4. The Expected Termination Point. In practical applications, it is often useful to
have an idea of the mean termination point of the whole test. For Type II progressive
censoring sampling plan with random or binomial removals, the termination point for the
experiment is given by the expectation of the mth order statistic Xm.

4.1. Derivation. From Balakrishan and Aggarwla [1], we have the conditional expecta-
tion of Xm for a fixed set of R = (R1 = r1, . . ., Rm−1 = rm−1) given by

E [Xm |R = r ]

= C (r)

r1∑
l1=1

· · ·
rm∑

lm=1

(−1)A

(
r1
l1

)
· · ·
(

rm
lm

)
m−1∏
i=1

h (li)

∫ ∞

−∞
xf (x)F h(li)−1 (x)dx

= C (r)

r1∑
l1=0

· · ·
rm∑

lm=0

(−1)A

(
r1
l1

)
· · ·
(

rm
lm

)
m−1∏
i=1

h (li)

h(li)−1∑
k=0

(−1)k
(

h (li)
k

)
(β − θ log (k + 1) + θ)

k + 1

(5)

where A =
m∑
i=1

li, C(r) = n(n− r1 − 1)(n− r1 − r2 − 2) · · ·
[
n−

m−1∑
i=1

(ri + 1)

]
, and h(li) =

l1 + · · ·+ li + i. The expected termination point (ETP) is E [Xm] = ER [E [Xm |R = r ]],
where the random removals can be binomial distributed or uniformly distributed (PCR)
defined in (3) and (4) respectively.
Under Type II censoring scheme without removal, i.e., ri = 0 for all i = 1, . . .,m − 1,

the ETP is

E [X∗
m] = m

(
n
m

)m−1∑
k=0

(−1)k
(

m− 1
k

)
(β − θ log (k + 1) + θ)

k + 1
(6)

Similarly, the ETP complete sample is

E [X∗∗
n ] = n

n−1∑
k=0

(−1)k
(

n− 1
k

)
(β − θ log (k + 1) + θ)

k + 1
. (7)

To compare Equations (5) and (7), we define the ratio of ETP under binomial removal

over the complete sample case as REET1 = E[Xm]
E[X∗∗

n ]
. When the numerator is replaced by

the ETP for PCR, we have REET2. When REET1 and REET2 get closer to 1, the ETP
is closing to the complete sample. By analyzing REET1, we can also find the influence
on REET1 for various p.

4.2. Numerical study. The ETP’s for n = 6, 10, 14, 16, 18, 20, (β, θ) = (1, 0.1), (10, 0.1),
(1, 0.01), (10, 0.01) are computed and then REET1 and REET2 can be computed. It is
found that the ETP under binomial removal with p = 0.5 is nearly identical to that
of PCR for any given m. Figure 1 and Figure 2 demonstrate the values of REET1 for
n = 20 with p = .05, .1(.1).9 and REET2 for n = 6, 10(2)20 under (β, θ) = (1, 0.1). Since
the patterns of REET1 and REET2 under other values of (β, θ) are about the same, we
only provide Figure 1 and Figure 2 for demonstration. From Figure 1 and Figure 2, it
is observed that REET1 and REET2 are getting close to 1 when m increases for fixed p
or when p increases for fixed m. That is the ETP under binomial removals and PCR is
getting close to the complete sample case when m increases for fixed p or when p increases
for fixed m. However, the approaching speed is getting slower when p ≥ 0.6. It is also
shown that both REET1 and REET2 are approaching to 1 when m is approaching to n.
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Figure 1. REET1 for (β, θ) = (1, 0.1)

Figure 2. REET2 for (β, θ) = (1, 0.1)

5. Conclusions. This paper discusses some results of the extreme-value distributed data
under Type II progressive censoring with binomial and random removals. We gain the
MLE of the parameters from the likelihood function and derive its asymptotic distribution.
We also compute the ETP for Type II progressive censoring with binomial removals or
PCR and analyze the effects of binomial probability p by the figures of REET1 and REET2.
This research is focusing on the extreme-value distribution under Type II progressive
censoring. In the future, some other lifetime distributions such as Burr X or Burr XII can
also be considered under other kinds of censoring procedures.
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Abstract. Human-Thinking Simulated Control (HTSC) depends on the human cogni-
tion and human control thinking mechanism and simulates human control experiences
and methods without the controlled system mathematical model, but all of the analysis
including controlled variables dynamic features, manipulated variables dynamic features,
the relationship between a controlled variable and a manipulated variable, disturbance
variables dynamic features, switch of open-closed loop control, etc., which is called control
strategies, is helpful to design a control system with Human-Thinking Simulated Control
method. The control strategies and Human-Thinking Simulated Control method find its
good application in the incubation control process in this paper, and the control results
prove that Human-Thinking Simulated Control is more effective to the control system
and alleviate shortcomings of previous control methods.
Keywords: Intelligent control, Control thinking, Human-Thinking Simulated Control,
Control strategy, Incubation

1. Introduction. Human brain controller is a very complex, perfect, self learning, self-
organizing and adaptive controller, which is the basis of other intelligent control methods.
Human brain controller depends on human control thinking. In recent years, the author
pays much attention to the research of human control thinking. The previous research
works are summarized, and the theory of Human-Thinking Simulated Control (HTSC) is
proposed firstly in the field of intelligent control by the author [1].

Compared with traditional control methods such as PID, adaptive control, optimal
control and fuzzy control, Human-Thinking Simulated Control has special advantages as
the following.

The harmony, uniformity, and coordination of control performances among stabili-
ty, speediness and accuracy are solved by Human-Thinking Simulated Control, because
Human-Thinking Simulated Control simulates human control intelligence and different
strategies and methods in different control stages, the switching of closed-open loop con-
trol based on the controlled variable states and variable sampling periods in the control
process are used in a controlled system.

The controller based on traditional control theory only depends on error or error and
error change, and the controller outputs are calculated according to the given control
algorithm. As long as the error exists and changes, the controller must output. So
an actuator must take a control action, and the closed-loop control is always effective.
Only is the error zero, the controller output will be zero or remain unchanged. Because
of the continuous controller output, the dynamic response is produced. Put another
way, overshoot and oscillation are unavoidable. There is an irreconcilable conflict among
stability, speediness and accuracy.
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Although Human-Thinking Simulated Control simulates human control experiences and
methods without the controlled system mathematical model, the analysis of relationship-
s among controlled variables, manipulated variables and disturbances is very important
to the design of Human-Thinking Simulated Controller. The analysis of dynamic char-
acteristics of controlled variables, manipulated variables and disturbances also plays an
important role in control strategies.

2. Relationship Models between Controlled Variables and Manipulated Vari-
ables.

2.1. Qualitative relationship models of changing direction.
(1) The positive direction relationship. The positive direction relationship between a

controlled variable and a manipulated variable is defined as follows: when a manipulated
variable increases, the controlled variable also increases.
(2) The negative direction relationship. The negative direction relationship is defined

that a controlled variable decreases while a manipulated variable increases.
The changing direction relationship between a controlled variable and a manipulated

variable is certain for a time-invariant control system.

2.2. Qualitative relationship models of changing value. Because the static and
dynamic features of each part of a controlled system are different from each other, a con-
trolled variable value has some occasions when a manipulated variable increases from the
minimum value to the maximum value and then decreases from the maximum value to the
minimum value at the same fixed step size. That is, the same value ui of the manipulated
variable in the round-trip changing process corresponds to definite or irregular value of
the controlled variable.
(1) The single value relationship. The same value ui of the manipulated variable in the

round-trip changing process corresponds to the same value of the controlled variable yi.
(2) The double value relationship. The same value ui of the manipulated variable in

the round-trip changing process corresponds to the double value of the controlled variable
yi, yj.
(3) The multi-value relationship. If the test conditions remain unchanged, the same

value ui of the manipulated variable corresponds to the different value of the controlled
variable yi for each test.
For a linear time-invariant continuous control system, it is single value relationship.

For a nonlinear time-variant continuous control system, it is double value relationship or
multi-value relationship.

2.3. Qualitative relationship models of changing time.
(1) The synchronous relationship. A controlled variable will change quickly as soon as

the manipulated variable changes.
(2) The asynchronous relationship. When a manipulated variable changes, it will take

some time to lead to the change of the controlled variable. That is, there exists time delay
in the control system. The time delay is divided into three types: small lag, large lag and
pure lag.
Qualitative relationship models of changing time are very important for the choice of

sampling period, controlling period and switching of closed-open loop control.
The above three qualitative relationship models can describe the relationship character-

istics between controlled variables and manipulated variables, and they are very important
for the implementation of Human-Thinking Simulated Control.
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3. Dynamic Characteristics of Controlled Variables and Control Strategies. If
the manipulated variable remains unchanged, the controlled variable remains stable in
open-loop control state. And then a disturbance emerges suddenly and disappears after
a time, the controlled variable will change forward to the following occasions.

(1) Dispersion characteristic. The controlled variable leaves the desired value and goes
forward with increasing tendency or decreasing tendency.

(2) Oscillation characteristic. The controlled variable changes as an oscillation around
the desired value.

(3) Relative convergence characteristic. The controlled variable leaves the desired value
at the first, and then it remains stable at a new state.

(4) Absolute convergence characteristic. The controlled variable leaves the desired value
at the first, and then it goes back to the desired value.

If the controlled variable has convergence characteristics, the switching of close-open
loop control can be taken as the control strategy in order to cope with disturbances. If
the controlled variable has dispersion characteristics and oscillation characteristics, only
the close loop control is taken in order to cope with disturbances.

4. Dynamic Characteristics of Disturbance Variables and Control Strategies.
The control purpose is to restrain and eliminate disturbances. The characteristics analysis
of disturbance variables is important to the choice of control strategies of Human-Thinking
Simulated Control. From the viewpoint of disturbance measurement, disturbance vari-
ables can be classified as visible and measurable, unexpected disturbances, visible and
unmeasurable, invisible and measurable, etc. From the viewpoint of disturbance cause,
disturbance variables can be classified as disturbances from environment, disturbances
from load, disturbances from plant parameters change, disturbances from coupling be-
tween objects, etc. From the viewpoint of disturbance effect, disturbance variables can
be classified as constant disturbances, transient disturbances, time-variant disturbances,
random disturbances, etc. Human-Thinking Simulated Control pays much attention to
disturbance effect in order to make control strategies. Suppose that the controller output
remains unchanged now.

(1) Constant disturbances: the controlled variable leaves from the present value sud-
denly, and then it remains unchanged in a new state.

(2) Transient disturbances: the controlled variable leaves from the present value sud-
denly, and then it goes to the previous value nearly.

(3) Time-variant disturbances: the controlled variable changes up and down around
the present value suddenly.

(4) Random disturbances: the controlled variable changes around the present value
sometimes, and it will not change after a time.

The identification of disturbances is very important for the design of Human-Thinking
Simulated Controller. If the disturbances are constant disturbances, the controller should
output and realize feed-forward control according to the previous control experiences as
soon as the disturbances are measured. If the disturbances are transient disturbances,
the controller can wait and observe the change of the controlled variable for a while. If
the controlled variable can return to the previous value, the controller does not output
and remains unchanged. If the disturbances are time-variant disturbances, we should
identify whether they are regular. It is difficult to cope with random disturbances, and
the close-loop control should be used.

5. Sampling Period, Control Period and Control Strategies. An experienced con-
trol expert can operate an actuator to force the controlled variable to the desired value
while he is observing the variation of a controlled variable by his eyes or measuring instru-
ments. He can change his observing time (sampling period) and regulating time (control
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period) according to the present state of the controlled system in order to get the desired
performances. The variation of controlled variables can be described by the following char-
acteristic concepts [2]: changing magnitude of the controlled variable, changing direction
of the controlled variable, changing tendency of the controlled variable and changing ve-
locity of the controlled variable. If the changing magnitude of the controlled variable is
bigger and the changing velocity is faster, he should observe the change of the controlled
variable and regulate the actuator many times in a given time. On the contrary, he can
reduce the number of observation and regulation. That is, sampling period and control
period can be changed during manual control process.
As we know, the sampling period and control period are fixed in a traditional computer

control system. Sampling period is used to sample the present value of a controlled
variable, and control period is used to operate an actuator. In general, control period
is longer than sampling period. Sampling period is decided by detection precision and
signal reproduction, and control period is decided by control accuracy and performances.
The following formula is used to estimate control period. Suppose that control period is
cT , sampling period T , continuous sampling number n and operation time of an actuator
t.

cT = T × n+ t

Sampling period can be selected as the following:

if |∆en|

 ≥ α1

< α2

< α3

and ≥ α3 then T =

 T1

T2

T3

where α1, α2, α3, T1, T2, T3 can be selected based on the system static and dynamic
features and all available a priori knowledge. That is, T is changed in the control process
according to the error change.

6. Strategy of Switch of Open-Closed Loop Control. One of the special features of
HTSC is the switch of open-closed loop control. The controller, which simulates manual
control experiences, observes and waits for the changing tendency of the controlled variable
in the open-loop control process. If the error is decreasing and going forward to the desired
value, the controller output remains unchanged. If the following condition is satisfied, the
switch from closed-loop control to open-loop control is realized.

|en| ≤ ε, |∆en| ≈ 0, or en = 0.

If the error is increasing and leaving the desired value, the controller output should
change. The switch from open-loop control to closed-loop control is realized. It is impor-
tant how to evaluate closed-loop control effect after the controller output. If control action
is effective, the controller will observe the change and wait a time. If control action is
ineffective, the closed-loop control is going on until the controlled variable is in relatively
stable state. The following criteria are used to evaluate the closed-loop control effect:
(1) The error decreases after the controller output

|en+1| < |en|
(2) The changing tendency is opposite

from ∆en > 0 to ∆en+1 < 0, or from ∆en < 0 to ∆en+1 > 0.

(3) The controlled variable is going forward stable

|en| = |yn+1 − yn| = |∆yn| ≈ 0
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7. A Case Study – Control for Incubation. Hatch measuring and control system is
one of the applications of the bionics. It imitates the natural hatching environment and
provides the fitting condition of the embryo upgrowth. An incubation control system is a
multi-variable, strongly coupled, disturbed and lagged largely system. Up to now, many
control methods such as hybrid intelligent control, multivariable control, fuzzy optimizing
control, decoupling control and neural network control. are used. However, all of the
control methods do not get the best result.

For an incubation control system, the temperature, humidity and oxygen content are the
controlled variables, and there are many disturbances such as outside temperature chang-
ing of the incubator, seasonal variation, different stages of incubation process. Tempera-
ture is controlled by water heating or electrical heating and water cooling or air cooling.
Oxygen content is controlled by ventilation. Humidity is controlled by humidification.
One of the special features of an incubator is that the set value of temperature and hu-
midity changes based on the egg types, stages of incubation process, etc. Another of
the special features of an incubator is that the controlled variables act upon each other.
For example, ventilation can make humidity decrease, but also affecte temperature and
humidity. The performance specifications of an incubation control system are efficiency
and quality of incubation.

In order to alleviate shortcomings of previous control methods, a new hybrid intelli-
gent control method based on Human-Thinking Simulated Control and fuzzy control is
proposed, as illustrated in Figure 1. The characteristics of the controller are described as
the following.

Figure 1. Structure of hybrid intelligent control

(1) The previous fuzzy controller with three inputs and three outputs is decomposed
as two fuzzy controllers with single input and output and a fuzzy controller with three
inputs and single output. The fuzzy controller with three inputs and single output is
decoupled into three fuzzy controllers which cooperate with each other for the air door
control. So temperature control subsystem, humidity control subsystem and air door
control subsystem make up the incubation control system.

(2) The artificial intelligence inference unit plays an important role for the setting of
reference inputs of the control system. The artificial intelligence inference unit outputs
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the setting of temperature, humidity and oxygen content automatically based on the egg
types and hatching stages. It also executes operations for the egg cooling and egg turning.
(3) The application of Human-Thinking Simulated Control is the special characteristic

of the controller. It plays the main role in the hatching process.
From an unstable state to a relatively stable state, the control sequence must ensure that

the three air door fuzzy controllers first output and keep the ventilation rate and oxygen
content to satisfy the requirement. And then the humidity fuzzy controller outputs and
controls the humidity. At last, the temperature is controlled. The above control strategy
simulates manual control experiences.
The feed-forward decoupling control strategy and the feed-forward decoupling algorith-

m are realized by the Human-Thinking Simulated Controller in order to cope with the
disturbances of ambient temperature changing and ventilation rate variation. If the am-
bient temperature changes greatly or ventilation rate is adjusted, the Human-Thinking
Simulated Controller will play the role of regulating the incubation temperature firstly.
When the incubation temperature gets into a new stable state, the Human-Thinking Sim-
ulated Controller will accept the output of the temperature fuzzy controller. Humidity
control is the same as temperature control.
Because the hatching process has a special feature with different stages, variable sam-

pling period control can be used. The sampling period and control period can be smaller
at the initial stage, and it can be bigger at the last stage.
The switch of open-closed loop control is realized by the Human-Thinking Simulated

Controller. Because of the special characteristics of hatching process, it is proved that the
switch of open-closed loop control is very effective for the incubation process control. If
the ambient temperature and ventilation rate are stable and egg turning is not necessary
at the present time, the temperature control can be open-loop.

Figure 2. Real curve of humidity control

Figure 3. Real curve of temperature control

The real curve of humidity control is shown in Figure 2, and the real curve of tem-
perature control is shown in Figure 3. A sudden change as indicated in Figure 2 and
in Figure 3 is caused by the disturbance of ventilation rate. Another sudden change in
Figure 3 is caused by humidity control. As illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the hy-
brid intelligent control method can cope with some disturbances very effectively because
the Human-Thinking Simulated Controller counteracts the predicted disturbance effects
according to the above control strategies in this paper.

8. Conclusion. The reference papers [3,4] introduces the structure of Human-Thinking
Simulated Controller, and the concept space of Human-Thinking Simulated Controller is
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discussed in the reference paper [5]. The simulation of image intuitive reasoning control
thinking of Human-Thinking Simulated Control is analyzed in the reference paper [6],
and in this paper controlled variables dynamic features, manipulated variables dynamic
features, the relationship between a controlled variable and a manipulated variable and
disturbing variables dynamic features are discussed. All of the analysis is helpful to
design a control system with Human-Thinking Simulated Control. For a MIMO system
control specially, the control strategies of Human-Thinking Simulated Control are very
important. As a case study on incubation control, it proves that the control strategies
and Human-Thinking Simulated Control find their good applications in the incubation
control process and the best control results are gotten. The other papers related to
Human-Thinking Simulated Control will be published later, and cybernetic based on
human control thinking will be founded in the future.
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Abstract. This paper proposed a novel face recognition algorithm by using face con-
tour features and SVM (Support Vector Machines) approach. These contour features
come from three times contourlet transform. The transformed coefficients contain all
frequencies information and form several sparse matrices in multi-resolution and multi-
direction. The concentrated characteristics make the features extraction easily and the
computation efficiently. Several experiments are given to compare with other algorithm-
s; there are satisfying results and distinct improvements in our recognition efficiency.
These verification tests are based on ORL (Olivetti Research Laboratory) and YALE face
database respectively.
Keywords: Contourlet transform, Face features, Coefficients, Face recognition

1. Introduction. Face recognition has been an important issue in computer vision and
pattern recognition since several years ago [1-3]. It plays an important role in many ap-
plications such as card identification, access control, security monitoring and surveillance.

So far many algorithms [4-7] have been proposed for face recognition. All these algo-
rithms can be divided into three categories: feature-based, appearance-based and template-
based recognition algorithms. Feature-based algorithms extract local features such as the
locations and local statistics of the eyes, nose, mouth, and require correct feature de-
tection and good measurement techniques. Appearance-based recognition algorithms use
the whole face region as the input. Template-based recognition algorithms use the eyes,
nose and mouth templates to perform recognition process. Among these algorithms, the
appearance-based recognition algorithms have achieved the best performance as we know.

Contourlet transform (CT) [8] is a new transformation approach for geometrical images,
which can be used as an image representation containing contours and textures features.
It has been widely used in image feature extraction [9]. This is mainly because the con-
tourlet transform has the energy concentration characteristics. After CT, the transformed
coefficients become a sparse matrix. Only a small of coefficients are not zero. Analysis
and computer simulation show that the computing load and the time delay are signifi-
cantly decreased. In addition, LIB-SVM (Library for Support Vector Machines) [10,11] is
an integrated software which can be used to solve support vector classification (C-SVC,
nu-SVC), regression and distribution estimation problems. It has been recognized as an
efficient method for face recognition.

The paper is arranged as follows. After reviewing contourlet transform in Section 2, we
proposed a new feature extraction method in Section 3. Faces are represented by contour
features which consist of both low and high frequency information in multi-resolution
and multi-direction level. In Section 4, several numerical experiments are given to verify
the proposed feature extraction algorithms. Experimental results on ORL and Yale face
databases convince us that the proposed method provides a better representation of the
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class information, and obtains much higher recognition accuracy in situations including
changes in pose, expression and illumination.

2. Contourlet Transform. The CT is a newly developed image representation scheme,
which not only possess strong features of wavelets (namely, multiscale and time frequency
localization), but also shows a high degree of directionality and anisotropy. Minh and
Martin [15] proposed a double filter bank named pyramid directional filter bank (PDFB)
as shown in Figure 1. In this double filter system, the first Laplacian Pyramid (LP) [12,13]
was first used to capture the point discontinuities, and followed by a directional filter bank
(DFB) [14] to link point discontinuities into linear structures. The PDFB decomposes an
image into a lowpass subband and several bandpass subbands at multiscales. This allows
contourlet to provide a multiscale and multidirectional decomposition, then can provide
an approximate to a smooth contour at multiple resolutions.
The LP decomposition (shown in Figure 1(a)) at each level generates a downsampled

lowpass version of the original and the difference between the original and the prediction.
H andG are called analysis (lowpass) and synthesis filters, respectively. M is the sampling
matrix (normal is 2, ↓2 means downsample while ↑2 means upsample). It generates
a downsampled lowpass version of the original and the difference between the original
and the prediction, to construct a bandpass image. This process can be iterated on the
coarse (downsampled lowpass) signal. In frequency partition (Figure 1(b), there are 8 real
wedge-shaped frequency bands after 3 times decomposition. Subbands 0-3 correspond to
the mostly horizontal directions, while subbands 4-7 correspond to the mostly vertical
directions.

Figure 1. Contourlet transform: (a) one level Laplacian pyramid decom-
position. The outputs are a coarse approximation a[n] and a difference b[n];
(b) the 2D spectrum division: eight real wedge-shaped frequency bands

Here we do not consider the reconstruction problem because it has no effect on our face
recognition.
Given the signal space L2(R2) decomposed into multiscale and multidirectional sub-

spaces by the contourlet transform:

L2(R2) = Vj−1 ⊕
(
⊕

j≤j1

(
2lj−1

⊕
k=0

W
lj
j,k

))
, Wj =

2lj−1

⊕
k=0

W
(lj)
j,k (1)

where Vj−1 and Wj are approximation subspace and detail subspaces, respectively; lj is
the number of directional level (lj ≥ 2), which can be different at different scales; Wj is

decomposed into some directional subspaces W
lj
j,k.

The LP decomposition uses orthogonal filters and downsampling by 2 and then can
obtain an approximation subspace Vj at the scale 2

j. The {Vj}j∈Z can provides a sequence
of multiresolution nested subspaces. The subspace Wj is the orthogonal complement of
Vj−1 and Vj.
Figure 2 shows an example of the contourlet coefficients of a face image. The image

is decomposed into one pyramidal level, and it is then decomposed into eight directional
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subbands. Each transformed coefficient is denoted by black or white color in Figure 2. The
small coefficients are colored with black, while the large coefficients are colored with white.
It shows that many coefficients are small and only a small number of large coefficients are
reserved. Thus the CT can effectively provide the sparse directional subbands and reduce
the calculation work for images. The decay rate [15] of approximation error for images is
O(logM)3M−2, and the decay rate of wavelet basis is O(M−1).

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Example of contourlet transform: (a) the image is decomposed
into one pyramidal level, and (b) it is then decomposed into eight directional
subbands

From Figure 2 we can see that the face image is decomposed into one pyramidal lev-
el: four subbands, and then it is decomposed into eight directional subbands. Con-
tourlet transform generates some sparse subbands, namely the transformed coefficients
are distributed concentratedly in some smaller subspaces. Each subband is transformed
by two-dimensional orthonormal wavelet bases, which make the transformed coefficients
concentrate into some small subspaces of wavelet domain. So the size of transformed
matrices is comparably small and they can be easily computed. In this paper, we use this
Concentration characteristics and do not consider the reconstruction problem.

3. The Proposed Algorithm. After CT, a face image is separated into two parts: low
frequency information and high frequency information. The previous works concluded
that low frequency information plays a dominant role in face recognition. Recent studies
have shown that depending on the practical applications, low frequency information and
high frequency information play different roles. Low frequency components contribute to
global description, while high frequency components contribute to the finer details needed
for identification.

The low frequency bands come from the LP decomposition and they contain the most
energy. The high frequency information represents the edge contour information of the
original face image. According to our research, both the low frequency information and the
high frequency information are important for face recognition. Since CT can reduce the
noises and the dimension of the original image, we choose the low frequency information
instead of the original image as our face features. Besides, we also choose some directional
information (high frequency) as our face features. Finally, data is arrayed from coarse
scale to fine scale. Recognition is performed using these features based on SVM.

Each face image is decomposed by using CT technique. CT provides contourlet coeffi-
cients which are constituted by lowpass subbands and directional subbands. Let a0[n] be
the input face image. After LP stage, the outputs are J bandpass image bj[n] (j = 1, . . ., J)
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(in the fine-to-coarse order) and a lowpass image aJ [n]. That means the j-th level of LP
decomposes the image aj−1[n] into a coarser image aj[n] and a detail image bj[n]. Each
bandpass image bj[n] is further decomposed by a lj level DFB into 2lj bandpass directional

images c
(lj)
j,k [n], k = 0, 1, . . ., 2lj − 1.

When the decomposition is finished, not all output images are treated as facial feature
images. In order to reduce calculation, just the lowpass image a3 and directional images

c
(l1)
1,0 , c

(l1)
1,1 , c

(l2)
2,0 , c

(l3)
2,3 are selected as facial feature images. The reason why these images are

selected as feature images is that they contain the most significant facial features which
are already enough to do face recognition. These features are used in next training and
test processes which are implemented by SVM.

4. Experiment Results.

4.1. Two face database. Standard ORL (Olivetti Research Laboratory, AT&T) and
Yale face database are used for face recognition experiments to validate our proposed
algorithm.
There are 40 subjects in ORL face database. Each subject has 10 images which are

captured with different head poses, under slightly varying lighting conditions, and of
various facial expression (open/closed eyes, smiling/not smiling) and different facial details
(wearing glasses/no glasses). The background of each image is black. All the subjects are
in an upright, frontal position (with tolerance for some side movement).
The Yale face database contains 165 grayscale images of 15 individuals. In this database,

11 images of each individual are available (with different facial expressions or configura-
tion: center-light, glasses, happy, left-light, no glasses, normal, right-light, sad, sleepy,
surprised and wink).

4.2. Experimental results. In order to assess the efficiency of the proposed method,
a series of experiments are conducted on the two databases mentioned before. In the
experiments, our proposed contourlet-based decomposition method was compared with
the traditional DWT (decomposition wavelet transformation) methods which are based
on Daubechies db2, haar, bio2.4, and sym2, respectively. Each wavelet is transformed
three times. This means they have the same decomposition scale. The pkva (filters from
the ladder structure) and 9-7 filters are used as PFB. The haar filters and CD filters are
used as DFB.
Experiment 1 aims to compare the performance of our proposed method (CT+SVM)

with that of wavelet-based (WT+SVM) methods by using ORL and YALE Face Database.
In ORL, there are 40 persons and each subject has 10 images in different gestures. Among
them, 6 of them are selected randomly as training samples, while the rest 4 as test samples.
In YALE, there are 165 grayscale images of 15 individuals. Each subject has 11 images in
different facial expression or illumination: center-light, w/glasses, happy, left-light, w/no
glasses, normal, right-light, sad, sleepy, surprised, and wink. Among the 11 images of
each subject, 6 of them are selected randomly as training samples, while the rest 5 as test
samples. To compare the feature extraction results, all input faces are renewed to three
kinds of image sizes: 32×32, 64× 64, and 128× 128, respectively. The recognition results
by using WT+SVM and CT+SVM combine with different filters are shown in Table 1.
From Table 1, we can see that our method achieves a better performance than wavelet-

based methods in three sizes images. Different filters do not impact the recognition rates
in CT-SVM, but not the same as in Wavelet-SVM. The larger the input image the higher
the recognition rates. This is because large image can provide more feature details.
The average recognition rates are given in Table 2. Three methods: SVM, WT+SVM

and CT+SVM are used to compare the performance of our method with that of other
feature extraction algorithms. All input images are 128× 128 sizes. The results are very
distinct that CT+SVM method is the best algorithm.
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Table 1. Recognition rates of different methods by using ORL database
under different sizes

Methods Filters

Recognition Rates (%)
ORL Database YALE Database

32× 32 64× 64 128× 128 32× 32 64× 64 128× 128

Wavelet+SVM

Db 2 93.75 95.00 96.25 84.00 86.67 86.67
haar 93.75 95.00 95.00 84.00 86.67 86.67

Bior2.4 95.00 95.00 96.25 82.67 84.00 84.00
Sym2 92.50 96.25 95.00 82.67 84.00 86.67

CT+SVM

9-7+haar 97.50 98.75 97.50 89.33 92.00 92.00
9-7+CD 97.50 98.75 97.50 89.33 90.67 92.00

Pkva+haar 97.50 98.75 97.50 89.33 92.00 92.00
Pkva CD 97.50 98.75 97.50 89.33 92.67 92.00

Table 2. Average recognition rates (%) of different methods by using
ORL/YALE database

Methods
ORL YALE

SVM WT+SVM CT+SVM SVM WT+SVM CT+SVM
Results (%) 94.75 96.25 99.00 81.33 86.67 92.00

Figure 3. The recognition rates and their energy percents of PCA,
WT+PCA and CT+PCA

Experiment 2 is to further validate the big boost of CT in facial features extraction.
The PCA (Principal Component Analysis) algorithm was analyzed and we focus on the
coefficients energies firstly. The relations between coefficients energies and recognition
rates are studied, as shown in Figure 3. The x-coordinate means the energy percents, the
y-coordinate represents recognition rates. From it we can see that the recognition rates
based on CT+PCA is the best than that of only PCA and WT+PCA methods. The
recognition rates come to their head when the energies between 90% and 95%.

Locate the energies at 95%, the results are shown in Table 3. There are very distinct
improvements: for ORL database, WT+PCA is 1.25% higher than only PCA method,
and CT+PCA is 1.5% higher than WT+PCA method. For YALE database, WT+PCA
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Table 3. Average recognition rates (%) of different methods by using
ORL/YALE database

Methods
ORL YALE

PCA WT+PCA CT+PCA PCA WT+PCA CT+PCA
Results (%) 93.75 95.00 96.50 80.00 83.33 86.67

is 3.33% higher than only PCA method, and CT+PCA is 6.67% higher than WT+PCA
method. So the CT+PCA is the best among three algorithms.

5. Conclusions. In this paper, we propose a new approach for face recognition based
on contour feature which combines CT and SVM together. CT is used to extract the face
contour features and LIB-SVM is used for classification. Two standard face databases
(ORL and YALE) are used to verify our proposed algorithms. Experimental results show
that our method has a better performance than some other methods in the face recognition
domain.
However, we are not satisfied in the recognition rates in YALE database. Because the

effect of illumination, many large contourlet transformed coefficients are lost. And contour
features are also lost. In the future, we would solve this problem and the correlated
experiments are carried on now. We also try in other face databases and modify the
program so that it can be more robust to uncontrollable environments.
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Abstract. This study presents a new statistical process control (SPC) procedure for a
process together with degradation and diffusion effects. One of such examples is the initial
cool-down process of high-pressure hose production. The air temperature readings during
the initial cool-down process often exhibit a non-increasing trend with a diffusion effect
in that profiles generated from cycle to cycle deviate from each other more over time. A
new charting procedure using the Wiener diffusion model is developed in this article. A
real data set, generated from the cool-down process of high-pressure hose production, is
used to demonstrate the application of proposed method.
Keywords: Control chart, Normal distribution, Profile monitoring, Statistical process
control, Wiener diffusion model

1. Introduction. The quality characteristics in some industrial manufacturing processes
are often characterized as a profile rather than a number. For example, in a curing
production where products are heated in a sealed, heated chamber, called an autoclave
or vulcanizer, multiple thermocouples are equipped inside the chambers and/or their
parts. One piece of the major curing information gathered from the thermocouples is the
air temperature in the chamber. When the curing of products is finished, a cool-down
process is needed to make the quality of final products satisfactory. The cool-down process
is crucial to the product in that improper cool-down cycle may cause cosmetic blemishes
such as blistering on the product surface. Because of the physical nature of this cool-
down process, the air temperature profiles follow a downward trend whose degradation
rate is not necessarily a constant. Although this study is developed for an autoclave
cooling process, the core idea can be applied to any process together with the degradation
phenomenon.

The cool-down stage of an autoclave curing process is hard to control because the shapes
of the temperature profiles due to various venting and spraying cycles depend on how many
reels of products are loaded inside the chamber. However, this information is not fed back
into the control loop. In other words, the only control mechanism during the cooling stage
is based on a pre-specified time slots of venting and water spraying. In the initial cool-
down process, the air temperature degrades over time with a significant diffusion effect,
then the diffusion effect declines in the following processes. It is important to develop
proper SPC methods to monitor the initial cool-down process based on air temperature
profiles and ensure that all temperature profiles are under the statistical control. When
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a profile deviates from the “normal” profiles, quality engineers should inspect this batch
of reels of products for possible surface blemishes. In addition, they should also conduct
an investigation for checking possible process malfunctions. For example, when the water
tank runs out of water, the spraying cycle would fail as reflected in the temperature cycle.
The challenges of an SPC implementation are explained here. An illustrative example

is regarding an air temperature profile during the cool-down stage of high-density hose
products. In a typical curing cycle of high-pressure hose products manufacturing, the
cool-down stage often starts with a vent-opening action followed by a series of water
spraying and rest. A short rest breaks two water-spraying actions. The air temperature
is expected to decline. However, the temperature-decline rates vary from one profile to
another especially during the water-spraying stage. Note that such a diffusion effect is
significant in the initial cool-down stage.
In this study, 153 sequences of air temperature readings are collected from a hose

production factory. The present recipe of cool-down process calls for four sequences,
denoted by S1 (vent-open stage), S2 (water spray 1 stage), S3 (resting stage) and S4
(water spray 2 stage), respectively. In S1, a valve is opened to vent off the pressure for
a fixed period. The air temperature in S1 declines quickly and decreases over time. In
S2 and S4, cool water is sprayed for a fixed duration to accelerate the air temperature
degradation speed, and the recipe calls for a short rest of S3 between the stages of S2
and S4. After the second water spray is done, the chamber door is opened to unload
the cured products. Since the timing and duration for each sequence is controlled by a
programmable logic controller, process engineers would glance at the “general pattern”
of a temperature profile for quality assurance. The current practice is very subjective. It
is a great opportunity to introduce SPC methods for objective process monitoring and
continuous quality improvement.
Literature works for profile monitoring when a target data profile is well defined can

be found in [2, 8, 11, 12, 16, 17, 22]. Otherwise, a complicated profile can be modeled by
nonlinear functions of which SPC literature can be found in [1, 3, 7, 9, 10, 15, 19, 21].
However, these charting methods cannot handle the diffusion effect in the SPC process
and could cause a higher false alarm rate.
The Wiener diffusion model has been abundantly used in reliability and financial stud-

ies, such as [4, 5, 6, 13, 14, 18, 20]. Although there are no applications of Wiener diffusion
process for control charting studies found according to our best knowledge, Wiener dif-
fusion process model is capable of dealing with processes, which contain degradation and
diffusion phenomenons.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Statistical models are defined in Sec-

tion 2. In addition, parameter estimation method is provided based on the phase I data.
Moreover, an operable charting procedure using chi-square charts is suggested for SPC
monitoring. In Section 3, a real data set of high-pressure hose products is used to demon-
strate the application of the proposed method. Conclusions and future research are given
in Section 4.

2. Statistical Models and Parameter Estimation. Assume that engineers emphasize
on the monitoring of the initial cool-down process, the vent-open stage, mentioned in
Section 1. The initial degradation sequences are well defined as y0. All degradation
readings are modeled, respectively, according to the following Weiner diffusion processes,

yi = βti + σwi, i = 1, 2, · · · , (1)

where the reading value yi is measured at the time ti, β and σ are the drift and diffusion
parameter, respectively for the degradation process, and wi = w(ti) is the random error.
In this paper, all random errors wi’s are characterized by a standard Brownian motion
with the following facts:
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1. w0 = 0 for the starting time t0.
2. wi is almost surely continuous.
3. wi has independent and normally distributed increments of mean 0 and variance
△ti = ti − ti−1. That is, △yi = yi − yi−1, i = 1, 2, · · · are independent normally dis-
tributed with mean β(△ti) and variance σ2(△ti), labeled by △yi ∼ N(β(△ti), σ

2(△
ti)).

Let n degradation measurements of a profile be collected at times t1, t2, · · · , tn with
△ti = △t, i = 1, 2, · · · , n; That is, the spacing between times is equally. Therefore,△yi ∼
N(β(△t), σ2(△t)), i = 1, 2, · · · ,m. Let zi = △yi/△t, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, z̄ =

∑n
i=1 zi/n and

S2
z =

∑n
i=1(zi − z̄)2/(n − 1), then the unbiased estimators of β and σ2 can be obtained,

respectively, by

β̂ = z̄, (2)

and

σ̂2 = (△t)S2
z . (3)

It can be shown that β̂ ∼ N(β, σ2/(n△t)), and (n − 1)(△t)S2
z/σ

2 have a chi-square
distribution with (n− 1) degrees of freedom.

Assume that a phase I sample size m cool-down profiles is prepared for parameter
estimation. Based on the m vent-open stage profiles, m estimates of (β, σ2) can be

obtained and denoted by (β̂i, σ̂
2
i ), i = 1, 2, · · · ,m. Let β̄ =

∑m
i=1 β̂i/m, σ̄2

z =
∑m

i=1 σ̂
2
i /m =

(△t)S̄2
z , where S̄2

z =
∑m

i=1 S
2
z,i/m. If m is large, it can be shown that the sequence of Ci,

defined by

Ci =
(β̂i − β̄)2

σ̄2/n△t
=

n(β̂i − β̄)2

S̄2
z

, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, (4)

have an asymptotic chi-square distribution with 1 degree of freedom, and the sequence of
Di, defined by

Di =
(n− 1)(△t)S2

z,i

σ̄2
=

(n− 1)S2
z,i

S̄2
z

, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, (5)

have an asymptotic chi-square distribution with (n− 1) degrees of freedom. Two control
charts at false alarm rate α are proposed as follows:

The BETA-chart: The control chart for monitoring parameter β, named BETA-
chart. Plot statistics Ci, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, on the BETA-chart with the upper control
limit (UCL) and lower control limit (LCL), which are defined, respectively by

UCL = χ2
α/2,1, (6)

and

LCL = χ2
1−α/2,1, (7)

where χ2
α/2,1 and χ2

1−α/2,1 denote the upper and lower α/2 percentile points of the
chi-square distribution with 1 degree of freedom.

The SIGMA-chart: The control chart for monitoring parameter σ2, named SIGMA-
chart. Plot statistics Di, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, on the SIGMA-chart with only the UCL,
which is defined by

UCL = χ2
α,n−1. (8)
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Figure 1. 153 in-control profiles in the vent-open stage
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Figure 2. The BETA-chart for 153 vent-open profiles

3. An Application. The data set of air temperature readings in vent-open stage had
been collected in 2011 from a cool-down process of high-pressure hose production facto-
ry. All air temperature readings of 153 profiles are used to illustrate the application of
proposed method and given in Figure 1. Engineers believe that all 153 profiles are in
statistical control. The BETA-chart and SIGMA-chart at false alarm rate α = 0.0027
were constructed and given in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively.
The BETA-chart in Figure 2 shows that the drift parameter of the initial cool-down

process is in-control because all statistics are plotted within the control limits. However,
profile 50 in Figure 3 is suspected as a potential abnormal profile due to this profile diffuses
more than the others. The D estimate of profile 50 is close to the control limit and could
be ignored if traditional control charting methods are used for process monitoring.

4. Conclusions. In this paper, a new charting method is proposed and developed with
the Wiener diffusion model for monitoring a degradation process together with a diffusion
effect. Since the existing nonlinear profile monitoring methods cannot handle the diffusion
effect together with the profile drift effect, the proposed method is capable of monitoring
a degradation process in manufacturing. A data set of air temperature readings from
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Figure 3. The SIGMA-chart for 153 vent-open profiles

the vent-open stage in a cool-down process of high-pressure hose production is used for
illustration. The proposed method can be used for monitoring other processes together
with degradation and diffusion phenomenons.

The present study does not process the association relationship among profile. How
to involve the existing association relationship among profiles in the proposed method is
concerned and will be studied in the future. It is also a challenge to use the proposed
charting method with a non-Wiener diffusion process.
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Abstract. The recent performance improvement of non-volatile (NV) memory enables
NV memory to be used as the main memory of computer systems. In order to realize such
systems, system software needs to manage NV memory in accord to its characteristics,
such as slower write speed and limited write durability. In order to cope with these
characteristics, it is important to selectively store data in NV memory because there
are unsuitable data that should be stored in dynamic random access memory (DRAM).
Such selection can be done by collecting the information about data access tendency.
This paper proposes a method that utilizes the write-barrier mechanism supported by
language runtime in order to collect write access tendency. We implemented an access
logging system and investigated the effectiveness of utilizing data access tendency for data
selection. As a result, we show it is useful to utilize data access tendency for the efficient
selection of data suitable for NV memory.
Keywords: Non-volatile memory, Memory management, Language runtime

1. Introduction. Recently, non-volatile (NV) memory’s performance has been improved
significantly and can be considered as an alternative to the existing memory devices, such
as dynamic random access memory (DRAM). NV memory has a possibility to increase
its density and thus its capacity. NV memory’s major advantage is literally its ability
to maintain data without power supply. The other advantage is its byte addressability.
Therefore, it is possible for NV memory to replace DRAM in the main memory archi-
tecture of computer systems. Current systems, however, do not have any consideration
of the management of such NV memory. For example, many operating systems (OSes)
regard a memory area as an area constructed only with DRAM. NV memory and DRAM
have some common characteristics as both of them are byte addressable, but there are
some considerable differences. System software has to consider and to properly manage
these different types of memory devices.

NV memory can be utilized effectively with the hybrid memory architecture that sup-
ports both DRAM and NV memory in a single memory address space. In this architecture,
data should be stored in either DRAM or NV memory. Such architecture poses a ques-
tion, which type of memory is suitable for data, and data’s characteristics need to be
considered to answer it. One of the important factors of data’s characteristics is data
access tendency. DRAM has almost no limitation of the number of data writes, but NV
memory has a limitation of it; thus, data access tendency is important. We introduce
an approach how to make s decision whether data should be located on NV memory or
DRAM. In this paper, we focus on data access tendency of memory and utilize it in NV
memory management.

0Shougo Saito is currently with NTT Network Service Systems Laboratories, NTT Corporation. Work
conducted when he was with University of Tsukuba.
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In this paper, we introduce a method to collect data access tendency in a language
runtime environment and also to utilize it to manage NV memory. Since data access ten-
dency is an important factor for the management of NV memory, collecting such tendency
requires an access logging system. Collecting data access tendency is, however, difficult
because memory access is primitive and can be an atomic action for many cases. To solve
this problem, we focus on a language runtime environment. Some types of runtime envi-
ronments include the write-barrier mechanism to support generational garbage collection
(GC). We propose that utilizing the write-barrier mechanism is suitable for the collection
of data access tendency of memory.
The write-barrier mechanism hooks write actions and enables some additional actions

to be performed. By making the access logging system called from the write-barrier
mechanism, write access tendency can be efficiently collected. In this work, we investigate
data access tendency in a language runtime environment, and consider how to manage
memory area with data access tendency. After that consideration, we modify the write-
barrier mechanism and add the access logging system. In this work, we use the Rubinius
runtime environment to experiment these mechanisms. Rubinius is one of Ruby’s runtime
environments. NV memory has many advantages as data storage, and its management is
important for computing in the near future.

1.1. Related work. There are a number of researches that investigate how to realize NV
main memory [1, 2]. These are the researches of the computer architecture to integrate NV
memory into main memory by overcoming its limitations; thus, there is no consideration
of its utilization by software. From the point of view of software, there are researches
that investigate the usability of NV memory in file systems and database software [3, 4].
There are also some efforts that research how to manage NV memory in the OS kernel
[5, 6]. However, there is no research that suggests the usability of the management of
NV memory with collected write access tendency in a language runtime environment. In
this paper, we propose that a language runtime and the write-barrier mechanism work
effectively for the NV memory management.

1.2. Paper organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the background of the work. Section 3 proposes the method that utilizes the
write-barrier mechanism to realize the access logging system for the collection of write
access tendency. Section 4 shows the results of experiments performed. Section 5 sum-
marizes this paper.

2. Background. In this section, we describe the background of utilizing data access
tendency in NV memory management.

2.1. Non-volatile (NV) memory. Non-volatile (NV) memory has some characteristics
that software should consider in order to utilize it effectively. The major characteristics
are non-volatility, latency, and limitation of write times. There are some advantages and
disadvantages for them as described below.
Non-volatility enables data to be kept without power supply; thus, it will take a new

advantage to computing architectures. Non-volatility enables data to be kept safely even if
unexpected power off was occurred. DRAM requires data refresh process to maintain data
on it; thus, it needs power supply to keep data. There are different memory technologies
that realize non-volatility. For example, phase change memory (PCM) utilizes chemical
reaction and changes resistance value in order to memorize data value. Software currently
treats data in memory as volatile; thus, they have weakness for unexpected power off.
For example, file systems pay large cost to treat data in volatile memory because the
file system’s data must be protected against any accidents. File systems copy data in
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DRAM to persistent storage devices, such as magnetic hard drives, to make them non-
volatile. Magnetic hard drives have resistance for unexpected power off, and it can keep
data without power supply. However, there are some weaknesses in this method. Write
to magnetic hard drives incurs high latency to store data in them, and also requires
power supply to do so. NV memory has possibilities to solve these problems with its
non-volatility.

While NV memory has a big advantage to maintain data without power supply, it
has some disadvantages to access data on it. There are some types of NV memory
technologies, and each of them has slightly different characteristics. In this paper, in order
to make the discussion of the characteristics simple, we treat PCM as the representation
of NV memory. There are two representative disadvantages in data access characteristics
of PCM. The first disadvantage is high latency to write data. PCM’s write latency is
typically ten times as high as DRAM. PCMmemorizes written data by changing resistance
value with chemical reaction. This is the reason to make PCM non-volatile since the
changed resistance value remains the same without power supply. Such chemical reaction,
however, requires longer time to process than DRAM; thus, it causes longer write latency.
On the other hand, PCM’s read latency is equivalent to DRAM because reading data
form PCM does not require chemical reaction.

The second disadvantage is the limitation of write times. As described above, PCM
utilizes chemical reaction to memorize written data. Its peculiar characteristic lasts within
only the certain number of reactions; thus, writing data over its limit breaks memory cells.
On the other hand, read times are not limited, because read action does not cause chemical
reaction. This is a limitation for data access of NV memory; thus, the access tendency of
data located on NV memory effects the performance of systems. With this characteristic,
write times should be managed properly to minimize them.

We assume that a future architecture with NV memory will support a hybrid memory
architecture. Such an architecture has NV memory and DRAM in a single physical address
space; thus, they can make up for their advantages and disadvantages. Our target system
architecture is that DRAM takes the 0-128MB range of the physical address space and
NV memory takes the 128-1024MB range.

2.2. Data tendency suitable for NV memory. NV memory has some characteristics
different from DRAM. The outstanding characteristics of NV memory among others are
its limitation of write times and asymmetry of read/write latencies. Table 1 summarizes
the characteristics of the common storage and memory devices.

These characteristics indicate what types of data are suitable to store them in NV
memory. The first suitable characteristic for NV memory is middle size. From the storage
hierarchy, the data suitable for the NV memory are much bigger for DRAM, but does
not require disk drives. The second characteristic is low frequency of write access. NV
memory’s write latency is larger than DRAM, and it has the limitation for the number
of rewrite. It is a big problem for systems to break memory cells with a large number of
writes; thus, this problem should be considered seriously. In this work, we focus on these
NV memory’s limitation of the write times and large write latency. To solve this problem,

Table 1. Comparison of non-volatile memory and other memory devices

non-volatile W/R latency access write limit
Non-volatile memory yes not equal byte access yes
DRAM no equal byte access no
Magnetic disk drive yes not equal block no
SSD yes not equal block yes
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how to select the data that are stored in NV memory is important. As described above,
the data stored in the NV memory should have the characteristic of low write frequency.

2.3. Language runtime environment and write-barrier mechanism. In this work,
we focus on language runtime environment as a suitable environment for collecting data
access tendency. Such tendency is required to properly manage the selection of data that
should be stored in either NV memory or DRAM. Data access tendency is collected by the
write-barrier mechanism, which is a mechanism that hooks write actions to the objects.
This mechanism is used by some language runtime environments to support generational
garbage collection (GC).
Language runtime environment with generational GC must check its data consisten-

cy. Generational GC divides objects into the two generation types, old and new. New
generation objects are checked frequently by GC if they are still alive or not. On the
other hand, old objects are not checked very frequently. There is, however, a problem
in this mechanism. A consistency problem occurs if a new generation object, which is
referred from an old generation object, is deleted by GC. It can happen because GC for
new generation objects tends to check only references within new generation objects. New
generation objects that are referred from old generation objects should be protected from
GC in order to retain the consistency of objects.
To solve this problem, some runtime environments support the write-barrier mecha-

nism. The write-barrier mechanism hooks write actions to objects in order to keep the
consistency of objects. The write-barrier mechanism enables runtime environments to
check whether a written object is referred from any old generation objects. For example,
Rubinius and Haskell support the write-barrier mechanism to support generational GC.

3. Proposed Techniques. In this work, we propose to collect data access tendency
and to utilize the collected data to manage NV memory effectively. Data suitable to
store in NV memory need to be selected to utilize NV memory efficiently. Data write
frequency is helpful for such selection. Collecting data access tendency is a difficult
problem because the write process is typically an atomic and primitive action. To solve
this problem, we propose to employ an access logging system that includes the access
collection mechanism. The access collection mechanism hooks write access and analyzes
its behavior. To realize this mechanism, we focus on a language runtime environment
and its write-barrier mechanism. Some types of runtime environments support the write-
barrier mechanism, which can hook write action to objects; thus, it can be used to collect
write access information.
In this work, we adopted Rubinius [7] as a target language runtime environment because

it is constructed with a simple virtual machine (VM) and supports the write-barrier
mechanism. Ruby is a popular programming language, and there are many applications
written in it. For these reasons, modifying Rubinius and measuring its behavior are useful
for implementation.

3.1. Write access logging system. We implement the write access logging system that
utilizes the write-barrier mechanism of Rubinius. Our logging system is implemented as
the extension of the write-barrier mechanism. This logging system records the number
of write actions to each object, and the write access tendency of objects can be obtained
from the record. In the original Rubinius implementation, the write-barrier mechanism
checks only the relations of references between objects. We add the write access logging
mechanism to this function. This logging system has a linked list of object management
entries. Each entry contains the variables that keep the write count and a memory address
of an object. The write-barrier function calls the logging function, and it searches the
linked list with the address of an object as a key. If an entry that has equal address to
that was found, the logging system increments its write count variable. If the logging
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system could not find such an entry, it creates a new entry and adds it to the linked list.
Then, the write count variable is initialized to 1. In this system, the logging system can
collect the write count of each object.

The access logging system collects the write count of each object. This statistics shows
whether there are a bias and a characteristic in the access tendency of objects. If some
objects tend to be written frequently and others were written less frequently, it shows
that there is a specific bias. These biases and tendency of data are helpful for selecting
what data are suitable and should be migrated to NV memory.

3.2. Utilizing write access tendency to the NV memory management. The in-
formation of data access tendency collected by the access logging system is utilized for the
management of NV memory. We propose a simple selection algorithm that selects what
data are suitable for NV memory. As described above, the data that are hardly written
is suitable for NV memory.

The selection algorithm consists of three parts. The first part is the addition of flag,
that indicates an object is stored in NV memory. We call this flag NV-flag. NV-flag is zero
when an object is initialized because all objects are stored in DRAM when initialized. It
is modified to 1 when an object is migrated to NV memory with the algorithm described
below.

The second part is the check&select algorithm that runs per interval time. This algo-
rithm selects objects in DRAM and migrates them to NV memory. The algorithm needs
to run regularly, so that it can be called from a timer signal handler. The check&select
algorithm checks the write count linked list to select the objects that are suitable for NV
memory. An object is considered to be suitable for NV memory if its write count did not
increase for three time periods in succession. The selected objects are migrated to NV
memory.

The third part is the avoidance algorithm that migrates objects in NV memory to
DRAM. This algorithm is called each time the write-barrier mechanism is invoked. This
is because write frequently may increase rapidly; thus, the interval check has a possibility
to break memory cells. For this reason, the avoidance algorithm checks the increase of
write count each time the write-barrier mechanism is invoked. If the write count of an
object in NV memory increased rapidly, the avoidance algorithm migrates the object to
DRAM. This algorithm can keep the number of writes to NV memory as small as possible.

3.3. Alternative technique using mprotect(). As described above, the language run-
time environments with the write-barrier mechanism can be used for the efficient collection
of write access tendency. On the other hand, there are many applications that natively
run on processors and thus that do not employ language runtime environment. In order
to support such applications, we propose another method for the collection of write access
tendency. We utilize mprotect() system call that can be used from the C language. By
calling mprotect(), specific memory areas can be protected from write access.

If a write-protected memory area was written, the SEGV signal will be sent to the
corresponding process. The SEGV signal handler is invoked in the process. The default
action of the SEGV signal handler is to kill its process. It is, however, possible to catch
the signal and to perform a necessary action. By calling sigaction() system call, a
process can register its own signal handler.

On the other hand, a combination of mprotect() and a signal handler has some lim-
itations. For example, mprotect() is only able to protect memory areas of which start
addresses and sizes are aligned with the page size. It means that a protected area can
contain multiple objects and cannot protect only a specific single object. If an object is
placed over the boundary of two pages, both of the pages need to be protected.
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Figure 1. The ratio of write counts

4. Results of Experiments. This section shows the results of the experiments per-
formed. We employed a system that equips Intel Core i7 860 2.80GHz processor and 8GB
DRAM for the execution of the experiments described below. We used Rubinius 1.2.4 as
language runtime environment along with Linux kernel 3.2.0 as the OS kernel and GCC
4.6 as the compiler.

4.1. Experiment 1: write access logging. Experiment 1 aims to prove that the write
access logging system can record the write counts of objects and that the record can be
used to find the tendency and bias in the write counts. We execute three types of bench-
mark programs sequentially, and check the result of the logging system. The benchmark
programs used for the experiment are bm random.rb, bm array.rb, and bm vm2 hash.rb.
These are included in the standard benchmark programs used for Rubinius. The logging
system shows the write count of each object.
Figure 1 shows the ratio of the number of the objects classified with the numbers of

write counts. The number of all objects is 242,843, and the total number of their write
counts is 66,622,869. This graph shows that the objects of which write counts are 1-10
occupy 56% of all the objects. The objects of which write counts are 11-20 occupy 23%.
These objects are suitable for NV memory because the write frequency of these objects
are low. On the other hand, the write counts of 13% of objects are more than 41. Some
objects have extremely high write counts. For example, there are the objects of which
write counts are more than 10,000. These objects are apparently not suitable for NV
memory; thus, these should be located on DRAM.
These results show that there is a bias in the access tendency of objects. Therefore,

data access tendency information can be effectively utilized for the management of NV
memory and DRAM.

4.2. Experiment 2: utilizing write access tendency to the NV memory man-
agement. The result of Experiment 1 showed that the utilization of the access tendency
of the objects should be useful for the memory management. Experiment 2 aims to prove
the effectiveness of this utilization. For Experiment 2, the write access logging system
was modified to include the selection algorithm described in Section 3.2. We executed the
same benchmark programs that we executed for Experiment 1 on this environment.
The result of this system shows the number of migrated objects and the number of

write access to NV memory. Figure 2 shows the result of this experiment. In this figure,
the left bar shows the ratio of objects located in NV memory. The right bar shows the
ratio of the write counts to NV memory. The ratio of the objects in NV memory is
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Figure 2. The ratio of the number of objects placed in NV memory and
write times to NV memory

approximately 90%, and the ratio of the write counts to NV memory is approximately
6%. The number of objects and the number of write counts are almost the same with the
result of Experiment 1.

It is desirable that the ratio of the objects in NV memory can be maximized and the
number of the write counts to NV memory can be minimized. Under a normal condition,
these two factors conflict with each other. However, with the consideration of the data’s
write access tendency, it is possible to manage both of the factors. In this experiment, we
proved the effectiveness of the utilization of write access tendency for the management of
NV memory.

4.3. Experiment 3: alternative technique using mprotect(). In this experiment,
we measure the cost to collect write access tendency without language runtime environ-
ment. Write access can be detected by making specific areas write-protected. Write access
to the write-protected areas can be handled by the SEGV signal handler. Specific areas
are write-protected by mprotect() system call, and the original SEGV signal handler is
installed by sigaction() system call.

We measured the cost of writing 1,000,000 times in write-protected memory area. The
cost includes the invocation of the SEGV signal handler. The result is 2057.79 milli-sec. If
the area is not write-protected, the normal memory access cost without write access is 1.30
milli-sec. The write-protected memory access is approximately 1600 times as slow as the
normal memory access. This result shows that it is very costly and not suitable to collect
write access tendency by making specific areas write-protected. Since the write-barrier
mechanism of language runtime environment does not involve such expensive trapping of
write-protected areas, it is possible to collect write access tendency much more efficiently.

5. Summary and Future Work. This paper proposed a method to collect access ten-
dency and evaluated its effectiveness for the efficient selection of data suitable for NV
memory. This paper implemented the write access logging system that collects data
access tendency information. In this work, we focus on the write-barrier mechanism sup-
ported by language runtime environment in order to collect write access information. As
a result, we showed that there are data access biases that are useful for the management
of NV memory. This system migrates the major part of objects into NV memory and
minimize the write counts to NV memory. Naturally, these two factors are conflicting
with each other. However, with the consideration of write access tendency, it is possible
to manage both of the factors. As another method of collecting usage of the data, we pro-
posed the collection method of data access tendency with mprotect(). The experiment
showed that collecting data access tendency with mprotect() is too costly for a logging
system.
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Our future work includes the evaluation of the proposed technique in a more realistic
simulation environment. Such a simulation environment should consider the longer write
access latency of NV memory. Performance measurement on the realistic simulation en-
vironment enables more accurate evaluation. We will also investigate the other collection
techniques of access tendency without using the write-barrier mechanism, so that the
proposed technique can be applied to the other language runtime environments.
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Abstract. Dielectric properties have proved to be highly relevant to the internal quality
of many fruits and crops. However, because of a wide variety and the changing frequency
of dielectric signals, their application is largely restricted at present. Attempts made to
find effective dielectric feature selection methods are very important to reduce the cost of
the application of dielectric signals in nondestructive detection of fruits and crops. In
this paper, the internal quality of Fuji apples is graded into five levels according to their
dielectric features. Greedy selector, sparse principal component analysis (SPCA), fast
clustering-based feature subset selection (FAST) and ranker method with the attribute
evaluator of information gain are used to sort all the dielectric features or select the
key subset features for the classification target. Experimental results indicate that high
classification accuracy can be obtained with only some key dielectric features.
Keywords: Apple grading, Dielectric features selection, Internal quality classification

1. Introduction. Relations between dielectric properties of many fruits and their inter-
nal physicochemical index have been researched for many years. In [1], dielectric prop-
erties of some fresh fruits and vegetables were researched, and correlations were noted
between single dielectric signal and single physicochemical index, e.g., dielectric constant
and moisture content. In [2], correlation between dielectric properties of shell eggs and
their storage time was analyzed, and an internal quality evaluation system was developed.

Only a small number of dielectric signals were analyzed in most literature about di-
electric properties of fruits and crops. However, the real situation is that the variety of
dielectric features is wide, whose number, for example, is 108 in our experiments. In ad-
dition, when these dielectric features are used to grade internal quality nondestructively,
only some key features work. How can we find these significant features when we intend
to use dielectric features to detect mould core or internal quality of fruits nondestructively
from so many dielectric features? In this paper, the internal quality of Fuji apples is grad-
ed into five levels according to their dielectric features. In order to select the key features
from all features, fast clustering-based features subset selection algorithm (FAST) [3] is
employed. In addition, considering the different demands for classification accuracy and
the ability to afford the cost of obtaining dielectric features in various practical applica-
tions, we also use greedy selector, SPCA and ranker method with the attribute evaluator
of information gain to sort all dielectric features in the process of classification.

The significance of our study is that the framework of feature selection is employed
firstly to remove the redundant dielectric features, and a new direction is provided for
the future research about dielectric features. Meanwhile, a classifier constructed with
dielectric features is proposed definitely for grading the apple quality.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present preliminary knowledge
about FAST method. Section 3 gives a brief introduction to greedy selector, SPCA and
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ranker method with the attribute evaluator of information gain. Dataset preparation and
experimental results are provided in Section 4. A conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2. FAST. In feature selection, key feature subsets or good feature subsets should contain
the features highly correlated with (predictive of) the whole class, yet uncorrelated with
(not predictive of) each other [4]. FAST can efficiently and effectively deal with both
redundant and irrelevant features and help to obtain a good feature subset. Two connected
approaches are adopted in FAST, i.e., irrelevant feature removal and redundant feature
elimination.
In FAST, symmetric uncertainty (SU) [5] is selected as the measure of correlation

between two features or a feature and the class attribute. Its definition is as follows:

SU(X,Y ) =
2×Gain(X |Y )

H(X) +H(Y )
, (1)

where H(X) denotes the entropy of a discrete random variable X, and Gain(X|Y ) is the
information gain of variable X and Y . The range of SU(X,Y ) is [0, 1], where a value 1
indicates that the value of either one can completely predict the other and a value of 0
reveals that X and Y are independent.
In the process of irrelevant feature removal, a predefined threshold θ is given. Suppose

a dataset D contains m features F = {f1, f2, . . ., fm} and class C. Then feature fi will
be regarded as an irrelevant feature and be removed if SU(fi, C) < θ. In the process of
redundant feature elimination, all the features left after irrelevant feature removal will be
used to construct a minimum-spanning tree (MST). Firstly, a completely undirected graph
G is constructed, and SU(fi, C) is the value of the vertex fi and SU(fi, fj) is the weight of
the edge between vertices fi and fj (i ̸= j). Then for the graph G, FAST builds an MST,
which connects all vertices so that the sum of the edge weights can be the minimum.
After the MST construction, an edge of the MST will be regarded as an unnecessary one
if its weight is smaller than those of SU(fi, C) and SU(fj, C) respectively, which will then
be removed from the MST afterwards. After the removal of all the unnecessary edges, a
forest Forest is obtained. Each tree Tj ∈ Forest represents a cluster. V (Tj) denotes all the

vertices in the tree Tj. In FAST, a representative feature f j
R of Tj is selected as follows:

f j
R = argmaxfk∈Tj

SU(fk, C). (2)

And all f j
R (j = 1. . .|Forest|) will comprise the final good feature subset.

3. Dielectric Features Sort Algorithms for Internal Quality Grading. If all the
features are used in the classification process, the classification system will be much com-
plex and the cost of obtaining dielectric features will be rather expensive. To avoid this
problem, here we use SPCA, greedy selector and ranker method to estimate the classi-
fication accuracy with different numbers of features. Then in practical application with
different demands, this mixed approach can offer effective solutions for our system.

3.1. SPCA. PCA obtains principal component vectors via singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the data matrix. As linear combinations of all the original variables, the principal
component vectors can capture the maximal variance of the original data. However, the
weakness of PCA is that every component is a linear combination of all the original
variables, i.e., all the loadings are nonzero, which makes it difficult to interpret the derived
component. In contrast, SPCA is one of the algorithms which force the loadings of
insignificant original variables to be zero. The method of lasso [6] can produce accurate
and sparse models via L1-norm-based penalization, and the elastic net, as the improved
version of lasso, can integrate the lasso into regression normalization to make SPCA obtain
sparse loadings [7].
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We will use the model of SPCA to demonstrate its effect during the process of dielectric
features selection. The model of SPCA is defined below:

W ∗ = argmax
∥∥W TX

∥∥2
2
, subject to W TW = Im, ∥W∥0 < k, (3)

where X is the dataset matrix and W is the sparse component space. We will obtain
key dielectric features whose loading coefficients are nonzero by tackling the optimization
problem in (3). The parameter k is used to control the number of the obtained dielectric
features.

3.2. Greedy selector. The greedy strategy starts with getting the local optimal solution,
and then the final solution is the global optimal solution or close to the global solution. At
the beginning of feature selection, the selected feature subset S is empty and F represents
all the original features. If we define a function Class(S) and it denotes the classification
accuracy with the selected features S, the whole process of greedy selector can be shown
in the following pseudocode:

Inputs: S = Φ: the selected feature subset; F = {f1, f2, . . ., fm}: all the original
features

for i = 1 : m
j = argmaxClass(S + fj), Class Rate(i) = Class(S + fj), fj ∈ F
S = S + fj, F = F − fj

Output: |S| = m, F = Φ, Class Rate

3.3. Ranker. When attempts are made to measure the correlation between each single
attribute or a feature and the targeted class attribute individually, the feature selection
method of ranker is what we need. In the method of ranker, an attribute evaluator or
evaluation function is adopted to sort all the attributes or features according to their
scores. In our experiments, the information gain with respect to the class is taken as the
attribute evaluator, which is defined as:

Gain(C |fi ) = H(C)−H(C |fi ). (4)

In general, if Gain(C|fi) > Gain(C|fj), then we tend to select feature fi to deal with
classification problems.

4. Dielectric Features of Fuji Apple Preparation and Experimental Results. In
our experiments, the total number of the Fuji apples is 500, and the number of dielectric
parameters is 13. To be specific, these parameters are impedance (Z), capacitance of series
circuit (Cs), inductance of series circuit (Ls), resistance of series circuit (Rs), capacitance
of parallel circuit (Cp), inductance of parallel circuit (Lp), conductance (G), resistance of
parallel circuit (Rp), admittance (Y ), impedance phase angle (Deg), loss coefficient (D),
quality factor (Q) and frequency (F ). Altogether we have obtained 108 dielectric features
under 9 frequency points (12×9). So in our experiments, the size of the dielectric feature
dataset is 500× 108, and these features are labeled with different numbers from 1 to 108.

In order to grade the internal quality of the apples into five levels and compute the total
classification accuracy, we must know which level all the 500 apples belong to at first. In
our experiments, we label the apple according to its weight loss rate (WLR): the fresh
apple (WLR = 0%) is level one, level two when WLR ≈ 5%, level three when WLR ≈
10%, level four when WLR ≈ 15%, and level five when the core of the apple browns. We
measured the WLR of Fuji apples during their storage, and then 100 apples were chosen
randomly from each level. The apple appearance at different levels is shown in Figure 1.

In order to validate the rationality of WLR, we invited 10 professional testing members
to use some evaluation indexes with different weights to grade the quality of the randomly
selected apples. The average score of each level is listed in Table 1, and as we expected,
the scores decreased in sequence.
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Figure 1. The apple appearance of different levels

Table 1. Average score of each level

Level 1 2 3 4 5
Real WLR (%) 0 4.96 9.86 14.75 0
Average Score 91.56 85.67 79.67 59.56 48.76

(a) SRC result (b) ANN result

(c) SVM result

Figure 2. Results of (a) SRC, (b) ANN, (c) SVM using FAST, ranker,
greedy selector and SPCA, respectively

Classifiers must be applied in order to make better use of the selected dielectric features
to predict which level the testing apples belong to. In our experiments, sparse represen-
tation classifier (SRC) [8], artificial neural network (ANN) and support vector machine
(SVM) are adopted to achieve the goal.
All the experiment results are shown in Figure 2. In our experiments, ANN classifier is

realized by means of Neural Network Toolbox in Matlab R2012b, and SVM classifier by
LibSVM [9]. During ANN experiments, only a hidden layer is included in the network,
and the number of nodes in the hidden layer is n+ 2 where n is the number of the nodes
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in the input layer. SRC classifier is realized using matlab with an optimization package
called L1Solvers [8]. In the whole experiments, 80% samples selected randomly from the
dataset are used to train the classifier and the other 20% samples are used to test the
classification accuracy. Only 55 selected features are shown in Figure 2 because the results
become quite stable after about 50 features are selected in our experiments.

As can be seen from Figure 2(a) to Figure 2(c), FAST only detects 4 key features
and the classification rate is about 80%. Compared with greedy selector and ranker, the
performance of SPCA is the most disappointing though it outperforms ranker in Figure
2(a) and Figure 2(c) when more than 20 features are selected. The performance of greedy
selector is exciting. In Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c), where only 4 key features are needed
when the classification rate is higher than 90%. However, greedy selector is the most
time-consuming in our experiments. The result of ranker is straight and narrow.

5. Conclusion. Dielectric features are employed to classify the internal quality of Fuji
apples nondestructively in this paper. And four feature selection methods are applied and
compared to select the key dielectric features in the hope of using less features in apple
classification. According to the experiment results, the greedy selector method outper-
forms others, though it is the most time-consuming. We hold that dielectric properties
can be used widely in the field of internal quality detection of fruits and crops in the
future, and hopefully our current research will provide some theoretical reference in this
process.
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Abstract. The energy-shaping control algorithms of permanent magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM) are presented based on L2 gain and load torque observer. A port-
controlled Hamiltonian (PCH) model of PMSM is established. Using the energy-shaping,
interconnection assignment and damping injection, the PCH controller of the PMSM
system is designed when the load torque is known. According to the maximum torque per
ampere (MTPA) rule, the desired equilibrium of the system is obtained. The L2 gain and
load torque disturbance attenuation technology is applied to the PCH control of PMSM
system. In order to track the unknown load torque and eliminate speed steady error, the
load torque observer is given. The simulation results show that the proposed scheme has
good performance and practical application prospects.
Keywords: Motor, L2 gain, Observer, Energy-shaping control, Hamiltonian systems

1. Introduction. Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) is widely used in high-
performance servo systems. Since PMSM is a nonlinear electro-mechanical energy trans-
formation device, the motor parameters are time-varying and the load torque disturbances
exist during operation, so the existing vector control and direct torque control methods
still have many shortcomings. Several control algorithms for PMSM have been developed
using, such as, adaptive control [1], variable structure control [2], feedback linearization
[3], backstepping principles [4] and passivity methods [5]. Recently, a novel energy-shaping
control method has been used in nonlinear system [6-9]. The distinguishing feature of the
method is that the port-controlled Hamiltonian (PCH) structure is preserved in closed-
loop. The closed-loop energy function can be used as Lyapunov (or storage) function.
The L2 disturbance attenuation control of the PMSM system is presented based on the
PCH system theory in this paper. The L2 gain from the load torque disturbance to a
penalty signal may be reduced to any given level if the penalty signal is defined properly.
The load torque observer is developed to estimate unknown load torque. The designed
system has good load disturbances attenuation and speed tracking performances.

2. PCH Control of PMSM.

2.1. Control principle. Consider nonlinear system of the form

ẋ = f(x) + g(x)u+ gw(x)w (1)

where x is the state vector, u is the input vector, w is the external disturbance vector.

Theorem 2.1. For nonlinear system (1), x0 is the desired equilibrium point, if we can
find α(x), Hd(x) and Md(x) satisfying

u = α(x) (2)

151
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Hd(x) > 0 (x ̸= x0), Hd(x0) = 0 (3)

Md(x) +MT
d (x) ≤ 0 (4)

g(x)α(x) = Md(x)
∂Hd(x)

∂x
− f(x)− gw(x)w (5)

then the closed-loop system takes a PCH form

ẋ = Md(x)
∂Hd(x)

∂x
(6)

and x0 is a stable equilibrium point. Moreover, if the largest invariant set under the
closed-loop dynamics contained in{

x ∈ ℜn

∣∣∣∣∣
[
∂Hd

∂x
(x)

]T [
Md(x) +MT

d (x)
] ∂Hd

∂x
(x) = 0

}
(7)

equals {x0}, then the closed-loop system (6) is asymptotically stable.

Proof: Given α(x), Hd(x) and Md(x), substituting (2), (4) and (5) into (1), it is easy
to see that, the closed-loop system takes a PCH structure of the form (6). Let

Md(x) = Jd(x)−Rd(x) (8)

then

Jd(x) =
1

2
[Md(x)−MT

d (x)], Rd(x) = −
1

2
[Md(x) +MT

d (x)] ≥ 0 (9)

Along the trajectories of the system (6), the time derivative of Hd(x) is

Ḣd(x) =

[
∂Hd(x)

∂x

]T
ẋ =

[
∂Hd(x)

∂x

]T
Md(x)

∂Hd(x)

∂x

=

[
∂Hd(x)

∂x

]T
[Jd(x)−Rd(x)]

∂Hd(x)

∂x
(10)

Since Jd(x) is a skew-symmetric matrix and Rd(x) is a positive definite symmetric matrix,

that is, Jd(x) = −JT
d (x), Rd(x) = RT

d (x) ≥ 0. Thus
[
∂Hd(x)

∂x

]T
Jd(x)

∂Hd(x)
∂x

= 0, along the

trajectories of the system (6), the time derivative of Hd(x) is Ḣd(x) =
[
∂Hd(x)

∂x

]T
ẋ =

−
[
∂Hd(x)

∂x

]T
Rd(x)

∂Hd(x)
∂x
≤ 0. The system (6) is stable at equilibrium point. Furthermore,

according to La Salle’s invariance principle and condition (7), asymptotic stability follows
immediately.

2.2. Controller design. The model of the PMSM can be described in a synchronously
rotating d− q reference frame as [7]

Ld
did
dt

= ud −Rsid + npωLqiq

Lq
diq
dt

= uq −Rsiq − npωLdid − npωΦ

Jm
dω

dt
= τ − τL

(11)

τ = np[(Ld − Lq)idiq + Φiq] (12)

The state vector, input and output vector are defined as follows, respectively.

x =
[
x1 x2 x3

]T
=
[
Ldid Lqiq Jmω

]T
,

u =
[
ud uq −τL

]T
, w = τ̃L, τ̃L = τL − τL0

(13)

where np is the number of pole pairs, ω is the mechanical angular speed of the rotor, Jm
is the moment of inertia, Ld and Lq are d-axes and q-axes stator inductances respectively,
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Rs is the stator resistance per phase, τ and τL are the electromagnetic and load torque
respectively, Φ is the rotor flux linking the stator.

The model of the PMSM (11) can be represented as the form of (1) , and

f(x) =

 −Rsid + npωLqiq
−Rsiq − npωLdid − npωΦ

np[(Ld − Lq)idiq + Φiq]− τL0

 ,

g(x) =

 1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 , gw(x) =

 0
0
−1

 (14)

Consider system (1) with (14). The load torque is constant and known (that is τL = τL0)
when w = 0. According to the MTPA rule [8], we obtain id0 = 0 for the non-salient pole
PMSM (Ld = Lq). At the equilibrium point we have τ0 = τL0, moreover, from (12) we get

τ0 = npΦiq0, iq0 =
τL0
npΦ

(15)

Then the equilibrium point of the system is as follows

x0 =
[
Ldid0 Lqiq0 Jmω0

]T
=

[
0

Lqτ0
npΦ

Jmω0

]T
(16)

The desired Hamiltonian function Hd(x) and Md(x) are chosen as follows

Hd(x) =
1

2
(x− x0)

TD−1(x− x0) (17)

Md(x) =

 −Rs − r1 −J12 npx2 + J13
J12 −Rs − r2 −np(x1 + Φ)− J23

−npx2 − J13 np(x1 + Φ) + J23 −r3

 (18)

where J12, J13 and J23 are interconnection parameters, r1, r2 and r3 are damping pa-
rameters. Then, from Equation (5) we have J13 = −Ld

Lq
npx20, J23 = −Lq

Ld
npx10, r3 = 0,

and

u = α (x) =


−r1id + J12

(
τL0
npΦ

− iq

)
− npLdiq(ω − ω0)− npLqiqω0

−r2iq + npΦω0 + npLdidω + J12id + (Rs + r2)
τL0
npΦ

−τL0

 (19)

3. L2 Gain Disturbance Attenuation of PMSM. Consider system (1) with (14).
There exists a load disturbance τ̃L when w ̸= 0 (that is τL ̸= τL0), the form of controller
is

u = α(x) + β(x) (20)

Meantime, the closed-loop system (6) becomes

ẋ = Md(x)
∂Hd

∂x
(x) + g(x)β(x) + gw(x)w (21)

For the system (21), penalty signal is defined as follows

z = h(x)gT (x)
∂Hd

∂x
(x) =

[
id − id0 iq − iq0 ω − ω0

]T
(22)

where h(x) is a weight matrix. Our aim is to find the state feedback control law

u′ = β(x) (23)
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along to the trajectories of the closed-loop system (21) with (23), such that the γ dissi-
pative inequality

Ḣd(x) +Q(x) ≤ 1

2

(
γ2 ∥w∥2 − ∥z∥2

)
, ∀w (24)

holds, where Q(x) is a given non-negative definite function.

Theorem 3.1. In view of system (21) and penalty signal (22), for any given positive γ,
the L2 disturbance attenuation goal will be realized by the state feedback

β(x) = −1

2

[
1

γ2
I3 + hT (x)h(x)

]
gT (x)

∂Hd

∂x
(x) (25)

Then the L2 gain will less than γ from w to z, and γ dissipative inequality (24) holds.

Proof: From (9), (10), (20) and (24) it is easy to know that

Ḣd(x) =
∂THd

∂x
ẋ

=− ∂THd

∂x
Rd(x)

∂Hd

∂x
+

∂THd

∂x
(x)gw(x)w

− 1

2

∂THd

∂x
(x)g(x)

[
1

γ2
I3 + hT (x)h(x)

]
gT (x)

∂Hd

∂x

=− ∂THd

∂x

[
Rd(x) +

1

2γ2
g(x)gT (x)− 1

2γ2
gw(x)g

T
w(x)

]
∂Hd

∂x

+
1

2

(
γ2 ∥w∥2 − ∥z∥2

)
− 1

2

∥∥∥∥γw − 1

γ
gTw(x)

∂Hd

∂x

∥∥∥∥2
we have

Ḣd(x) +Q(x) =
1

2

(
γ2 ∥w∥2 − ∥z∥2

)
− 1

2

∥∥∥∥γw − 1

γ
gTw(x)

∂Hd

∂x

∥∥∥∥2
Q(x) =

∂THd

∂x

[
Rd(x) +

1

2γ2
g(x)gT (x)− 1

2γ2
gw(x)g

T
w(x)

]
∂Hd

∂x

then (24) holds.
For the case h(x) = I3, according to (25), the L2 disturbance attenuation controllers of

PMSM will be described as follows

β(x) =
[
udβ uqβ τLβ

]T
= −1

2

(
1 +

1

γ2

)
gT (x)

∂Hd

∂x
(x)

Consequently, the entire system controller u = α(x) + β(x) turns to be

ud = −r1id + k

(
τL
npΦ

− iq

)
− τLLd

Φ
(ω − ω0)− npLqiqω0 −

1

2

(
1 +

1

γ2

)
id

uq = r2

(
τL
npΦ

− iq

)
+ npΦω0 + npLdidω0

+
RsτL
npΦ

+ kid −
1

2

(
1 +

1

γ2

)(
iq −

τL
npΦ

)
τL = τL0 −

1

2

(
1 +

1

γ2

)
(ω − ω0)

(26)
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4. Load Torque Observer Design. In practical applications the load torque of PMSM
is usually unknown. In order to track the changes of the load torque better and eliminate
speed steady error, the load torque observer is designed as follows ˙̂ω =

np

J
[(Ld − Lq)idiq + Φiq]−

τ̂L
Jm

+ k1(ω − ω̂)

˙̂τL = k2(ω − ω̂)
(27)

where k1 and k2 are the parameters to be designed, and ω, id, iqare measurable.
Then, the controller (26) becomes

ud = −r1id + k

(
τL
npΦ

− iq

)
− τLLd

Φ
(ω − ω0)− npLqiqω0 −

1

2

(
1 +

1

γ2

)
id

uq = r2

(
τL
npΦ

− iq

)
+ npΦω0 + npLdidω0

+
RsτL
npΦ

+ kid −
1

2

(
1 +

1

γ2

)(
iq −

τL
npΦ

)
τL = τ̂L −

1

2

(
1 +

1

γ2

)
(ω − ω0)

(28)

The desired equilibrium point of the closed-loop system becomes

x0 =
[
Ldid0 Lqiq0 Jmω0

]T
=

[
0

Lq τ̂L
npΦ

Jmω0

]T
(29)

5. Simulation Results. In order to verify the system performances, simulations are
developed in Matlab/Simulink. The motor parameters: Rs = 2.875Ω, Φ = 0.175Wb,
np = 4, Ld = Lq = 0.0085H, Jm = 0.0011kg·m2. The controller parameters: J12 = 0.5,
r1 = r2 = 10. The observer parameters: k1 = 2000, k2 = 1100.

The constant and known load torque τL0 is set to be 3N·m. The desired rotor speed
ω0 is set to be 60rad/s, an unknown disturbance (0.5N·m) is suddenly added to the load
torque. Figure 1 shows the response speed without the L2 disturbance attenuation. Figure
2 shows the response speed when γ = 0.5 and γ = 10 respectively with the L2 gain. From
the simulation results it can be seen that the L2 disturbance attenuation shows good
effects to external disturbance, and the control ability improves with the decrease of γ.

Figure 1. Speed without L2 gain
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Figure 2. Speed with L2 gain

Figure 3. Speed with observer only

Figure 4. Speed with observer and L2 gain
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Figure 3 shows the response speed with load observer only. Figure 4 shows the response
speed with both load observer and the L2 gain. The simulation results show better effects
when the load observer and the L2 gain are used.

6. Conclusions. In this paper, the energy-shaping control and disturbance attenuation
of PMSM are presented applying the L2 gain and load torque observer. Based on the
port-controlled Hamiltonian control principle, the L2 disturbance attenuation of PMSM
is investigated and a novel control strategy is proposed. In order to track the changes of
the unknown load torque better and eliminate speed steady error, the load torque observer
is designed. Both the theoretical analysis and simulation results show that the proposed
scheme has good control performances. The future research trend is position tracking
control of PMSM based on L2 gain and load torque observer.
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Abstract. This paper presents a topic detection algorithm based on adaptive gravity
vectors. The efficiency of algorithm is improved in selecting the initial points by consid-
ering both the distance and density distribution. After getting the original topics based
on improved K-medoids algorithm, in the process of detection, the topic detection algo-
rithm is applied to steps of partly clustering to correct mistakes. The experimental results
validate the use of topic detection as a means to improve algorithm performance.
Keywords: Gravity vector, Density distribution, Distance, Partly clustering

1. Introduction. Increased global Web information and demand for accurate topic con-
tent, result in the emergence of Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) technology, which is
used to organize news and explore the relevance between them, grasp the events in detail
and understand the connection among different events [1].

This paper proposes the topic detection based on gravity vectors. This algorithm mainly
consists of two parts. In the first part, clustering algorithm is used to form the initial
topics and the gravity vectors of topics will be obtained. Then, topic detection is achieved
by the method of topic detection algorithm based on gravity vector.

Many algorithms can be used to detect the initial topics such as group average clustering
and the clustering based on probability model. Although K-medoids algorithm is simple
and flexible in dealing with various data types, its performance is limited by the selection
of initial points.

Scholars put forward a number of methods to cope with the initial point selection, such
as the method based on distance or density. However, these approaches neglect sample
distances that we may select initial points in one cluster. This paper, therefore, defines a
new concept of the average density of adjacent domain. Meanwhile, the distances among
samples are taken into consideration.

The topic detection is achieved by the means of improved algorithm based on gravity
vector. One especial threshold value is defined to control the local clustering. Through
local clustering, the part topics can be updated and mistakes that appeared in the previous
detection results are capable of being corrected at the same time.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section elaborates the way to describe
news, construct the gravity vector of topics and the means of calculating the similarity
between different pieces of news. Section 3 presents the original clustering algorithm and
the improved algorithm that is used to acquire the initial topics. Section 4 describes the
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original algorithm and the improved algorithm used to carry out topic detection. Sec-
tion 5 provides experiment results together with analyses in different evaluation criteria.
Conclusions and future work are discussed afterward.

2. Preliminaries.

2.1. New description. In order to keep the accuracy of clustering, news is described
properly in three forms: Vector Space Model (VSM), Probability Retrieval Model (PRM)
and Language Model (LM). VSM model would be presented within this paper. This
model expresses a piece of news as a vector, and each dimension of the vector represents
a word [2,3].
The news consists of four elements: time, location, character and event. MUC (Mes-

sage Understanding Conference) defined the named entities as person name, place name,
organization name, data type, etc. Thus, the named entities have heavy weightings in
distinguishing the news while named entities and feature word are also indispensable.
Compared with feature words, the number of named entities is too small. So, it is

necessary to identify the named entities and compose the vectors of themselves to enhance
their efforts. The data vectors can be set up alone for the calculation of the news’
similarity, by that the data type can be calculated directly to get the time differences.

2.2. Topic gravity vector. This paper describes the topic by the means of gravity vector
[4]. This method considers the distribution of the characteristics in different topics. The
processes are as follows.

2.2.1. The weight of characteristics. NT stands for the num of topics, freqw is the number
of topics that the word w appeared.

inefw =
logn

(
NT+1
freqw

)
logn (NT + 1)

(1)

2.2.2. Gravity vector. Get the average weight of the characteristics in named entity vector
and characteristic vector. tRI

stands for the word frequency of w in Ri; Weight(w, T ) is
the weight of w in the topic T ; N is the number of reports in the topic. The formulas are:

weight(w,RI) = tRI
∗ inefw (2)

Weight(w, T ) =

∑
RI∈T

weight(w,Ri)

N
(3)

2.2.3. Topic time vector. In this paper, the time of topic is described by the middle point
of time of all the news within a topic.

2.2.4. Topic drift. Mistakes may occur during the process of detection. In order to weaken
the effect of these mistakes, the sum of weighted vectors is used to express the topic.

VT = αV ′
T + βV ′′

T (4)

V ′
T stands for the primary expression of topic, V ′′

T is the description of topic that updated,
and we can get the final description of topic VT .
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2.3. Similarity calculation. The similarity between two pieces of news is the sum of
weighted similarities including feature words vector, named entities vector and data vector.
There are A, B two pieces of news, A = {VF , VNE, VD} and B = {V ′

F , V
′
NE, V

′
D}, the

similarity of A and B is:

Sim(A,B) = αSim(VF , V
′
F ) + βSim(VNE, V

′
NE) + γSim(VD, V

′
D) (5)

Set α = 0.2, β = 0.7, γ = 0.1 to increase the weight of named entities. The whole
similarity of two pieces of news adds up to 1.

The cosine between vectors is the method to calculate the similarity corresponding to
the VSM. Following formula can receive the similarity of named entities vector and feature
words vector:

Sim(V, V ′) = Cos(V, V ′) =
V · V ′

||V ||||V ′||
(6)

The similarity Sim(A,B) ranges from 0 to 1.
The similarity of data vector can be calculated according to the data distance with an

inversely proportional attribute. The similarity becomes greater as the distance shortens.
Define the similarity of data vector as follows:

Sim(VD, V
′
D) = 1− Dis(VD, V

′
D)

Maxdis
(7)

Dis(VD, V
′
D) is the distance between two data, and the Maxdis presents the largest dis-

tance among all the pieces of news. The value of the data vector similarity belongs to
[0, 1].

3. Clustering Algorithm. Density is a new concept proposed recent years to improve
the clustering effect [5-7]. This value presents the distribution of the samples in the
dataset, widely used in selecting initial point. By considering density distribution (DS),
the initial point selection method is improved. The following is the algorithm using density
distribution and the distance to guide the selection of initial points (DDS).

3.1. Definition. The density is used to select the initial points. Assume that there are
n (n > 0) points in dataset X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn−1, xn}, and we want to cluster them into
k (0 < k ≪ n) clusters. Several concepts are defined as follows:

a) Density. Each sample xi ∈ X (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) has its density:

density(xi) =
n∑

j=1

d(xi, xj)
n∑

l=1

d(xl, xj)
(i = 1, 2, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, . . . , n) (8)

d(xi, xj) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, . . . , n) expresses the distance between xi and xj.

b) Radius of neighborhood. Define the radius of neighborhood as follows:

R = ncR × 1

n

n∑
i=1

e−density(xi) (9)

cR stands for the adjustment coefficient of the radius.

c) M neighborhood. Delete the author and affiliation lines for the second affiliation. The
samples in the interval of [(M − 1)×R < d(xi, xj) < M ×R] are the M neighborhood of
xi:

δM = {xj|(M − 1)×R < d(xi, xj) < M ×R}
M = 1, 2, . . . ,Mmax; j = 1, 2, . . . , n

Mmax = int
[
max(d(xi,xj))−min(d(xi,xj))

R

] (10)
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d) Average sample num of adjacent domain. numof−r stands for the number of adjacent
domains in which the num of data is not 0.

avgnum =
n

numof − r
(11)

3.2. Algorithm progressed. The procedures of the algorithm are as follows:

(1) Set up the initial points set C ′
O = ∅, CO = ∅, CN = ∅.

(2) Go through all samples in dataset, calculate the density of each xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n).
Select the sample with the lowest density xmin, calculate the distances from one to
other points, and get the radius of neighborhood R.

(3) Obtain the M neighborhoods δM (M = 1, 2, . . . ,Mmax) of xmin. Count the number of
samples in each neighborhood δM (M = 1, 2, . . . ,Mmax), sort all the neighborhoods
by their quantities and single out the neighborhoods with greater density than above
average sample number of adjacent domain.

(4) Find out the sample xl (l = 1, 2, . . . , k) which has the least density in each neighbor-
hood, and add them into the initial points set C ′

O.
(5) Add the first sample in C ′

O to the set CO, and delete it in C ′
O.

(6) Go through the samples in C ′
O, calculate the distances to the points in CO, select the

largest sample, add it to the set CO and delete it in the set C ′
O.

(7) Calculate the distances from all the samples (besides initial points) to initial points
xl (l = 1, 2, . . . , k). Divided them into the nearest initial point, get the preliminary
clustering result.

(8) Calculate the sum distance of samples to the points in its own cluster, select the least
ones and add them into the center point set CN .

(9) Compare CN with CO. If CN ̸= CO, set CN = CO, go to the seventh step. If CN = CO,
the algorithm ends.

4. Topic Detection Based on Gravity Vectors. The purpose of topic detection is to
find out new topics and collect the follow-up reports. Scholars studied on the dynamic
evolution of the topic and put forward the adaptive method to achieve topic detection
(GV) [8].
In the original algorithm, when the max similarity belongs to the threshold space of

[TN , TU ], the possibility of error detection is relatively high. The algorithm of online date
cluster comes up with the method of clustering the samples that the new date influenced
greatly [9]. We draw on the experience of that algorithm, adding a step of clustering
partly to correct these erroneous results (GV C). Set the innovation threshold TN , the
update threshold TU , and the progresses are as follows.

(1) Generate the vectors of the new report, and calculate the max similarity SimMax
with all the topics.

(2) If SimMax < TN , the new report belongs to a new topic, set up a new topic and add
this report to it, get its topic description.

(3) If TN < SimMax < TU , the report belongs to an old topic, cluster all the topics
which similarity with this report in [TN , TU ], calculate the new vectors of these topics.

(4) If SimMax > TU , the report belongs to an old topic, add it to this topic and update
its gravity vectors.

(5) Repeat the procedure above, until all the reports are processed.

5. Experiment and Results.

5.1. Clustering results. To prove the performance of topic detection, we download 950
pieces of news from China News (www.china.com). Cluster 428 pieces of news into 12
topics, and then detect the following 522 pieces of news.
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Figure 1. Clustering results

Table 1. Clustering results

Topic Precision Recall F value F value
Commemorate the 911 0.8500 0.5152 0.6415

0.8922

The accident 1.0000 0.8108 0.8955
Foshan traffic accident 0.9524 0.9091 0.9302
Occupy Wall Street 1.0000 0.8718 0.9315

The death of Kim Jong II 0.9767 0.7368 0.8400
Spring move 0.9074 0.9800 0.9423

Nagoya 0.9737 1.0000 0.9867
The girl’s face 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

The Russian campaign 0.9310 0.9643 0.9474
Iran nuclear events 0.9756 1.0000 0.9877
North Korea satellite 0.6400 0.9600 0.7680
The Fishery Dispute 0.1467 1.0000 0.2558

Comparing this method with the traditional K-medoids algorithm and the method
based on the density distribution, we get the result as follows.

Comparing the performance of clustering at different cR, get the results as Figure 1.
From Table 1 we can find that the improved algorithm is the best one regardless of the

clustering results or the stability of the effect.
Table 1 shows that the precision and the recall rate are both relatively high besides few

topics, such as the “The Fishery Dispute” and “North Korea satellite” with low precisions.
One possible interpretation is that the news of these two topics has a large number of
same named entities, while the similarities of them are very high. So, they are clustered
into the same topic. Thus, the precision of these two topics is low. At the same time,
“commemorate the 911” is divided into two topics, and the recall rate is low.

In Figure 1, abscissa stands for the cR. DS and DDS are the original and the improved
methods of selecting the initial points. F and CDET are two kinds of evaluation criteria.
The performance is better as the CDET reduce.

5.2. Topic detection results. After applying the improved algorithm in topic detection,
we compare the results with the Single-pass algorithm and the primary method as follows.
There are 16 topics in all.

Compare the detection results in all. The results are as Table 3.
The table shows that the performance of topic detection improved about 3%.

6. Conclusions. The optimized procedure of topic detection, that by considering density
and distance distribution in clustering algorithm and by applying improved algorithm
based on gravity vector to detect topics, can largely improve its performance. Topic
detection experiments validate the improved performance. However, the clustering carried
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Table 2. Topic detection results

Algorithm GV C GV
Topic Precision Recall F value False Miss (Cdet)norm

U.S. presidential election 0.9200 0.9583 0.9388 0.8800 0.4400 0.5867
God nine 0.9474 0.8571 0.9000 0.8158 0.9688 0.8857

Yunnan Earthquake 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
U.S. hurricane 0.9211 1.0000 0.9589 0.7895 0.6122 0.6897

Nobel 0.9750 1.0000 0.9873 0.9500 1.0000 0.9744
Yellow violation 0.3684 1.0000 0.5385 0.3684 1.0000 0.5385

Northern Myanmar issue 0.9231 0.9600 0.9412 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Handan aniline leak 1.0000 0.9091 0.9524 1.0000 0.6667 0.8000

Chongqing 0.9231 1.0000 0.9600 0.9231 1.0000 0.9600
Somali rebels 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9524 0.9756

Beijing haze weather 0.5385 0.9333 0.6829 0.6923 1.0000 0.8182
Diaoyu Islands 0.6724 0.9512 0.7879 0.7586 1.0000 0.8627

Primary school stampede 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Egypt Hot Air Balloon Explosion 0.9444 1.0000 0.9714 0.9444 1.0000 0.9714

Baby stolen 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Venezuelan president’s death 0.9655 1.0000 0.9825 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

Table 3. Topic detection results

Algorithm Precision Recall F value False Miss (Cdet)norm
Single-pass 0.8643 0.8653 0.8648 0.0166 0.1347 0.2158

GV 0.8691 0.8800 0.8745 0.0161 0.1200 0.1991
GV C 0.9197 0.8832 0.9011 0.0102 0.1168 0.1667

out in the part of the topic also weakens F values. We are seeking for a new approach in
eliminating the side effects of the local clustering to carry out higher efficiency.
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Abstract. Servant leadership has less been mentioned in previous leadership discus-
sions until in recent literature. Servant leadership emphasizes respect, care, spirit and
attitude of the service in organizations. The servant leadership allows leaders to pay more
attention to the persons, face the challenges of uncertainty, and stimulate enthusiasm.
This study aims to determine the colleagues’ perceptions on the servant leadership. A
self-designed fuzzy questionnaire was used to tackle the specific servant leadership in or-
ganizations. The target groups are 425 teachers in 15 junior high schools in New Taipei
City. The valid samples are 341. It represents 80.2% response rate. This study applied
fuzzy statistics to transforming the interval data and interpreting the results. The find-
ings provide suggestions for those who are responsible for supervising, evaluating, and
developing people in leadership positions or who want to analyze their leadership per-
formance for further development. Lessons from these schools may provide some useful
information for enhancing leadership. This study suggests that the fuzzy distance is an
alternative way to interpret a specific issue.
Keywords: Servant leadership, Fuzzy distance, Fuzzy means, Fuzzy statistics

1. Introduction. Servant leadership emphasizes respect, care, spirit, and attitude of
service in organizations. It is different from the traditional one. This kind of leadership
allows leaders to pay more attention to the persons, face challenges of uncertainty, and
stimulate their enthusiasm for service. However, the servant leadership has less been
mentioned in previous leadership discussions. Recently, the servant leadership has caused
many concerns in different organizations. However, we have a little knowledge about the
servant leadership in schools. This study aims to examine the colleagues’ perceptions on
the servant leadership in schools. We assume that teachers have received the principal’s
servant leadership and teachers’ perceptions can be used to evaluate this kind of leadership
style. Given this purpose, the main research questions are as follows:

1.1 How is the importance of servant leadership perceived by colleagues?
1.2 How is the actual servant leadership perceived by colleagues?
1.3 What are the differences between the importance and the actual performance of

servant leadership in specific settings?
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2. Literature Review.

2.1. Definition of servant leadership. Greenleaf’s “Servant Leadership”, published in
the 1977, has a well defined “what is servant leadership”. He addressed the leaders have
a natural sense of service to others. It is a conscious choice leading this behavior through
the service to others. Servant-oriented leaders will transform their followers and make
them healthy, intelligent, more freedom and autonomy [1]. Reinke also responded to this
argument and claimed that the servant leader always placed the needs of others and the
goals of the organization in the first [2]. Greenleaf put forward the concept of servant
leadership which had influenced on the development of leadership and management theory.

2.2. The characteristics of servant leadership. There are various studies that ad-
dressed the characteristics of servant leadership; however, the current literature shows
different views. Spears listed ten characteristics of servant leadership behaviors which
have become the most commonly mentioned behaviors [3-6]. The characteristics of ser-
vant leadership include listening, awareness, healing, sympathy, stewardship, conceptu-
alization, persuasion, foresight, building community, and commitment to the growth of
people. According to the literature, the dominant ideas of servant leadership include
listening and empathy, integrity to serve, and Charisma of team leadership.

3. Methods. Fuzzy has become a tool for measuring ambiguous concepts in science and
social science for many years [7-9]. Previous studies have claimed that using of traditional
numerical models cannot explain complex and ambiguous phenomena properly [8,10].
Fuzzy concept was proposed by Zadeh [11] and was applied to confronting the issues of
dynamic environment for a long time. Various studies claimed that the fuzzy measurement
provides a more reasonable description of numerous data and their transformations [12,13].
Following the idea, we assumed that the perception measurement for servant leadership
can fit the fuzzy logics.

3.1. Sampling and fuzzy questionnaire. In this study, we use stratified random sam-
pling to select 15 high schools and invite 425 teachers to fill in the fuzzy questionnaires to
determine their perceptions on servant leadership. The total validated samples are 341,
which represents 80.24% return rate. The questionnaire was designed to tackle the vague
behaviors of servant leadership exerted by principals. The participants were asked to an-
swer the questions according to their perceptions on the importance of servant leadership
and the actual performance by their principals. The importance of servant leadership and
actual performance can be evaluated in 0 to 9 scales according to the membership func-
tion (possibility). For example, when the participant expressed that the “importance”
of servant leadership is in the range of 4-7, it means 4 is the lower bound and 7 is the
upper bound of the membership in the question. Similarly, the actual performance can
be expressed as 6 and 8 on the scale [13,14]. The example of questionnaires is listed as
follows:

3.2. Research framework. In this study, we considered the teachers’ demography and
principals’ servant leadership in our research framework. According to the previous liter-
ature, the principals’ servant leadership might include listening and empathy, integrity to
serve, and Charisma of team leadership. The research framework is shown as Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A framework of research

3.3. Fuzzy mean and defuzzification (R). This study applied fuzzy mean and de-
fuzzification to transforming the fuzzy interval data. The transform methods have been
shown in Definitions 3.1 and Definition 3.2 [10,13,15].

Definition 3.1. Fuzzy mean (data with interval values). Let U be the universal set and
{Fxi = [ai, bi], ai, bi ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , n} be a sequence of random fuzzy samples on U . The
fuzzy mean is defined as follows:

Fx̄ =

[
1

n

n∑
i=1

ai,
1

n

n∑
i=1

bi

]
(1)

Example 3.1. Let x1 = [3, 5], x2 = [4, 6], x3 = [3, 4], x4 = [5, 7], and x5 = [3, 6] be the
evaluation of satisfaction in Math course by five students with fuzzy interval scale. Then
the result of fuzzy mean for the evaluation is listed as follows:

Fx̄ =

[
3 + 4 + 3 + 5 + 3

5
,
5 + 6 + 4 + 7 + 6

5

]
= [3.6, 5.6]

Definition 3.2. Defuzzification for a fuzzy number on R [10,15]. Let χ = [a, b] (a ̸= b)
be an interval fuzzy number on U . The defuzzification number Rχ of [a, b] is then defined
as follows:

Rx =
a+ b

2
+

(
1− ln(1 + |b− a|)

|b− a|

)
(2)

Example 3.2. Let χ = [2, 5], then Rχ = 2+5
2

+
(
1− ln(1+|5−2|)

|5−2|

)
= 4.04.

3.4. Distance between triangular samples with interval data.

Definition 3.3. Distance between triangular samples of interval data set (as Figure 2).
Let U be the universe of discourse. Let {χi = (a, b, c), i = 1, 2, 3} be three samples from

U , with center Ci =
ai+bi+ci

3
, height hi = 1, and area Ai =

(ci−ai)∗hi

2
, the distances between

the triangular samples χ1, and χ2 (χ1 = importance of servant leadership, χ2 = actual
performance of servant leadership) are defined as χ1 → [C1, A1], and χ2 → [C2, A2], then
the transform formula is listed as follows [10,15]:

d(χ1, χ2) = |Ci − Cj|+
∣∣∣∣ ln(1 + |Ai|)

|Ai|
− ln(1 + |Aj|)

|Aj|

∣∣∣∣ (3)

Example 3.3. Let two sets of interval data be χ1 = [1, 3, 5], χ2 = [4, 6, 7].
Then χ1 = [(1 + 3 + 5)/3, (5− 1)/2] = [3, 2], χ2 = [(4 + 6 + 7)/3, (7− 4)/2] = [5.7, 1.5]

d(χ1, χ2) = |3− 5.7|+
∣∣∣ ln(1+2)

2
− ln(1+1.5)

1.5

∣∣∣ = 2.64.
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Figure 2. Triangular fuzzy numbers

4. Results. This study analyzed the high school teachers’ perceptions on servant leader-
ship in schools in terms of that the teachers evaluate their perceptions on the importance
and actual performance of servant leadership for principals. The fuzzy questionnaire was
designed to collect interval data and the results of data transformation are listed as follows.

4.1. The importance of servant leadership. Table 1 shows the rankings of impor-
tance of teachers’ perceptions on principals’ servant leadership. The first three importance
of the perceptions are 3-1 “my principal does not compel teachers through her/his author-
ity to obey (7.91)”, 3-2 “my principal can communicate her/his own ideas and thoughts
clearly to teachers (7.53)”, and 3-3 “my principal can deliver things to teachers and does
not interfere with them (7.51)”. In this study, we found all the defuzzifications of impor-
tance of servant leadership are over 7.0 in our fuzzy scale range from 0-9.

4.2. The actual performance of servant leadership. Table 2 shows that the teachers’
perceptions on actual servant leadership in their schools. Typically, the fuzzy means and
their defuzzifications (Rs) are declined. The better three are 1-2 “my principal can take
into account of different views (5.08)”, 2-1 “my principal can be unselfish and dedicate to
the school (4.73)”, and 2-2 “my principal can keep servant attitudes to deal with school
affairs (4.53)”. The principals’ actual performance in “Charisma of team leadership” has
shown lower fuzzy mean and defuzzification (R) than do the other items.

4.3. The fuzzy distance of importance and actual performance of servant lead-
ership. The fuzzy distance is used to examine the gap between the importance and the

Table 1. The importance of principals’ servant leadership perceived by teachers

Items Contents of servant leadership Fuzzy means R

3-1
My principal does not compel teachers through her/his

[6.7,8.3] 7.91
authority to obey

3-2
My principal can communicate her/his own ideas and

[6.1,8.1] 7.53
thoughts clearly to teachers

3-3
My principal distributes things to teachers and s/he

[6.1,8.1] 7.51
does not interfere with them

3-4
My principal can observe the traits of teachers

[5.8,8.2] 7.50
cautiously and take their strength

2-1 My principal can be unselfish and dedicate to the school [6.0,7.9] 7.40

1-1
My principal can enlighten teachers and relieve their

[5.9,7.9] 7.35
emotion and distress

1-2 My principal can take into account of different views [5.8,7.9] 7.34

2-2
My principal can keep servant attitudes to deal with

[5.8,7.8] 7.29
school affairs
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Table 2. Actual performance of principals’ servant leadership perceived by teachers

Items Contents of servant leadership Fuzzy means R
1-2 My principal can take into account of different views [3.6,5.7] 5.08
2-1 My principal can be unselfish and dedicate to the school [3.3,5.2] 4.73

2-2
My principal can keep servant attitudes to deal with

[3.3,4.9] 4.53
school affairs

1-1
My principal can enlighten teachers and relieve their

[3.3,4.7] 4.40
emotion and distress

3-1
My principal does not compel teachers through her/his

[3.3,4.6] 4.33
authority to obey

3-3
My principal distributes things to teachers and s/he

[2.0,5.2] 4.12
does not interfere with them

3-2
My principal can communicate her/his own ideas and

[2.5,4.3] 3.88
thoughts clearly to teachers

3-4
My principal can observe the traits of teachers

[1.2,3.3] 3.26
cautiously and take their strength

Table 3. The fuzzy distance of importance and actual performance of
servant leadership

Servant leadership
Fuzzy

Ranking
distance

1-1 My principal can enlighten teachers
2.94 5

Listening and and relieve their emotion and distress
empathy 1-2 My principal can take into account of

2.27 8
different views
2-1 My principal can be unselfish and dedicate

2.87 6
Integrity to to the school

serve 2-2 My principal can keep servant attitudes
2.57 7

to deal with school affairs
3-1 My principal does not compel teachers

3.58 4
through her/his authority to obey
3-2 My principal can communicate her/his

3.66 2
Charisma of own ideas and thoughts clearly to teachers

team leadership 3-3 My principal distributes things to
3.59 3

teachers and s/he does not interfere with them
3-4 My principal can observe the traits of

4.34 1
teachers cautiously and take their strength

Note. Ranking was used to indicate the relative fuzzy distance.

actual performance of servant leadership perceived by teachers. The fuzzy distance is
transformed by fuzzy mean using Definition 3.3 and Formula (3). The greater fuzzy dis-
tance value indicates it has larger gap between the importance and the actual performance
of servant leadership. The results of transformation are shown in Table 3. The range of
fuzzy distance is from 2.27 to 4.34. It means there is a gap between the importance and
the actual performance of servant leadership perceived by teachers. Especially, the item
3-4 “My principal can observe the traits of teachers cautiously and take their strength”
(d = 4.34) has indicated the biggest gap.

4.4. The fuzzy distance between importance and actual performance of servant
leadership. We also considered the gender of those teachers to examine their different
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perceptions on the importance and the actual performance of servant leadership. The
fuzzy distance was used to determine the differences. The results reveal there are larger
gaps in the items of 1-1, 1-2, and 2-2 (i.e., their |dM−dF | are over 1.0), see Table 4. In this
case, the findings may suggest that the principals need to take more efforts to enlighten
and relieve female teachers’ emotion and distress issues in schools. When principals face
the female teachers, they need to exert better servant attitudes to deal with school affairs.
Principals also need to take into account of different views, especially when the views come
from the male teachers.

Table 4. The fuzzy distance between importance and actual performance
of servant leadership perceived by gender

``````````````Servant leadership
Gender Male Female |dM − dF |dM dF

1-1 Enlighten and relieve
1.61 4.51 2.90Listening teachers’emotion and

and distress
empathy 1-2 Take into account of

3.43 2.22 1.21
different views
2-1 Unselfish and dedicate

2.74 2.54 0.20
Integrity to the school
to serve 2-2 Servant attitudes to

1.76 4.51 2.75
deal with school affairs
3-1 Do not compel teachers

3.56 3.63 0.11through her/his authority
to obey
3-2 Communicate her/his

3.91 3.47 0.44Charisma ideas and thoughts to
of team teachers clearly

leadership 3-3 Distribute things to
4.49 4.27 0.22teachers and do not

interfere with them
3-4 Observe the traits of

4.03 4.01 0.02teachers cautiously and take
their strength

Note. 1. |dM − dF | means the fuzzy distance between the importance and

the actual performance of principals’ servant leadership perceived by gender;

2. The items of 1-1, 1-2, and 2-2 show |dM − dF | > 1.0.

5. Conclusions. The result reveals the teachers recognized the importance of servant
leadership in schools. While the principals’ actual servant leadership is low perceived by
teachers. According to the findings, we suggest that the school principals need to change
their leadership style to fit the servant leadership. This study also provides suggestions for
those who are responsible for supervising, evaluating, and developing people in leadership
positions. Lessons from these schools may provide some useful information for enhancing
leadership.
This study shows that the fuzzy questionnaire is a reasonable way to collect interval

data from ambiguous issues for further study. The fuzzy statistics can be applied to
interpreting the importance and actual performance of principals’ servant leadership. This
study suggests that the fuzzy distance is an alternative way to interpret a specific issue
in future study.
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Abstract. This paper deals with a nonparametric identification of discrete-time Ham-
merstein systems using multiple local Gaussian process (GP) models. A Hammerstein
system consists of a memoryless nonlinear static part followed by a linear dynamic part.
Multiple sets of training input and output data are collected to train the local GP prior
models. Each local GP prior model is trained by minimizing the negative log marginal
likelihood of each set of the training data. Then these local GP models are united into
single one by weighting with the predictive variances of the local GP posterior distribu-
tions. Compared with the standard GP-based identification method, the proposed method
can reduce the computational cost and improve the accuracy of identification. The effec-
tiveness of the proposed method is confirmed through numerical experiments.
Keywords: Identification, Gaussian process model, Local model, Hammerstein system,
Discrete-time system

1. Introduction. The Hammerstein model is a block-oriented model with a memoryless
nonlinear static part followed by a linear dynamic part. This model has been widely used
for the identification of nonlinear systems owing to its simple structure. Many approaches
to Hammerstein system identification have been proposed using a polynomial model [1],
a neural network model [2], a piecewise linear model [3], a radial basis function model [4],
an automatic choosing function model [5], and so forth. Since these approaches are cate-
gorized into parametric identification, one needs a large number of weighting parameters
to describe the nonlinear static part and it is necessary to handle a complicated deter-
mination problem to obtain the appropriate model structure. Moreover, no confidence
measures for the estimated nonlinear static part are obtained in parametric identification.
On the other hand, a nonparametric identification has been presented using a Gaussian
process (GP) model [6]. This approach is very attractive because the GP model has a
few parameters to describe the nonlinearity and gives not only estimated nonlinear static
part but also its confidence region. However, the computational cost of this standard
GP-based (SGP) identification drastically increases as the number of training input and
output data becomes large.

To overcome the high computational cost, this paper proposes a new identification
method for discrete-time Hammerstein systems using multiple local GP models. This
method is classified into the “divide and conquer” algorithm. First, multiple sets of
training input and output data are collected to train the local GP prior models. Each
local GP prior model is trained by minimizing the negative log marginal likelihood of each
set of the training data. This training is implemented by the separable least-squares (LS)
method combining the linear LS method with particle swarm optimization (PSO). Then
these local GP models are united into single one by weighting with the predictive variances
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of the local GP posterior distributions. This means that the final estimated nonlinear
static part is obtained using weighted averaging over the local GP models according to its
confidence measures. In the SGP method, the computational cost for training is about
O(N3), where N is the number of training data. On the other hand, in the proposed
method, it is about O(N3

[1] +N3
[2] + · · ·+N3

[M ]), where N[i] is the number of training data
for the ith local GP model and M is the number of local GP models. When the same
number of training data is utilized to identify the objective system, i.e., N =

∑M
i=1N[i],

the proposed method can greatly reduce the computational cost for identification. This
advantage of the proposed method is demonstrated through numerical experiments.

2. Statement of the Problem. Consider the discrete-time Hammerstein system shown
in Figure 1 and described as

A(q−1)y(k) = B(q−1)x(k − 1)

x(k) = f(u(k)) + ϵ(k)

A(q−1) = 1 + a1q
−1 + · · ·+ anq

−n

B(q−1) = b0 + b1q
−1 + · · ·+ brq

−r

(1)

where u(k) and y(k) are input and output signals, respectively. x(k) is an intermediate
signal that is not accessible for measurement. f(·) is an unknown nonlinear function, which
is assumed to be stationary and smooth. ϵ(k) is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian
noise with variance σ2

n. q
−1 denotes the backward shift operator. n and r are the known

degrees of polynomials A(q−1) and B(q−1), respectively.

)( )( 111 −−− qA qBq))(( kuf
nonlinear static part linear dynamic part

)(kε )(ky)(kx)(ku ++
Figure 1. Hammerstein system

The training input and output data {U[i],Y[i]} (i = 1, 2, · · · ,M) are collected for the
ith local GP model, where

U[i] = [u[i](ks − r), u[i](ks − r + 1), · · · , u[i](ks +N[i] − 1)]T

Y[i] = [y[i](ks − n+ 1), y[i](ks − n+ 2), · · · , y[i](ks +N[i])]
T (2)

M is the number of local GP models, and N[i] is the number of training data for the ith
local GP model.
The aim of this paper is to identify the system parameters {ai} and {bj} of the linear

dynamic part, and the nonlinear static function f(·) with the confidence measure, from
input and output data {U[i],Y[i]} (i = 1, 2, · · · ,M).

3. Local Models by GP. Equation (1) is rewritten as follows:

y(k) = −
n∑

i=1

aiy(k − i) +
r∑

j=0

bj{f(u(k − j − 1)) + ϵ(k − j − 1)} (3)

For the ith training data set, Equation (3) is expressed in vector form as

y[i] = A[i]θa[i] +B[i]x[i] (4)
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where

y[i] = [y[i](ks + 1), y[i](ks + 2), · · · , y[i](ks +N[i])]
T

x[i] = [f(u[i](ks − r)) + ϵ[i](ks − r), f(u[i](ks − r + 1)) + ϵ[i](ks − r + 1), · · · ,
f(u[i](ks +N[i] − 1)) + ϵ[i](ks +N[i] − 1)]T

θa[i] = [a1[i], a2[i], · · · , an[i]]T

A[i] =


−y[i](ks) −y[i](ks − 1) · · · −y[i](ks − n+ 1)
−y[i](ks + 1) −y[i](ks) · · · −y[i](ks − n+ 2)

...
...

...
−y[i](ks +N[i] − 1) −y[i](ks +N[i] − 2) · · · −y[i](ks − n+N[i])



B[i] =


br[i] · · · b1[i] b0[i] 0 · · · · · · 0
0 br[i] · · · b1[i] b0[i] 0 · · · 0
...

. . . . . . . . . . . .
...

...
. . . . . . . . . . . .

...
0 · · · · · · 0 br[i] · · · b1[i] b0[i]



(5)

A GP is a Gaussian random function and is completely described by its mean function
and covariance function. We can regard it as a collection of random variables with a joint
multivariable Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the function values f[i] can be represented
by the GP:

f[i] ∼ N (m[i](u[i]),Σ[i](u[i],u[i])) (6)

where

f[i] = [f(u[i](ks − r)), f(u[i](ks − r + 1)), · · · , f(u[i](ks +N[i] − 1))]T

u[i] = [u[i](ks − r), u[i](ks − r + 1), · · · , u[i](ks +N[i] − 1)]T
(7)

u[i] is the input variable of the function f[i], m[i](u[i]) is the mean function vector, and
Σ[i](u[i],u[i]) is the covariance matrix. The mean function is often represented by poly-
nomial regression [7]. In this paper, the mean function is expressed as m(u(k)) = u(k),
i.e., the mean function vector m[i](u[i]) is described as follows:

m[i](u[i]) = u[i] (8)

The covariance S[i](u[i](kp), u[i](kq)) is an element of the covariance matrix Σ[i], which
is a function of u[i](kp) and u[i](kq). Under the assumption that the nonlinear function
f(·) is stationary and smooth, the following Gaussian kernel is utilized in this paper:

S[i](u[i](kp), u[i](kq))

= σ2
y[i] exp

(
−
|u[i](kp)− u[i](kq)|2

2ℓ2[i]

)
(9)

Equation (9) means that the covariance of the outputs of the nonlinear function depends
only on the distance between the inputs u[i](kp) and u[i](kq). A high correlation between
the outputs of the nonlinear function occurs for inputs that are close to each other.
The overall variance of the random function can be controlled by varying σy[i], and the
characteristic length scale of the process can be changed by varying ℓ[i].

From (6), the intermediate signal vector can be written as

x[i] ∼ N (m[i](u[i]),K[i](u[i],u[i])) (10)

where
K[i](u[i],u[i]) = Σ[i](u[i],u[i]) + σ2

n[i]IN̄[i]

IN̄[i]
: N̄[i] × N̄[i] identity matrix (N̄[i] = N[i] + r)

(11)

and θc[i] = [σy[i], ℓ[i], σn[i]]
T is called the hyperparameter vector.
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Applying the property of the multivariable Gaussian distribution for the linear trans-
formation [8] to (4) and (10), the local identification models by the local GP prior models
are derived as

y[i] ∼ N (B[i]m[i](u[i]) +A[i]θa[i],B[i]K[i](u[i],u[i])B
T
[i]) (i = 1, 2, · · · ,M) (12)

Each local GP prior model is trained by optimizing the unknown parameter vector
θ[i] = [θTa[i],θ

T
b[i],θ

T
c[i]]

T, where θb[i] = [b0[i], b1[i], · · · , br[i]]T. This training is carried out by
minimizing the negative log marginal likelihood of the identification data:

J = − log p(y[i]|u[i],θ[i])

=
1

2
log |K[i]|+

1

2
(y[i] −B[i]u[i] −A[i]θa[i])

TK−1
[i] (y[i] −B[i]u[i] −A[i]θa[i])

+
N[i]

2
log(2π)

(13)

where K[i] = B[i]K[i]B
T
[i]. Although this is a nonlinear optimization problem, we can

separate the linear optimization part and the nonlinear optimization part. Note that if
the candidates for the numerator parameter vector θb[i] of the linear dynamic part and
the hyperparameter vector θc[i] of the covariance function are given, candidates for the
matrices B[i] and K[i] can be constructed. Therefore, the denominator parameter vector
θa[i] can be estimated by the linear LS method as (14):

θa[i] = (AT
[i]K

−1
[i] A[i])

−1AT
[i]K

−1
[i] (y[i] −B[i]u[i]) (14)

However, even if θa[i] is known, the optimization with respect to θb[i] and θc[i] is a com-
plicated nonlinear problem and might suffer from the local minima problem. There-
fore, in this paper, we combine the linear LS method with PSO to determine θ[i]. Only
Ω[i] = [θTb[i],θ

T
c[i]]

T is represented with the particles and is searched for using PSO.

4. Estimation of the Nonlinear Static Function. For new input u∗(k) and the cor-
responding function value f[i](u∗(k)) by the ith local GP model, we can get the following
joint Gaussian distribution:[

x̂[i]

f[i](u∗(k))

]
∼ N

([
m[i](u[i])
m[i](u∗(k))

]
,

[
K[i] Σ[i](u[i], u∗(k))

Σ[i](u∗(k),u[i]), σ̂2
y[i]

])
(15)

From the formula for conditioning a joint Gaussian distribution [9], the posterior distri-
bution for f[i](u∗(k)) is obtained as

f[i](u∗(k))|u[i], x̂[i], u∗(k) ∼ N
(
f̂[i](u∗(k)), σ̂

2
[i]

)
(16)

where {
f̂[i](u∗(k)) = m[i](u∗(k)) +Σ[i](u∗(k),u[i])K

−1
[i] (x̂[i] −m[i](u[i]))

σ̂2
[i] = σ̂2

y[i] −Σ[i](u∗(k),u[i])K
−1
[i] Σ[i](u[i], u∗(k))

(17)

Here f̂[i](u∗(k)) and σ̂2
[i] are the predictive mean and variance of the ith local GP posterior

distribution.
The final nonlinear static function f(u∗(k)) is represented by weighting with the pre-

dictive variances as follows:

f(u∗(k)) =
M∑
i=1

wif[i](u∗(k))

/ M∑
i=1

wi

wi = 1/σ̂2
[i]

(18)

This weighting method means that the local estimated nonlinear functions with high
reliability greatly contribute to the final estimated nonlinear function, whereas those with
low reliability hardly contribute to the final estimated nonlinear function.
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(d) Estimated intermediate signal

Figure 2. Estimated nonlinear function and intermediate signal

Applying the property of the Gaussian distribution for the linear transformation to
(18), the posterior distribution for f(u∗(k)) is obtained as

f(u∗(k))|u[i], x̂[i], u∗(k) ∼ N
(
f̂(u∗(k)), σ̂

2
)

(19)

where 
f̂(u∗(k)) =

M∑
i=1

wif̂[i](u∗(k))

/ M∑
i=1

wi

σ̂2 =
M∑
i=1

w2
i σ̂

2
[i]

/(
M∑
i=1

wi

)2 (20)

f̂(u∗(k)) is the estimated nonlinear static function of the objective system and σ̂2 is used
as the confidence measure of the estimated nonlinear static function.

5. Numerical Simulations. Consider a discrete-time Hammerstein system described
by 

A(q−1)y(k) = B(q−1)x(k − 1)

x(k) = f(u(k)) + ϵ(k)

A(q−1) = 1 + 0.8q−1 + 0.6q−2

B(q−1) = 0.4 + 0.2q−1

f(u(k)) = −2
{

1

1 + exp(6(u(k) + 1.2))
+

1

1 + exp(6(u(k)− 1.2))
− 1

} (21)
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Figure 3. Output of the estimated model

Table 1. Mean square errors and computational time

Proposed method SGP method
Mean square error 1.41e-4 2.05e-4

Computational time (sec) 58.5 167.4

This system has approximately saturation and dead-zone nonlinearity.
ϵ(k) is zero-mean Gaussian noise with a standard deviation σn of 0.07, which means

that the noise-to-signal ratio is about 5%. The number of local GP models is taken to
be M = 2. For the first and second local GP models, the output signals are generated
by uniformly distributed inputs with amplitude in the ranges [−3.0, 1.0] and [−1.0, 3.0],
respectively. The numbers of training data for the first and second local GP models are
same as N[1] = N[2] = 150.
Estimates of the parameters in the linear dynamic part are â1 = 0.803, â2 = 0.599 and

b̂1 = 0.202, which are very close to the true parameters a1 = 0.8, a2 = 0.6 and b1 = 0.2,
respectively. Estimate of b0 is omitted because the estimated model is normalized by b̂0.
Figure 2 shows the first local nonlinear functions f̂[1](u(k)), the second local nonlinear

function f̂[2](u(k)), the final estimated nonlinear function f̂(u(k)), and the estimated

intermediate signal x̂(k). The estimated nonlinear function f̂(u(k)) is clearly shown to
be very close to the true nonlinear function f(u(k)). Moreover, we can confirm that the
confidence region of the estimated intermediate signal x̂(k) is very accurate. The output
of the estimated model ŷ(k) and the absolute error |y(k) − ŷ(k)| are shown in Figure 3,
where y(k) is the noise-free true output. The output of the estimated model ŷ(k) matches
the true output y(k) well.
For comparison, the SGP method is applied to this identification, where the number of

training data is chosen to be N = 300 to equalize with the total number of training data
N[1]+N[2] in the proposed method. The mean square error of the output {

∑ks+N
k=ks+1(y(k)−

ŷ(k))2}/N and the computational time are shown in Table 1. The accuracy of the proposed
method is superior to that of the SGP method and the computational time of the proposed
method is about a one-third of that of the SGP method.

6. Conclusions. In this paper, a novel nonparametric identification method for discrete-
time Hammerstein systems has been proposed using multiple local GP models. Multiple
sets of training input and output data are collected to train the local GP prior models and
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each local GP prior model is trained by minimizing the negative log marginal likelihood of
each set of the training data. The local GP posterior distributions are united into single
one by weights of the predictive variances to obtain the final distribution of the estimated
nonlinear static function. Simulation results show that the proposed method can improve
the computational cost without deterioration of the accuracy of identification.
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Abstract. The marketing strategy for high value-added products to avoid price com-
petition is important for Japanese and other developed countries’ companies. In this
paper, customization was focused as one of the most effective implementation method-
ologies of the marketing strategy of high value-added products. The pros and cons of
customization were clarified through a questionnaire survey. And also consumer behav-
iors to customized products such as relations between consumers’ customization intention
and price increase, characteristics of goods, elements of goods, spending time and waiting
time were discussed. As a result, customized products have a possibility to obtain 20%
price premium. In terms of time, more than 70% of the respondents could spend more
than three days to collect and process information and requirements for specification, etc.
And around 90% answered they could wait for more than a week. Regarding mental and
physical energy, over 60% of the respondents felt consuming mental energy for customiza-
tion was favorable, so an essential condition in customization strategy might be to turn
consumers’ mental and physical energy into the benefits of shopping such as enjoyable
experiences.
Keywords: Marketing strategy, Customization, Consumer needs, High value-added
products

1. Introduction. Low-price competition in any product is accelerated in Japan [1]. It
is true that low-price competition brings in good effect for consumers, but also companies
have great difficulty in making profits. To make matters worse, the number of companies
in BRICs (Brazil, Russia, India and China), etc. is increasing and many of them will
expand their business to the global market. It is apparent that Japanese companies
cannot win price competition with them, since the cost of the employment and the basic
structure of industry are high in Japan.

On the other hand, 80% of consumers think that they are willing to pay more for
their favorite and loyalty products in Japan [2], so there are many chances to sell higher.
Therefore, the marketing strategy of high value-added products to avoid price competition
is important for Japanese companies.

In marketing research area, branding is very popular as a strategy to avoid price com-
petition. It is true that a strong brand enables to sell in high price and continue to sell
to loyal customers. Though there have been many researches as regards brand, the way
of building strong brand is still not clear at present. The definition of brand by AMA
(American Marketing Association) is “A name, term, design, symbol, or any other feature
that identifies one seller’s goods or service as distinct from those of other sellers” [3]. That
is to say, brand depends on each consumer’s conscious; thus it is very difficult to definite
or systematize the way to build strong brand.

In this paper, customization is focused as one of the most effective implementation
methodology of the marketing strategy of high value-added products.
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2. Research Objective. Customization is not a new methodology. Customizing prod-
ucts or services to satisfy each consumer’s needs is widely done such as in restaurants,
barber shops, massage clinics. Even among ordinary goods, customization of the prod-
ucts had been the common standard before the Industrial Revolution. However, after
the Industrial Revolution, lot production system by machines became the mainstream to
attain economies of scale. Thus, mass marketing of the standardized products in which
manufacturers produce and sell in bulk can be found everywhere in today’s economy.
Within customization research, mass customization that efficiently provides individua-

lly-customized goods and services has been focused since around 1990 [4-7]. There have
been various researches on mass customization [8-15]; however, their main focuses are
mostly how companies implement a mass customization strategy in an effective manner.
Also, a locus of their discussions on mass customization is not in the area of marketing
research but in the area of production and/or information engineering research.
In this paper, not mass customization but customization itself was analyzed. It is

true that many consumers are not willing to buy customized products at too high price;
even these products perfectly fit consumer needs. That is why, the research of mass cus-
tomization that provides customized products at appropriate price by efficient production
methods is important. However, sellers can implement a mass customization strategy on-
ly after consumer needs are clearly defined toward customization, thereby the analysis of
mass customization was not treated in this paper, and this will be discussed in another
paper.
There are two research objectives in this paper. One is that the pros and cons of

customization are analyzed. The formula of shopping productivity is useful to build the
framework that analyzed the pros and cons of customization. Shopping productivity is
measured gross value of output divided by total costs that consumers pay [16]. The gross
value of output mainly consists of the value of purchased products, procured information
and enjoyable experience. On the other hand, total costs that consumers pay mainly
consist of money, time and mental and physical energy. These points are useful to analyze
the pros and cons of customization. The other is that consumer behaviors to customized
products are clarified. Specifically, these are relations between consumers’ customization
intention and price increase, characteristics of goods, elements of goods, spending time
and waiting time. These points become useful data in the implementation of companies’
customization strategy.

3. Research Methodology. A questionnaire was conducted to clarify consumer needs
toward customization on 10th of October, 2012. The respondents were 194 Japanese
university students; 100 were male and 94 were female.

4. Findings.

4.1. Demographics and consumer needs.
- Relation between customization and consumer needs
In response to the question “Do you want to buy customized products?”, 83% an-

swered “Yes”. Only 12% was “No”. The result indicates strong consumer intentions to
customized products.
In terms of sex, 87% answered “Yes” and 10% was “No” in female. On the other hand,

80% answered “Yes” and 14% was “No” in male (Table 1). Though the intention of
female is slightly higher, at any rate, both of them have a high tendency to want to buy
customized products.
In terms of spending money, there are no big differences in intention from the consumers

who have large spending money to small.
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Table 1. Customization intention

Yes No
Female 87% 10%
Male 80% 14%

Table 2. Characteristics of goods and customization intention

Think products Feel products
Higher involvement 78% 81%
Lower involvement 42% 56%

Table 3. Elements of goods and customization intention

Think products Feel products
Function Design Function Design

Higher involvement 58%∗∗ 71% 59%∗∗ 73%
Lower involvement 32%∗∗ 23% 31%∗ 24%
∗∗ Significance level: 1%, ∗ Significance level: 5%

4.2. Output in shopping productivity.
The value of product
- Relation between characteristics of goods and customization intention

To examine relation between characteristics of goods and customization intention, it is
impossible to cover every product in the world, so we made use of FCB Grid. We also
chose familiar products for young people since the respondents were university students.
Chosen words in this investigation in particular, are economic cars as “higher involvement
and think products”, sneakers as “higher involvement and feel products”, tissue paper as
“lower involvement and think products” and chewing gum as “lower involvement and
feel products”. As a result, 78% of the respondents had an intention of customization
toward “higher involvement and think products” and 81% to “higher involvement and
feel products”. Also, 42% had an intention of customization toward “lower involvement
and think products” and 56% to “lower involvement and feel products” (Table 2). This
result is very interesting, because around half respondents had customization intentions
toward even lower involvement products that many consumers did not seem to have that.
- Relation between elements of goods and customization intention

Each product has various elements to be customized. This research examined cus-
tomization intentions toward functional and design elements. The result shows: in “higher
involvement and think products”, 58% of the respondents had the intention of customiza-
tion toward functional elements and 71% to design elements; in “higher involvement and
feel products”, 59% to functional elements and 73% to design elements; in “lower involve-
ment and think products”, 32% to functional elements and 23% to design elements; and
in “lower involvement and feel products”, 31% to functional elements and 24% to design
elements (Table 3). Furthermore, we have tested with Wilcoxon signed-rank test null hy-
pothesis (H0) that there are no differences between customization intention of functional
and that of design elements in each type of product, and it was rejected by all types
of products; thus the differences in the customization intention between functional and
design elements were statistically significant. Therefore, higher intentions of customiza-
tion toward design elements in “higher involvement products” and meanwhile functional
elements in “lower involvement products” were clarified.
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Table 4. Mental energy and intentions

Kendall’s τB Spearman’s ρ
Correlation factor .312∗∗ .362∗∗
∗∗ Significance level: 1% (One-sided)

4.3. Costs in shopping productivity.
Money
- Relation between price increase and customization intention
In response to the question “How much more money will you pay for customized prod-

ucts in comparison to ordinary products?”, 13% answered “I do not want to pay more”.
On the other hand, 25% answered “10% more”; 26% said “20% more”; 17% “30% more”;
4% “40% more”; 9% “50% more”; 4% said “Twice”; and 2% said “More than twice”.
Thus, over 60% have an intention to pay 20% more than its initial price for customized
products.
- Relation between goods price and customization intention
Within same type of goods, is there any difference in customization intentions by price?

Taking a business suit as an example, customization intention was examined for each
$400 suit and $40 suit. The result is that 72% of the respondents have customization
intention toward $400 suit, meanwhile 36% to $40; a clear difference among two prices was
confirmed. This indicates that customization intention increases as price level increases.
Time
- Relation between spending time and customization intention
Consumers spend time to acquire customized products, collecting and processing in-

formation and requirements for specification, etc. How long would consumers spend time
for customization? While 9% of the respondents did not want to spend any time, 12%
of respondents answered they could spend a day, 7% for two days, 14% for three days,
2% for four days, 36% for a week, 20% for more than two weeks. More than 70% of the
respondents could spend more than three days.
- Relation between waiting time and customization intention
Customized products need more time for manufacturing and delivering, etc. How long

would consumers wait for receiving customized products? While 3% of the respondents
did not want to wait any longer; 9% of the respondents could wait if it is within four
days; 36% for a week; 20% for two weeks; 20% for a month; and around 90% answered
they could wait for more than a week.
Mental and physical energy
- Relation between mental energy and customization intention
How do consumers feel to consume mental energy for customization including collecting

and processing information and requirements for specification, etc.? While 6% of the
respondents felt bothersome and 15% felt slightly bothersome, 33% felt enjoyable and
28% did slightly enjoyable. Thus, over 60% of the respondents felt consuming mental
energy for customization was favorable. Furthermore, the correlation between consuming
mental energy for customization and the intention of customization was revealed (Table
4).
On the surface, the costs associated with shopping appear to be collecting and process-

ing information as well as requirements for specification, in order to obtain customized
products. However, these attributes were revealed to fall into enjoyable experiences of
shopping based on this survey. Those seemingly costs turned to be the benefits of shop-
ping.

5. Conclusions. This paper clarified that many consumers had a high tendency to re-
quire customized products in a wide area, even price is higher. Therefore, customization
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strategy has a possibility to become one of the most effective implementation methodolo-
gies of the marketing strategy of high value-added products.

Regardless of the difference of sex and quantity of spending money, over 80% of respon-
dents wanted to buy customized products. Even, toward “lower involvement and think
products”, 42% had an intention of customization.

Regarding customized elements, higher intentions of customization toward design el-
ements in “higher involvement products” and meanwhile functional elements in “lower
involvement products” were clarified.

Regarding costs in shopping productivity, over 60% had an intention to pay 20% more
than its initial price for customized products. So customized products have a possibility
to obtain 20% price premium. In terms of time, more than 70% of the respondents
could spend more than three days to collect and process information and requirements
for specification, etc. And around 90% answered they could wait for more than a week.
These data of lead time might be useful for the implementation of customization strategy.

Regarding mental and physical energy, over 60% of the respondents felt consuming
mental energy for customization was favorable. Therefore, companies should regard col-
lecting and processing information as well as requirements for specification in order to
obtain customized products as not costs but output for consumers. An essential condi-
tion in customization strategy might be to turn consumers’ mental and physical energy
into the benefits of shopping such as enjoyable experiences.

In what remains to be done, the survey needs to be conducted on a wider range of
people, than the case of this questionnaire conducted only on university students. Also,
the types of products as well as elements of products, which were vague in this survey,
need to be classified to scrutinize elaborated classifications.
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Abstract. Prompt medical services and supplies to affected areas can minimize the
life-loss caused by the disasters. We develop a clustering-based vehicle routing model for
medical supplies transportation in large-scale disasters. Firstly, a clustering-based method
is applied to select temporary emergency distribution centers according to the geographical
distribution of affected areas, and then a clustering-based vehicle routing model is built to
generate the delivery routes from emergency distribution centers to their covered affected
areas. Lastly, we give a numerical example to show the effectiveness and advantage of the
developed approach, showing that the clustering-based method can in faster time produce
delivery routes with shorter total transportation times.
Keywords: Large-scale disasters, Medical supplies, Emergency distribution centers se-
lection, Clustering-based vehicle routing problem

1. Introduction. Timely allocation and transportation of relief supplies take an im-
portant part in emergency response, directly affecting the efficiency and effectiveness of
disaster relief [1,2]. Especially, prompt medical services and supplies to affected areas can
minimize the life-loss caused by the disasters [3,4], which has attracted some researchers’
attentions.

Jia et al. [3] built a maximal covering facility location model for large-scale emer-
gencies and designed three heuristics to solve the built model, which can address the
medical supplies facility location problem. Ruan et al. [4] developed a scenario-based
relief medical supplies allocating approach for large-scale disasters, which can minimize
the total response time of relief medical supplies on the condition that all the supplies
are allocated to affected areas in accord with their scenarios. Mete and Zabinsky [5] con-
sidered the preparedness phase and response phase synthetically to propose a two-stage
stochastic optimization approach for the storage and distribution problem of medical sup-
plies for disaster management. Güttinger et al. [6] compared several online approaches
for optimizing the emergency supply after a major incident, and used Simulated Anneal-
ing with transition probabilities favoring a balanced workload of vehicles and doctors as
an optimization strategy. Rawls and Turnquist [7] considered three commodities includ-
ing medical kits to construct a two-stage stochastic mixed integer program (SMIP) that
provides an emergency response pre-positioning strategy for hurricanes or other disaster
threats.

The above studies produced effective solutions for providing medical services or supplies
in different angles. However, in large-scale disasters, there are many affected areas which
need medical supplies, so temporary emergency distribution centers may be set up to
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collect and deliver the medical supplies. Meanwhile, due to the limitation of medical
vehicles and the small volume of medical supplies, each vehicle may be arranged for
delivering medical supplies to different affected areas, which can be taken as a vehicle
routing problem (VRP) [8]. How to select the locations of emergency distribution centers
and to determine the delivery routes from the selected emergency distribution centers to
affected areas are the problems we try to solve in the work. Motivated by this, we develop
a clustering-based vehicle routing model for medical supplies transportation in large-scale
disasters.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the problem for-

mulation. In Section 3, a clustering-based method to select the emergency distribution
centers is developed, and a clustering-based vehicle routing model is built. Section 4 il-
lustrates a numerical example with the compared results, which shows the effectiveness
and advantage of the proposed approach. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 5, with
recommendations in future studies.

2. The Problem Formulation. In a disaster, there are many affected areas needing
some kinds of medical supplies such as vaccine, medicine and blood. Decision-makers
need to know where should be set up as emergency distribution centers and then to
determine the delivery routes from these distribution centers to each affected area. The
decision-making aim is to minimize the transportation time of all medical supplies. The
developed approach in this study is subject to the following assumptions:
(1) There are limited vehicles available for transporting the needed medical supplies.

Unlike conventional supplies such as food and water, medical supplies transportation
needs special vehicles which can keep the medical supplies unspoiled and uninfected,
so the number of these special vehicles is often limited in some emergency distribution
centers.
(2) In a given delivery interval, the allocated quantity for each affected area is known.

In our previous work [4], we developed a scenario-based approach which can be used
to determine the allocated quantities for affected areas. In this study, we assume the
allocated quantities are known.
(3) In a given delivery interval, each affected area should be visited only once, and each

vehicle should leave from and return to its emergency distribution center. Emergency
response is often a lasting process, so vehicles should be arranged with no re-usage for
one affected area in a given delivery interval. Once a delivery task is finished, vehicles
should return to their emergency distribution center for next delivery task.
Parameters used in the work are defined as follows:
Ci: The ith emergency distribution center of medical supplies, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m;
Aj: The jth affected area, j = 1, 2, . . . , n;
dj: The allocated quantity of medical supplies for affected area Aj, j = 1, 2, . . . , n;
NCi : The number of covered affected areas of emergency distribution center Ci;
NCi

0 : The union of NCi and the depot, which equals NCi + 1;
KCi : The number of vehicles in emergency distribution center Ci;
Q: The maximum capacity of each vehicle;
tjl: The post-disaster transportation time from affected area Aj to affected area Al,

j, l = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Decision variables are as follows:
xCi
jlk: A binary variable; xCi

jlk = 1 means vehicle k travels from affected area Aj to

affected area Al; otherwise xCi
jlk = 0, j, l ∈ NCi

0 , k ∈ {1, . . . , KCi};
uCi
jk : A binary variable; uCi

jk = 1 means that affected area Aj is served by vehicle k;

otherwise uCi
jk = 0, j ∈ NCi

0 , k ∈ {1, . . . , KCi}.
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There are two decision problems needed to be solved: 1) to select the emergency dis-
tribution centers; 2) to determine the delivery routes from these distribution centers to
their covered affected areas.

3. The Proposed Approach. In Subsection 3.1, we try to develop a clustering-based
method to select the emergency distribution centers according to the geographical distri-
bution of affected areas. Then, based on the clustered results, a clustering-based vehicle
routing model is built to generate the delivery routes in Subsection 3.2.

3.1. Emergency distribution centers selection based on Fuzzy C-Means. As-
sume that there are n affected areas A1, A2, . . . , An in a disaster, and m emergency dis-
tribution centers C1, C2, . . . , Cm are needed to be selected such that

m∑
i=1

uij = 1, ∀j = 1, . . . , n (1)

where uij denotes the membership degree of Aj belonging to Ci, 0 ≤ uij ≤ 1.
According to FCM, the objective function is

J =
m∑
i=1

n∑
j

uω
ijd

2
ij (2)

where dij represents the distance of Ci and Aj, and ω ∈ [1,∞) is a weighted coefficient.
According to the Lagrange algorithm, the objective function (2) can be transformed into

J =
m∑
i=1

n∑
j

uω
ijd

2
ij +

n∑
j=1

λj

(
m∑
i=1

uij − 1

)
(3)

where λj represents Lagrange multipliers of constraint condition (1), j = 1, . . . , n.
Taking the derivative of Equation (3), we can get the necessary conditions of minimizing

the objective function (3):

ci =

n∑
j=1

uω
ijAj

n∑
j=1

uω
ij

(4)

uij =
1

m∑
t=1

(
dij
dkj

)2/(ω−1)
(5)

As we can see, it is an iteration to get the above solutions ci and uij of Equation (3).

The termination criterion of the iteration is maxij

{∣∣∣u(t+1)
ij − u

(t)
ij

∣∣∣} < ε, where ε is a given

value between 0 and 1, and t represents the iteration step.
According to the geographical coordinates of affected areas, we can use the above

algorithm to determine where should be selected as emergency distribution centers.

3.2. Clustering-based vehicle routing model for medical supplies transporta-
tion. After determining the locations of emergency distribution centers C1, C2, . . . , Cm,
we need to plan the delivery route of each vehicle in the centers. Let

{
ACi

j

}
represent the

set of NCi covered affected areas of emergency distribution center Ci, j ∈ {1, . . . , NCi},
NCi

0 represent the set of NCi and the depot, which equals NCi + 1, and qCi
jlk represent the

available capability of vehicle k between affected area Aj and affected area Al.
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To sum up, a clustering-based vehicle routing model for medical supplies transportation
is developed:

min
m∑
i=1

KCi∑
k=1

N
Ci
0∑

j=0

N
Ci
0∑

l=0,l ̸=j

tjlx
Ci
jlk (6)

s.t.

KCi∑
k=1

uCi
jk = 1 (7)

KCi∑
k=1

uCi
0k =

KCi∑
k=1

uCi
k0 ≤ KCi (8)

N
Ci
0∑

h=0,j ̸=h

xCi
hjk =

N
Ci
0∑

l=0,j ̸=l

xCi
jlk = uCi

jk (9)

N
Ci
0∑

j=1

dj × uCi
jk −

N
Ci
0∑

l=1

qCi
0lk = 0 (10)

qCi
jlk ≤ Q× xCi

jlk (11)

xCi
jlk = {0, 1}, uCi

jk = {0, 1}, h, j, l ∈ NCi
0 , k ∈ {1, . . . , KCi} (12)

where the objective function (6) is to minimize total delivery time of all the medical
supplies; constraint (7) ensures each affected area is served only once by one of the vehicles;
constraint (8) ensures each vehicle should leave from and return to emergency distribution
centers; constraint (9) represents the vehicle which arrives at affected area Aj should leave
from affected area Aj; constraints (10) and (11) represent any vehicle should not load more
than its limited capability; constraint (12) defines the ranges of variables.

4. A Numerical Example. In this section, we illustrate a numerical example to show
the feasibility and effectiveness of the developed approach. Assuming there are 50 affected
areas needing some kinds of medical supplies in a disaster, we use the proposed approach
to determine where should be chosen as emergency distribution centers and the delivery
routes from these distribution centers to each affected area.

4.1. Original data and clustering results. In the example, we randomly generated
the coordinates of 50 affected areas ranging from 0 to 100, and their allocated quantities
for medical supplies ranging from 20 to 80, as shown in Figure 1 where the data in
the bracket represent the allocated quantities. Three emergency distribution centers are
needed to be chosen.
Based on the clustering-based emergency distribution centers selection in Subsection

3.1, we carried out the clustering process in Matlab 2009. The parameters of FCM are as
follows: the number of clusters m = 3, ω = 2, ε = 1 × 10−5, and the maximum number
of iterations is 200. After 56 iterations, the algorithm reached its termination criterion,
with the objective function value of FCM being 24813.813475. The clustering results are
as shown in Figure 2, where the three circles represent the selected locations of three
emergency distribution centers.
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Figure 1. The original data of the 50 affected areas

Figure 2. The selected locations of three emergency distribution centers
by FCM

4.2. Optimized routes in the clustered affected areas. After determining the loca-
tions of three emergency distribution centers in Subsection 4.1, we used the VRP Solver
to produce the delivery routes in the clustered affected areas. The maximum capacity of
each delivery vehicle Q is set as 400. Without loss of generality, we set the average speed
of each vehicle is 1, that is, the post-disaster transportation time between two affected
areas is equal to their distance.

In order to show the advantage of the clustering-based method, we compare the results
with those with no clustered emergency distribution centers. Figure 3(a) shows a kind
of the delivery routes with three clustered emergency distribution centers, and Figure
3(b) shows a kind of the delivery routes with no clustered emergency distribution centers.
As we can see, there are 7 vehicles used in both the two delivery ways. However, their
delivery routes are different, which produces different total transportation times of all the
medical supplies and different running times for getting the solutions, as shown in Tables
1 and 2. We ran 5 times for each data and compared their averages.

From the compared results in Tables 1 and 2, we can find that: (1) The clustering
method can decrease the total transportation times, from 870.888 before clustering to
706.606 after clustering, that is, the response time of medical supplies can be shorten; (2)
The clustering method can reduce the running times of classical VRP because the time
complexity is reduced after clustering; (3) The needed number of emergency vehicles is
with no change. In all, the clustering-based method can in faster time produce delivery
routes with shorter total transportation times.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Delivery routes with (no) clustered emergency distribution centers

Table 1. Results with no clustered emergency distribution centers

Total transportation Number of
Running time

times Vehicles
1 876.04 7 0.14
2 881.58 7 0.16
3 876.2 7 0.11
4 871.65 7 0.14
5 848.97 7 0.14

Average 870.888 7 0.138

Table 2. Results with clustered emergency distribution centers

Total transportation Number of
Running time

times Vehicles

Cluster 1

1 213.39 2 0.02
2 213.39 2 0.02
3 213.39 2 0.02
4 213.39 2 0.02
5 213.39 2 0.02

Average 213.39 2 0.02

Cluster 2

1 198.85 2 0.01
2 198.2 2 0.01
3 200.19 2 0.02
4 198.85 2 0.01
5 198.2 2 0.01

Average 198.858 2 0.012

Cluster 3

1 293.51 3 0.03
2 297 3 0.02
3 293.51 3 0.02
4 294.26 3 0.02
5 293.51 3 0.03

Average 294.358 3 0.024
Sum 706.606 7 0.056
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5. Conclusions. In large-scale disasters, it is important to timely deliver medical sup-
plies to affected areas, which can minimize the life-loss caused by the disasters. In this
work, we develop a clustering-based method to select the emergency distribution centers
according to the geographical distribution of affected areas, and, based on the clustered
results, a clustering-based vehicle routing model is built to generate the delivery routes
from emergency distribution centers to their covered affected areas. The experimental
results show the clustering-based method can not only decrease the total transportation
times but also reduce the running times of getting the solutions of classical VRP. Although
this work showed the effectiveness and advantage of applying the clustering method in
emergency medical supplies transportation, there is still a key issue needed to be discussed
in future studies, that is, the affect of the clustered number on the performance of the
proposed approach.
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Abstract. Building information modeling (BIM) has been extensively discussed in the
construction industry in Taiwan. In this study, the evolution of architectural drawings
in Taiwan, the current states and the bottlenecks encountered in business operation, and
challenges and benefits of implementing BIM are discussed. Additionally, a survey was
designed and conducted in architecture firms. The results indicated that, whereas the
implementation of a BIM system requires investing both considerable financial resources
in the purchase of software and time in personnel training, the implementation of BIM in
the future is an inevitable trend that might improve business competitiveness. Moreover,
at the complex interface of a large-scale project, implementing BIM might help discover
and resolve conflicts and interference between different design units after an inspection
at the design stage, thereby avoiding unnecessary costs and delays in working hours.
Keywords: Architect, Building Information Modeling (BIM), Construction interface,
Interference detection

1. Introduction. Two-dimensional illustrations have been the sole communication tool
for planning, design, and construction in architectural and civil projects in Taiwan. Busi-
ness operators and construction sectors often experience difficulties in comprehending the
spaces and arrangements represented in the drawings, and thus in uncovering construc-
tion mistakes. In addition, the supervising engineers are mostly young engineers who lack
on-site experience, and construction site personnel, such as assistants, construction staff,
quality control personnel, construction site managers, and project managers, generally
refer to their own experiences in managing on-site situations. Consequently, efficiently
detecting inconsistencies between construction and illustrations has been challenging.

BIM is always a major concern in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction
industry [1]. The reason for the possible widespread use of building information modeling
(BIM) is that it performs 3D modeling, which solves the problems that 2D illustrations
have in effectively expressing 3D spaces. Occasionally, supervising engineers encounter
situations, in which they have trouble fully explaining the content of illustrations to
the construction personnel at the construction site, who simply execute the construction
according to their understanding of the explanations. Therefore, construction mistakes
frequently occur because of miscommunication and inconsistent perceptions. Using 3D
illustrations available in a BIM system, construction teams might clearly understand the
concepts of the designer, thus reducing the occurrence of misinterpretation caused by
using 2D illustrations.

The Internet can speedily provide almost all information related to human life [2].
Presently, people have built an intimate and inseparable relationship with buildings. Var-
ious human activities take place in buildings every day, and the scale of daily living and
the medical and food supplies involved in buildings has been immense and complicated.
This consequently raises the importance of correctly installing building facilities, such as
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a water supply, drainage, sewage, mechanics and electrics, fire protection, energy, and air
conditioning, and of the maintenance of these facilities. A BIM system stores all data
relevant to construction projects, which provide the basic information for management to
those who use it. Consequently, the implementation the BIM in the future is becoming
inevitable.
Wen et al. have proposed a human-centered design approach to provide a model of

flexible design process for housing developments in Taiwan [3]. Architectural drawings
were hand-drawn in most architectural design companies or construction sectors in Taiwan
before 1980. Because transitioning from hand drawings to 2D graphics required investing
in considerable amounts of software and hardware, as well as tedious personnel training,
computer graphics was yet to become popular at that time. Along with the economic
growth of Taiwan after 1980, the emergence of skyscrapers, long-span bridges, and large-
scale constructions has led the planning and design sectors of architectural and civil
projects to realize that hand drawings were no longer suitable for designing large-scale
constructions, and that the planning and design of these large-scale constructions required
constantly revising the design illustrations. Consequently, 2D computer graphics was
gradually adopted by design sectors in Taiwan.
BIM has great potential for helping produce better architecture for less cost [4]. Since

2012, the mandatory use of the BIM systems in design and construction management has
been included in the contracts for the public construction projects of the Construction
and Planning Agency of the Ministry of the Interior. Currently, a few architects in
Taiwan have already implemented the BIM in executing large-scale construction projects,
and the industry also understands the advantages of using the BIM technique, which is
more powerful than conventional 2D illustrations not only regarding the communication,
coordination, and management of costs and schedules, but also in the maintenance of
completed constructions.

2. Bottlenecks Encountered by Architecture Firms. Most equipment can be inte-
grated into the building using the BIM environment [5]. BIM has been demanding for
designers and architects as it has changed so much towards the workflow and project orga-
nization, from file management to client billings to deliverables to coordinate meetings [6].
Current bottlenecks encountered by architecture firms are discussed from 2 perspectives,
including compensation and employment.

2.1. Compensation. According to the Government Procurement Act, the design and
construction management fees of architects account for 3% to 6% of the total construc-
tion expense (Government Procurement Act; Public Construction Commission of the
Executive Yuan). However, the costs necessary for the planning, design, and completion
of a construction project come primarily from personnel expenditures; that is, the longer
a construction takes, the higher the personnel costs are. Bidders of construction projects
tend to bid for the lowest price, therefore decreasing the salaries paid to employees of
architecture firms. Consequently, establishing a salary system suitable for architects in
Taiwan has been critical not only to improve support for architectural professionals but
also to urge the relevant authorities to be aware that bid costs, design creativities, and
criminal responsibilities involved in a construction project are distinct from those of oth-
er technical services, so that appropriate regulations could be established to ensure the
rights of architects in Taiwan [7].

2.2. Employment. Because the employees of architecture firms work long hours but
receive only low wages, many architecture firms have been experiencing problems with
retaining competent engineers and construction staff who consider their positions as a
springboard and leave their firms after learning the necessary techniques for a period. In
addition, the graphics designers’ uneven work quality has been a common circumstance;
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the designs plotted by those who have only worked in offices and have never visited the
construction site are often unrealizable as an actual construction, resulting in damaged
design firm reputations, increased construction costs, and delayed work schedules. Fur-
thermore, because of the low compensations provided to architecture firm employees, it
has been difficult for on-site construction managers to resist the temptation of accepting
illegal wealth, thus affecting the professional ethics of construction personnel [8].

3. Current Challenges in the Implementation of the BIM in Architecture
Firms. Regarding the costs of purchasing the graphics software, presently, most design
illustrations are drawn using AutoCAD software. The adoption of a BIM environmen-
t requires purchasing and installing new software, which would cost architecture firms
considerable expenditures. Besides purchasing the software, an extensive adoption of the
BIM implies that the mechanics, electrics, fire protection, and air conditioning specialists
on the construction team must purchase and install the BIM software as well. Considering
that only 3% to 6% of the total construction costs are dedicated to design and construc-
tion management, the designers’ reluctance to implement the BIM if the design budget
does not increase accordingly can be conceivably expected.

Conversely, graphics designers might be unfamiliar with the BIM software when tran-
sitioning from 2D to 3D computer graphics; furthermore, because a BIM environment
involves a number of different software programs, most people are reluctant to learn the
new techniques because of emotional inertia. Additionally, locating convenient and ap-
propriate BIM software for public use also represents a challenge; instead of investing
in personnel training, most design sectors would rather prefer to recruit people from all
possible sources during urgent situations. Moreover, because different units might have
adopted different software programs, graphic designers must learn everything anew. Con-
sequently, implementing new software has been difficult in the construction industry.

4. Benefits for Architecture Firms after the Implementation of the BIM. On
implementing the BIM environment, communications could be performed using an im-
proved platform for all the related teams, including business operators, PCM manufactur-
ers, architects, and structural, mechanics, electrics, air conditioning, and fire protection
specialists, at the planning, design, construction, and operation stages of construction
projects . In addition, the outputs of front-end businesses would be the inputs of back-
end businesses. Moreover, the system might conduct automatic interference detections on
the design results of different teams and determine the conflicts between different designs,
thus solving during the design stage all the problems that usually appear only after the
construction stage has begun. Furthermore, the system might automatically display each
category of materials and the corresponding quantities, saving designers from scrutinizing
complicated and error-prone estimation steps, to allow them to further concentrate on
their designs and generate additional creative products.

5. Survey Results on the Implementation of the BIM in Architecture Firms.
The survey of this study focused primarily on registered architects in Taiwan, as well as
on a number of designers, graphics engineers, and supervising engineers in architecture
firms; however, the personnel from construction consulting firms was not included in this
survey. New building constructions were the research target and investigation on the inte-
gration of collaboration and interface conflicts was conducted on construction, mechanical
and electrical, and fire protection projects. The interior design and construction industry
were not considered in this study. The survey comprises 3 sections: 1), the acceptance
and recognition of the BIM implementation among architecture firms in Taiwan; 2), the
personnel costs incurred for the BIM implementation and the technical impacts and in-
fluences of the BIM implementation; and 3), the benefits of the BIM implementation. A
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Table 1. Survey results of implementing the BIM

Strongly
Agree

Agree Ordinary Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

BIM is the future trend 24 41 28 7 0
BIM will increase personnel cost 27 52 14 7 0

BIM will improve business
competitiveness

10 66 17 7 0

BIM will benefit the designs of
large-scale construction projects

14 55 28 3 0

BIM may reduce conflicts
between interfaces

10 66 21 3 0

Implementing the BIM is difficult 4 10 41 41 4

total of 135 survey questionnaires were distributed and 100 were returned, resulting in
100 effective questionnaires. The results of the survey are shown in Table 1.

5.1. Future trend. Most architecture firm employees were convinced that the BIM
would become an important tool for planning, design, and construction management
in the future, and that because graphics software currently available to the industry is
well-developed, operating the BIM should not cause much trouble.

5.2. Increase personnel cost. Once the BIM is implemented in an architecture firm,
the integration of various interfaces will lead to increasing time costs for the design staff;
other staff in the firm will also need to spend time on collecting data and creating mod-
els. With these additional workloads, it is conceivable that personnel costs will increase
accordingly.

5.3. Improve business competitiveness. Currently, the BIM is yet to become a pop-
ular application in the industry; if a firm could start implementing the BIM early, the
firm will become more competitive than others on the market. Especially in large-scale
projects, the BIM might help showcase the strengths of the firm in integrating and man-
aging construction planning, design, and supervision to demonstrate the superiority and
professionalism of the firm.

5.4. Benefit the designs of large-scale construction projects. Large-scale construc-
tion projects are typically highly complicated and diverse. With the help of the BIM,
conflicts between mechanical and electrical, water supply and drainage, air conditioning,
and fire protection facilities might be detected during the design stage. Core information
related to the same facilities could be transferred to the corresponding operation manage-
ment units on closing of the projects and be used as maintenance references during the
operation stage. The BIM is highly beneficial for large-scale construction projects.

5.5. Reduce conflicts between interfaces. In addition to considering the needs of the
business operator, the design sectors must integrate structural, mechanics and electrics, air
conditioning, and fire protection specialists during the planning and design stages. The
execution of large-scale projects requires an extensive period, during which integration
and coordination must be executed manually; however, various adjustments and revisions
are involved in these projects and the risk of overlooking the details increases over time.
Therefore, implementing the BIM from the design stage of a project might assist in the
early detection of interferences and conflicts.
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5.6. Difficult to implement. During nearly 15 years of the 2D computer graphics adop-
tion by the design sectors, a few 3D graphics software programs have been available in the
industry to prepare perspective drawings. The planning and design challenges of construc-
tion projects do not originate from the operation of the software; rather, they originate
from the interpretation and application of construction-related regulations under different
environments. Therefore, the architecture firms’ implementation of the BIM should not
be a difficult task; instead, by simply using the practice operations and the case demon-
strations to familiarize the designers with the new software interfaces and instructions,
they should be able to adapt to the 3D environment within a short period.

5.7. Benefits of BIM to small-scale construction. The most significant function
of adopting a BIM environment in small-scale architectural designs is to facilitate the
communication of business operators with their clients, and to allow business operators
to preview the exterior appearance and the interior spaces of their targets using 3D
perspective images. Because the mechanical, electrical, and fire protection facilities used
in small-scale projects are simpler, the function of the BIM in detecting conflicts between
interfaces might not be apparent in this case (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Benefits of BIM to small-scale constructions

6. Case study. This study focuses on 2 projects conducted without implementing the
BIM, and on 1 project, with a scale identical to that of the previous 2, conducted in
a BIM environment by a design team at an architecture firm. In addition, this study
investigates the effect of implementing the BIM by considering different project aspects,
including the software investment costs, the personnel training expenses, and the time
spent on and costs of revising interface conflicts. As shown in Table 2, whereas the initial
software installation and personnel training may require relatively significant financial
investments, evenly distributing the associated expenses to follow-up projects based on a
long-term consideration proves that implementing the BIM is significantly beneficial.

7. Conclusions. The conclusions obtained from the questionnaire survey and case vali-
dation of this study include the following: (1) the trend toward the future implementation
of the BIM is inevitable in planning and design of construction projects; (2) in large-scale
construction projects, the BIM is a far more advantageous construction management
method than the current 2D illustration method; (3) the BIM can detect interferences
and conflicts between interfaces during the design stage and provide construction staff
with accurate 3D illustrations during the construction stage to reduce construction mis-
takes and avoid reconstructions; (4) the relevant design information might be transferred
to the operation management unit of the building during the operation stage; (5) the
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Table 2. Comparison of the benefits of implementing the BIM

Project A (2006) Project B (2007) Project C (2011)
Timing of the BIM
implementation

Before implementation Before implementation After implementation

BIM software
procurement

None None 650,000

Personnel training None None 75,000 per person × 4
Expenses for

resolving conflicts
985,856 844,400 55,000

Total expenses 985,856 844,400

a. Software: 650,000
b. Training: 300,000
c. Reconstruction: 55,000
d. Total: 1,005,000

learning and transformation processes of the BIM software are not unmanageably diffi-
cult; and (6) the drawbacks of the BIM are the high costs associated with the software
procurement and the personnel training, which increase the expenses of architecture firms.
The future research can be focused on the willingness of material suppliers for providing

related material and equipment information. If architects use related information provide
by vendor in building design, it is necessary to verify whether they involve patent violation.
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Abstract. The paper is concerned with the correct specification of software reliability
estimation process. It proposes a new model for runtime reliability estimation of soft-
ware during any phase of software implementation. The proposed automata-based model
is not based on post failure data analysis whose authenticity is debatable due to uncertain
assumptions and sceptical statistical distributions. The model instead tracks the software
state transition at runtime. Using this state to state transition information, the model
ensures fault free software operation at runtime.
Keywords: Software reliability, Finite state automata, Automata-based software relia-
bility model, Probabilistic finite state machine, Stochastic finite state automata

1. Introduction. Increasing use of software in current times has led to considerable in-
crease in software size and complexity. In such state of affairs software reliability is now
a compulsory quality attribute. Failure free software operation has become a necessity
today for most real-life, high-performance or life-critical software applications. However,
software development and execution being human-driven are prone to different errors [3].
In such status quo, conventional approaches for software reliability estimation have failed
miserably [1]. Since its inception software reliability has always been a challenge for soft-
ware developers. The inappropriateness of the existing reliability estimation models is
further strengthened by recurring instances of software failures [2]. In a scenario where
we are aiming at fault-free, high-performance, embedded, autonomic and self-healing soft-
ware, failure is no longer negotiable. Reliable software is expected to perform continuously
despite the presence of faults (fault tolerance). Till date there does not exist a software
reliability estimation model that can surmount software failure [1]. Conventional software
reliability estimation models represent reliability either as a function of underlying failure
process or fault content of the software under consideration [15]. However, each software
execution is an automaton for converting distinct set of inputs into expected set of outputs
[1,3]. This automaton, achieves state to state shift using some transition instruction. In
its execution life, if a software executes ten million times, then every time the software
executes along a correct path it will terminate correctly. If we track this execution path
of the software then we can direct the software to operate in any mode (self-healing or
fault-tolerant). None of the existing software reliability models estimate the reliability
of the software as discussed above. Hence, what we require to ensure failure-free or re-
liable software execution is an estimation model based on the actual nature of software
execution. The problem with the conventional software reliability estimation models is
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that they all model software reliability as an extension of hardware reliability [3]. None of
the existing software reliability estimation models treat software reliability as discussed
above.
Real world software has zero reliability each time it executes a fault, similarly the

program will be 100% reliable if it performs as expected. Ignoring this fundamental of
software execution, all conventional software reliability models apply faulty statistical or
mathematical distributions based on failure history data [1-3,15]. The inapplicability of
these assumptions on software is well documented [1-3,15]. Further irrelevance of post
failure testing data and MTBF (Mean-Time between Failure) parameter for software
is also established [2]. Hence, what is required to resolve the software reliability crisis
is a formal model that can ensure operational software reliability by controlling software
execution at runtime. The paper proposes automata-based software reliability model that
uses finite state machine (FSM) representation of executable software to estimate software
reliability. Software is an automaton when executing. Hence, an FSM representation of
executable software represents the different system states and transitions ensuing state
change. Thus, reliability of software is analogous to the reliability of the automata. The
broad goal of this research is to develop an automata-based reliability estimation model
that can be used across the software life cycle to ensure reliable software performance
despite errors in the system. The model shall also control the system from executing
faults.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the basic classification of the

existing software reliability estimation models. The section also elaborates on why post-
failure data testing is not required and why runtime estimation is more appropriate for
software reliability estimation. Section 3 describes the automata-based software reliability
model. Section 4 elaborates how the model can control the software to ensure fault free
operation despite the occurrence of faults. Section 5 evaluates the proposed model.

2. Conventional Software Reliability Models versus Runtime Reliability Es-
timation. Estimating reliability of software systems of varying size and complexity is
essential to establish operational confidence. Assessment involves estimating a measure
of confidence in the operational correctness of the software. To accomplish this challenge
varied software reliability models have been proposed since early 1970’s. Currently the
number of software reliability estimation models is beyond 200 models as per record.
Despite this software reliability theory is still rudimentary [1]. The theoretical basis of
conventional software reliability models is also viewed skeptically [1-3]. Most software
reliability models attempt to quantify reliability as a measure of its failure history or un-
derlying faults in the system. To analyze the varied models we first classify them on basis
of their main features. Figure 1 depicts the basic classification of the existing conventional
software reliability models. The classification is primarily based on the basic nature of
the model [1,3,15].
Table 1 by no means is an exhaustive list of existing software reliability models. How-

ever, from Figure 1 and Table 1 we observe that software reliability estimation models
are based on either of two different approaches for calibrating software reliability. The
time-domain as well as data-domain approaches make their assumptions for estimating
software reliability [1,4,15]. Interestingly none of the model assumptions actually rep-
resent the actual nature of software execution. As a result accurate software reliability
estimation still remains an open challenge. To solve this problem we first need to under-
stand that software execution is actually input → program → output [1]. This implies
that for some defined input the program processes the input to produce the desirable
output. Hence, software reliability is basically a function of correct I/O Pair < i, o > at
runtime. Thus, runtime reliability estimation is the true estimate for software reliability.
Formally, runtime reliability estimation is the use of runtime software representation for
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Figure 1. Classification of conventional software reliability models

Table 1. Feature-based classification of conventional software reliability models

reliability estimation [11]. As software reliability is a dynamic system attribute that alters
at runtime. Runtime reliability estimation focuses on software behavior at runtime. This
kind of software analysis allows changes to be made to execution and thus allows pre-
vention of fault execution. The technique implies enhancing runtime software to perform
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tasks like software state investigation and reliability estimation [9]. We now propose our
Automata-Based Software reliability model that uses runtime software representation to
control and estimate software reliability.

3. Automata-Based Software Reliability Model. Conventional software reliability
estimation models treat the software as a black-box [3]. These models calculate software
reliability without considering the actual software structure during execution. However,
software reliability or the probability of failure free software operation is controlled by
software state transitions at runtime.
We hypothesize that finite state machine or automata-based software representation can

represent as well as control runtime software execution [5]. This automata-based software
representation when built with real executable code shall represent the different states
software can acquire during its operation. Once created, this model will allow tracking
of the software path of execution. Once we track the software path of execution, we can
control system operation and halt it before it executes failure. The different phases of the
proposed automata-based software reliability model needs are depicted in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. Phases of automata-based software reliability model

The proposed automata-based reliability model as described in Figure 2 above when
implemented as software could be used as a utility for varied practical uses. However, be-
fore delving into the possible applications, we first demonstrate the working of the above
model. For demonstration we are using a Java class called BarGraphResult.java. Bar-
GraphResult is a component of Java-based Chart Generator Application implemented by
post-graduate students during their project-work. Normal compilation of BarGraphRe-
sult generates the executable BarGraphResult.class. This BarGraphResult.class contains
executable code in bytecode notation. The bytecode was then disassembled to its equiv-
alent assembly instruction set. The assembly instruction set was then used to construct
an equivalent FSM for BarGraphresult program as shown in Figure 3.
From Figure 3 it was noted that each assembly instruction resulted in software transition

to a unique FSM state, qi. These allowable software transitions were recorded in the
Next State transition table as per Table 2.
Table 2 is used to trace software execution as discussed in the proposed automata-

based software reliability model. At runtime when the software is executing and the
system encounters a particular assembly instruction, the next state is determined using
Next State transition table. If the next system state is the same as recorded the software
is allowed to execute. Else, the software can be halted at the previous state itself. For
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Figure 3. Equivalent FSM for BarGraphResult.class

Table 2. Next State transition table of BarGraphResult

S.No Transition Instruction Next State
1 aload q0
2 invokespecial q1
3 ldc q2
4 putfield q3
5 new q4
6 dup q5
7 astore q6
8 invokevirtual q7
9 getfield q8
10 goto q9
11 iconst q10
12 aconst null q11
13 bipush q12
14 if eq q13
15 invokestatic q14
16 pop q15
17 return final state
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example, if the program BarGraphResult starts execution with the following path: Start
Node → q0.
When the software is at q0, we increase the probability of execution of q0 by one unit.

If ‘ldc’ leads to error node instead of q2 as per Table 2, then system execution is halted at
q0. At this point q0 and ‘ldc’ are recorded in the Faulty Node table. The software shall
now track the shortest possible path from the node (q0) to the final node using Djikstra’s
algorithm. Then software execution resumes from the previous node where it was halted
using the shortest possible alternative path. Proceeding with software execution in this
manner, once software terminates at the final node we get the actual path of the software
during execution. This actual path is then recorded to the Alternative Path table.

4. Practical Applications of Automata-Based Software Reliability Model. As
proposed in Section 3 above, Automata-Based Software Reliability Model represents the
runtime structure of the software under control. Runtime software design controls runtime
software properties such as reliability and performance [9]. The proposed automata-based
model has many potential real-world applications. First and foremost, this model can be
used to control software execution in order to ensure reliable fault-free operation. All
software reliability estimation effort is in order to establish a measure of confidence in the
software design. This measure of confidence is important for the developer as it ensures
that the design corresponds to software specifications. For the customers any measure
of software confidence implies that the software shall perform its expected functionali-
ties most of the time. The automata-based software reliability model can provide this
measure of confidence for both the developers and customers. Embedding this model in
the intermediate code generation phase of the compiler will help the developer decide
at an early stage of software design whether it would be feasible to continue with the
design or not. Similarly letting the automata-based model act as a control tool will help
avoid many software errors and ensure uninhibited software operation as desired by the
customer. Critical software failures cause different irrecoverable losses. The proposed
model is a reliable solution to avoid such failures. In the era of autonomic, fault-tolerant,
and self-healing computing, automata-based software reliability model with all its above
potentials is the required model to overcome failure. Modern software paradigms like
ubiquitous and pervasive systems will only be implemented practically if we will be able
to monitor and control their execution. The proposed automata-based reliability model
thus qualifies as a tool to prevent software failure and self-adapt software to user input.
Self-adaptation though costly, but, is the current obligation from software expected to
provide uninterrupted operation or assured dependability.

5. Conclusions. With the proposed automata-based software reliability model we can
empower software systems to reason about and control their operation. The automata-
based reliability model can super-impose itself on the software at runtime to prevent fault
execution during software implementation. We have already highlighted that implement-
ing software reliability as a statistical or mathematical distribution is incorrect. Unlike its
counterpart hardware reliability, software reliability cannot be predicted using post-failure
data. Hence, estimates like remaining errors in the software or time between failures are
irrelevant in the software context. To ensure operational software reliability irrespective
of errors or previous system failures we need to model software as its structure at runtime.
The proposed automata-based software reliability model is based on the well-founded, for-
mal theory of automata. The model represents runtime software representation to ensure
fault-free software operation. As discussed in this paper the model can be implemented
as a runtime software reliability control tool. The proposed model works on the basic
assumption that software during execution is an automaton that executes a specific path
(structured collection of nodes and edges) during each execution. If we can trace this
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software path of execution, then we can control the software whenever it treads across an
incorrect node. The proposed model guarantees control of failures caused due to errors
in software. However, the effects of hardware errors on software need to be determined
and can be a future research domain. Further an automaton with loops may have in-
finite possible paths. Tracing all these paths is impossible. Hence, the automata-based
reliability model shall allow the software to take its own path of execution as long as the
next node is correct. Only in case the next node is an error node shall the model take
over control to track the next alternate node from the previous node and force software
execution through the alternate node.
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Abstract. In this article, the equipment maintenance task assignment problem is mod-
eled and analyzed with considering multi-objectives, i.e., fund, time and quality, and
then constructed as a multi-constraint/multi-objective nonlinear programming problem.
Generally, such a problem cannot be solved by a conventional method directly. Here we
propose a constraint multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm (CMOPSO)
to solve it. The main contribution of the algorithm is the individual’s constraint vio-
lation degree function and infeasibility threshold value function, which can increase the
pressure gradually and get many Pareto solutions quickly. The experimental results show
that the proposed CMOPSO algorithm can give out the optimized decision-making plans
quickly, even with different parameters and constraint conditions. Thus, it is an efficient
algorithm for the objective and quantitative optimizing decision of task assignment.
Keywords: Equipment maintenance, Task assignment, Multi-objective optimization,
Particle swarm algorithm

1. Introduction. Equipment maintenance task assignment is an important part of equi-
pment maintenance security, which has an important effect on keeping and recovering the
equipment’s technology conditions, and finally improves the equipment maintenance se-
curity [1,2]. To balance different kinds of objective and maximize the equipment mainte-
nance security level, different factors during the assignment process should be considered,
such as the differences of equipment types, the amount of different equipment, and the a-
bility of repairing departments. Hence, the problem has a characteristic of multi-objective
and can be modeled by a multi-objective method.

Multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) is an effective method to solve
the multi-objective problem, and many research efforts have been devoted to understand-
ing such a method in recent years.

The MOPSO algorithm proposed in Ref [3] is a milestone and it is the earliest published
MOPSO algorithm. Ref [4] presented a comprehensive review of the various MOPSOs
reported in the specialized literature. Ref [5] summarized and analyzed the MOPSO al-
gorithm and its applications in kinds of areas. Ref [6] presented three multi-objective
optimization methods based on the MOPSO algorithm, and a new technique in multi-
objective optimization called warm-up based on the PSO algorithm was applied to im-
prove the quality of the Pareto front by a single-objective search. Ref [7] presented a
multi-stage supply chain network by considering multi products, single resource and de-
terministic costs and demands, and presented MOPSO and NSGA- II to solve the resulting
problems. Ref [8] developed experiments to observe convergence behaviors, online con-
vergences, and the diversity of solutions of both metaheuristics in order to have a better
understanding about how particles and solutions moved in the search space. Ref [9] gave
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a mathematical description of task assignment problem by describing the pickup and de-
livery task assignment problem in transportation, and proposed a discrete particle swarm
optimization algorithm (DPSO) for solving the problem. Ref [10] presented a review of
some of the applications of PSO in power system-based optimization problems. Ref [11]
proposed a constrained global optimization method based on MOPSO. Ref [12] proposed
an adaptive evolutionary radial basis function network algorithm to evolve accuracy and
connections of RBF networks simultaneously, and introduced a time variant MOPSO of
radial basis function network for diagnosing the medical diseases. Ref [13] presented a
new approach of selecting multiple guiders to lead a swarm toward a Pareto front, and
a mutation operator was applied for not only particles but also members in an external
archive in order to overcome the local Pareto front. Ref [14] proposed an improved s-
trategy of external archive maintenance based on crowding distance, and the information
entropy of gbest was analyzed to emphasize the diversity improvement of non-dominant
solutions and well-distribution on the Pareto front. The theory and application have
shown that multi-objective particle swarm algorithm has a good impact on solving multi-
constraint/multi-objective nonlinear programming problems which conventional methods
cannot solve or solve with low efficiency.
In this paper, equipment maintenance task assignment problem is modeled and analyzed

with multi-objective, and thus is constructed as a multi-objective nonlinear programming
problem. A constraint multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm (CMOPSO)
is designed to solve it. All these works are illustrated as follows.

2. The Model Construction Process. Suppose there aremmaintenance organization-
s which have the ability to undertake overhaul tasks, and there are n kinds of equipment
in need of repair. Notations used in the following sections are specified as follows:
REP = (rj)n: amount of each kind of equipment in need of repair, in which rj is the

amount of the jth kind of equipment in need of repair.
CAP = (aij)m×n: maintenance ability of each organization, in which aij is the ith

organization’s maintenance ability, to repair the jth kind of equipment, which means the
maximum of equipment maintenance tasks one organization can fulfill each year.
REQ = (bij)m×n: maintenance requirement of each kind of equipment, in which bij is

the ith organization’s maintenance requirement of the jth kind of equipment, which mean
the minimum of repairing one kind of equipment each year.
COST = (cij)m×n: maintenance cost of each kind of equipment, in which cij is the ith

organization’s maintenance cost of one jth kind of equipment.
TIME = (tij)m×n: time of each organization spends on repairing each kind of equip-

ment, in which tij is the time the ith organization spends on repairing one jth kind of
equipment.
QAL = (qi)m: comprehensive evaluation vector of each organization’s maintenance

quality in which qi is the comprehensive evaluation score of the ith organization’s main-
tenance quality.
To ensure each maintenance organization undertakes some maintenance tasks to finish

its equipment maintenance security training, we define Nmin as the annual minimum
of each organization’s maintenance quantity, and Cmin as the annual minimum of each
organization’s maintenance cost.

2.1. Objective function. The objective function is combined by the index of economy,
timeliness and equipment maintenance quality:
(1) The index based on economy

minC =
m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

xijcij.
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(2) The index based on timeliness

minT =
m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

xijtij.

(3) The index based on equipment maintenance quality

maxQ =
m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

xijqi

/ m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

xij.

It can be transferred to

min(−Q) = −
m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

xijqi

/ m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

xij.

2.2. Constraint conditions. We can summarize the constraint conditions as follows:
(1) The equipment maintenance task assignment should be totally finished

rj =
m∑
i=1

xij, j ∈ [1, n].

(2) The equipment maintenance task should be finished in the year
n∑

j=1

xijtij ≤ Tmax, j ∈ [1, n].

That means the annual maintenance time of each maintenance organization should be
less than Tmax, usually Tmax = 300, because the time of army’s annual equipment training
is 10 months.

(3) To meet the minimum of annual maintenance task
n∑

j=1

xij ≥ Nmin, j ∈ [1, n], ∀i ∈ [1,m],

which means the annual maintenance task of each maintenance organization should be
no less than Nmin (normally Nmin can be 2∼4).

(4) To meet the minimum of maintenance cost
n∑

j=1

xijcij ≥ Cmin, ∀j ∈ [1, n],

which means the annual maintenance cost of each maintenance organization should be no
less than Cmin (normally Cmin can be 100 thousand yuan).

(5) To meet the maintenance requirement of maintenance organization

xij ≥ bij, ∀i ∈ [1,m], ∀j ∈ [1, n].

For each maintenance organization, the maintenance task of each kind of equipment
should be no less than the maintenance requirement of this kind.

(6) To meet the organization’s maintenance ability of each kind of equipment

xij ≤ aij, ∀i ∈ [1,m], ∀j ∈ [1, n].

For each maintenance organization, the maintenance task of each kind of equipment
should be less than the maintenance ability of this kind.
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3. Multi-objective Particle Swarm Algorithm.

3.1. Multi-objective optimization problem.

Definition 3.1. Multi-objective Optimization. Let S ⊆ Rn represent the n dimen-
sion search space, F ⊆ S be the feasible space (Without constraints, the feasible s-
pace is equal to search space). Let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xD) ∈ S be a decision vector.
f(x) = (f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fk(x)) ∈ O ⊆ Rk is an objective vector including k objective
function evaluations; O is the objective space.

The basic mathematical model of a general MOP problem can be described as:

min f(x)

s.t.

 gm(x) ≤ 0, m = 1, 2, . . . , p
hn(x) = 0, n = 1, . . . , q
x ∈ [Xmin, Xmax]

n

, (1)

in which k sub-objectives fi(x) (i = 1, 2, . . . , k) compose the objective vector space f(x),
gm(x) and hn(x) represent the inequality constraints and the equality constraints, re-
spectively,

⇀
x ∈ [Xmin, Xmax]

n represents the upper and lower bounds constraint, x∗ ∈ F
represents the solution of multi-objective problem, which is in the feasible space.
Usually equality constraint can be transferred to inequality constraint:

|hj(x)| − δ ≤ 0, (2)

in which δ is the allowable deviation, and usually it is a minimal positive number.

3.2. Constraint multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm. Gen-
erally CMOPSO algorithm includes evolution group S and external file A. The overall
processes of multi-objective particle swarm algorithm are presented as follows:
Step 1: Randomly generate an initial evolution group S0 (Velocity and Position);
Step 2: Get the initial external file A0 according to constrained domination relation-

ship. Let the evolution generation t = 0;
Step 3: Initialize each particle’s local optimum pbest[i] and global optimum gbest[i];
Step 4: Iterate the loop until maximal evolution generation g max:
Step 4.1: Adjust self-adaption parameter, mainly includes inertia weight, learning

factor and so on;
Step 4.2: For each particle in group, select its global guide; update velocity according

to Formula (3), and update position according to Formula (4);

vi(t+ 1) = ωvi(t) + C1r1(xpbesti − xi(t)) + C2r2(xgbesti − xi(t)), (3)

xi(t+ 1) = xi(t) + vi(t). (4)

Step 4.3: Dispose the particles to reach the border, and let them reinitialize or stay
at border and fly reversely;

Step 4.4: Choose local optimum for each particle according to constrained domination
relationship, and maintain the external file;

Step 4.5: t = t+ 1, turn Step 4;
Step 5: Algorithm ends.
To make MOPSO algorithm apply to constraint multi-objective optimization problem,

we should add constraint handling mechanism.
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3.3. Constraint handling mechanism. To quantitatively get each solution’s constraint
violation degree or infeasibility, according to the constraint multi-objective optimization
problem showed by Formula (1), then transfer equality constraint according to Formula
(2), we can define individual constraint violation degree as

C(x) =

p∑
i=1

max(gi(x), 0) +

q∑
j=1

max(|hj(x)| − δ, 0),

in which infeasibility degree C(x) can be considered as the distance between solution
xi and feasible space. The longer distance between xi and feasible space, the bigger
infeasibility degree is. On the contrary, the degree is smaller; when xi is a feasible solution,
the infeasibility degree is zero.

To gradually increase the pressure which meets the constraint requirement and make
evolution search get closer to the Pareto optimization from overall solution space. Define
infeasibility degree threshold value as

ε =

{
ε0 ∗ (1− 5t/4N)

0
t ≤ 0.8N
t > 0.8N

,

in which ε0 is an allowable value of initial constraint violation degree; t is current evolution
generation and N is group evolution total generation.

In each step of evolution, compare each candidate solution’s infeasibility degree and
threshold value. Define constrained domination relationship as:

Definition 3.2. Acceptable Solution. For each candidate solution xi, if solution xi’s
infeasibility degree C(xi) ≤ ε, call xi acceptable solution.

Definition 3.3. Constrained Domination. There are two candidate solutions xi and xj,
call xi constrained dominate xj if one of the following conditions is satisfied: (1) Solution
xi is an acceptable solution but xj is not. (2) Both xi and xj are not acceptable solutions,
but xi’s infeasibility degree is less than xj’s. (3) Both xi and xj are acceptable solutions
and xi dominates xj.

4. Numerical Experimentation. Assume m = 10 (10 overhaul task qualified main-
tenance organizations), n = 5 (5 kinds of equipment need maintenance). The quantity
vector of each kind of equipment in need of repair is REP = {15, 20, 25, 20, 30}. Each
organization’s maintenance cost matrix of each kind of equipment is COST = (cij)m×n

where cij is a random number among 2∼10; each organization’s maintenance time matrix
of each kind of equipment is TIME = (tij)m×n where tij is a random number among 5∼30.
Each maintenance organization’s comprehensive evaluation vector of each kind of equip-
ment maintenance quality is QAL = (qi)m where qi is a random number among 0.8∼1.
Each maintenance organization’s annual maintenance quantity is no less than 2(Nmin = 2),
and annual maintenance cost is no less than 100 thousand RMB (Cmin = 100 thousand
yuan).

For simplicity, let each maintenance organization’s equipment maintenance ability ma-
trix CAP = (20)10×5, which means each maintenance organization’s annual upper limit
of repairing each kind of equipment is 20; each maintenance organization does not have
any maintenance requirement for any kind of equipment, that is REQ = (0)10×5.

According to MOPSO algorithm, a typical solution set of this problem are 174 Pareto
solutions (file scale is limited to 200), as Figure 1 shows (Let quality index be positive
value).

In Figure 1, T is time axis, day as unit, while C is cost axis, 10 thousand yuan as unit,
Q is quality axis. Furthermore, to test actual operating effect, change the organization’s
maintenance ability matrix CAP and the maintenance requirement matrix REQ in condi-
tion that basic parameters keep equal. Let CAP = (aij)10×5 where aij is a random integer
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. The illustration of Pareto-optimal set

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Condition changed Pareto-optimal set

among 2∼6, representing the ith maintenance organization’s upper maintenance limit of
the jth kind of equipment; let REQ = (bij)10×5 where bij is a random integer among 0∼2,
representing the ith maintenance organization’s lower maintenance limit of the jth kind
of equipment.
Based on the CMOPSO algorithm this paper proposing the typical solution set of this

problem after changing matrix CAP and REQ are 115 Pareto solutions (file scale is limited
to 200), as Figure 2 shows.
Furthermore, for the jth kind of equipment, if each maintenance organization should

undertake the task on average, the formula below should be satisfied
m∑
i=1

xij = rj

∀p, q ∈ [1,m],−1 ≤ xpj − xqj ≤ 1
,

in which rj is the annual maintenance quantity of the jth kind of equipment, while xij is
the ith organization’s maintenance quantity of the jth kind of equipment. Take the first
kind of equipment assigned on average for example, we can get 66 Pareto solutions (file
scale is limited to 200) after algorithm optimization, as Figure 3 shows.
For a complex equipment maintenance task assignment problem, we can quickly get

many Pareto solutions after using CMOPSO proposed in this paper on multi-objective
optimization model. To see these Pareto solutions in an optimization angle, because of
the incommensurability among multi-objectives, any Pareto solution can be a candidate
decision alternative. If there are few alternatives, we can give decision schemes based on
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Pareto solution of equal distribution of maintain tasks

optimization results; otherwise, we need to combine decision maker’s preference or other
methods to provide unique satisfactory decision schemes for decision makers.

5. Conclusions. Aimed at the very typical equipment maintenance task assignment de-
cision problem, this paper builds a multi-constraint/multi-objective model and puts for-
ward a CMOPSO algorithm. By defining individual’s constraint violation degree and
infeasibility threshold value to gradually increase the pressure which satisfies constraint
requirements, this algorithm can quickly get many Pareto solutions. The result of simu-
lation experiment suggests that this algorithm has great capacity of solving this problem.
It can quickly get feasible solutions and has an important effect on realizing objective
quantitative optimization decision of equipment maintenance task assignment.
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Abstract. Transferability is one of the most important features in divisible e-cash sche-
mes, but only a few schemes can realize transferable with the cost of high computational
complexity. In this paper, we present a new Combination-Subdivision cost principle based
on the model of binary tree, and design a transferable off-line divisible e-cash scheme. All
nodes on the binary tree can be spent, so purchasers can pay precisely and the protocol
reduces the number of signature in withdraw phase and computation in deposit phase.
The e-cash is divisible and transferable without any increasing information of electronic
coin. The analysis and comparison show that our scheme is more security, efficient and
practical.
Keywords: Divisible e-cash, Binary tree, Transferability, Combination-Subdivision

1. Introduction. Off-line electronic cash payment system is a major method in the
information society nowadays. Divisible e-cash schemes enable users to spend any account
of an e-cash, which greatly improve the efficiency and practicality of the e-cash system.
Therefore, off-line divisible e-cash attracts more and more users and researchers. How
to achieve efficient and well performance has become a hot research topic which has
important theoretical significance and practical value.

Okamoto and Ohata [1] were the first to introduce a divisible e-cash system based
on binary tree model, and then scholars did extensive research. Canard and Gouget
[2] propose a divisible e-cash scheme with unforgeability and strongly anonymous using
bounded accumulators and a new generation method of the binary tree, but it does not
realize transferability. D’Amiano and Crescenzo [3] design a transferable off-line e-cash
protocol using signature technology, the amount of e-cash’s information has not increased
in the transfer process, but it does not realize anonymity. The transferable and anonymity
divisible e-cash schemes [4,5] still cannot solve the problem of increasing information.

Although researchers have made a great deal of research, but existing divisible e-cash
schemes based on binary tree mostly have two common problems. First, the spend prin-
ciple of e-cash abides by the binary tree, thus not all nodes of the binary tree can be
spent. The total amount of the paid commodity is limited to multiple of two, and the
payment of any amount of goods cannot be accurate. In the deposit phase, the bank
must detect double spent of e-cash with computing each node of the binary tree, so it
greatly reduces the efficiency of the system. Second, most e-cash schemes do not realize
transferability, only few schemes improve the transitivity of e-cash inefficiently, because
the information is increasing with the delivery. The drawbacks of these e-cash systems
[6-9] are communicating frequently, and increasing the burden of the banks.

To solve the above problems, we propose a binary tree based Combination-Subdivided
cost principle in Section 2, and then design an efficient off-line divisible e-cash scheme
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with transitivity in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze security and efficiency of our
scheme, and conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Building the Model of Binary Tree and Combination-Subdivision Cost Prin-
ciple. In this section, the model of binary tree is built, and then a new cost principle,
the Combination-Subdivision cost principle is presented.

2.1. The model of binary tree. The e-cash can be represented by a binary tree in our
scheme, shown in Figure 1. Compared with classic binary tree model, the advantage of
binary tree in our scheme is that each node on the binary tree, including the bottom of
the leaf nodes can be spent. In detail, supposing the root node of n-layer represents the
amount of 2n−1, the total amount of classic binary tree is 2n−1, while the total amount of
our binary tree is n2n−1, so it greatly increases the amount of spent e-cash.

Figure 1. The model of a three layers binary tree

2.2. The Combination-Subdivision cost principle. In order to pay precisely and
spend all nodes of a binary tree, we present a Combination-Subdivision cost principle as
follows.
(1) Each node on a binary tree including leaf nodes can be spent.
(2) The user directly spends a node or some nodes with the combination method if the

nodes on the binary tree can satisfy the transaction requirement of the user.
(3) If the nodes on the binary tree cannot satisfy the transaction requirement, the leaf

nodes will be subdivided according to the requirement. The user can spend some nodes
except the subdivided nodes with the combination principle. In order to comply with
the practicality of e-cash, we stipulate that the node cannot be divided anymore when it
represents the smallest unit, e.g., cent or fen.

3. A Transferable Off-Line Divisible E-Cash Scheme. We design a transferable
off-line divisible e-cash scheme based on Combination-Subdivision cost principle without
a trusted third party. The detailed protocol is described as follows.

3.1. System setup. Let E(a, b)(GF (q)) be an elliptic curve, where F (q) expresses the
finite field of q factors, a, b ∈ GF (q), 4a3 + 27b2 ̸= 0. Supposing Gn = ⟨gn⟩, G∗

p2 =
⟨gp2⟩, . . ., G∗

pi = ⟨gpi⟩, Gn is a sub group of G∗
p2, gn is a generator of prime order n on Gn,

p2 = 2n + 1, pi+1 = 2pi + 1. Choosing h, h̃ ∈ Gn, h(2,0), h(2,1) ∈ Gp2, . . ., h(l,0), h(l,1) ∈ Gpl

that compute the elliptic curve dispersed logarithm of h, h̃, h(2,0), h(2,1), . . ., h(l,0), h(l,1) on
Gn, Gp2, . . ., Gpl is unknown. The bank chooses a random number d ∈ RZ

∗
n as its private

key secretly, and computes Q = dG as its public key, then publishes the parameters of
the system (q, a, b, G,G1, G2, G3, H, n, h,Q,H()).
The users Ui chooses private key ui ∈ RZ

∗
n, computes public key pki = Rx(ui ·G1) and

sends it to the bank with identity information. The bank stores the identity and pki in
the database after check.
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3.2. Withdraw protocol. Firstly, the user proves that he is the owner of the legal
account using single zero-knowledge proof.

(1) The bank chooses r ∈ Fq randomly, computes and sends K = r ·G1 to the user.
(2) The user computes and sends K ′ = ui ·K to the bank.
(3) The bank verifies Equation (1), if it holds, the bank authorizes the user and goes

on the protocol. Otherwise the protocol is end.

K ′ = r · pki (1)

The proof of Equation (1) is K ′ = ui ·K = ui · rG1 = r · uiG1 = r · pki.
Secondly, the bank and the user carry out restricted blind signature and generate e-cash.
(4) The user chooses s ∈ RZ

∗
n randomly, computes A′ = pki+Rx (s

−1G3), dt = H(date),
k = Rx(dtG2) and sends A′, Ec (the information of e-cash), date (the valid period of e-
cash), sigi(A

′, Ec, dt) (the signature using user’s private key) and k to the bank.
(5) The bank chooses w ∈ RZ

∗
n randomly, computes a′ = wG, m = A′ + k, b′ = wm,

z′ = dm and sends a′, b′, z′ to the user.
(6) The user chooses u, v ∈ RZ

∗
n, computes z = sz′ = smd, A = sm = Rx(G3) + ks +

pkis, a = a′+uG+vQ, b = s(b′+um+vz), c = H(A, z,Rx(a), b, Ec, dt), c
′ = (c+u) mod q,

sends the blind signature c′ of the withdraw information to the bank.
(7) The bank computes and sends r′ = (w−c′d) mod q to the user, meanwhile subtracts

corresponding amount of e-cash from the user’s account.
(8) The user verifies Equations (2) and (3). If they both hold, it means that the blind

signature of bank is correct. The user computes sr = (r′u+ v) mod q and stores the blind
signature of the e-cash from the bank σ = Blindsig(A,Ec, dt) = (z, a, b, sr). Finally, the
withdrawn e-cash is C = (A,Ec, dt, sr, σ). Otherwise ends the protocol.

a′ = r′G+ c′Q (2)

b′ = r′m+ c′z′ (3)

The proof of Equations (2) and (3) are below.

r′G+ c′Q = (w − c′d)G+ c′(dG) = wG− c′dG+ c′dG = wG = a′

r′m+ c′z′ = (w − c′d)m+ c′dm = wm− c′dm+ c′dm = wm = b′

3.3. Payment protocol. In this paper, off-line divisible e-cash can be transferred many
times. The transferability of e-cash means that the payee of a payment can pay the e-cash
to another person directly without the participation of bank. In transactions, a process
of e-cash payment is an e-cash transfer process in nature.

The payment process of an e-cash is assumed for U1 → U2 → . . . → Ui → . . . → Un,
so there are n users participated in the transmission, and the times of corresponding
payment protocol to be performed are n− 1. The user Ui (2 ≤ i ≤ n) who has the e-cash
gets two parts information except the initially owner U1, one is the information of e-cash
and the blind signature of bank, the other is transaction information and the signature
of payer that is changing during delivery instead of increasing information.

In order to identify each node of the binary tree, we introduce S-value and T -value,
where S represents a string of a node for detecting double-spending user by the bank,
and T represents a label of a node embedded with the user’s public key for revealing the
double-spending user’s identity. Let SS represents a set of all S-values of spent nodes
in the binary tree in a payment, and TT represents a set of all T -values of spent nodes.
When the user spendsm nodes using the Combination-Subdivision principle, he calculates
S-value and T -value of each code firstly, thus to obtain the SS set and the TT set of spent
nodes.

The user Ui pays the sum amount nodes of the e-cash C to the user Ui+1 using
Combination-Subdivision principle, the protocol is as follows.

(1) The user Ui+1 randomly chooses and sends r ∈ RZ
∗
n to the user Ui.
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(2) Ui computes R = H(pki||r). If Ui selects the node Ki,j of i layer on the binary
tree, Ui computes the corresponding S-value using Algorithm 1, and T is computed in
the same way.
Algorithm 1: The algorithm of generating e-cash payment information S
Input: i, j

Output:
(
Ṽ0, . . . , Ṽi, V

)
r̃ ← Rand(), V ← G · sr (modn)

Ṽ0 ← (g̃ · sr + h̃ · r̃) (modn) , Ṽ0 ← (g̃ · sr + h̃ · r̃) (modn) , CurrentNode←root
If i = 0 Then Return (Ṽ0, V )
a← 1, b← 2i For k = 1 to i
Ṽk ← g̃k · V
If a ≤ j ≤ a+ (b− a− 1)/2 Then V ← hk,0 · V, b← a+ (b− a− 1)/2
Else V ← hk,1 · V, b← a+ (b− a+ 1)/2

Return
(
Ṽ0, . . . , Ṽi, V

)
(3) Ui sends the e-cash (C,Ci) to next user Ui+1, and Ui+1 verifies the blind signature

of e-cash. Ui+1 responds a confirm message (C,Ci, sign(C,Ci)i+1) if it is legal, otherwise
ends the protocol.

3.4. Deposit protocol. Supposing the e-cash is delivered to the last user Un, and he
deposits the e-cash (C,Cn) to the bank as following steps.
(1) The user Un sends a copy of the payment to the bank. The bank firstly verifies the

period of validity and the signature of e-cash, if they are all correct, the bank goes on the
protocol; otherwise ends the protocol.
(2) The bank verifies the validity of zero-knowledge proof, checks consistency of the

corresponding values of S and T . They will go to next step if the verification passes
through; otherwise the bank ends the deposit protocol because the e-cash is invalid.
(3) The bank checks whether there exists the same e-cash in the database and the same

value of S. The former means that the entire e-cash is double spent, and the latter means
that a part of e-cash is double spent. The protocol goes to step (6) if any of the above
situations exists, or goes to the next step if the two conditions do not exist.
(4) The bank calculates the corresponding layer t of binary tree and S-value Sx,y of

spent bottom node based on C in e-cash (C,Cn). If there exists Sx,y (x > t) in the
spent nodes, it shows that the node is subdivided from a leaf node. The bank checks
whether Sx,y and Si,j (i = t − 1, t) coexist between the deposited e-cash and the spent
e-cash, if there exists the above situation, it proves that the e-cash is double-spending or
double-depositing, then the protocol jumps to (6), otherwise continues to the next step.
(5) The bank stores the e-cash (C,Cn) to payment database and adds the value of the

e-cash to the user’s account.
(6) The bank checks whether there exists the same parameter R of e-cashes in the

double-spending database and payment database. The bank refuses to deposit and warns
the user if R is the same, because it shows that the user Un has double deposited the
e-cash. Otherwise, it shows that the user Un−1 has double spent the e-cash, and the bank
can expose the real identity of illegal user Un−1 using trace protocol.

3.5. Trace protocol. The bank exposes the illegal user Un−1 using the following trace
protocol.
(1) If the user Un−1 double-spends a node Ei,j, there will exist two equal e-cashes (C,Cn)

and (C,C ′
n) in the payment information database. The bank reveals the dishonest user’s

identity using Equation (4).

pkn−1 = (Ti − T ′
i )/(Rihi,j −R′

ihi,j) (4)
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Equation (4) is deduced as follow:

Ti − T ′
i

Rihi,j −R′
ihi,j

=
pkn−1hi,j(V +Ri)− pkn−1hi,j(V +R′

i)

(Ri −R′
i)hi,j

=
pkn−1hi,j(Ri −R′

i)

(Ri −R′
i)hi,j

= pkn−1

(2) If the user Un−1 double-spends a node which is divided from his father node, we
suppose that Ei1,j1 is a leaf node of the binary tree whose e-cash is (C,Ci), Ei,j is a
subdivided node from Ei1,j1 and the corresponding e-cash is (C,C ′

i), the bank can find
out the double-spending user’s public key using Equation (5).

pkn−1 =
Ti (Ti − T ′

ihi,j · · · hi1,j1)

hi,j (T ′
iRi − TiR′

i + TiRi − T ′
iRihi,j · · · hi1,j1)

(5)

Equation (5) is deduced by Ti = pkn−1hi,j(V + Ri), T
′
i = pkn−1hi,j(V

′ + R′
i) and V ′ =

hi,j · . . . · hi1,j1V .

4. Security Analysis and Efficiency Analysis. We give the analysis of anonymity,
unforgeability, no double-spending, unlinkability, non-frameability and efficiency in detail.

4.1. Anonymity. The user and bank use blind signature in the withdraw phase, which
ensures the user’s anonymity. The user Ui pays an e-cash (C,Ci) to Ui+1, the zero-
knowledge proof and SS, R, Ṽ0, Ṽ , do not offer any information about Ui to anyone else.
Only T = pkihi,j(V +R) contains Ui’s public key pki, to extract pki is equivalent to solve
elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. Thus, the user is anonymous in payment phase.

4.2. Unforgeability and no double-spending. An adversary should forge the signa-
tures of the bank and the user if he wants to forge an e-cash, that is given r′ and c′ ask
w and d for the blind signatures of the bank r′ = (w − c′d) mod q, it is obviously an
elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. Therefore, the e-cash is unforgeable. The user
who spends the same e-cash more than once will be revealed the identity according to the
deposit protocol and trace protocol, so the e-cash can not be double-spent.

4.3. Unlinkability. The bank cannot link the user’s withdraw with his related payments,
because the bank cannot obtain the information of user from the withdraw protocol and
does not know the circulation situation of e-cash. Any person cannot link the user’s two
payments of an e-cash. If the two e-cashes’ information are Ci(sum, SS, TT,ΦSS,ΦTT , R,

Ṽ0, · · · , Ṽi) and C ′
i(sum, SS, TT ′,Φ′

SS,Φ
′
TT , R

′, Ṽ ′
0 , · · · , Ṽ ′

i ) in two payments, to link them
requires knowing whether S and S ′ are the same generation of SS. There exists S =
LK||RK, LK = hi+1,0 · V and RK = hi+1,1 · V , the question is the same as verifying
G · sr = G · s′r is hold or not, which is equivalent to solve the elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem.

4.4. Non-frameability. Frameability means that anybody else forges the user’s signa-
ture to double spend e-cash. In the payment process, the algorithms to calculate S and T
blind user’s identity information, so the user Ui blind signs the e-cash delivered to Ui+1.
If the user Ui is honest, that he does not double spend e-cash, there will not exist two
e-cash payments on double-spending nodes in the database, it cannot get the Ui’s identity
and forge his signature. Thus, it is not feasible to frame Ui in this scheme.

4.5. Efficiency analysis. We evaluate the computation of our scheme with other two
schemes in the same situation: the binary tree is 10 layers, |n| = 1024bits, |lH | = 160bits,
|p| = |q| = 512bits. The modular exponentiation computation gx1

1 gx2
2 is equal to 1.2 single

modular exponentiation computations, and gx1
1 gx2

2 gx3
3 is equal to 1.5 single modular expo-

nentiation computations. Our scheme is designed based on elliptic curve cryptography,
the computation of point scalar multiplication is about 1/8 of modular exponentiation
[10]. E refers to modular exponentiation and kp refers to a scalar multiplication. The
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Table 1. The contrast of the three divisible e-cash systems

Compare Items Scheme [6] Scheme [7] Our Scheme
Amount of Spent E-cash n(2n−1) n(2n−1) n(2n−1)

Quantity of e-cash information n*512Byte 512Byte 640Byte
Computation in Withdraw Phase n*10E 10E 8kp

Computation in Payment Phase of Ui n*816E 89E 13kp
Computation in Payment Phase of Ui+1 n*857E 73.4E 2kp

computations of three schemes are compared in Table 1 in the case of spending the same
amount of e-cash, and it shows that our protocol is more efficient.

5. Conclusion. In this paper, we propose a new cost principle based on the model of
binary tree, named Combination-Subdivision, to design a transferable off-line divisible
e-cash protocol. It allows users to spend each node on the binary tree and pay precisely.
Moreover, the e-cash is transferable with none information increasing, which lends the
system well to reduce the burden of bank, improve the efficiency and provide convenience
to the users. Our future work will focus on designing the model and protocol of multi-bank
divisible e-cash, and the formal analysis on security of the scheme.
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Abstract. In this paper, an adaptive L2 speed tracking controller for induction motor
(IM) is presented. Firstly, the port-controlled Hamiltonian (PCH) system model of IM
is established. Secondly, the L2 disturbance attenuation control of the IM system based
on the state error PCH system theory is proposed to solve the problem of the load torque
disturbance and eliminate speed steady state error. Thirdly, an adaptive extension of
the controller is presented to compensate parameter perturbation of the rotor resistance.
Theoretical analysis and simulation results clearly show that the proposed controller has
good tracking performance and is robust to uncertainties of some parameters.
Keywords: Induction motor, Hamiltonian system, L2 disturbance attenuation, Adap-
tive control

1. Introduction. The induction motor (IM) is widely used in industry due to simple,
rugged and durable structure, low maintenance and low cost. With the development of
the control theory and the modern power electronic technology, the IM drives have been
receiving increasing attention in control and engineering field. However, the dynamic
model of the IM is a typical multi-variable coupled nonlinear system, whose loads torque
are uncertain and some parameters are time-varying during the real applications; for
example, the rotor resistance is time-varying due to heating. In recent years, there are
several nonlinear methods applied to the IM control, such as fuzzy control [1], adaptive
control [2], sliding model variable structure control [3], feedback linearization [4], the
backstepping control [5], passivity-based control (PBC) [6], the energy-shaping and port-
controlled Hamiltonian (PCH) system theory [7-9].

The PCH system theory has attracted a lot of attention and becomes an important tool
in nonlinear control system research. The PBC design method has been extended and
combined with many other methods by many researchers, such as, achieved γ-dissipativity
[8]. In the literature [9], a new method of state error PCH system is reported, which
renders the clear stability analysis and the controller designing of the closed loop system.
In this paper, a speed controller of the IM is designed based on the theory of adaptive L2

gain disturbance attenuation and the state error PCH system. The method of adaptive
L2 gain disturbance attenuation can estimate the uncertain rotor resistance in real-time,
overcome the load torque disturbance, and eliminate speed steady state error of the IM.
The simulations of the close-loop control system are carried out in Matlab/Simulink.

2. Preliminaries.

2.1. PCH system. A PCH system with dissipation and disturbance input can be de-
scribed as follows {

ẋ = [J(x)−R(x)]∂H
∂x

(x) + g(x)(u+w)
y = gT (x)∂H

∂x
(x)

(1)
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where x ∈ Rn is the system state vector, u,y ∈ Rm are input and output vectors of the
system, respectively; J(x) is a skew-symmetric matrix, J(x) = −JT (x), which represents
the interconnection structure of the system. R(x) is a symmetric positive semi-definite
matrix, R(x) = RT (x), which defines the dissipation; H(x) is the Hamiltonian function
which equals the total storage energy of the system, and g(x) is the port matrix; w is
the disturbance input.
By choosing proper feedback control u = α(x) + v, a PCH system (1) can become a

closed loop state error PCH system [9]

˙̃x = [Jd(x̃)−Rd(x̃)]
∂Hd(x̃)

∂x̃
+ gd(x̃)(v +w) (2)

where x̃ = x − x0 is the state error; Jd(x̃), Rd(x̃) and Hd(x̃) are interconnection ma-
trix, dissipation matrix and storage energy of the closed loop state error PCH system,
respectively; and gd(x̃) = g(x) is the port matrix.

2.2. The PCH model of IM. In the synchronously rotating d-q axis, the dynamic
model of the IM can be represented into electrical and mechanical subsystem as follows

λ̇s = −Rsis − ωsJ2λs + us

λ̇r = −Rrir − (ωs − npω)J2λr

Jmω̇ = τe − τL = npλ
T
r J2ir − τL

(3)

where λs =
[
λsd λsq

]T
and λr =

[
λrd λrq

]T
are the stator and rotor d-q axis

flux linkage vector respectively; is =
[
isd isq

]T
and ir =

[
ird irq

]T
are the stator

and rotor current vector respectively; Rs and Rr are the stator and rotor resistance
respectively. ωs is the stator electrical angular speed, ω is rotor angular speed; us =[
usd usq

]T
is the stator voltages; Jm is the rotor moment of inertia, τe and τL are

the electrical and load torque respectively, np is the number of pole pairs; J2 is a skew-

symmetric matrix, that is J2(x) = −JT
2 (x) =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
.

Define the motor mechanical momentum, state vector and input vector as follows

p = Jmω, x =
[
λT

s λT
r p

]T
, u =

[
uT

s ωs −τL
]T

(4)

The Hamiltonian function of the IM model is given by

H(x) =
1

2
xTD−1x =

1

2
λTL−1λ+

1

2

p2

Jm
(5)

where D =

[
L 0
0 Jm

]
, L =

[
LsI2 LmI2
LmI2 LrI2

]
, I2 =

[
1 0
0 1

]
, Ls, Lr and Lm are the IM

stator, rotor and mutual inductance respectively.
According to (1), (3), (4) and (5), the PCH model of IM can be rewritten as follows λ̇s

λ̇r

ṗ

 =


 0 0 0

0 0 npJ2λr

0 npλ
T
r J2 0

−
 RsI2 0 0

0 RrI2 0
0 0 0


 isir

ω


+

 I2 −J2λs 0
0 −J2λr 0
0 0 1

 us

ωs

−τL

 (6)

and J(x), R(x) and g(x) can be gotten from (6), respectively.
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2.3. Desired equilibrium. The control objective of the IM system is the rotor speed ω
tracking a practical speed ω0. According theorem of rotor flux oriented, the given rotor
flux linkage vector λr0 = [ µ 0 ], when the load torque τL is constant τL0, the IM model
is satisfied by the following equilibrium x0 [9]

x0 =
[
xT
10 xT

20 x30

]T
=
[
λT
s0 λT

r0 Jmω0

]T
=

[
Lsµ

Lm

(LsLr − L2
m)τe0

Lmnpµ
µ 0 Jmω0

]T
(7)

2.4. Controller design. If τL = τL0, the model (6) can take the state error PCH form
by choosing feedback control [9]

u = α(x) =

 usα

ωsα

−τLα

 =


Rsis0 − rs(is − is0)− npLmJ2ir0(ω − ω0)

+ωsJ2

[
(Ls − L2

m

Lr
)is +

Lm

Lr
λr

]
npω0 +

λrd

∥λr∥2
Rrτe0
npµ

+ npLr(ω−ω0)λrqirq0

∥λr∥2

−τL0

 (8)

In practical IM operation, there exist load disturbances τ̃L, that is, τ̃L = τL − τL0 ̸= 0,

and defining w =
[
0 0 τ̃L

]T
as the disturbance input. Based on the state error PCH

system and L2 Gain disturbance attenuation theory with the given penalty signal

z = h(x̃)gTd (x̃)
∂Hd(x̃)

∂x̃
(9)

where h(x̃) is a weighting matrix, let h(x̃) = diag[ q1I2 q2I2 q3 ], (qi > 0, i = 1, 2, 3),
we can get the controller of IM as follows [9]

u = α(x) + v =

 us

ωs

−τL



=



Rsis0 − rs(is − is0)− npLmJ2ir0(ω − ω0) + ωsJ2·[
(Ls −

L2
m

Lr

)is +
Lm

Lr

λr

]
− 1

2
(γ−2 + q21)(is − is0)

npω0 +
λrd

∥λr∥2
Rrτe0
npµ

+
npLr(ω − ω0)λrqirq0

∥λr∥2
− 1

2
(γ−2 + q22)·

[λsq(isd − isd0)− λsd(isq − isq0) + λrq(ird − ird0)− λrd(irq − irq0)]

−τL0 −
1

2
(γ−2 + q23)(ω − ω0)



(10)

3. Adaptive Control.

3.1. Adaptive L2 gain disturbance attenuation. When the model of the PCH system
involving parameter perturbations vector ξ is represented by

ẋ = [J(x, ξ)−R(x, ξ)]
∂H(x, ξ)

∂x
+ g(x)(u+w) (11)

where J(x, ξ) = −JT (x, ξ), R(x, ξ) = RT (x, ξ) ≥ 0. Designing the feedback control
u = α(x, ξ) + v, the closed loop PCH system with α(x, ξ) can take a state error PCH
form

˙̃x = [Jd(x̃, ξ)−Rd(x̃, ξ)]
∂Hd(x̃, ξ)

∂x̃
+ gd(x̃)(v +w) (12)
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For simplicity, let αd(x̃, ξ) = α(x, ξ), and decomposing all functions related to the per-
turbed parameters vector ξ

∂Hd(x̃, ξ)

∂x̃
=

∂Hd(x̃)

∂x̃
+∆H(x̃, ξ)

Jd(x̃, ξ) = Jd(x̃) + ∆J(x̃, ξ)

Rd(x̃, ξ) = Rd(x̃) + ∆R(x̃, ξ)

αd(x̃, ξ) = αd(x̃) + ∆α(x̃, ξ)

(13)

where ∆i(x̃, 0) = 0, (i = H, J,R, α). When the ξ nominal value is zero, for simplicity, we
denote Hd(x̃, 0) = Hd(x̃), Jd(x̃, 0) = Jd(x̃), Rd(x̃, 0) = Rd(x̃), αd(x̃, 0) = αd(x̃).

Theorem 3.1. Consider the PCH system (11), with the given penalty signal (9), under
the feedback control u = α(x, ξ) + v, the closed loop system can be modified as the state
error PCH form (12). Assume that there exists a function Ψ(x) satisfying

[Jd(x̃, ξ)−Rd(x̃, ξ)]∆H(x̃, ξ)− gd(x̃)∆α(x̃, ξ) = gd(x̃)Ψ
T (x̃)θ (14)

then the stability of the state error PCH system (12) and adaptive L2 disturbance atten-
uation objective can be achieved by the adaptive feedback control law

u = α(x, ξ) + β(x̃, θ̂) = α(x)− 1

2

[
γ−2I5 + h

T (x̃)h(x̃)
]
gTd (x̃)

∂Hd(x̃)

∂x̃
−ΨT (x̃)θ̂

˙̂
θ = ΓΨ(x̃)gTd (x̃)

∂Hd(x̃)

∂x̃
(15)

where β(x̃, θ̂) = v, θ denotes a constant parameter vector, θ̂ ∈ Rq is the estimation of
θ and Γ = diag(ρ1, ρ2, · · · , ρq), ρi > 0, (i = 1, 2, · · · q), is the parameter adaptation gain
matrix.

Proof: Under the feedback u = αd(x̃, ξ) + β(x̃, θ̂), and Functions (15), closed loop
system with the conditions (14) can be written by

˙̃x = [Jd(x̃, ξ)−Rd(x̃, ξ)]
∂Hd

∂x̃
(x̃, ξ) + gd(x̃)

[
−∆α(x̃, ξ) + β(x̃, θ̂) +w

]
= [Jd(x̃, ξ)−Rd(x̃, ξ)]

∂Hd

∂x̃
(x̃) + gd(x̃)

[
ΨT (x̃)θ + β(x̃, θ̂) +w

] (16)

We modify the energy function Hd to the storage function U as follows

U(x̃, θ̂) = Hd(x̃) +
1

2
(θ − θ̂)TΓ−1(θ − θ̂) (17)

Differentiating (17)

U̇ =
∂THd

∂x̃
(x̃)[Jd(x̃, ξ)−Rd(x̃, ξ)]

∂Hd

∂x̃
(x̃)

+
∂THd

∂x̃
(x̃)gd(x̃)[Ψ

T (x̃)θ + β(x̃, θ̂) + w]− ˙̂θ
T

Γ−1(θ − θ̂)

=− ∂THd

∂x̃
(x̃)Rd(x̃, ξ)

∂Hd

∂x̃
(x̃) +

∂THd

∂x̃
(x̃)gd(x̃)•{

ΨT (x̃)θ + β(x̃, θ̂) +
1

2
[γ−2I5 + h

T (x̃)h(x̃)]gTd (x̃)
∂Hd

∂x̃
(x̃)

}
− 1

2

∥∥∥∥γw − γ−1gTd (x̃)
∂Hd

∂x̃
(x̃)

∥∥∥∥2 + 1

2
(γ2 ∥w∥2 − ∥z∥2)− ˙̂

θ
T

Γ−1(θ − θ̂)

(18)
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and by substituting β(x̃, θ̂) into the right side, we have

U̇ =− ∂THd

∂x̃
(x̃)Rd(x̃, ξ)

∂Hd

∂x̃
(x̃) +

∂THd

∂x̃
(x̃)gd(x̃)ψ

T (x̃)(θ − θ̂)− ˙̂
θ
T

Γ−1(θ − θ̂)

− 1

2

∥∥∥∥γw − γ−1gTd (x̃)
∂Hd

∂x

∥∥∥∥2 + 1

2
(γ2 ∥w∥2 − ∥z∥2)

(19)

Selecting adaptation law as

˙̂θ = ΓΨ(x̃)gTd (x̃)
∂Hd(x̃)

∂x̃
(20)

And defining the non-negative definite function

Q(x) =
∂THd

∂x̃
(x̃)Rd(x̃, ξ)

∂Hd

∂x̃
(x̃) (21)

We can get

U̇ +Q(x) ≤ 1

2

{
γ2 ∥w∥2 − ∥z∥2

}
, ∀w (22)

3.2. Adaptive controller. Supposing ∆Rr is the variation of Rr, from Equation (5)
and Equation (13), we obtain respectively

∆H(x̃,∆Rr) = 0, ∆α(x̃,∆Rr)
λrd

∥λr∥2
∆Rrτe0
npµ


−(Ls − L2

m

Lr
)isq − Lm

Lr
λrq

(Ls − L2
m

Lr
)isd +

Lm

Lr
λrd

1
0

 (23)

Supposing θ = ∆Rr, and using (14), we can get

ΨT (x̃) =
λrd

∥λr∥2
τe0
npµ


(Ls − L2

m

Lr
)isq +

Lm

Lr
λrq

−(Ls − L2
m

Lr
)isd − Lm

Lr
λrd

−1
0

 (24)

According to Equation (15), and supposing Γ = ρ, we have

˙̂
θ = ρ

λrd

∥λr∥2
τe0
npµ

{[(
Ls −

L2
m

Lr

)
isq +

Lm

Lr

λrq − λsq

]
(isd − isd0)

−
[(

Ls −
L2
m

Lr

)
isd +

Lm

Lr

λrd − λsd

]
(isq − isq0)− λrq(ird − ird0) + λrd(irq − irq0)

}
(25)

And

β(x̃, θ̂) =

−1

2
(γ−2 + q21)(isd − isd0)−

λrd

∥λr∥2
θ̂τe0
npµ

[(
Ls − L2

m

Lr

)
isq +

Lm

Lr

λrq

]
−1

2
(γ−2 + q21)(isq − isq0) +

λrd

∥λr∥2
θ̂τe0
npµ

[(
Ls − L2

m

Lr

)
isd +

Lm

Lr

λrd

]
−1

2
(γ−2 + q22) [λsq(isd − isd0)− λsd(isq − isq0) + λrq(ird − ird0)− λrd(irq − irq0)] +

λrd

∥λr∥2
θ̂τe0
npµ

−1

2
(γ−2 + q23)(ω − ω0)


(26)

Combining (8) and (26), we can get the adaptive controller u = α(x, ξ) + β(x̃, θ̂).
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4. System Simulation. The simulations are performed to evaluate the performance of
closed-loop system by using Matlab/Simulink. The parameters of the IM are: Rs = 0.687
Ω, Rr = 0.842 Ω, Rm = 0.001; Ls = 0.084 H, Lr = 0.0852 H, Lm = 0.0813 H, np = 2,
Jm = 0.03 Kg·m2; τL0 = 3 Nm; λrd0 = µ = 1 Wb, λrq0 = 0 Wb.
In Figure 1, at t = 0 s, the rotor speed reference is ω0 = 60 rad/s, and at t = 1 s,

ω0 = 30 rad/s, we can see the system has fast dynamic speed respond without steady
state error.
Figure 2 shows the speed tracking curve with load disturbance. When t = 0 s, τL0 = 3

Nm, and at t = 1 s, a load torque disturbance 2Nm is added. Figure 3 presents L2 gain
control attenuation effect to external disturbance, when γ = 0.1, 0.5, 1 respectively. We
can see that the steady errors are decreasing with smaller values of γ, and the results
consistent with theoretical analysis of γ-dissipativity.
Figure 4 gives the speed curve with 100% increasing variation of the rotor resistance (at

t = 1s). The simulation results show that speed steady state error is almost eliminated
fast by adaptive L2 gain disturbance attenuation.

Figure 1. The rotor speed tracking

Figure 2. Speed curve with load disturbance
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Figure 3. Local enlarged curves of Figure 2

Figure 4. Speed curve with adaptive L2

5. Conclusions. In this paper, we discussed the speed tracking control, load disturbance
attenuation and estimation of rotor resistance of IM based on the state error PCH systems
method and L2 gain technique. The state error PCH structure is a closed-loop system
and renders the clear stability analysis and simple controller designing, because of energy
function can be used as Lyapunov function, The L2 gain from the load torque disturbance
to a penalty signal can be reduced to any given level if the penalty signal is defined
properly, and the adaptive L2 controller is presented to estimate parameter variation of
the rotor resistance. Numerical simulation results show that the tracking controller have
good dynamic and stead state performances.
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Abstract. Fruit and vegetable agricultural products are characterized by a short period
of freshness, storage difficulties and strong timeliness. In the process of logistics distribu-
tion, if the route is not optimized, the logistics cost will increase. In this paper, according
to the characteristics of the fruit and vegetable agricultural products and considering the
time-window constraints, loss on the way and customer satisfaction, a fruit and vegetable
agricultural products distribution route optimization model is established, and the chaos
genetic algorithm is used to find the solution to the model. Example analysis proves the
feasibility and the rationality of the model. Comparative analysis shows the superiority
of the algorithm. It can provide reference for the fruit and vegetable agricultural products
logistics.
Keywords: Fruit and vegetable agricultural products, Chaos genetic algorithm, Logis-
tics distribution, Routing optimizing

1. Introduction. At present the efficiency of agricultural product logistics is low in our
country. Particularly in the process of delivery the loss is excessive, which has been
an important problem hindering the development of agriculture in our country. Fruit
and vegetable products are characterized by a short period of freshness and difficulty
to store. In the process of delivery, the fruit and vegetable agricultural products’ loss
rate in our country is 25%∼30%, while in developed countries it is 5% [1]. Therefore,
in the process of fruit and vegetable agricultural products distribution, it is necessary to
consider the wastage caused by deterioration. In addition, distribution enterprises should
deliver according to customer requirements, aiming at improving customer satisfaction.
In conclusion, it is particularly important to reasonably design and optimize the fruit and
vegetable agricultural products distribution route.

Nowadays, more and more scholars are focusing on the agricultural products logistics
distribution problem. Wang et al. [2] developed a combinational disruption recovery model
for vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW), trying to handle a variety
and a combination of delivery disruption events. Hsu et al. [3] constructed a stochastic
vehicle routing problem with time-windows model for perishable food, considering the
randomness of the perishable food delivery process and food’s preservation. Based on the
Slovenian vegetable market, Osvald and Stirn [4] developed a fresh vegetables distribution
model, which considered the impact of the perishability as part of the overall distribution
costs. Tarantilis and Kiranoudis [5] analyzed the distribution of fresh milk and formulated
the problem as a VRP with vehicles that have different capacities. Prindezis et al. [6]
presented a model which considered the road network of Athens and applied it to the
Athens Central Food Market. Fagerholt [7] discussed the delivery problem with soft time
windows, in which customers prefer to be served. Ioannou et al. [8] have suggested a new
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method, which is based on the nearest-neighbor heuristic taking into account a penalty
associated with time window violations.
In all the above models, the travel-time between the customers was constant and none

of them took into account the loss costs during delivery. The loss costs play an important
role in the distribution of agricultural products.
In order to keep the product at the required level of quality, Bogataj et al. [9] studied

the effects of perturbations in a supply chain on the stability of perishable goods and
presented a model in the time domain. Chen et al. [10] formulated the PS-VRPTW-P as
a mixed-integer nonlinear programming model, which considered production scheduling
and vehicle routing with time windows for perishable food products. Hwang [11] developed
an effective distribution patterns of food supply and inventory allocation for famine relief
areas. Zhuang and Peng [12] increased the metamorphism function on the basis of the
transportation cost and considered the problem of loss on the way. Wang et al. [13]
established the agricultural products distribution route optimization model regarding the
minimum distribution costs and customer requirements as the objective function.
It seems that no research simultaneously considers both losses on the way and customer

satisfaction in the distribution of agricultural products. In this paper, taking loss on the
way and customer satisfaction into account, a fruit and vegetable agricultural products
distribution route optimization model is established.

2. Problem Statement and Assumptions. Fruit and vegetable agricultural products’
distribution belongs to vehicle routing problem with time windows. In order to facilitate
research on route optimization, distribution conditions are simplified properly. The as-
sumptions are given as follows:

(1) All the fruit and vegetable demand point locations and quantities demanded are given.
(2) The fruit and vegetable distribution center reserves can completely meet the needs of

all requirements.
(3) The fruit and vegetable distribution center has enough transport capacity to complete

distribution.
(4) All delivery vehicles are the same type and each vehicle’s load capacity is limited.
(5) Each fruit and vegetable agricultural products demand point must be one-time met,

and only one vehicle is used for completing distribution.
(6) The speed of the distribution vehicle is uniform. The distribution vehicle sets out

from the distribution center and after completing the task, it goes back to distribution
center.

(7) The soft time windows and the default punish coefficient are known.

3. Mathematical Formulation. Suppose that there is a distribution center, and it
has its own warehouse and vehicles. Let 0 represent the distribution center. Fruit and
vegetable demand point numbers are 1, 2, . . . , N . The model consists of the following
notations:
M : number of vehicles
gi: the demand of the demand point i
q: capacity of the vehicles
v: speed of the vehicles
tok: the departure time of vehicle k
si: the service time for demand point i
ETi: the earliest time of demand point i
LTi: the latest time of demand point i
dij: the distance between the demand point i and demand point j
cijk: the transportation cost of vehicle k travelling from demand point i to demand

point j
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tik: the time when vehicle k arrives at demand point i
Pi: the price of delivering products to demand point i
α, γ: default penalty coefficient
β: loss coefficient throughout the distribution process

xijk =

{
1
0

If vehicle k comes to demand point j from demand point i
otherwise

yik =

{
1
0

If vehicle k services for demand point i
otherwise

(1) The transportation cost
The transportation cost includes maintenance fee and fuel consumption.

f1 =
M∑
k=1

N∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

gicijkxijk (1)

(2) Penalty cost
The penalty cost is caused by vehicles that fail to deliver on time.

f2 =
M∑
k=1

N∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

fikxijk (2)

fik =

 γPi(ETi − tik),
0,
αPi(tik − LTi),

tik ≤ ETi

ETi ≤ tik ≤ LTi

tik ≥ LTi

(3)

(3) The cost of damage
In the process of delivery, the main factors causing damage to fresh fruit and vegetable

products are storage temperature, food of microbes in water activity, and oxygen content.

f3 =
M∑
k=1

N∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

βPixijk (tik − tok)/100 (4)

(4) Customer satisfaction function
As shown in Figure 1, the customer satisfaction changes based on the logistics time,

[eti, lti] represents the maximum service time range which the demand point can endure,
[ETi, LTi] is represented for the service time range which the demand point appoints.
The customer satisfaction function can be represented as:

f(tik) =


0
0.7(ti − eti)/(ETi − eti) + 0.3
1
0.7(lti − ti)/(lti − LTi) + 0.3
0

tik < eti
eti ≤ tik ≤ ETi

ETi < tik < LTi

LTi ≤ tik ≤ lti
tik > lti

(5)

(5) The mathematical model

Figure 1. Customer satisfaction function
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From the discussions above, the fruit and vegetable agricultural products distribution
route optimization model can be formulated as follows:

f(x) = min

[
M∑
k=1

N∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

gicijkxijk +
M∑
k=1

N∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

fikxijk

+
M∑
k=1

N∑
i=0

N∑
j=0

βPixijk (tik − tok)/100

] (6)

Subject to:
1

N

N∑
i=0

K∑
k=1

f (tik) ≥ 85% (7)

N∑
j=1

M∑
k=1

xijk ≤M i = 0 (8)

N∑
j=1

xjik =
N∑
j=1

xijk ≤ 1 i = 0; k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} (9)

N∑
j=0

M∑
k=1

xijk = 1 i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} (10)

N∑
i=0

M∑
k=1

xijk = 1 j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} (11)

N∑
i=1

giyik ≤ q, i = 1, 2, . . . , N (12)

Formula (6) is an objective function that minimizes the total cost. Constraint (7) is a
customer satisfaction constraint. It means that the average value of the total customer
satisfaction must be more than 85%. Constraint (8) requires that the number of de-
livery vehicles cannot exceed the number of vehicles which the distribution center has.
Constraint (9) means that each vehicle starts from and ends at the distribution center.
Constraint (10) and (11) ensure that every demand point will only be serviced by one
vehicle. Constraint (12) is a vehicle capacity constraint.

4. Solution Algorithm. The genetic algorithm (GA) is a simple optimization search
algorithm, but the genetic algorithm also has some shortcomings, it can search out the
approximate to excellent solution that near to global optimal solution in a short time.
Chaos is a universal phenomenon in the nature, which is characterized by randomness,
ergodicity and regularity. The chaos optimization method has a remarkable effectiveness
in a small searching space, referred from ref. [14]. In a certain range, it can travel all the
unrepeated states according to self regulation. Combining the ergodicity of chaos with
the inversion property of the genetic algorithm, the chaos genetic algorithm (CGA) with
adaptive and floating-point code is proposed and used for distribution route optimization
[15]. The chaos genetic algorithm consists of the following steps:
Step 1: Set encoding and gene range
In this paper, the genetic algorithm chooses vehicle code to represent gene value on

a chromosome. Namely, if there are n demand points and m vehicles, the chromosomes
form of a solution is a string whose length is n. The value range of each gene is [1,m].
Step 2: Set the parameters
Determine the number of the variable L, colony scale M and termination iterations N .

Crossover probability Pc should be randomly selected a larger value, and it usually is in
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the interval between 0.5 and 1.0. Mutation probability Pm should take a smaller value,
and on average it is in the interval between 0.001 and 0.05.

Step 3: The initial population of chaos
According to Formula (13) which presents logistic mapping, it can produce a set of

chaotic variables, whose quantity is the same as the optimization variables. Then change
them to the corresponding optimized variables respectively through Formula (14). Cal-
culate the fitness function f , and the individual whose fitness is high will be the initial
population [16].

zi+1 = uzi(1− zi) i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k (13)

u is a control variable, and it usually is 0 < u ≤ 4.

zi = ai + (bi − ai)zi (14)

zi is a feasible solution of [z1, z2, . . . , zk].
ai and bi stand for the optimization variable range.
Step 4: Selection, crossover and mutation
In order to obtain excellent individuals from the current group, this article selects the

elitist selection and roulette wheel selection methods to choose the genetic operators. Ac-
cording to the preset crossover probability and mutation probability, the new population
is produced through the crossover operation and mutation operation.

Step 5: The fitness function
Formula (15) is the fitness function. Calculate each chromosome’s fitness value respec-

tively and sequence them from biggest to smallest. The chromosome whose fitness is
high can be directly entered into the next generation. Execute the selection, crossover
and mutation operation for the rest of the population. Then calculate the fitness value.
This generation of poor chromosomes will be replaced by the better chromosomes of the
previous generation.

Fi =
1

Zi

(15)

Fi is the individual i’s fitness value. Zi is the individual i’s objective function value.
Step 6: Excellent individual of chaos optimization
Select 10% of the individuals of higher fitness in the new population and perform the

chaos operation on them. Search in the neighborhood of the approximate optimal solution.
Step 7: The output of the optimal solution
Calculate separately the largest fitness value and average fitness values of the excellent

individuals of chaos optimization. Then calculate the difference between them. If the
difference is less than the given permissible error value, or the number of iterations has
reached the maximum, output the optimal solution. Otherwise, repeat Steps (5) to (7)
until the termination conditions are met.

5. Empirical Analysis.

5.1. The selection of data. Suppose a distribution center needs to deliver a shipment
of fruit and vegetables to 10 demand points within the prescribed period of time. The
distribution center number is 0 and fruit and vegetable demand point numbers are i =
1, 2, . . . , 10. The distances between each demand point are shown in Table 1. Table 2
shows the demand quantity and time windows limits of each demand point.

5.2. The choice of the parameters. The distribution center needs to send 3 vehicles
to complete the delivery. The distribution vehicle sets out from the distribution center at
a speed of 30 km/h. Its capacity is 3 tons. The price of delivering products to demand
points is 4000 Yuan per ton. The default penalty coefficient α is 0.002 and γ is 0.001.
The loss coefficient throughout the distribution process β is 0.003. The transportation
cost c is 5 Yuan per ton per kilometer. The parameters of the GA are shown in Table 3.
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Table 1. The distances between the demand points

Number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0 11 10 8 9 9 9 4 5 11 8
1 11 0 5 10 15 19 19 14 15 12 5
2 10 5 0 6 11 15 18 13 14 18 9
3 8 9 6 0 6 10 16 11 12 17 14
4 9 14 11 6 0 7 14 12 13 19 16
5 9 19 15 10 7 0 8 11 13 19 16
6 9 19 18 16 14 8 0 7 9 18 16
7 4 14 13 11 12 11 7 0 3 12 11
8 5 15 14 12 13 13 9 3 0 10 11
9 11 12 18 16 19 19 18 12 10 0 12
10 8 5 9 14 16 16 16 11 12 9 0

Table 2. The demand quantity and time windows limits of each demand point

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Demand quantity (ton) 0.6 0.7 0.9 1 0.3 0.4 0.9 1 0.8 1.1

Service time (min) 6 7 9 10 3 4 9 10 8 11
Customer

5:30 5:00 5:50 6:40 6:30 7:10 6:10 7:40 7:50 6:00
requesting

– – – – – – – – – –
time

6:00 5:30 6:30 7:10 7:00 7:40 6:40 8:10 8:00 6:30
window
Customer

5:00 4:00 5:20 6:20 6:00 6:40 5:40 7:10 7:30 5:30
acceptable

– – – – – – – – – –
time

6:00 6:00 7:00 7:30 7:30 8:00 7:20 8:30 8:20 7:00
window

Table 3. The parameters of the GA

Colony Crossover Mutation Termination
scale M probability pc probability pm iterations N

40 0.85 0.05 300

Table 4. The outcome of CGA and GA over ten runs

Times 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
CGA 2570 2521 2520 2507 2501 2497 2490 2503 2507 2499
GA 2690 2673 2663 2657 2661 2659 2662 2666 2654 2657

5.3. Results analysis. The chaos genetic algorithm and the genetic algorithm are ap-
plied to optimize distribution routes respectively. According to the calculation results,
the two algorithms’ optimal solutions are compared. The results obtained from the com-
parison are shown in Tables 4 and 5. It can be observed, from Tables 4 and 5, that the
chaos genetic algorithm outperforms the genetic algorithm in the process. The genetic
algorithm requires much longer computation time to obtain a solution than the chaos
genetic algorithm does. It indicates that using the chaos genetic algorithm to solve fruit
and vegetable agricultural products distribution problems is feasible and effective.

6. Conclusions. The efficiency of the distribution process of the fruit and vegetable a-
gricultural products represents an important problem in products distribution. In this
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Table 5. Comparison between CGA and GA

CGA GA
Optimal solution 2507 2662

The average algebra
23 34

of optimal solution

Optimal route

0-2-10-3-5-0; 0-2-3-10-5-0;
0-1-4-8-0; 0-1-4-7-0;
0-7-6-9-0 0-8-6-9-0

paper, considering time-window constraints, customer satisfaction and loss on the way, a
fruit and vegetable agricultural products distribution route optimization model is estab-
lished, in order to simultaneously minimize the total cost while maximizing the overall
customer satisfaction. Thus, the chaos genetic algorithm is applied to solve the fruit
and vegetable agricultural products distribution problem. From the empirical analysis,
it is suggested that the chaos genetic algorithm outperforms the genetic algorithm in the
process. The results show that the loss cost constitutes a significant percentage of total
costs, which cannot be ignored. The proposed models provide effective tools, which may
enable distribution enterprises to make effective delivery decisions. In future study, the
proposed model can be further improved by including multi-depot operation and road
traffic conditions in the model.
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Abstract. Given the highest incidence and the prevalence of end-stage renal disease
(ESRD) in Taiwan, hemodialysis (HD) strengthens a priority-concerned treatment in-
stead of renal transplantation of ESRD patients and becomes an interesting issue. This
study therefore presents a hybrid procedure to integrate the domain knowledge of experts,
feature selection methods, data discretization methods, rough set classifiers, and rule fil-
ter techniques for predicting the urea reduction ratio of HD adequacy for ESRD patients
and their doctors. The experimental dataset is illustrated from an empirical case study.
The study output that is created by the rough set LEM2 algorithm is a comprehensible
decision rule set applied in knowledge-based healthcare services to assist interested parties
determining therapy strategies of HD adequacy for promoting a variety of purposes. The
analytical results demonstrate that the proposed approach surpasses the listing methods
and provides useful information to both academics and practitioners for the healthcare
applications in subsequent research.
Keywords: Classification model, End-stage renal disease (ESRD), Urea reduction ratio
(URR), Rough set theory (RST), Healthcare service

1. Introduction. In Taiwan, hemodialysis (HD) strengthens a priority-concerned treat-
ment instead of renal transplantation of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients due to
the highest incidence and the prevalence of ESRD. An interesting topic is motivated on
receiving HD therapy of the ESRD patients. For the ESRD patients, the HD is the most
commonly used treatment in hospitals and clinics or at home due to a great convenience
to achieve a good quality of life (QOL) and quality of service (QOS) for the ESRD pa-
tients and their doctors, respectively. The associated topics for the remained therapeutic
effects arise from the HD adequacy and would be valuable to analyze the HD perfor-
mance for interested parties. In measuring HD performance, an effective way is certainly
necessary to evaluate the urea reduction ratio (URR) of HD adequacy [1]. Given the
reason, this study considers the URR as the principle of measurement for HD adequacy.
Furthermore, the knowledge gap on the applications of rough set theory (RST) of arti-
ficial intelligence (AI) techniques remains to be filled. This study is thus motivated by
developing a hybrid classification model based on rough set (RS) classifiers to address HD
adequacy measurements to promote the doctor-patient relationships and communication
between ESRD patients and their doctors. The four objectives of this study are focused
as follows: (1) to develop a reliable model in effectively predicting HD adequacy for the
healthcare services; (2) to identify the key determinants that are used to classify the URR
and influence HD adequacy; (3) to generate comprehensible decision rules to be applied
in knowledge-based healthcare services for interested parties; and (4) to examine various
AI models for assessing the performance of rough set classifiers under evaluation criteria.

The rest of this study is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the related works;
Section 3 describes the proposed approach using real-world data; Section 4 reports the
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experimental results and management implications. Finally, Section 5 concludes the study
and provides the recommendations for future research.

2. Related Works. This section reviews the related issues of HD adequacy for ure-
mia patients, including the topics covered in the urea reduction ratio, feature selection
methods, rough set theory, rule induction methods, and rule filter.

2.1. Urea reduction ratio. For dialysis therapy, HD treatment is one major concern
and the most widely used renal replacement therapy to perform the function of remov-
ing waste materials (e.g., potassium and urea) and free water from the blood for ESRD
patients. For understanding the success of HD treatment, a good approach is to measure
the HD adequacy. In terms of measuring the HD adequacy, four criteria have been es-
tablished, including URR, Kt/V, albumin, and hematocrit [2], by professional nephrology
groups in the form of clinical practice guidelines. However, the outcome of HD therapy
is focused to achieve a URR greater than or equal to 65%, and the Renal Physicians
Association and the National Kidney Foundation also recommended that the minimum
level of HD adequacy for ESRD patients consists of a URR equal to 65% [2].

2.2. Feature selection methods. Feature selection is employed to select the most useful
and valuable information from massive amounts of data [3], and its potential benefits
include (1) model simplification, (2) faster model induction and structural knowledge,
and (3) ease of interpretation. In applied techniques, feature selection algorithms are
broadly categorized into the three types: filter model, wrapper model, and hybrid model
[3,4], each with different evaluation criteria. In application fields, various feature selection
methods, such as Cfs, Chi-square, Consistency, Gain Ratio, and InfoGain, are well-known
applied into study domains with highly satisfied solution. Thus, the five methods for
selecting features are experimented in this study.

2.3. Rough set theory. Rough set theory, first proposed by Pawlak [5], employs mathe-
matical modeling to process a tolerant of vagueness, imprecision, uncertainty, and partial
truth and has a synergistic outcome with other data analysis methods to provide flexible
analytical tools to solve classification situation problems of real word. In using the RS
process, one begins with a relational database, a table of objects with attributes, and at-
tributes values for each object. One attribute is selected as the decisional attribute, and
the rest of the attributes are as the conditional attributes. In computer science, a rough
set is a formal approximation of crisp sets in terms of a pair of sets, including a lower and
an upper approximation space of the original set from which both possible and definite
rules can be easily derived. Generally in application domains, rough set-based analysis
methods can be applied as a component of hybrid models in machine learning and data
mining, and they are particularly useful for rule induction processes. The definitions of
RST can be referenced by the studies of Pawlak [5,6].

2.4. Rule induction methods. A decision rule can be extracted from a decision sys-
tem to help solving practical problems. In RST, rule induction algorithms were first
implemented in a Learning from Examples based on Rough Sets (LERS) [7] system. The
LERS system deduces a minimal set of rules from a given decision table on examples of
attribute-value pairs and then classifies new examples using the previously inferred set of
rules. Particularly, the Learning from Examples Module version 2 (LEM2) algorithm is a
part of the LERS data-mining system [8] and is frequently applied for symbolic attributes
from a decision table to generate decision rules. The quality index of each rule is calcu-
lated using a specific rule quality function based on the measure of support, consistency,
and coverage to determine the strength of the rules. Thus, this study uses LEM2 as the
rule induction method of data mining and compares it with other AI algorithms.
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2.5. Rule filter. A rule filter is required for both induced rules and classification works as
some induction rules are redundant or of ‘poor quality’ in the rule specification process.
Effective rule-filtering algorithms are thus applied to reduce the number of rules [9] in
order to improve the classification performance. For example, a rule-filtering solution can
be based on the calculated quality indices of the induced rules in a rule set to determine
the strength of the rule on the measurements of the support, consistency, and coverage.

3. The Proposed Approach. This study offers a hybrid classification approach that
is based on RS classifiers as an informed alternative for classifying the URR for ESRD
patients and their doctors in the healthcare services. The proposed approach comprises
nine steps, and its computational processes using an empirical case data set are imple-
mented step-by-step:
Step 1: Selecting the essential attributes and collecting the data by the expert knowledge.
A medical database was screened and analyzed by physician experts, and an actual data
set was collected from a branch of medical center in Taiwan for identifying the related
URR background issues. Consequently, 27 essential (including condition and decision)
attributes were selected and labeled as the URR data set from the 1,227 instances of
healthcare records.
Step 2: Preprocessing the data by the related literature and expert recommendations.
Switch the format of URR data set into an EXCEL file and normalize specific attributes
for the convenience of experimental operations. As a result, the first 26 conditional at-
tributes are ordered recognized and coded as follows: age (AGE), gender (GNR), interna-
tional classification of diseases (ICD), white blood cell count (WBC), red blood cell count
(RBC), hemoglobin check (HBC), hematocrit (HCT), mean corpuscular volume (MCV),
platelet or thrombocyte count (PLT), albumin (ALB), glutamate oxaloacetate transami-
nase (GOT), glutamic pyruvic transaminase (GPT), glucose for ante cibum (GLU), pre-
wash weight (PWW), after-wash weight (AWW), dehydration ultrafiltration volume on
KG (DUV), the dialysis time (TDT), the pre-dialysis BUN (TPB), the post-dialysis BUN
(TAB), the time between dialysis events (TID), serum creatinine (SCR), sodium (SOD),
potassium (POT), chlorine (CHL), calcium (CAL), and phosphorus (PHO). The last UR-
R, renamed Class, was the decisional attribute. Except for the GNR, ICD, and Class, all
of the attributes are continuous data. The decisional attribute Class is discretized into
three classes based on the related [10]: A (URR > 0.7, abnormal), B (URR = 0.65-0.70,
normal), and C (URR < 0.65, abnormal).
Step 3: Implementing integrated feature-selection procedures. The five feature-selection
methods – ChiSquared, GainRatio, InfoGain, OneR, and ReliefF – are performed to select
key attributes for classifying the URR. For the limited space of this paper, only their out-
comes are presented. As a result, the 14 key attributes, AWW, PWW, GNR, RBC, ALB,
TAB, DUV, TPB, SCR, AGE, MCV, HCT, PHO, and POT, are relevant and selected
based on the importance of each attribute.
Step 4: Discretizing the key features by the Global discretization method. The 13 se-
lected key condition-attributes are discretized using the Global discretization method to
automatically partition the continuous data for improving classification performance ex-
cept for the symbolic attribute GNR. Similarly, for the limited space of this study, only an
example of discretization method is showed. For example, two intervals, [−∞, 3.65) and
[3.65,∞], are defined as two linguistic values, I 1 (low) and I 2 (high), for the attribute
RBC.
Step 5: Dividing the data set by a 67%/33% random split. The 1,227 instances of the
discretized URR data set are randomly split into two sub-datasets, namely the 67% train-
ing set (822 records) and the 33% testing set (405 records).
Step 6: Extracting decision rules by the RS LEM2 algorithm. The RS LEM2 algorithm
with the 67% training set by a setting coverage 0.5 is used to generate the decision rule
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set. Consequently, a total of 98 rules are extracted.
Step 7: Testing the generated decision rules. The 33% testing set are accordingly used
to test and verify the extracted decision rules for obtaining the original classification ac-
curacy rate. The accuracy 87.20% is achieved.
Step 8: Improving the rule quality by the rule filtering technique. To decrease the com-
plexity of the knowledge-based prediction system, a rule-filtering process with a support
threshold equal to 1 is followed to reduce the number of decision rules and then to improve
the rule quality extracted in Step 6. The 92 rules (i.e., 93.88%) remain from the original
98 rules, and the polished accuracy 87.21% is fulfilled. Only the top 1 rule is expressed.
For example, If (PWW = “(–Inf, 65.95)”) & (TAB = “(–Inf, 19.35)”) & (RBC = “(–Inf,
3.65)”) & (GNR = F) & (SCR = “(8.85, Inf)”) & (ALB = “(3.95, Inf)”) & (TPB =
“(68.15, Inf)”) & (PHO = “(5.05, Inf)”) = > Then Class = A.
Step 9: Evaluating the empirical results using 14 different classification methods. The 13
well-known classification methods are used to further assess the proposed approach. They
include Bayes net, Näıve Bayes, Liner logistic-regression (LLR), Multinomial logistic-
regression (MLR), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Radial basis function (RBF) network,
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Functional trees (FT), Decision trees-C4.5, Random
forest (RF), RIPPER, CN2, and PART, which are belonging to the four main categories
of Bayes, functionality, tree-based, and rule-based. They are chosen for their common
use and obtained high performance in various fields from earlier studies; thus, this study
presents an empirical comparison with the above methods used for medical classification
tasks. The evaluation measures include accuracy, precision, recall, F-measure, G-mean,
true positive (TP) rate, true negative (TN) rate, false positive (FP) rate, false nega-
tive (FN) rate, and receiver operation characteristic area (ROCA) [11]. Particularly,
F-measure is a measure to consider both the precision and the recall of a test’s accuracy,
and G-mean is the geometric mean of both TP rate (also called sensitivity) and TN rate
(also specificity) [12]. The TP rate is the number of correct predictions that an exam-
ple is positive; the ROCA indicates a classification performance between sensitivity and
specificity as a function of varying a classification threshold [13]. Table 1 compares these
applicable evaluation measures of the 14 different AI methods. From Table 1, the com-
parison results of the four kinds of classifications suggest the tree-based and rule-based
methods are more suitable for identifying URR than the Bayes and functionality methods.

Table 1. Comparison results of the 14 different methods for the URR data set

Method Accuracy TP-rate TN-rate FP-rate FN-rate Precision Recall F-measure G-mean ROCA

(1) Bayes:
Bayes Net 69.85% 0.699 0.75 0.25 0.301 0.69 0.699 0.692 0.724 0.807
Näıve Bayes 58.82% 0.588 0.687 0.313 0.412 0.598 0.588 0.576 0.636 0.677

(2) Functionality:

LLR 65.20% 0.652 0.697 0.303 0.348 0.652 0.652 0.635 0.674 0.745
MLR 66.18% 0.662 0.71 0.29 0.338 0.657 0.662 0.653 0.686 0.74
MLP 62.75% 0.627 0.69 0.31 0.373 0.623 0.627 0.622 0.658 0.71
RBF network 57.11% 0.571 0.636 0.364 0.429 0.556 0.571 0.561 0.603 0.667

SVM 63.24% 0.632 0.686 0.314 0.368 0.595 0.632 0.612 0.658 0.659

(3) Tree-based:
FT 76.23% 0.762 0.833 0.167 0.238 0.763 0.762 0.762 0.797 0.79
C4.5 84.31% 0.843 0.883 0.117 0.157 0.843 0.843 0.843 0.863 0.875
RF 80.64% 0.806 0.841 0.159 0.194 0.81 0.806 0.805 0.823 0.841

(4) Rule-based:
RIPPER 81.86% 0.819 0.859 0.141 0.181 0.823 0.819 0.817 0.839 0.857
CN2 81.66% 0.817 0.864 0.136 0.183 0.816 0.817 0.816 0.840 0.859
PART 82.60% 0.826 0.883 0.117 0.174 0.827 0.826 0.826 0.854 0.859

Proposed model 87.21% 0.872 0.905 0.095 0.128 0.873 0.872 0.872 0.888 0.907
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4. Empirical Results and Management Implications. The proposed approach yiel-
ds empirical results and the implications for the healthcare management from the above
experiments, as follows:

(1) Classification rules. The extracted rule set based on the 1,227 instances that coin-
cide with the generated decision rules from Step 8 is classified into three classes, high
result (abnormal) for rule A, just result (normal) for rule B, and low result (abnor-
mal) for rule C, which compose a knowledge-based system that can be used by ESRD
patients and their doctors.

(2) Classification accuracy and other evaluation measures. From Table 1, the
proposed approach has better accuracy (87.21%) and better performance of the oth-
er evaluation measures, such as TP-rate, FN-rate, Precision, G-mean, ROCA, for
classifying URR than the listed models of the Bayes, functionality, tree-based, and
rule-based classification methods.

(3) A key determinant for predicting URR. As Step 3 shows, the 14 determinants
of influencing the URR are accordingly calculated from the extracted 92 decision
rules in Step 8 based on the frequency of attribute. The ranking of importance
to these condition-attributes is AWW(91) → PWW(89) → GNR(88) → RBC(88) →
ALB(87)→ TAB(81)→ DUV(80)→ TPB(67)→ SCR(58)→ AGE(55)→ MCV(54)
→ HCT(47)→ PHO(47)→ POT(41). The first seven attributes are key determinants
for predicting the URR due to the frequency rate of exceeding 80%. Moreover, the
seven key determinants are all validated by expert physicians.

(4) An irrelative condition-attribute found in predicting URR. The 12 redun-
dant attributes, including WBC, PLT, HBC, CHL, TDT, CAL, GOT, GLU, TID,
GPT, SOD, and ICD, are unearthed based on the processing of the five integrated
feature selection methods in Step 3 from the URR data set. In fact, these condition-
attributes were not used for forecasting the URR in the decision rules set; thus, they
can be overlooked from the empirical analysis. The above hidden information implies
that feature selection tools [14-16] can be used for effectively evaluating condition-
attributes in selecting key determinants from a given data set and can be applied to
generalized application domains.

(5) A knowledge-based healthcare system worked for ESRD patients and their
doctors. The proposed approach generates comprehensible decision rules by the
LEM2 algorithm to directly support an ‘if. . . then’ rule set as a knowledge-based
healthcare system and to guide a powerful explanation or treatment strategy for
ESRD patients and their doctors. The generated rule set is easy to interpret, easy to
use, easy to understand, and easy to manipulate for them.

5. Conclusions. For ESRD patients, the regular HD therapy is required, implied in
higher costs in the consumption of medical resources. This study focuses on supporting
medical purposes that prevent healthcare squandering and properly couple HD treatment
with increasing QOS and QOL [17] for doctors and patients, respectively. The proposed
approach reflected a new architecture and trial in the healthcare services for the ESRD
patients and their doctors. The main contribution of this study was to reorganize well-
known techniques to mine hidden knowledge from the URR data set when compared to
the related AI works. Conclusively, this study indentifies the 14 condition-attributes from
the hidden information of URR data set and obtains a satisfied result. The analytical
results reveal that the proposed approach outperforms the other listed methods in accu-
racy and other evaluation criteria. Furthermore, the generated rule set offers powerful
explanations in determining treatment strategies and in managing HD adequacy to ESRD
patients and their doctors to achieve an excellent medical-patient relationship and pro-
mote medical quality satisfactions. This study has important implications and findings
that are worthwhile for both practitioners and academics to focus on the HD adequacy
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of ESRD patients in the healthcare fields. For the future research, the decision-attribute
hematocrit could be identified to measure HD adequacy instead of the URR.
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Abstract. A parallel fuzzy basis function network (FBFN) controller, which can au-
tomatically correct the beam pointing error of the planar antenna array, is proposed for
ship-borne phased array radar in order to achieve the required tracking accuracy over
the long dwell time. The parallel FBFN controller is used to predict the beam pointing
error caused by roll and pitch of the ship motion. In the simulation, the mathematical
models are used to emulate the roll and pitch data generated from gyroscope of the ship.
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed parallel FBFN controller can improve
the tracking accuracy of the AEKF significantly.
Keywords: Fuzzy basis function network, Adaptive extended Kalman filter, Phased
array antenna, Roll and pitch angle

1. Introduction. A hybrid Kalman filter (KF)-fuzzy logic method is presented to track
high maneuvering targets [1]. The KF is used when the target is approximately constan-
t, whereas fuzzy estimator is used when the target maneuvers. The extended Kalman
filter (EKF) could be applied to nonlinear spacecraft navigation problems [2]. However,
the performance of EKF with incomplete information and asynchronous sensors measure-
ments may be degraded or even diverged. In order to reduce the effect of noise variance
uncertainty, adaptive extended Kalman filter (AEKF) is proposed to overcome this draw-
back. Beam pointing error caused by ship motion over the ocean affects the performance
of tracking filter for the ship-borne phased array radar [3].

In this paper, we focus on the design of the proposed parallel fuzzy basis function net-
work (FBFN) controller, which predicts the beam pointing error caused by roll and pitch
in real time. The AEKF algorithm is used to track the air target in three-dimensional
space, and the covariance matrix values of process noise and measurement noise are adap-
tively estimated to ensure the AEKF convergence.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The architecture of parallel FBFN beam
pointing error estimator is presented in Section 2. The AEKF algorithm is described
in Section 3. In Section 4, the tracking performance of ship-borne phased array radar
using the proposed beam pointing error compensation method is simulated. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Parallel FBFN Controller. The beam pointing error of the ship-borne phased array
radar over the ocean is always changing from time to time, so it is necessary to intelligent-
ly predict and compensate the beam pointing error through the collected ship’s roll and
pitch data. For reducing the computation load and meeting the real time requirement of
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the automatic beam pointing error correction system, a simplified parallel FBFN archi-
tecture, which makes the roll angle and pitch angle measurements mapping onto the beam
pointing error of the planar antenna array, is proposed. The parallel FBFN controller is
implemented with four layers feed forward network. The input vectors An including K
beam-pointing angles at the time n, n− 1, . . ., n−K is input to membership functions to
determine its membership grade.
In the first layer, the rule base µR(p),i(x⃗) contains m Takagi and Sugeno’s type fuzzy

if-then rules [4,5]. The normalized Gaussian-shaped membership functions are

µi(x⃗) = exp

{
−
∥∥⇀
x − ⇀

c i
∥∥2

σ2
i

}
, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m (1)

where the input vector x⃗ could be pitch θ⃗p or roll θ⃗r; “|| ||” represents Euclidean form.
c⃗i, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m are the mean vectors of the Gaussian membership functions for ship’s
roll or pitch, which are generated by different sea states.

c⃗i = A sin (ωni) , i = 1, 2, 3 . . . ,m (2)

where the discrete sampling time is ni = i∆T = i
fs

and fs is the sampling frequency.

Each mean vector consists of K + 1 samples of the normalized Gaussian function with
corresponding mean to the sampled sinusoidal signal value. The standard deviation σi

determines the range of Gaussian membership functions for ship’s roll or pitch. The input
pitch vector is given by

x⃗ = θ⃗p,n = [θp(n), θp(n− 1), . . . , θp(n−K)]T (3)

where “T” means transpose. The ratio of the i-th rule’s firing strength to the sum of all
rule’s firing strengths is calculated in the i-th node.

µ̄i =
µi∑
i

µi

, i = 1, . . .,m (4)

For convenience, the outputs of this layer are called “normalized firing strength”. The
output of the third layer is

O3
i,n = µ⃗i,n × fi,n (5)

The consequent parameters are

fi =
K∑
k=0

αi,kθp(n− k) + αi,K+1, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m (6)

where αi,k is the coefficients of the consequent parameters. The consequent parameter
vector is

α⃗ = [αi,k| i = 1, 2, . . . ,m; k = 0, 1, · · · , K]T(m(K+2))×1 (7)

The output of the fourth layer is obtained as

Y (n) =

m∑
i=1

µ⃗i,nfi,n

m∑
i=1

µ⃗i,n

(8)

The matrix form of FBFN beam pointing error estimator can be expressed as

W α⃗ = Y⃗ (9)
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where

W =


µ⃗1,nA(n) µ⃗1,nA(n− 1) · · · µ⃗1,nA(n−K)

µ⃗1,n+1A(n+ 1) µ⃗1,n+1A(n) · · · µ⃗1,n+1A(n−K + 1)
...

...
...

...
µ⃗1,n+q−1A(n+ q − 1) µ⃗1,n+q−1A(n+ q − 2) · · · µ⃗1,n+q−1A(n+ q −K − 1)

µ⃗1,n µ⃗2,nA(n) · · · µ⃗m,n

µ⃗1,n+1 µ⃗2,n+1A(n+ 1) · · · µ⃗m,n+1
...

...
...

...
µ⃗1,n+q−1 µ⃗2,n+q−1A(n+ q − 1) · · · µ⃗m,n+q−1


q×(m(K+2))

(10)

Each input training vector corresponding to one row in matrix, which contains m ×
(K+2) data elements. Therefore, q must be greater than or equal to m×(K+2) in order
to solve the consequent parameters. The vector of the desired output in fuzzy inference
rules is defined as

Y⃗ = [y(n), y(n+ 1), y(n+ 2), . . . , y(n+ q − 1)]T (11)

A reinforcement learning scheme termed the least-square estimator (LSE) is used to
optimally adjust fi in the layer three for approximating the desired output of FBFN beam
pointing error estimator. The consequent parameter vector is trained as

ˆ⃗α =
(
W TW

)−1
W Y⃗ (12)

3. Adaptive Extended Kalman Filter. The AEKF based target tracking algorithm
[6,7] is used by ship-borne phased array radar to recursively update the linear and nonlin-
ear target trajectories, and further improves its tracking accuracy. The distance between
the flying target and radar at a time point tk is represented as

r(xk, yk, zk) =
√

(xk − xr)2 + (yk − yr)2 + (zk − zr)2 (13)

where (xr, yr, zr) and (xk, yk, zk) are the coordinates of radar and air target, respectively.
In polar coordinates, the horizontal angle is expressed as

ϕ = tan−1

(
yk − yr
xk − xr

)
(14)

The vertical angle is expressed as

θ = 90◦ − tan−1

(
zk − zr√

(xk − xr)2 + (yk − yr)2

)
(15)

The system state equation in matrix form is

Xk+1 = ΦkXk +wk (16)

where Φk is the transition matrix, Xk =
[
x Vx y Vy z Vz

]T
k
is the target state

vector, where xk, yk, Vx,k, Vy,k are the relative positions of the target in x and y axis, and
relative velocity in x and y axis respectively. The relative acceleration in x and y axis is
defined as modeling error wk, which is assumed to be random with white Gaussian noise
(WGN). ∆t = tk − tk−1 is the detection cycle time.

The nonlinear measurement equation is linearized by using the first order Taylor ap-
proximation [8] and redefined as

Ψk ≈HkXk + vk (17)

where vk is assumed to be zero mean AWGN and Hk is the measurement matrix.
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Due to the impact of ship movement and environmental noise, the process noise and
measurement noise will dynamically change, so that the covariance matrix values of pro-
cess noise and measurement noise are adaptively estimated to ensure the EKF conver-
gence. The covariance matrix of measurement noise is obtained with

Rk+1 = E
{
vk+1v

T
k+1

}
= Ĉv +HkPkH

T
k (18)

where

Ĉv =
1

w

w∑
i=1

(Ψk−i −Hk−iX̂k−i)(Ψk−i −Hk−iX̂k−i)
T (19)

where w is the moving window size. The covariance matrix of process noise is obtained
with

Qk = E
{
wkw

T
k

}
=KkĈvK

T
k (20)

4. Experiments. The simplified roll and pitch model [3,9] is adopted to describe the
ship rotational motion in the earth coordinates. Ship’s rotational motion is modeled with
sinusoidal signal. The roll angle is

ϕR (t) = AR sin (ωRt) + nR (21)

The pitch angle is

θP (t) = AP sin (ωP t) + nP (22)

where AR and AP are the amplitude of ship’s roll and pitch angles, nR and nP are
assumed to be zero mean Gaussian noise, TR and TP are the roll and pitch periods,
ωR = 2π

TR
and ωP = 2π

TP
are the roll and pitch angular frequencies. The beam pointing

errors caused by other unknown factors, including ship’s traveling direction changing and
whether changing, in the actual ship navigation environment will be considered into the
standard deviation of the noise terms. The amplitude and period parameters of sea state
5 listed in [3] are applied to simulations and standard deviation of 0.05.
For an M × N element planar array [10], M = N = 6, and inter-element distance in

x and y direction dx = dy = λ/2, the steered antenna beam pattern is used to simulate
the beam pointing error compensation and the tracking accuracy of maneuvering target
position (θt, ϕt). The side-lobe suppression is −30dB by using the Chebyshev weighting
= [0.54 0.78 1 1 0.78 0.54].

Figure 1. Estimation error of AEKF without beam pointing error compensation
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Figure 2. Estimation error of AEKF with FBFN based beam pointing
error compensation

Figure 3. Error compensation value of FBFN controller

The beam of 6×6 planar array antenna is steered to (θ, ϕ) = (45◦, 60◦). The sampling
frequency is set as 100Hz. Therefore, the ship’s roll and pitch signals are sampled 1000
points within 10 seconds, which is used as the center value of 1000 membership functions
for parallel FBFN controller. The simulated ship’s roll and pitch signals are applied
for the FBFN architecture and the RLS adaptive prediction filter [11] to simulate the
performance of pointing error estimation of planar array antenna. The simulation is used
to verify the effect of beam pointing error compensation on AEKF tracking accuracy. The
initial position of radar is (0, 0, 0). The ship moves with a speed of 10m/sec in the Y
axial direction. The radar position is updated every second. The initial position of flying
targets is (−74840,−129620, 9100)m, about 150km from the radar. The flight speed of
target is 300m/sec (X axial velocity of 150m/sec and Y axial velocity of 260m/sec).

When the beam pointing of ship-borne phased array antenna is affected by the roll
and pitch angles, the target tracking error of AEKF is shown in Figure 1. It shows that
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the AEKF converges to less than about 20m at 550 iterations, but the estimation error
increases to 100m at 1000 iterations. We conclude that the tracking accuracy is affected
by the beam pointing error and the increasing distance between the radar and flight
target obviously. When the beam pointing error of ship-borne phased array antenna is
compensated with FBFN controller, the target tracking error of AEKF is shown in Figure
2. It shows that the tracking error of AEKF converges to less than about 20m at 550
iterations and the estimation error will remain within the range of about 20m when beam
pointing error is compensated by FBFN controller. The error compensation values of
FBFN controller is shown in Figure 3, which is calculated by subtracting the trajectory
estimation error of Figure 2 from Figure 1. The error compensation values of FBFN
controller present a V-shaped curve. The tracking performance of AEKF is proportional
to the distance between moving target and the ship. In the simulation of the starting
point and end point, moving targets far from the ship-borne radar, the FBFN controller
generates the largest estimation error. When the moving target closes the radar just
above the ship, the FBFN controller generates the smallest estimation error.

5. Conclusions. The simulation results show that the tracking accuracy of AEKF is
affected by the beam pointing error and the distance between the radar and moving
target. In summary, the AEKF using the proposed parallel FBFN architecture is stable
and accurate.
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Abstract. The evaluation of credit risk by credit scoring is widely viewed as a bina-
ry classification problem. Improving the accuracy of classification by even a fraction of
one percent translates into significant future savings for the credit companies and in-
creased efficiency when supporting more efficient use of economic capital by enterprise
administrators. To increase the accuracy of classification and develop an efficient clas-
sifier, this work presents a hybrid artificial immune algorithm and multilayer perceptron
(AIA-MLP) classifier. The optimization of weights in the network topology of the MLP
classifier can be considered as an unconstrained global optimization problem in which an
energy function is minimized. Therefore, weights in the network topology of the MLP
classifier can be optimized efficiently using the AIA approach, which is a stochastic global
optimization method. The performance of the proposed AIA-MLP classifier is evaluated
by using a real-world dataset of Australian credit approvals, which was taken from the
UCI repository of machine learning databases. This work compares experimental results
concerning the AIA-MLP classifier with those concerning many support vector machine
(SVM) and an MIMO cerebellar model articulation controller neural network (CMAC
NN) classifiers. Experimental results indicate that the accuracy of classification of the
AIA-MLP classifier is superior to those of many SVM and the MIMO CMAC NN clas-
sifiers.
Keywords: Credit risk evaluation, Credit scoring, Artificial immune algorithm, Multi-
layer perceptron, Classification

1. Introduction. Credit risk evaluation is a critical aspect of financial risk management.
Credit scoring is one of the analytical techniques for evaluating credit risk [1]. Many credit
scoring models that have been developed to identify credit risk include expert systems,
credit rating systems and credit scoring systems. Of these, credit scoring systems are the
most widely used [2]. Moreover, application credit scoring can be viewed as a binary clas-
sification problem. Application scoring classifies applicants into creditworthy (accepted)
credit or not creditworthy (rejected) credit groups, based on their related characteristic-
s [3]. In machine learning domains, neural network (NN) and support vector machine
(SVM) classifiers have been widely used to solve application credit scoring problems [1,3-
7]. Unfortunately, standard SVM and back-propagation NN (BPNN) classifiers have some
limitations. BPNN-based-classifiers have a limited generalization capacity owing to over-
fitting, the excessively long time required to construct the best architecture and the ease
of trapping at local minima because such classifiers use a gradient descent algorithm [8,9].
Under the best parameter settings, including the penalty parameter and kernel functions,
a standard SVM classifier still depends on a trial and error. To overcome these limitations,
various hybrid algorithms have been developed [8,10].

In credit risk evaluation, including credit scoring, improving the accuracy of classifi-
cation by even a fraction of one percent can translate into significant future savings for
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the credit industry [11]. Moreover, the accurate evaluation of credit risk can support
a more efficient use of economic capital [1]. To enhance the accuracy of classification
and develop an efficient classifier, this work presents a hybrid artificial immune algorithm
and multilayer perceptron (AIA-MLP) classifier. The weights in network topology of the
MLP classifier are optimized using the AIA approach [12], which is a stochastic global
optimization method. This AIA method has been applied to solve constrained global op-
timization (CGO) problems [12] and optimize the parameter settings of a particle swarm
optimization method for solving CGO problems [13]. The performance of the AIA-MLP
classifier is evaluated using the Australian credit approval credit dataset that was taken
from UCI repository of machine learning databases [14] and its performance is compared
with those of various SVM and an MIMO cerebellar model articulation controller (CMAC)
NN classifiers [15].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed AIA-MLP

classifier. Next, Section 3 compares the experimental results of the proposed classifier with
those of many individual classifiers. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 4.

2. Proposed AIA-MLP Classifier. Figure 1 shows the network topology of the AIA-
MLP classifier, consisting of input, hidden and output layers.

Figure 1. Network topology of the AIA-MLP classifier

In Figure 1, the explanation on notations are defined as follows: xin,i = input vector
i (i = 1, 2, . . . , imax); ωIp,L1

q
= weight between neuron Ip (p = 1, 2, . . . , pmax) in input

layer and neuron L1
q (q = 1, 2, . . . , qmax) in hidden layer; pmax = maximum number of

neurons in input layer; qmax = maximum number of neurons in hidden layer; bL1
q
= bias

weight between bias unit b and neuron L1
q in hidden layer; ωIp,L2

1
= weight between neuron

Ip (p = 1, 2, . . . , pmax) in input layer and neuron L2
1 in output layer; bL2

1
= bias weight

between bias unit b and neuron L2
1 in output layer. The optimization of weights can be

viewed as an unconstrained optimization problem. The optimal weights (ωIp,L1
q
, bL1

q
, ωIp,L2

1

and bL2
1
) are obtained by using the AIA approach [12]. Figure 2 displays the pseudo-code

of the AIA-MLP classifier, which is described as follows.
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Figure 2. The pseudo-code of the AIA-MLP classifier

Step 1: Initialize parameter settings and normalize input vector
The repertoire (population) size rsAIA and the threshold degree of antibody-antibody

(Ab-Ab) recognition prt must be set. An available Ab repertoire (population) is ran-
domly generated using rsAIA from the lower and upper boundaries of decision variables

[xl
n, x

u
n], such as the lower and upper boundaries of weights and biases

[
ωl
Ip,L1

q
, ωu

Ip,L1
q

]
=[

ωl
Ip,L2

1
, ωu

Ip,L2
1

]
=
[
blL1

q
, buL1

q

]
=
[
blL2

q
, buL2

q

]
= [−1, 1].

Each element j (j = 1, 2, . . . , ntotal) of xin,i undergoes normalization, as follows:

x′
in,ij =

xin,ij − xmin
in,i

xmax
in,i − xmin

in,i

(Emax − Emin) + Emin, i = 1, 2, . . . , imax j = 1, 2, . . . , ntotal (1)

where x′
in,ij = normalized element j (j = 1, 2, . . . , ntotal) of xin,i; x

min
in,i = minimum value

of xin,i; x
max
in,i = maximum value of xin,i; Emin = minimum value of expected output, and

Emax = maximum value of expected output.
The values [Emin, Emax] are generally set to [0.2, 0.8].
Step 2: Evaluate Ab-Ag affinity
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When network output j youtput,j ≥ 0.5, youtput,j is set to one; when youtput,j < 0.5, youtput,j
is set to zero. A classification error for training CEtrain% is used as the performance index
of the AIA-MLP classifier, as follows:

Minimize CEtrain% =

(
ntrain − naccuracy

ntrain

)
× 100, j = 1, 2, . . . , ntrain (2)

where naccuracy = number of instances for determining accuracy.
Equation (2) is transformed to continue the Ab-Antigen (Ab-Ag) affinity metaphor,

as follows:

Maximize AffinityAb-Ag,j = CAtrain% = 1− CEtrain% j = 1, 2, . . . , ntrain (3)

Equation (3) is then employed to determine an Ab-Ag affinity. The Ab with the
highest Ab-Ag affinity (Ab∗) undergoes clonal selection in Step 3.
Step 3: Perform clonal selection
The idiotypic network selection operation controls the number of antigen-specific Abs,

as follows:

prj =
1

N

N∑
n=1

1

edjn
(4)

djn =

∣∣∣∣x∗
n − xjn

x∗
n

∣∣∣∣ , j = 1, 2, . . . , rsAIA, n = 1, 2, . . . , N (5)

where prj = probability that Abj recognizes Ab∗ (the best solution); x∗
n = the best Ab∗

with the highest Ab-Ag affinity, and xjn = decision variables xn of Abj.
Step 4: Implement Ab-Ag affinity maturation
The intermediate Ab repertoire, generated from Step 3, is divided into two subsets. A

uniform random number is created for each Ab in the intermediate Ab repertoire. These
Abs undergo somatic hypermutation operation when their associated random numbers
are equal to or smaller than 0.5. They undergo receptor editing operation when their
corresponding random numbers exceed 0.5. The somatic hypermutation operation can be
expressed as follows:

xtrial,n =

{
xcurrent,n + (xu

n − xcurrent,n)pert(gAIA), if U(0, 1) < 0.5
xcurrent,n − (xcurrent,n − xl

n)pert(gAIA), if U(0, 1) ≥ 0.5
(6)

where pert(gAIA) =
{
U1(0, 1)

(
1− gAIA

gmax,AIA

)}2

= perturbation factor; xcurrent,n = current

value of decision variable xn; xtrial,n = trial value of decision variable xn; gAIA = current
generation of the AIA approach; gmax,AIA = maximum generation number of the AIA
approach; U(0, 1) and U1(0, 1) = uniform random number in the interval [0, 1].
The Cauchy receptor editing operation can be expressed by:

xtrial = xcurrent + U2(0, 1)× σ (7)

where σ = [σ1, σ2, . . . , σN ]
T , vector of Cauchy random variables; U2(0, 1) = uniform ran-

dom number in the interval [0, 1].
Step 5: Introduce diverse Abs
The bone marrow operation is performed to generate diverse Abs to recruit those Abs

that are suppressed in Step 3. The bone marrow operation is implemented as described
in the literature [12].
Step 6: Update an Ab repertoire
A new Ab repertoire is generated based on the Abs that have been created from Steps

3-5. The Ab-Ag affinities of the Abs in the generated Ab repertoire are evaluated. A
situation in which the Ab-Ag affinity of Abj in the new Ab repertoire exceeds that in
the current Ab repertoire implies that a strong Ab in the new Ab repertoire replaces
the weak Ab in the current Ab repertoire. Additionally, a situation in which the Ab-Ag
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affinity of Abj in the new Ab repertoire is equal to or worse than that in the current
Ab repertoire implies that the Abj in the current Ab repertoire survives. In addition to
maintaining the strong Abs, this strategy eliminates non-functional Abs.

Repeat Steps 2-6 until the termination criterion gAIA,max is satisfied.
Step 7: Evaluate test accuracy
Test accuracy CAtest% is computed for a test dataset.

3. Results. The proposed AIA-MLP classifier was coded in MATLAB programming
language, and executed on a Pentium D 3.0 (GHz) personal computer. Australian credit
approval credit dataset taken from UCI repository of machine learning databases [14] is
used. The Australian credit approval dataset has a good mixture of attributes, includ-
ing continuous and nominal values. Data confidentiality is ensured by transforming the
attribute names into meaningless symbolic data. This dataset contains 15 attributes and
one class label, + or –, as well as 690 instances, of which 307 are positive (credit ap-
proved) and 383 are negative (credit denied). Ten-fold cross-validation is performed to
generate random folds of a dataset. The AIA-MLP classifier was run independently ten
times by ten-fold cross-validation for each combination of settings (prt = 0.9, rsAIA = 20,
qmax = {3, 4, 5}) and summarizes mean CAtrain%, mean CAtest% , median CAtest% and
mean computational CPU time (MCCT) for the test credit dataset.

Table 1 lists the experimental results obtained by applying the proposed AIA-MLP
classifier to the Australian credit approval dataset. This table indicates that increasing
qmax increased MCCT. The paired t test was performed to determine the variation of
mean CAtests% among qmax = 3, 4 and 5. Statistical test results show that the variation
in mean CAtests% obtained among qmax = 3, 4 and 5 are not statistically significant since
the P values are qmax = 3 vs. qmax = 4 (P = 0.678 > 0.05), qmax = 3 vs. qmax = 5
(P = 0.146 > 0.05) and qmax = 4 vs. qmax = 5 (P = 0.169 > 0.05). A Wilcoxon test was
conducted to determine the variation in median CAtests% among qmax = 3, 4 and 5. The
pairwise differences are statistically identical since the P values are qmax = 3 vs. qmax = 4
(P = 1.000 > 0.05), qmax = 3 vs. qmax = 5 (P = 0.8501 > 0.05) and qmax = 4 vs. qmax = 5
(P = 0.9096 > 0.05). The experimental results that were obtained using qmax = 5 were
the most favorable.

Table 1. Experimental results of the proposed AIA-MLP classifier for the
Australian credit approval dataset

prt = 0.9, rsAIA = 20

qmax = 3 qmax = 4 qmax = 5

mean mean median MCCT mean mean median MCCT mean mean median MCCT

CAtrain% CAtest% CAtest% (sec.) CAtrain% CAtest% CAtest% (sec.) CAtrain% CAtest% CAtest% (sec.)

89.77 86.77 87.03 223.53 89.86 86.87 87.10 266.81 89.74 87.06 86.88 311.57

Table 2 compares the experimental results of various SVM classifiers with radial basis
function (RBF), linear and polynomial kernel functions [4], the MIMO CMAC NN clas-
sifier [15] and the AIA-MLP classifier for the Australian credit approval dataset. Table
2 presents the mean CAtest% obtained using the MIMO CMAC NN classifier [15] with
ten-fold cross-validation. Table 2 indicates that the mean CAtest% (87.06%) obtained
using the AIA-MLP classifier is superior to that of various SVM and the MIMO CMAC
NN classifiers.

4. Conclusions. This work develops a hybrid AIA and MLP classifier and applies the
proposed AIA-MLP classifier to the Australian credit approval dataset. Experimental
results show that the AIA approach efficiently optimizes the weights of network topology
of the MLP classifier and that the AIA-MLP classifier outperforms the various SVM and
the MIMO CMAC NN classifiers. Hence, the AIA-MLP classifier can be regarded as an
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Table 2. Comparison of classification accuracies of various SVM, MIMO
CMAC NN and the AIA-MLP classifiers for the Australian credit approval
dataset

Kernel MAdaBoostSVM SingleSVM BaggingSVM Arc-x4SVM AsaBootSVM
function [4] [4] [4] [4] [4]
RBF 81.20 79.86 85.35 78.94 79.16
linear 86.07 85.25 85.23 83.78 85.68

polynomial 84.70 84.55 85.09 81.71 82.54

MIMO CMAC NN
AIA-MLP

classifier [15]
classifier

(this work)
86.09 87.06

alternative intelligent classifier for solving credit risk evaluation problems. Further work
will apply the AIA-MLP classifier to a German credit dataset that was collected from the
UCI repository of machine learning databases and compare its performance with those
obtained using many published individual and hybrid classifiers.
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Abstract. This paper deals with a design problem of a performance-driven adaptive
output feedback control for discrete-time systems with a parallel feedforward compensator
(PFC) designed for making the augmented controlled system almost strictly positive real
(ASPR). In the proposed adaptive control system, for systems in which the properties are
changing during the operation, the PFC will be redesigned by the system’s input/output
data and the output feedback gain will be readjusted according to a performance index.
Keywords: Performance-driven adaptive output feedback control, ASPR, Parallel feed-
forward compensator

1. Introduction. During recent decades, much attention has been paid to output feed-
back adaptive controls due to their simple structures and high robustness with respect to
uncertainties and disturbances [1-4]. The most typical design condition for designing the
output feedback adaptive control is well known as the almost strictly positive real (AS-
PR) conditions [4]. Under ASPR conditions, the method can constitute a stable adaptive
control system only with the output feedback even if the plant is an uncertain system.
Unfortunately, the ASPR conditions are very severe restrictions for practical applications
of the output feedback adaptive control. To overcome this problem, the introduction of
a parallel feedforward compensator (PFC) has been proposed [4]. This method fulfills
the ASPR conditions of augmented system which consists of the plant and the PFC by
designing the PFC accordingly. Several methods have been proposed on how to design
such a PFC [5-7]. However, most of the methods need a priori information of the plant
to design the PFC. To obtain a priori information of the plant, we need to derive the
system model or do experiment several times. This is a time-consuming task and becomes
a problem when considering the time and costs. For this reason, recently, PFC design
method via fictitious reference iterative tuning (FRIT) approach has been proposed [8,9].
FRIT method can optimize controller parameters for the uncertain plant from only one
shot experimental input-output data without using the plant model [11-13]. By applying
FRIT method to PFC design, PFC parameters could be optimized without using a priori
information. In the PFC design method via FRIT approach, the PFC and feedback gain
which realize the SPR closed-loop system are designed and thus we can utilize the de-
signed PFC as a one which renders the resulting augmented system ASPR. Although we
can obtain the adequate PFC, the primary purpose is to just obtain a PFC which makes
augmented system ASPR. That is, the PFC design via FRIT approach was a redundant
method for designing the PFC.

In this paper, we propose a direct PFC design method which can render the resulting
augmented system with the PFC ASPR, by using system’s input/output data. Further-
more, we propose a performance-driven adaptive output feedback control with a PFC
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designed directly by input/output data. The proposed method detects the change of the
system by evaluating the minimum variance of control performance and also redesigns
the PFC parameters by using the online input/output data. By applying the proposed
method even if the system has changed, the change can be detected, and the PFC would
be redesigned by the online data. In this sense, we can expect a stable adaptive output
feedback control system design.

2. Problem Statements. Consider an augmented system for a single input/output sys-
tem G with a PFC H(ρ) as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Augmented systems

We suppose that the PFC with the parameter ρ satisfies the following assumption.

Assumption 2.1. H(ρ) = 0 with ρ = 0.

In this case, the augmented system from r to the augmented output ya(ρ) with a PFC
H(ρ) can be expressed by

Ga(ρ) = G+H(ρ) (1)

Here, we assume that one can obtain an input/output data set {u0(k), y0(k)} for ap-
propriate PFC H(ρ0). Under this statement, the objective here is, to obtain a PFC which
renders the augmented system with the PFC ASPR and design the performance-driven
adaptive control system.

3. PFC Design Method. Here, consider a model-free PFC design method. To this end,
we first consider a desired ASPR system G∗

ASPR and consider the desired ASPR output
yASPR with the input u0:

yASPR = G∗
ASPR

u0 (2)

and then consider to find a parameter ρ which minimizes the error between ASPR model
output yASPR and the obtained augmented system’s output ya(ρ). That is, to find a
parameter ρ which minimizes the following performance function is objective.

J(ρ) =
N∑
k=0

(ya(ρ)− y
ASPR

)2 (3)

3.1. Practical PFC design. Here, define the ideal PFC output as follows:

y∗f (k) = y
ASPR

(k)− y0(k) (4)

Suppose that the ideal PFC H∗(z) is given as the following compensator of order n.

H∗(z) =
N∗

H(z)

D∗
H(z)

=
b∗0z

n + b∗1z
n−1 + · · ·+ b∗n

a∗0z
n + a∗1z

n−1 + · · ·+ a∗n
(5)

then the ideal PFC output y∗f can be expressed by

y∗f =
N∗

H(s)

D∗
H(s)

u0 (6)
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Then, by introducing a stable filter F (z) = 1
zn+f1zn−1+···+fn

of order n to the PFC given

in (6), we have

D∗
H(z)

F (z)
y∗f =

N∗
H(z)

F (z)
u0

y∗f +
D∗

H(z)− F (z)

F (z)
y∗f =

N∗
H(z)

F (z)
u0

(7)

and thus y∗f can be expressed by

y∗f =
Z(z)

F (z)
y∗f +

N∗
H(z)

F (z)
u0 = ρ

∗Tz, Z(z) = F (z)−D∗
H(z) (8)

where,

ρ∗ = [z0 z1 · · · zn b0 b1 · · · bn]T , (zi = fi − ai)

z =

[
zn

F (z)
y∗f

zn−1

F (z)
y∗f · · ·

1

F (z)
y∗f

zn

F (z)
u0

zn−1

F (z)
u0 · · ·

1

F (z)
u0

]T
Taking this expression into consideration, denote the PFC output for any parameter ρ

as
yf (ρ) = ρ

Tz (9)

and consider minimizing the following performance function.

Jf (ρ) =
N∑
k=0

(
ρTz − y∗f

)2
(10)

This can be represented as

Jf (ρ) =
N∑
k=0

(
ρTz − y∗f

)2
=

N∑
k=0

(yf (ρ) + y0 − yASPR)
2 =

N∑
k=0

(ya(ρ)− yASPR)
2

= J(ρ)

(11)

From (11), the parameter ρ which minimizes the performance Function (10) can also
minimize the performance Function (3). Thus, the optimal ρd which minimizes the per-
formance function Jf (ρ) can be obtained by

ρ =
(
ZTZ

)−1
ZTY ∗

f (12)

where Z = [z(0) z(1) · · · z(N)]T and Y ∗
f = [y∗f (0) y

∗
f (1) · · · y∗f (N)]T .

3.2. PFC parameter turning by a recursive least square technique. Considering
the PFC parameter tuning during the operation, by sequential tuning of the parameter
of PFC, the PFC would be more appropriate at each time. Therefore, the parameter of
PFC is tuned by a recursive least square technique with the online input/output data as
described below.

Here, define the estimated output of PFC with the estimated parameter ρ̂ as:

ŷf (k) = ρ̂(k)
Tz(k) (13)

The parameter ρ̂ is tuned as follows.

ρ̂(k) = ρ̂(k − 1) +
K(k − 1)z(k − 1)

1 + z(k − 1)TK(k − 1)z(k − 1)
ef (k)

K(k) = K(k − 1)− K(k − 1)z(k − 1)z(k − 1)TK(k − 1)

1 + z(k − 1)TK(k − 1)z(k − 1)

(14)

where
ef (k) = y∗f (k)− ρ̂(k − 1)Tz(k − 1) (15)
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3.3. The robustness of the designed PFC. The designed PFC must be supposed
to render the augmented system with the PFC ASPR if the performance function was
minimized. Unfortunately however, the obtained closed loop system with the designed
parameter vector ρ̄ does not perfectly match to the ideal SPR model G

SPR
in a practical

sense. The resulting augmented system Ga with the PFC H(ρ̄H) can be represented by

Ga = G+H(ρ) = G+H(ρ∗) + (H (ρ)−H (ρ∗))

= G∗
ASPR +H(ρ)∆H = G∗

ASPR(1 + ∆)
(16)

where G∗
ASPR

is the ideal ASPR model, ∆H and ∆ are given as follows:

∆H = 1−H(ρ)−1H(ρ∗) (17)

∆ = G∗
ASPR

−1H(ρ)∆H (18)

For the ASPR-ness of the augmented system (16) with a mismatch ∆ has been investigated
as in the following theorem [7].

Theorem 3.1. The augmented system (16) is ASPR if
(a) G∗

ASPR
is ASPR. (b) ∆ ∈ RH∞. (c) ∥∆∥∞ < 1.

It is apparent that the conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem 3.1 are satisfied for the
obtained augmented system (16). Thus, if the mismatch ∆ between the ideal PFC H(ρ∗)
and the obtained PFC H(ρ) are sufficiently small, then the resulting augmented system
is ASPR even if the designed parameter vector ρ does not perfectly match to the ideal
parameter vector ρ∗.

4. Performance-Driven Adaptive Control System Design.

4.1. Performance evaluation. We consider adopting the minimum variance performan-
ce-index (MV-index) which is a common performance evaluation method [10].
The MV-index ηp is defined by

ηp(k) =
σ2
MV

σ2
y(k)

(19)

σ2
MV is the minimum variance of the output error signal and σ2

y is a variance given later.
For this index, the inequality 0 ≤ ηp ≤ 1 holds and a higher value of ηp indicates a good

control performance. In the proposed method, we calculate ηp at time tm by using a data
set {ut(k), yt(k)} obtained in the time interval [tm−T, tm] with a period of T0. Thus, the
updating time of ηp is given by tm = T +mT0 (m = 0, 1, · · · ) and then a variance σ2

y in
the time interval [tm − T, tm] is given by

σ2
y(t) =

N∑
k=0

(y(k)− yr(k))
2

N
(20)

here, N is the number of data set which is obtained in the time interval [tm − T, tm].

4.2. Performance-driven PFC design. According to the updated MV-Index ηp, we
redesign the PFC as follows:

Step 1 Set an assessment criterion η∗ (0 ≤ η∗ ≤ 1).
Step 2 Update MV-Index ηp at updating time tm.
Step 3 If ηp ≥ η∗, then assess that the control performance is good and go back to Step 2

without redesigning of PFC. If ηp < η∗, then assess that the control performance
is poor and go to Step 4.

Step 4 Redesign the PFC by a Recursive Least Square Technique.
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4.3. Performance-driven adaptive control. For the ASPR augmented system, the
output feedback-based adaptive control system is designed as follows [14]:

u(k) = ue(k) + v(k), ue(k) = −K(k)ēa(k), v(k) = Ŵ (k)TS(ω(k))

K(k) = σ̄1K(k − 1) + σ̄1γēa(k)êa(k)− PK(k)

Ŵ (k) = σ̄2Ŵ (k − 1)− σ̄2ΓS(ω(k))ēa(k) + PW (k)

(21)

where

ēa(k) = ȳa(k)− yr(k), ȳa(k) = ya(k) + ȳf (k)

êa(k) =
ēa(k)− σ̄1dfK(k − 1)ēa(k)

1 + σ̄1dfγē2a(k)

(22)

yr(k) = c
T
mω(k), ω(k + 1) = Amω(k) (reference model) (23)

ȳf (k) = c
T
f x̄f (k) + bfue(k), x̄(k + 1) = Af x̄f (k) + bfue(k) (24)

PK(k) = PW (k) = 0 (ηp < η∗) (25)

PK(k) = σ̄1γēa(k)êa(k), PW (k) = σ̄2ΓS(ω(k))ēa(k) (ηp ≥ η∗) (26)

5. Simulation Results. To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method, this sec-
tion shows numerical simulation results. Consider the following SISO discrete-time sys-
tem:

Gp(z) =
0.027z4 + 0.00645z3 − 0.01793z2 − 2.53× 10−4z − 9.678× 10−7

z5 − 2.409z4 + 1.833z3 − 0.4156z2 − 0.007372z − 3.284× 10−5
(27)

Here, we considered that controlled systems parameter changed as the following.

G(z) =



Gp(z) 0 < t ≤ 5000
1.5Gp(z) 5000 < t ≤ 10000
2.0Gp(z) 10000 < t ≤ 15000
2.5Gp(z) 15000 < t ≤ 20000
3.0Gp(z) 20000 < t ≤ 25000
3.5Gp(z) 25000 < t

(28)
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Figure 2. Simulation results
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In the simulation, control performance is evaluated by input/output data {y(k), u(k)}
in a time interval [tm−T, tm] with tm = T +mT0 (m = 0, 1, · · · ) and T = 2500, T0 = 200.
We also set the assessment criterion as η∗ = 0.7 and set the ASPR model as G

ASPR
(z) =

0.2(z−0.4)(z−0.9)
(z−0.96)(z−0.98)

and the filter as F (z) = 1
(z−0.5)(z−0.6)(z−0.7)

. Furthermore, design parameters

in the adaptive controller are set by σ1 = 1.0 × 10−6, σ2 = 1.0 × 10−5, γ = 7.0 × 10−2,
Γ = 4.0×10−3. The simulation results are shown in Figure 2. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show
the results by the proposed method and Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the results by the
proposed method (continue to use the same PFC). We can see that the proposed method
shows a good control performance even if the plant has changed. In contrast, the control
performance is poor in the conventional method and the control system has collapsed in
the end.

6. Conclusions. In this paper, we proposed a PFC design method for ASPR based
adaptive output feedback control. Even if the system has changed, the proposed method
can stabilize the system by using the online input/output data. In addition, the numerical
simulation has been explored to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Abstract. Forecasting currency exchange rates has become a very important issue
nowadays. Traditional time series models Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Het-
eroskedasticity (GARCH) and exponential GARCH (EGARCH) have been utilized to
predict the performance of exchange rate. However, the quality of traditional theoretical
exchange rate prediction models has received criticism. This study introduced Particle
Swan Optimization (PSO) algorithm proposing a new model to solve the exchange rate
forecasting problem. This research refers to Chang et al. (2009) selection effect on
the exchange rate of 27 variables. Furthermore, traditional time series models GARCH
and EGARCH are used to forecast foreign exchange rates, and then PSO model filters
variables for re-entering GARCH and EGARCH prediction models. The tracking error
methods are compared among the models for expecting to construct a higher performance
forecasting model. The results showed PSOEGARCH model demonstrates the best pre-
diction ability.
Keywords: Time series models, Exchange rate forecasting

1. Introduction. Various factors affect foreign exchange rate and economists have pro-
posed several balanced exchange decision models from various perspectives. However,
variable information affecting the exchange rate, such as price index, interest rate, mon-
etary supply, trade revenues and expenditures, must first be collected; incomplete data
or incomprehensive collection of effective variables will affect the precision of forecasting.
Frenkle and Bilson (1970) indicated that if the domestic and foreign financial assets have
the same risks, then domestic and foreign financial assets can be fully replaced [1]. The
exchange rate of the two currencies will be valued at the relative price of the financial
assets in the two currencies. Krueger (1986) suggested capital be transferred from low
interest rate market to higher interest rate market to profit from the difference of the
interest rate due to the variance in interest rate in international financial market [2]. The
main purpose of the time series model is to forecast the potential variation in the future,
predict the future trend and make predetermined decision in relevance with variation of
past and current time series.

The forecasting method is to first collect historical data, then examine the data, arrange
them into arrays, and analyze time series to find the rhythm in time change from the
arrays and obtain a specific model for forecasting the future of such social phenomena.
Engle (1982) came up with the Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (ARCH)
family model [3,4]. Bollerslev (1986) proposed a modified ARCH model known as GARCH
model [5]. Further, Nelson (1991) provided Exponential GARCH (EGARCH) model, and
Glosten et al. (1993) GJR-GARCH model [6,7]. Neely and Weller (2002) adopted Genetic
Algorithm (GA) and GARCH in US dollars, German Marks and Japanese Yens to forecast
the fluctuation of the foreign exchange market [8]. The criteria for estimation are based
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on Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Square Error (MSE) and Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) and serve as the indices of estimating forecast error of the GARCH model.
Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) proposed PSO algorithm to scientifically simulate simpli-

fied social life model as a novel calculating instrument in the field of artificial intelligence
with ability of local integration and global search [9]. Therefore, PSO converges dis-
tinctively fast and has been successfully implemented in solving complicated problems in
computer science and engineering. By changing the particle velocity with inertia weight,
a balance is achieved between global search and local search and the optimal global solu-
tion is much faster found. The theoretical foundation is based on the reduction of particle
velocity by inertia particle to drive particle to enter a better area search after searching
particle swarm in a broader range. Frans (2004) further proposed a method to replace
afore-mentioned inertia factor with constriction factor to render a good effect [10]. Bergh
and Engelbrecht (2004) further improved the algorithm with the concept of collaborate
operation [11]. Jiao et al. (2008) proposed inertia weight to alternate particle velocity
and enhance the overall performance of PSO [12]. Chang et al. (2009) proposed PSOBPN
model to select an optimal variable with PSO as neuron of input layer for BPN and divide
data planning into six stages with sliding windowing [13]. Hadavandi (2010) shows that
the PSO-based time series model proposed approach is able to cope with the fluctuations
of gold price time series and it also yields good prediction accuracy [14]. Chang (2012)
indicated GARCH model is better in predicating for short time period while POSBPN
model should be employed for long term prediction [15].
In order to improve exchange rate prediction, this paper first adopted Chang et al.

(2009) 27 variables affecting exchange rate with traditional time series GARCH and E-
GARCH models [13]. Then select variables with optimal PSO model to further undertake
forecasting with GARCH and EGARCH. Finally, the afore-mentioned models tracked the
error by comparing with MAE, MSE, RMSE as performance criteria and find the most
appropriate New Taiwan Dollars to US Dollars (NTD-USD) exchange rate forecast model.

2. Research Methods. In this section, PSO, GARCH and EGARCH models are pro-
posed to predict the performance of foreign exchange rate.

2.1. PSO model. PSO is an evolutional algorithm that might be used to find optimal
solutions (Eberhart and Kennedy, 1995) [8]. The primary forecasting model of PSO is
shown in (1).

∧
St = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + . . . βD−1xD−1 (1)

PSO algorithm explores the optimal target through local history and global communica-
tions in populations that consist of potential solutions, defined as particles. For achieving
a high efficiency of searching the optimal solution in high dimensions, PSO drives the par-
ticle swarm to move toward the higher-object-value region based on the best experiences
of each particle and the entire population. Thus, PSO converges to the optimal point
significantly faster than evolutionary optimization. Note that each particle indicates a
candidate solution; if we have D-dimensional parameters in solution, the i-th particle for
the t-th iteration can be represented as

βt
id = (βt

i,0, β
t
i,1, β

t
i,2, β

t
i,3, . . . , β

t
i,D−1) (2)

Assume that the best previous position of the i-th particle at the t-th iteration is repre-
sented as

P t
id = (P t

i,1, P
t
i,2, . . . , P

t
i,D) (3)

Then, the values of cost function MAPE(.) are expected to decrease by iterations.

Min MAPE (.) =

n∑
1

∣∣∣∣( ∧
St−St

)/
St

∣∣∣∣
n

(4)
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where ε (.) is the

∣∣∣∣( ∧
St−St

)∣∣∣∣, to minimize the forecasting errors and is adopted as the

fitness function.
LB ≤ Bt

i ≤ UB (5)

ε(P t
i ) ≤ ε(P t−1

i ) ≤ . . . ≤ ε(P 1
i ) (6)

The velocity of the i-th particle at the t-th iteration, V t
i can be represented as

V t
i = (vti,1, v

t
i,2, . . . , v

t
i,D) (7)

The best position among all particles is Gt, until the t-th iteration,

Gt = argmin
pi

(
ε
(
pti,j
))

(8)

which is denoted as Gt = (gt1, g
t
2, . . . , g

t
D).

The modified version of PSO algorithms has been applied by an inertia weight W t mul-
tiplying the velocity term in numerous other applications. This version can be expressed
as

V t+1
i =W t · V t

i + c1 · r1 · (P t
i − βt

i)

+ c2 · r2 · (Gt − βt
i)

r1, r2 ∼ U (0, 1) (9)

βt+1
i = βt

i + V t+1
i , i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (10)

where the updating velocity is bounded; r1 and r2 are random variables with uniform
distributions. Here, c1 and c2 are factors used to control any influences from local and
global velocity terms. The parameters are: Population size: 200; Iteration: 2000; Vmax:
0.2; c1: 2; c2: 2; Initial weight: 0.9; Final weight: 0.4.

According to Equations (11) and (12), the input factors have been chosen. f (x) are
composed by 27 variables (x1, x2, . . . , x27) with weights of (β0, β1, β2, . . . , βn). f (x) is the

linear model in which we formulate the exchange rate (i.e., f (x) =
∧
St).

∧
St is t period for

forecasting exchange rates.

f (x) = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + . . .+ βnx (11)

B = { β0, β1, β2, . . . , βn } (n = 27, here) (12)

St = B ·X + ε (13)

where
β0 is the constant,
Xn is the weight of each variables, and is the set of constant and variables,
βn is the set of constant and variables,
St is the real exchange rate,
B is the set of weights, and is the error between real and forecast exchange rate,
ε is the error between real and forecast exchange rate.
Among 27 variables, we selected the top 10 variables of smallest values in each data set

shown as Table 1.

2.2. Forecast criteria. According to Neely and Weller (2003) and Heckerling et al.
(2004), we evaluate the exchange rate forecasting based on three criteria: MSE (Equation
(14)), MAE (Equation (15)) and RMSE (Equation (16)) [16,17].

MSE =

∑(
∧
St−St

)2

n
(14)

MAE =

∑∣∣∣∣ ∧St−St

∣∣∣∣
n

(15)
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RMSE =

√√√√√∑(
∧
St−St

)2

n
(16)

where St is real exchange rate, and
∧
St is the forecast exchange rate.

2.3. GARCH model. Engel (1982) proposed ARCH model and ARCH Family was later
formed when derivative models were suggested. Among them, Bollerslev (1986) elaborated
the ARCH model and further proposed the GARCH model [3,5]. The GARCH model may
not only fetch the variation of variables but also make floating forecasting model of the
conditional variance in the future by the fluctuating information of unexpected variation
in the past. The equation of GARCH(p, q) is as follows:

yt = xtb+ εt (17)

εt|Ωt−1 ∼ N(0, σ2) (18)

σ2
t = α0 +

q∑
i=1

αiε
2
t−i +

p∑
i=j

βjσ
2
t−1, α0 > 0, αi ≥ 0, βj ≥ 0 (19)

where yt is the function of external variable of xt, and xtb is linear combination of the
obtained variable in information set Ωt−1. α0 is a constant, and εt is residual. σ2

t is the
function of the squared, q is the period denoting the order of residual in the past and the
conditional variation of p period in the past. σ2

t−1 the conditional variation of j in the
past. αi and βj are parameter coefficients. q and p are the order in GARCH process. If
p = 0, the model equates ARCH(q).

2.4. EGARCH model. The index type of EGARCH model was proposed by Nelson
(1991) to revise symmetrical GARCH model [6]. The univariate experiential GARCH
model based on the hypothesis of the same impact of good or bad news on conditional
variance is used to fetch the unsymmetrical effect of the impact of unexpected return rate
on the fluctuation of reward rate. The EGARCH(p, q) is constructed as follows:

yt = xtb+ εt (20)

εt|Ωt−1 ∼ N
(
0, σ2

)
(21)

lnσ2
t = α0 +

q∑
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[
αi

(∣∣∣∣ εt−i

σt−i

∣∣∣∣− E

∣∣∣∣ εt−i

σt−i

∣∣∣∣+ γ
εt−i

σt−i

)]
+

p∑
j=1

βj lnσ
2
t−j (22)

where yt represents the function of external variable xt, xtb denotes linear combination
of obtained from information set Ωt−1, α0 indicates constant, εt denotes residual, q and p

Table 1. The optimal 10 variables

No. Variables
1 Balance of trade (t− 2)
2 NTD/USD (t− 1)
3 CPI index (t− 3)
4 M1B (t− 2) (Taiwan)
5 Federal fund rate (t− 2)
6 NTD/USD (t− 2)
7 Stock return (t− 3)
8 Foreign investment (t− 1)
9 Foreign investment (t− 3)
10 Stock return (t− 1)
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are procedure order of GARCH model. βj represents current floatation be the function
of past floatation. αi the parameter responding to unanticipated past impact on current
fluctuation, γ the unsymetrical parameter of weighing past variation on current floatation,
εt−i

σt−i
standard residual. If being positive, implicit good news yields unanticipated increase

in return rate; if negative, implicit bad news yields unanticipated decrease in return rate.

2.5. Unit root test. Experimental data shall undergo stationary test before analyzing
the forecasting to ensure the outcome not to cause false regression in non-stationary
process. Through Engle and Yoo’s (1987) Unit-Root Test for judgment so as to avoid over
differencing caused by extremely objective models [4]. This study adopted Augmented
Dickey-Fuller test (ADF test) and Phillips-Perron test (PP test) to undertake unit root
test of the 27 variables and to determine if they are stationary time series. If they are
non-stationary time series, then the data is not suitable for forecasting [18].

3. Data Description. This study adopted the nine most influential variables from
Chang (2009) that affect the variation of exchange rate [13]. The information of each
variable has t−1, t−2 and t−3 iterations and serves as the basis of forecasting exchange
rate. Sample information of this study was obtained from Taiwan Economy Journal (TEJ)
from January 2000 to December 2011, consisting of 144 months of information in a 12-year
span. Forecasting is made for two-year terms of mobile windowing.

4. Research Result and Analysis. This section adopted traditional time series model
for forecasting and determining the array to be Stationary or not. If the data is Non-
stationary, then differencing will be made until the array changes into Stationary. After
the model being confirmed and parameters evaluated, the test will be undertaken with
GARCH, EGARCH, PSOGARCH and PSOEGARCH in two-year terms with estimate
based on MAE, MSE, RMSE criteria for forecasting assessment.

4.1. The result of unit root test. The outcome is known from unit root test only six
variables, namely, Bal(t − 1), Bal(t − 2), Bal(t − 3), SR(t − 1), SR(t − 2), SR(t − 3),
are significant when ADF test and PP test are 5% significant before differencing is made.
That means, they are stationary time series. To let data become stationary time series, all
variables underwent another order of differencing, the outcome after one-order differencing
after ADF or PP testing less than 5% of significance can reject one-root null hypothesis.
That is, all become stationary time series and mean the array is suitable for forecasting.

4.2. Empirical analysis of PSOGARCH and PSOEGARCH. This study selected
the original 27 variables most influencing the exchange rate according to the parameter
setting and algorithm. The calculation runs 30 times. That is, ten groups of variable were
selected. The top 10 most influential variables were selected according to the parameter
weight, with the MAPE 0.0951 of Group 1 being the minimal. Hence, this study adopted
the 10 variables of Group 1, Rate(t − 1), Bal(t − 3), BR(t − 2), TSE(t − 1), SR(t − 2),
BR(t−1), MR(t−2), MR(t−1), SR(t−3) and CPI(t−2), and fed them into the GARCH
and EGARCH models for further forecasting.

This study undertook a comparison of tracking errors of the traditional time series
GARCH and EGARCH with proposed PSOGARCH and PSOEGARCHmodels. The two-
year tracking errors were compared. It is known from Table 2 and Table 3 the averages of
MAE, MSE and RMSE of GARCH, EGARCH, PSOGARCH, and PSOEGARCH models
are less than 0.5, with the forecasting ability of PSOEGARCH being the best, followed
by PSOGARCH, however with EGARCH being the worst.
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Table 2. The comparison of tracking errors among four models for MSE

Year GARCH EGARCH PSOGARCH PSOEGARCH
2000∼2001 0.2705 0.1773 0.0844 0.0504
2001∼2002 0.1102 0.2144 0.0310 0.0661
2002∼2003 0.0612 0.2490 0.1318 0.0941
2003∼2004 0.0552 0.2312 0.1211 0.0778
2004∼2005 0.1855 0.1545 0.0167 0.0444
2005∼2006 0.1437 0.1520 0.1134 0.0386
2006∼2007 0.0453 0.1890 0.1872 0.0624
2007∼2008 0.5395 0.2332 0.0642 0.0946
2008∼2009 0.0540 0.1442 0.0439 0.0336
2009∼2010 0.0935 0.1967 0.1113 0.0762
2010∼2011 0.1450 0.1939 0.1775 0.0486
Average 0.1549 0.1941 0.0984 0.0624

Table 3. The comparison of tracking errors among four models

Model MAE MSE RMSE Ranking
GARCH 0.2773 0.1549 0.3645 3
EGARCH 0.2776 0.1941 0.3716 4

PSOGARCH 0.2437 0.0984 0.2994 2
PSOEGARCH 0.1941 0.0624 0.2465 1

5. Conclusion and Suggestions. This paper employed the optimization technique of
PSO to select the top 10 variables most affecting the foreign exchange rate and entered in-
to the GARCH and EGARCH models to construct two new models, namely, PSOGARCH
and PSOEGARCH. The outcomes as demonstrated in the experiment show, the construc-
tive models of this paper significantly enhance forecasting performance. By comparing
with the time series model, PSOEGARCH is found to demonstrate the best forecast-
ing ability, trailed by PSOGARCH model, however the traditional EGARCH model is
the worst. This paper intends to provide government agencies, businesses, and general
public with the constructed new models as reference for foreign exchange rate trading,
forecasting exchange rate trends and investment decisions in the future.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the synchronization of unified chaotic systems subject
to a set of constraints. The recently developed constrained extended Kalman filter (CEK-
F) is used to synchronize two identical unified chaotic oscillators subject to the same set
of constraints. Such an approach can be used as a chaotic mask to achieve a satisfactory
and typical secure communication scheme. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is
illustrated through simulation.
Keywords: Chaos, Chaotic synchronization, Extended Kalman filter, Secure commu-
nication, State estimation

1. Introduction. Secure communication has received increasing attention since the pro-
liferation of wireless production. The introduction of chaos into communication systems
offers several opportunities for improvement. This is due to the random behavior of
chaotic systems which can be very useful in distinguishing modulation as noise [1,2].

Compared with conventional communication systems, chaotic communication systems
acquire unique features and potential benefits [2,3]. Among these are efficient use of
the bandwidth of the communication channel, utilization of the intrinsic nonlinearities in
communication devices, large signal modulation for efficient use of carrier power, secure
communication, and the dependency of chaotic signal on initial condition, which might
make it difficult to predict over long time interval. Moreover, although chaotic systems
are non-stochastic, they share many properties of stochastic processes which are basic
requirements of the spread spectrum communications.

Using a typical chaotic communication scheme, the information is carried on a chaotic
signal from the transmitter to the receiver. Chaotic communication systems are imple-
mented either with chaos synchronization or without chaos synchronization. Interested
readers can refer to [4-8] and references therein. Most of the researches in chaotic com-
munication address systems based on chaos synchronization between transmitter and
receiver [1,8,9-13]. For these systems, chaos synchronization is mandatory, and the qual-
ity of communication measured by bit-error rate (BER) depends only on the accuracy of
synchronization.

Masking the content of a message using chaotic signals has been achieved using different
methods [4-9,14,15]. However, it has been shown that most of these techniques are not
secure since it is possible to extract the encoded message signal from the transmitted
chaotic signal by using different unmasking techniques [9]. So, to overcome this problem,
different approaches have been developed to design cryptosystems based on chaos [1,4,5,9].
In these approaches, the conventional cryptographic method and the synchronization of
chaotic systems are combined in order to enhance the security level of transmitted chaotic
signal.
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The idea used in this paper is to generate an encrypted chaotic signal by enforcing
a set of inequality constraints on the chaos generator. Such a signal is used to mask
the encoded digital information signal. The modulated chaotic signal is transmitted to
the receiving end through a noisy channel. At the receiving end, the CEKF is used to
synchronize constrained chaotic signals in a chaotic communication scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The motivation of this research work

is presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we formulate the estimation problem for the
constrained stochastic discrete-time nonlinear systems. The structure of the CEKF is
presented in Section 4. Simulation results are demonstrated in Section 5. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. Motivation of the Research Work. The practical unpredictability of chaotic dy-
namics, its complexity, and the possibility of synchronizing chaotic systems are the ele-
ments giving the potential for the application of chaos in secure communication scheme.
However, it is still possible to increase the unpredictability level of the chaotic oscillator
by imposing a set of inequality constraints to the generated chaotic signals. Such an
approach leads to a dramatic change of the waveform of the chaotic signal, and hence it
will be very difficult or may be impossible to identify the type of the chaotic oscillator.
Changing these constraints from time interval to another will add more complexity to the
identification of the chaotic oscillator, and consequently to the synchronization process.
With this procedure, we can increase the security level of the transmitted data.
Among the approaches dedicated in the literature for chaos synchronization are back-

stepping control [16], feedback controllers [17], active control [18], nonlinear control [19],
adaptive control [20], the use of observer systems [21], etc. However, non of these tech-
niques can synchronize chaotic systems subject to a set of constraints. The recently de-
veloped CEKF [22] can handle this problem efficiently and synchronize encrypted chaotic
signals.
Using this idea, a secure communication scheme is proposed. In this scheme, masked

or encrypted chaotic signals will be generated at the transmitting end. The CEKF will
be used for chaos synchronization at the receiving end. More specifically, constrained
chaotic oscillator will be used to generate carriers for the data to be transmitted. Since
the wave pattern of the generated constrained chaotic signal will be different from that of
the unconstrained one, it will be very difficult to identify the type of the chaotic oscillator.
Moreover, if by any means the type of the oscillator is detected, proper synchronization
at the receiving end cannot be achieved without the knowledge of the set of applied
constraints. Therefore, an intruder will not be able to recover the masked states of the
chaotic oscillator, and hence retrieve the transmitted data. Such an approach will enhance
the applicability of chaos in secure communication.

3. Problem Formulation. Consider the following constrained stochastic discrete-time
nonlinear system:

xk+1 = fk(xk) + wk + d (1)

yk+1 = hk+1(xk+1) + νk+1 (2)

ζ
k+1
≤ gk+1(xk+1) ≤ ζ̄k+1 (3)

where xk = x(k) ∈ Rn is the state vector; yk+1 = y(k + 1) ∈ Rm is the output vector;
wk = w(k) ∈ Rn is a zero mean white Gaussian input noise vector with covariance matrix
Qk = E{wkw

T
k } ∈ Rnxn; d ∈ Rn is a constant vector, vk+1 = v(k + 1) ∈ Rm is a zero

mean white Gaussian output noise vector with covariance matrix Rk = E{vkvTk } ∈ Rmxm;
fk(xk) : R

n → Rn is a vector nonlinear function of the state equation; hk+1(xk+1) : R
n →

Rm is a vector nonlinear function of the output measurements; gk(xk) : R
n → Rr is the

constrained vector nonlinear function; r is the number of constraints; ζ
k+1

, ζ̄k+1 ∈ Rr are
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the vectors of lower and upper bounds of gk(xk) element by element which can be functions
of time; xo = x(0) ∈ Rn is the initial condition of the state vector, assumed zero mean
random Gaussian with covariance matrix P (0) = E{xox

T
o } ∈ Rnxn where P (0) = P0|0.

In the above model it is assumed that x(0), wk, vk+1 are all independent. Moreover, it
is assumed that the model has the following properties:

E
{
xkw

T
j

}
= 0, ∀ k ≤ j; E

{
xkv

T
j

}
= 0, ∀ k, j; E

{
ykv

T
j

}
= 0, ∀ k < j (4)

The class of nonlinear discrete time systems (1) is used to represent a variety of chaotic
systems. The generated chaotic signals are subject to the set of constraints (3). The
state vector is assumed to be corrupted by a zero mean white Gaussian noise vector, and
the output is modulated with the encrypted information signal. The modulated output is
transmitted to the receiving end through a noisy communication channel. At the receiving
end, the received signal is used as an input to the chaotic response system driven by the
CEKF. It is obvious that the quality of the communication will depend on the accuracy
of the achieved synchronization.

4. The Constrained State Estimator. In this section the mathematical structure of
the CEKF, using multiple projection approach [22,23], is presented.

4.1. The unconstrained case. Assume that the last filtered state estimate is x̂k|k, and
the corresponding covariance matrix is Pk|k. Let Fk, Hk+1 be the Jacobean matrices of fk
and hk+1 defined by:

Fk =
∂fk
∂xk

∣∣∣x̂k|k Hk+1 =
∂hk+1

∂xk+1

∣∣∣x̂k+1|k (5)

For the nonlinear discrete-time dynamical system (1), (2), we have:
1) The predicted estimate of the states x̂k+1|k, its associated covariance matrix Pk+1|k,
and the predicted estimate of the output ŷk+1|k are given by:

x̂k+1|k ∼= fk(x̂k|k) + d (6)

Pk+1|k ∼= FkPk|kF
T
k +Qk (7)

ŷk+1|k ∼= hk+1(x̂k+1|k) (8)

2) The filtered estimate of the states x̂k+1|k+1, its associated covariance matrix Pk+1|k+1,
and the filtered estimate of the output ŷk+1|k+1 are such that:

x̂k+1|k+1
∼= x̂k+1|k +K1 k+1[yk+1 − ŷk+1|k] (9)

Pk+1|k+1
∼= [I −K1k+1Hk+1]Pk+1|k (10)

with

K1k+1
∼= Pk+1|kH

T
k+1[Hk+1Pk+1|kH

T
k+1 +Rk+1]

−1 (11)

ŷk+1|k+1
∼= hk+1(x̂k+1|k+1) (12)

4.2. The nonlinear update estimator. Assume that l constraints from the set of r
imposed constraints (3) are violated. Our objective is to update x̂k+1|k+1 to satisfy (3).
Let us denote by x̂1k+1|k+1; P1k+1|k+1 as the filtered estimate, and the covariance matrix
resulting from (9), (10), respectively, before imposing the constraints (3). The violated
constraints in (3) are used to generate the set of equality constraints given by:

mk+1(xk+1) = θk+1 (13)

where mk+1(xk+1) : R
n → Rl is a vector function containing the elements of gk+1(xk+1)

corresponding to the l violated constraints from (3), and the vector θk+1 ∈ Rl contains
the corresponding upper bound elements in ζ̄k+1 or lower bound elements in ζ

k+1
which

have been violated in (3).
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Since mk+1(xk+1) is known, then (13) will be treated as a new received subset of mea-
surements. It is therefore necessary to update the estimator using the assumed received
new information. Such a procedure will be carried through the application of the multiple
projection approach.
Denoting by M̂1k+1 the Jacobean of the vector function mk+1(xk+1), then we have:

M̂1k+1 =
∂mk+1(xk+1)

∂xk+1

∣∣∣x̂1k+1|k+1
(14)

The mathematical structure of the update estimator x̂k+1|k+1 and its associated covari-
ance matrix Pk+1|k+1 are given by:

x̂k+1|k+1
∼= x̂1k+1|k+1 +K2 k+1[θk+1 − θ̂1k+1|k+1] (15)

Pk+1|k+1
∼= [I −K2k+1M̂1k+1]P1k+1|k+1 (16)

with

θ̂1k+1|k+1 = m̂k+1(x̂1k+1|k+1) (17)

K2k+1
∼= P1k+1|k+1M̂

T
1k+1[M̂1k+1P1k+1|k+1M̂

T
1k+1 + Lk+1]

−1 (18)

where Lk+1 is a diagonal matrix with small numbers to avoid the singularity of the matrix
M̂1k+1P1k+1|k+1M̂

T
1k+1 during the implementation of the algorithm.

It is important to note that:
1) The developed constrained estimator is recursive and has to be repeated if the

constraints are not satisfied.
2) We do not need to know a priori the number of vectors to be treated as new received

measurements at the (k + 1)th sampling instant.
3) It has also been shown in [22] that the nonlinear update estimator is the maximum

likelihood/ least square estimator and behaves as Gauss-Newton method to approximate
a solution.

5. Simulation Results. To illustrate the idea presented in this paper, we consider the
following model of the unified chaotic system [24]:

ẋ1 = (25α + 10)(x2 − x1) + w1

ẋ2 = (28− 35α)x1 − x1x3 + (29α− 1)x2 + w2

ẋ3 = x1x2 − ((8 + α)/3)x3 + w3

(19)

where x1, x2, x3 are the state variables of the system, α ∈ [0, 1] is the system parameter,
and w1, w2, w3 are zero mean uncorrelated white Gaussian input noise variables with the
covariance matrix Q = E{wwT}. The system described by (19) is chaotic for any value
of α ∈ [0, 1]. The system (19) is the generalized Lorenz chaotic system for 0 ≤ α < 0.8.
It is Lu chaotic system when α = 0.8, and it is the generalized Chen chaotic system when
0.8 < α ≤ 1.
Discretizing (19) while using first order approximation (Euler method), we get:

x1k+1 = x1k +∆T (25α + 10)(x2k − x1k) + ∆T w1k

x2k+1 = x2k +∆T (28− 35α)x1k −∆Tx1kx3k +∆T (29α− 1)x2k +∆Tw2k

x3k+1 = x3k +∆Tx1kx2k − ((8 + α)/3)∆Tx3k +∆Tw3k

(20)

where ∆T = 0.001 sec is the sampling period of time.
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To distort or encrypt the generated chaotic signal, we impose the following set of
inequality constraints:

5 ≤ t < 15 gk+1 = x2
1 − x2

2 + x2
3 ≤ a+ 30(t− 5)

15 ≤ t < 60 gk+1 = x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3 ≤ b

60 ≤ t < 100 gk+1 = x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3 ≤ c

t ≥ 100 the system is free.

(21)

where a = 1100, b = 1400, c = 1800 for Lorenz system, while a = 1300, b = 2200,
c = 2000 for both Lu and Chen systems.

It is worth mentioning that the imposed constraints will change the wave pattern of
the chaotic signal. Moreover, their mathematical structures and their effective periods of
times are not restricted to those given in (21). An infinite number of combinations can
be used which make it almost impossible to detect.

As a real application, the three chaotic oscillators, namely the generalized Lorenz chaot-
ic system with α = 0.01, the Lu chaotic system with α = 0.8, and the generalized Chen
chaotic system with α = 1.0, are used to transmit the black and white image of a flower,
as shown in Figure 1. For simulation purposes, the initial conditions of the states were
xo = [1.0 1.0 1.0], the initial conditions of the estimated states were x̂o = [0.0 0.0 0.0]
and the covariance matrices were equal to Q = diag[0.07 0.07 0.07], R = 0.07 and
P (0) = diag[0.1 0.1 0.1].

To transmit this image it is necessary to re-dimension the image to become a binary
sequence and re-scale the binary sequences to become pulses with period 5∆T . Hence the
pulse:

S(k) =

{
+0.1 if the bit is 1 k ∈ [ko, ko + 5∆T ]
−0.1 if the bit is 0 k ∈ [ko, ko + 5∆T ]

(22)

The generated data pulses are encrypted using the following formula:

ST (k) = 0.15S(k)|x3(k) + 30| (23)

where ST (k) is the encrypted data signal to be used to modulate one of the outputs of
the system. The modulation process starts at t = 0.2 sec.

The outputs of the system are given by:

y1k+1 = 0.1x1k+1 + v1k+1

y2k+1 = 0.1x2k+1 + ST (k) + v2k+1
(24)

The applied set of constraints and the encryption rule of the data signal are agreed
upon between the transmitter and the receiver.

At the receiving end y1k+1 is used to estimate the state vector x̂k+1|k+1 and hence, the
output ŷ2k+1|k+1 = 0.1x̂2k+1|k+1. Then by direct subtraction between y2k+1 and ŷ2k+1|k+1

we retrieve ST̂ (k) and then Ŝ(k) using the following decryption rule:

Ŝ(k) = ST̂ (k)/(0.15|x̂3(k) + 30|) (25)

The signal Ŝ(k) is applied to the filter and the output is used to retrieve the image by
re-dimensioning the recovered binary sequence back to become an n1×m1 matrix, where
n1 = 240, m1 = 320 are the dimensions of the flower image matrix. Figure 2 shows the
retrieved image of the flower.

The quality of the communication scheme is measured using the BER. 100 Monte Carlo
simulations were performed for the three chaos oscillators. For Lorenz chaotic system,
the BER was equal to 0.000104% for a S/N ratio equal to 19.59 dbs and 0.00205% for a
S/N ratio equal to 16.5 dbs. For Lu chaotic system, the BER was equal to 0.00151% for
a S/N ratio equal to 19.73 dbs. Finally, for Chen chaotic system, the BER was equal to
0.0027% for a S/N ratio equal to 19.53 dbs.
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Figure 1. The transmitted
flower image

Figure 2. The retrieved flow-
er image

6. Conclusions. In this paper the constrained Extended Kalman Filter CEKF is used
for secure data communication. The idea is to generate a distorted chaotic signal by
imposing a set of inequality constraints. The encrypted information signal is injected into
the transmitter and simultaneously transmitted to the receiver through a noisy commu-
nication channel. At the receiving end, CEKF is used for chaotic synchronization and
hence to recover the primary data. The BER is used to measure the effectiveness of
the proposed scheme. Simulation results showed the effectiveness of the CEKF and the
applicability of the proposed communication scheme.
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Abstract. Regression model is a very classic single equation econometric model. People
have constantly perfected the existing models and discovered new prediction methods.
However, the method improvement when the data size is too large needs to be improved.
Composite prediction method puts forward the idea of piecewise random sampling based on
the existing prediction model. It can process the data whose size is very large. Composite
prediction method in a certain extent solved the burden of prediction model due to the
large data size and gave a method for determining the accuracy of the results. And that
has been verified with an example.
Keywords: Prediction, Regression, Composite prediction, Accuracy, Sampling

1. Introduction. All management decisions should be made based on the forecast of the
future. With the progress of the economy and the science and technology, the research and
application of prediction is used more and more widely. And the demand for prediction
and precision of the results is also increasing. At the same time the prediction research
and application further promote the economic and social development.

For a long time, people have constantly perfected the existing models and discovered
new prediction methods. [1-3] put forward that least squares regression is based on some
basic assumptions, and any deviations from the assumptions will affect the result of the
regression. So the paper gives the corresponding ways to find and remedy the problems.
The regression model based on quasi-linear function (QRM) was established in paper [4].
The parameter estimation strategy of QRM was discussed and the method of parameter
estimation based on genetic algorithm and error test method based on residual were given.
The weighted error criterion evaluating strain-fatigue life prediction methods was proposed
in paper [5], and verified with an example. A prediction method, the Dynamic Exponential
Smoothing (DES) method, for job runtimes on shared processors was proposed in [6]. A
prediction for listed companies’ financial distress by using multiple prediction methods
with rough set and Dempster-Shafer evidence theory was completed in [7]. Combination
forecast method was put forward in paper [8]. The biggest characteristic of combination
forecast method is able to fully and effectively use the useful and independent information
of the various models. This makes that multiple models predict the same object at the
same time possible, so as to improve the prediction effect. For marine structures, [10]
proposed a unified fatigue life prediction method and proved the performance of the
model. The combination model was applied to regional logistics in [11]. And it was
confirmed that the results of this method were more accurate and the method could be
extended to the national transportation systems.

Although there have been many researches and fruits on prediction method, the study
and exploration on prediction and inspection of the question with a large sample size still
have plenty of room and meaning, especially for a large sample size to reduce the effects of
noise on predicting outcomes. The composite prediction method proposed in this paper
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aiming at the larger sample size. When the object of study has a larger sample size,
the computational complexity of prediction model estimation will be larger at the same
time. And that will also more or less increase various inevitable burdens, while composite
prediction method can partly solve the problem. Meanwhile, composite prediction method
can give a more detailed explanation to the reliability analysis of the predicted results
which the conventional prediction methods lack. The composite prediction method is
introduced in detail in this paper. And it is validated by an example, proving that it is
feasible.

2. The Substance of Prediction. The essence of prediction is to predict or estimate
the possible changes in a certain period of time in the future for an object based on
the actual and historical data of its development and changes, using modern scientific
theories and methods. It can reduce the uncertainty about the understanding of the
future things and make higher credibility decisions. In real life, there are many prediction
methods. However, no one is absolutely effective. The methods need to be continually
improved, making them more suitable for actual situation. The composite prediction
method proposed below, which is advantageous to the processing of large data, is improved
on the basis of the original method. Under different situations, we should clear that which
situation and prediction method are fit to the objects need to analyze. With this, we
can use these prediction methods more accurately and effectively to guide and solve the
problems.
Prediction reveals a correlation relationship. Generally, prediction (especially quantita-

tive prediction) method has the following steps: clear prediction target; collect information
and data; establish prediction model; model parameter estimation; model test; prediction
implementation and results analysis. Regression model is a very classic single equation
econometric model. Its general form is:

y = f(x). (1)

where y is the random variable, x is the deterministic variable. In reality, the object we
study usually do not have very clear functional relationship, so usually we express it with
expectation E(f(x)),

ŷi = E(f(xi)), (2)

and the real value of the random variable of the research object is:

yi = E(f(xi)) + εi, (3)

where εi is an unobservable random variable, called the random error term. The estab-
lishment of regression model is based on some basic assumptions, such as the random
error term εi do not conform to the serial correlation, the random error term is subject
to normal distribution of zero-mean, homoscedasticity, zero-covariance. If one or more of
the assumption does not hold, it will lead to the failure of the regression model and the
prediction failure. After the modeling and parameter estimation, some tests are needed,
such as variable significance test, serial correlation test, goodness of fit. Then we can do
the prediction equation analysis, evaluation and prediction.
The cycle of today’s statistics data has been not only confined to the year and quarter,

but also the month, week, day, even shorter. The data size is constantly expanding. This
brings facility for prediction model and results. However, at the same time, it brings
various burdens to the model, such as larger computational complexity, the credibility
problem of the results and the increasing noise data resulting from the increase of data. All
of these are the problems remain to be improved for the conventional regression analysis
models. The composite prediction method proposed in this paper is an improvement
countermeasures aiming at the above problems. It used the segmented random sampling
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to reduce the burden of a large sample size to the model. And it can be more accurate
to give a prediction accuracy of the results of the model simultaneously.

3. Composite Prediction Method. When the prediction object data size is too large,
it will increase the burden of prediction model. However, the existing prediction methods
have not the solution specifically for this situation. So the composite prediction and
accuracy are proposed here. The composite prediction method gives a more exact solution
for the large data size and a more clear explanation to the accuracy of prediction results
(accuracy). It solves the problem of model burden caused by the large sample size through
random sampling in accordance with a certain proportion. The accuracy of the prediction
result can be got by the samples that have not be drawn out. And an accuracy numerical
value, the accuracy, can be given.

A general principle of random sampling is the general characteristics of the sample
got by random sampling and its data trend need to keep consistency with the original
sample. In the process of random sampling, the general trend of the original sample data
may be changed due to that the data drawn on is too concentrated and other interval data
would be too little. If the trend of the original sample data is straight, no matter adopt
what method of sampling will not change its character and data trend. The more gentle
movements of the data, the smaller of the probability of the change caused by random
sampling, if the original sample data show very gentle movements, no obvious turning
point are more evenly distributed as Figure 1.

Figure 1. Scatter diagram

Therefore, the segmented random sampling method can be used to solve this problem.
How to segment depends on the characteristics and trends of the original sample data.
First, sort the original data in accordance with the value of deterministic variable x in
descending order. Then, identify the maximum and minimum of random variable y and
the corresponding values of x in each transition region. Finally, determine the spacing
according to the distance between each x, and extract data randomly according to the
percentage in each segment. If a range of data is mixed, we can separate it to one section,
as the interval (a, c) in Figure 1. If the number of each set of data is similar, it can be
the result of random sampling. If the data of individual groups are significantly more
than the other set of data a lot, then it can be divided into one or several segments
according to the actual needs. In addition, in order to ensure the effect of segmented
random sampling, we can reserve the two endpoint data of each segment unconditionally
(except the obvious noise data) when selecting data randomly in each segment according
to a certain percentage.
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Get the model parameter estimation and prediction result using the data drawn out.
Give a specific account to the accuracy of the result. Here we call it accuracy denoted by
Q. Assume a sample has n groups of data. Randomly draw out h groups, remaining m
groups. Then the Q calculation method is as follows:
1) With the data that have not been taken, get their prediction results ŷi;
2) Get the difference value between the true value yi of data that have not been drawn

out and the predictive value ŷi, namely the error ui;
3) The accuracy is Q = 1− ((

∑m
i=1 u

2
i )/(

∑m
i=1 y

2
i ))

1/2.
In view of the randomness of random sampling, in order to make the result more

accurate and convincing, the segmented random sampling can be repeated. The average
value of the prediction results is as the final result. When multiple sampling we can use
the same kind of segmentation, do not have to redefine its segment every time.
The predicted value is y = (1/k)

∑k
i=1 y

(i). Here k means segmented random sampling
k times, y(i) is the prediction result of the i-th time sampling.
The accuracy calculation is the similar. The final accuracy is Q = y = (1/k)

∑k
i=1Q

(i)

which is the accuracy of the i-th time sampling. If Q(j) has a significantly larger gap with
other accuracies, exclude this random sampling result when calculating the final accuracy.
Or rule out the sampling result which has the smallest accuracy. This can reduce the effect
of noise data on the predicted result.
The specific implementation steps of the composite prediction method:
1) Segmented random sampling k times;
2) Calculate the each predicted values y(i) and accuracy Q(i);
3) Exclude the sampling results that have obvious difference or smallest accuracy. Cal-

culate the predicted result y and Q.
For example, the 33 groups of data in Figure 1 can be divided into three segments as

Figure 1. Then do segmented random sampling by seventy percent.
The first time, the regression result of sampling:

y = 0.00396x2 − 0.45656x+ 15.7314, (4)

the accuracy is 0.80. The second time, the regression result of sampling:

y = 0.00739x2 − 0.59588x+ 16.85168, (5)

the accuracy is 0.78. The third time, the regression result of sampling:

y = 0.00678x2 − 0.57056x+ 16.86347, (6)

the accuracy is 0.84.
Exclude the second sampling result which has the smallest Q. Get the final Q is 0.82.

When x is 34 or 35, the prediction result is 5.04 or 4.90.
The result using regression method directly:

y = 0.00645x2 − 0.56405x+ 16.77792, (7)

and when x is 34 or 35, the prediction result is 5.05 or 4.93. So the composite prediction
method is effective according to the results of two methods.
The over large data will bring burden and uncertainty to the model, no matter which

prediction model is used. Composite prediction method processes the amount of data
effectively first, making it more suitable for the chosen model. The model choosing is
determined by the data characteristics, such as regression model, the neural network
model.

4. Example of Application. With the development of society and science and tech-
nology, people’s working environment, living standards, cultural quality, environmental
protection consciousness have taken place great changes. Enterprise production and man-
agement gradually achieves the mechanization and informatization. Also people’s life is
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more and more filled with all kinds of electric equipment, including the refrigerators, com-
puters, televisions, air conditioners and many other instruments that can improve living
and working conditions. In addition, the production and management of this kind of
electric appliances, mechanization and informatization also reach the popularization and
utilization. As a power company for example, in order to better to achieve the company’s
service and management, basis on the full investigation and research, the company finds
that the temperature is an important factor to influence electricity consumption. The
following Table 1 shows the randomly recorded 72 groups of linked data. And we hope to
find out the correlativity between the peak load (KW ) and the temperature (Fahrenheit
F) by using these data.

Table 1. The peak load (KW ) and the tempreture (F)

F 55 55 56 56 57 57 58 58 59 59 59 60
KM 120 118.3 118.9 126.6 113.9 114.7 114.8 113.8 111.8 122 111.1 110
F 60 62 62 63 63 63 63 64 64 64 65 66

KM 108.5 107.5 90 105.2 104 120 106 100 105.2 102.8 99.5 100.2
F 67 67 68 69 70 70 71 71 72 72 73 74

KM 96.5 83.6 96.3 95.6 94.5 94.5 93 93.6 92 88 91 92.1
F 74 75 76 77 78 78 78 79 80 81 81 82

KM 95 95.5 96.1 97 98 99 102.1 103.1 104.5 108.1 90.7 108.1
F 82 83 84 85 86 86 87 88 89 89 90 92

KM 111.3 112.1 140.9 114.8 116.8 121.4 120 124.1 125 127.8 127.8 134.1
F 94 94 95 95 96 96 97 98 100 100 108 106

KM 138 138 139 140.7 142 143 145.2 147.4 150.1 140.9 170.8 166.1

Figure 2. The scatter diagram

From Table 1 we can get that there is no exact numerical dependency relationship
between peak load and temperature, but correlativity. Overall, power consumption is
greater when temperature is higher or lower, and smaller when temperature is moderate.
The following this paper will predict the power consumption using composite prediction
method when the temperature is higher or lower. Get the scatter diagram by Eviews, as
Figure 2.

First, do segmented random sampling to the data by seventy percent. According to the
scatter diagram and original data, it can be divided into three segments: (55, 72), (72, 88),
(88, 108).

Sample randomly the data in each segment by seventy percent. Get a quadratic regres-
sion function by Eviews:

y = 0.0678x2 − 9.6705x+ 444.1292. (8)
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The accuracy of the first sampling result can be got by Table 2: Q(1) = 0.95.
Then do the second and third segmented random sampling, get the parameter estima-

tion equations and accuracy.
The same as the first time prediction step of the random sampling, we should take a

seventy percent cut of the original data randomly. Then we can calculate the parameter
estimation equation by the data drawn out. The second time, the regression result of
random sampling is:

y = 0.0638x2 − 9.0756x+ 422.6496. (9)

The third time, the regression result of random sampling similarly is:

y = 0.0669x2 − 9.5246x+ 437.8785. (10)

Calculate the accuracy of the second and third sampling results by the data that have
not been drawn out: Q(2) = 0.95, Q(3) = 0.94.
By the above results, we can see that the three accuracies of the random sampling have

no obvious difference. They are similar. So we can exclude the third random sampling
result who has the smallest accuracy. Then we can get the final prediction accuracy by
the first and second random sampling results: Q = (Q(1) +Q(2))/2 = 0.95.
Table 3 shows the prediction results when the temperature is 53, 54, 109, 110.

Table 2. The error and accuracy of data that have not been taken

Temperature xi Real peak load yi Predicted peak load ŷi Error u2
i

56 118.9 115.05 14.82
58 114.8 111.16 13.28
59 122 109.41 158.44
62 107.5 105.00 6.27
63 105.2 103.79 1.98
64 100 102.73 7.44
65 99.5 101.80 5.28
69 95.6 99.43 14.67
70 94.5 99.18 21.88
72 92 99.08 50.09
74 95 99.52 20.43
78 98 102.03 16.25
79 103.1 103.00 0.01
82 108.1 106.71 1.93
86 116.8 113.56 10.51
87 120 115.61 19.29
90 127.8 122.57 27.32
94 138 133.76 18.01
96 143 140.16 8.06
100 150.1 154.60 20.22
108 170.8 189.97 367.55

Table 3. Prediction results

Temperature F y(1) y(2) Final predicted value y
53 121.91 120.86 121.39
54 119.49 118.61 119.05
109 195 191.42 193.21
110 200.17 196.31 198.24
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Composite prediction method is more conducive to the large sample size and can re-
duce some burden caused by the large data size compared with regression analysis. The
computational complexity will increase exponentially when the data size is very large.
Thus it greatly increases the difficulty of the prediction model estimation and accuracy
calculation. The segmented random sampling of composite prediction method largely re-
duced the trouble in this regard. Second, it gives a specific basis to the reliability of the
result by accuracy. And this is what the conventional regression analysis lack of. On the
impact of noise data to the prediction result, it also has certain advantages and can make
the result more credible.

5. Conclusions. With intensification of global competition and the progress of the sci-
ence and technology, the demand for prediction and the accuracy of the results is also
increasing. And the research and application of prediction is used more and more widely.
The computational complexity will increase exponentially when the data size increas-
es. That leads to excessive burden of conventional regression analysis method and the
decrease of reliability of the result. Composite prediction method enriches the existing
regression prediction model basing on it. And it reduces some burden caused by the large
data size in a certain extent. Besides, it gives accuracy and its calculation method on the
basis of existing model compared with existing prediction method. However, the existing
prediction method cannot do that. In a certain extent, it can also reduce the effect of
noise data to the result.
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Abstract. To improve the fault diagnosis precision of subway auxiliary inverter and
overcome the defect of easily running into local extremum existing in BP neural network
(BPNN), the paper proposes the fault diagnosis method based on BPNN optimized by
genetic simulated annealing algorithm. Firstly, we search the global optimal solutions
of initial connection weight and threshold of BPNN by genetic algorithm (GA). In the
optimization process, simulated annealing (SA) algorithm is introduced to improve the
local search capability of network which will effectively avoid the GA falling into pre-
maturity. Then we adopt the local mean decomposition (LMD) method to process fault
signal and extract the approximate entropy of the decomposed signal to compose the fault
feature sample. Finally, the feature sample will be applied in optimized BPNN for fault
recognition. Simulation results have demonstrated that GAS-BP has better generalization
capability and higher diagnosis precision compared with GA-BP and BP.
Keywords: Subway auxiliary inverter, BP neural network, Genetic algorithm, Simulat-
ed annealing algorithm, Fault diagnosis

1. Introduction. With the acceleration of urban modernization process, urban rail tran-
sit has been developed rapidly. As important electrical equipment in urban rail train,
subway auxiliary inverter is responsible for providing stable power to AC loads besides
the train traction [1], and its working stability will have a great influence on the normal
operation of train. However, the types of generated faults are various while fault signal
is nonlinear and non-stationary. As a consequence, the monitoring of auxiliary inverter
and corresponding fault diagnosis are important prerequisites which will ensure the safe
operation of train.

Fault diagnosis usually consists of fault feature extraction and fault recognition, and
how to extract fault feature is the key to accurately identifying the faults of auxiliary
inverter. Local mean decomposition [2] is an adaptive time-frequency analysis method,
which can decompose a complex signal into a small set of product functions (PF) with
instantaneous frequency, and each product function is derived from the multiplication of
an envelope signal and a pure frequency modulated signal. By measuring the complexity of
time series, approximate entropy will measure the probability of newly generated pattern
in signal [3]. For different fault signals, the approximate entropy of each signal is varied.
Therefore, the extraction of fault feature can be achieved by calculating the approximate
entropy of product function decomposed by LMD.

Artificial neural network has unique self-learning, associative memory, parallel process-
ing ability and stronger nonlinear approximation capability, and it is widely applied in
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pattern recognition [4,5]. Reference [6] proposed the fault diagnosis method based on
BPNN and achieved good diagnostic effect. However, BPNN adopts the gradient descent
algorithm to train the network. If the choice of initial parameters is not appropriate,
the network has the problem of easily running into local extremum [7]. Reference [8]
has introduced genetic algorithm to carry out global optimization of BPNN and applied
the optimized network in fault diagnosis. As a result, the generalization capability and
convergence speed of network are improved. However, the local search capability of GA
is poor and prematurity may occur in the optimization process [9]. Simulated annealing
is an optimized algorithm based on the probability distribution mechanism [10]. With
stronger local search capability, SA adapts to the combination of algorithms and con-
tributes to the network jumping the local extremum in the search process. In this paper,
we use the hybrid algorithm of genetic simulated annealing (GSA) to optimize the initial
connection weight and threshold, conduct a second network training by gradient descent
method and take the feature sample of approximate entropy for fault diagnosis.

2. BP Neural Network Optimized by Genetic Simulated Annealing Algorithm.
As a multi-layered and widely used forward network, the learning process of BPNN [11]
includes the forward propagation of signal and back propagation of error. Based on
the gradient descent algorithm, the connection weight and threshold are continuously
adjusted to minimize the network errors between forecasting values and desired values.
In this paper, the structure of BPNN includes input layer, hidden layer and output layer.

2.1. Genetic simulated annealing algorithm. Based on natural selection and genetic
mechanism, genetic algorithm is a global adaptive search algorithm [12]. GA adopts ge-
netic operations of selection, crossover and mutation to optimize the population composed
by individuals, and searches the optimal solution in parameter space by evolutionary iter-
ation. Simulated annealing [10] is a stochastic optimization algorithm which simulates the
solid annealing process, accommodates the non-optimal solution in a way by Metropolis
acceptance criteria, and jumps the local optimal solution by continuous disturbance. The
combination of GSA and BPNN will maintain the strong learning ability of neural net-
work and enhance the global and local search capability of network, which will effectively
avoid the network running into local extremum and improve the fault diagnosis precision.

2.2. Optimization of BPNN based on GSA. The optimization process is shown as
follows.
(1) Real coding
To reduce the calculation and improve the search efficiency of GA, real coding method is

selected to code the connection weight between input layer and hidden layer, threshold of
hidden layer, connection weight between hidden layer and output layer and the threshold
of output layer.
(2) Determination of fitness function
Genetic algorithm evaluates the adaptability of individual by calculating corresponding

fitness. In this paper, we take the reciprocal of network error E as the fitness function.
The smaller the network error, the greater the fitness and the network forecasting values
will be closer to desired values. So the fitness function is defined as follows:

f =
1

E
=

1
n∑

i=1

|yi − ȳi|
(1)

where f is the fitness of individual, yi is the forecasting value, ȳi is the desired value and
n is the number of samples.
(3) Selection
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The paper uses the fitness proportion method to determine the probability of individual
being selected. By the selection operation, individual with larger fitness will have a greater
chance of survival. The probability of individual being selected is shown as follows.

pi = fi

/
S∑

i=1

fi (2)

where fi is the fitness of the ith individual, S is the population scale.
(4) Crossover

Considering the real coding method, arithmetic crossover is used to generate new indi-
viduals in this paper. The arithmetic crossover is achieved by the linear combination of
two individuals. {

xd+1
i = rxd

i + (1− r)xd
j

xd+1
j = rxd

j + (1− r)xd
i

(3)

where d is the evolutionary iteration, xd+1
i and xd+1

j are the newly generated offspring

individuals, xd
i and xd

j are the parent individuals after selection operation, and r is a
random number, r ∈ [0, 1].

Crossover probability decides whether crossover operation is executed, so crossover
probability will have a direct impact on the performance of GA. To improve the search
capability, crossover probability Pc is adaptively adjusted according to the change of
fitness.

Pc =

{
Pc1 −

(Pc1−Pc2)(f̄−favg)
fmax−favg

, f̄ ≥ favg
Pc1, f̄ < favg

(4)

where f̄ is the larger fitness of two individuals being selected, fmax is the maximum
fitness of current population, favg is the average fitness of current population, Pc1 = 0.9
and Pc2 = 0.6.
(5) Mutation

Mutation operation will maintain the diversity of population and mutation probability
Pm is adaptively adjusted as follows.

Pm =

{
Pm1 − (Pm1−Pm2)(f ′−favg)

fmax−favg
, f ′ ≥ favg

Pm1, f ′ < favg
(5)

where f ′ is the fitness of individual in mutation, Pm1 = 0.1 and Pm2 = 0.02.
Mutation operation is shown as follows:

gij =

{
gij + (bmax − gij)[r2(1− d/dmax)], r1 ≥ 0.5
gij − (gij − bmin)[r2(1− d/dmax)], r1 < 0.5

(6)

where gij is the jth gene of ith individual, bmax and bmin are the maximum and minimum
bounds of population, r1 and r2 are the random numbers and r2 ∈ [0, 1], and dmax is the
maximum evolutionary iteration.
(6) Simulated annealing operation and optimal reservation strategy

Calculate the difference between the optimal fitness of current population and the op-
timal fitness of previous generation ∆f = fbest(d + 1) − fbest(d). If ∆f ≥ 0, then the
current optimal fitness fbest(d + 1) will be accepted; otherwise, calculate the probability
of acceptance under the current temperature P (∆f) = exp(∆f/T (d)) and generate the
uniform random number rand, rand ∈ [0, 1]. If P (∆f) ≥ rand, then fbest(d + 1) is still
accepted; otherwise, fbest(d) will be accepted as the optimal fitness of current popula-
tion. By optimal reservation strategy, the optimal individual will be saved and the worst
individual of current population will be completely replaced by the optimal individual.
Update the temperature by simulated annealing function T (d+1) = λT (d), λ is annealing
rate, λ ∈ [0, 1].
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When the optimization process finishes, decompose the optimal individual into the
initial connection weight and threshold of BPNN and execute a second network training
by gradient descent algorithm.

3. LMD and Approximate Entropy. When fault occurs in the subway auxiliary in-
verter, the instantaneous amplitude, instantaneous frequency and energy of each band
signal will change, and the fault feature can be derived by signal processing. In this
paper, we select the time-frequency analysis method LMD to process the non-stationary
fault signal and extract the approximate entropy of the decomposed product function.

3.1. Theory of LMD. The decomposition process of LMD is as follows [13,14].
(1) Determine all the local extremum points of the original signal x(t), calculate the ith
local mean value mi of two successive extremum points ni, ni+1 and envelope estimation
ci.

mi =
(ni + ni+1)

2
, ci =

|ni − ni+1|
2

(7)

(2) Connect all the local mean points and envelope estimation points by straight lines,
and smooth them by moving average method to obtain the local mean function m11(t)
and envelope estimation function c11(t). Separate m11(t) from x(t) and obtain h11(t).

h11(t) = x(t)−m11(t) (8)

(3) To demodulate h11(t), divide it by envelope estimation function c11(t) and obtain
s11(t).

s11(t) =
h11(t)

c11(t)
(9)

(4) Envelope estimation function c12(t) of s11(t) can be calculated according to the step
1 and step 2. If c12(t) = 1, then s11(t) is a purely frequency modulated signal; otherwise,
repeat the above iteration process n times until c1(n+1)(t) = 1, and c1(n+1)(t) is the envelope
estimation function of s1n(t).

h11(t) = x(t)−m11(t)
h12(t) = s11(t)−m12(t)

...
h1n(t) = s1(n−1)(t)−m1n(t)

(10)

where s1i(t) = h1i(t)c1i(t), i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
The termination condition of iteration is:

lim
n→∞

c1n(t) = 1 (11)

(5) To obtain the envelop signal, multiply all the envelop estimation functions which are
generated in iteration process.

c1(t) = c11(t) · c12(t) · · · c1n(t) =
n∏

i=1

c1i(t) (12)

(6) Multiply the envelop signal c1(t) and frequency modulated signal s1n(t) to get the first
product function PF1(t).

PF1(t) = c1(t) · s1n(t) (13)
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(7) Separate PF1(t) from x(t) and obtain a new signal r1(t). Take r1(t) as the new original
and repeat the whole process k times until rk(t) is a monotonic function.

r1(t) = x(t)− PF1(t)
r2(t) = r1(t)− PF2(t)

...
rk(t) = rk−1(t)− PFk(t)

(14)

(8) When the calculation process finishes, the original signal x(t) is decomposed into k
product functions and a monotonic function rk(t).

x(t) =
k∑

i=1

PFi(t) + rk(t) (15)

3.2. Approximate entropy. Approximate entropy is widely used in the field of fault
diagnosis and it shows the complexity of signal and the probability of newly generated
pattern. The greater the probability of generating new pattern, the more complexity
of time series, and the corresponding approximate entropy is larger. With better noise
immunity, approximate entropy algorithm can well describe the feature of nonlinear and
non-stationary signal, and the detailed calculation process of approximate entropy can
be seen in Reference [15]. The fault signal can be decomposed into product functions by
LMD and calculate the approximate entropy of selected product function to compose the
fault feature sample, which will reflect the feature of different types of fault signals and
be applied for fault recognition.

4. Simulation Experiments. Impulsive transient, voltage fluctuation and frequency
variation are common faults in subway auxiliary inverter. In this paper, the experimental
data are derived from Reference [1] and each fault has 30 groups of data. Select the
former 18 groups of data in each fault to compose training sample and remaining data
will be taken as testing sample. To recognize the fault accurately, the fault labels of
impulsive transient, voltage fluctuation and frequency variation are set (100), (010) and
(001). The fault diagnosis models of GSA-BP, GA-BP and BP are achieved by MATLAB
programming.

4.1. Extraction of fault feature. Decompose each group of data by LMD and the
decomposition of impulsive transient signal is presented Figure 1. As is seen in Figure
1, the main fault information exists in the former 5 product functions. Therefore, we
calculate the approximate entropies of the former 5 product functions to compose a fault
feature vector. Parts of fault feature samples are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Fault feature samples (part)

Fault type
Serial Feature vector of LMD approximate entropy Fault
number PF1 PF2 PF3 PF4 PF5 label

Impulsive
1 0.45004 0.65151 0.30294 0.18869 0.08718 1 0 0

transient
2 0.50145 0.70157 0.35274 0.30172 0.11985 1 0 0
3 0.53074 0.63586 0.35021 0.32291 0.11601 1 0 0

Voltage
1 0.74837 0.48846 0.40352 0.29934 0.39258 0 1 0

fluctuation
2 0.79927 0.53031 0.45564 0.49417 0.42071 0 1 0
3 0.81249 0.62775 0.46701 0.47811 0.49175 0 1 0

Frequency
1 1.00360 0.65315 0.47493 0.44502 0.47324 0 0 1

variation
2 1.08632 0.63627 0.49736 0.50231 0.50608 0 0 1
3 1.11370 0.77238 0.49473 0.49752 0.46434 0 0 1
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Figure 1. Decomposition of impulsive transient signal

4.2. Simulation results. According to fault feature sample and Kolmogorow theorem,
the structure of BPNN is determined 5-11-3. In optimization process, the population
scale is 30, the population bound is within [−3, 3], the maximum evolutionary is 100,
initial annealing temperature is 300 and the annealing rate is 0.9. For the initialization of
BPNN, the training epochs are 3000, the error goal is 0.001 and the learning rate is 0.1.
Transfer functions of hidden layer and output layer are logsig and purelin. The error (the
reciprocal of fitness) curves of GSA-BP and GA-BP in optimization process are given in
Figure 2. Comparisons of diagnosis results are in Table 2.

Figure 2. Error curves of GSA-BP and GA-BP in optimization process
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Table 2. Comparisons of diagnosis results of three models

Model Impulsive Voltage Frequency Accurate Diagnosis
transient fluctuation variation number accuracy

GSA-BP 11/12 11/12 12/12 34 94.44%
GA-BP 10/12 10/12 11/12 31 86.11%
BP 9/12 11/12 10/12 30 83.33%

In Figure 2, the error curve of GSA-BP has vibration which indicates that genetic
algorithm jumps out of the local extremum by simulated annealing, while GA-BP runs
into prematurity, and the error of GSA-BP is smaller than GA-BP. Concluded from Table
2, compared with GA-BP and BP, the diagnosis accuracy of GSA-BP is the highest and
the generalization performance of GSA-BP is better.

5. Conclusions. Considering the global search capability of GA and local search ca-
pability of SA, the paper adopts the hybrid algorithm of genetic simulated annealing
to search the global optimal solution of initial connection weight and threshold of BP
neural network, processes fault signal by LMD and extracts the approximate entropy of
decomposed signal for fault diagnosis. Simulation results have proved the feasibility of the
proposed method. With higher diagnosis precision and better performance, the GSA-BP
model can be used in the fault diagnosis of subway auxiliary inverter.
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Abstract. Wheeled mobile robots suitable for a variety of applications in a wide field
have been studied for many years. In any application, it is necessary to ensure the
motion performance of a wheeled mobile robot to guarantee its reliability and security.
However, it is difficult to control the motion of wheeled mobile robot because it is a three-
dimensional two-input nonholonomic system. In this paper, we address the problem of
motion under nonholonomic constraints for the wheeled mobile robot based on the fact
that one can direct a nonholonomic automobile to track any path in a wide space by
adjusting its velocity and orientation angle on-line. First, an on-line trajectory planning
method is proposed to generate the reference velocity and the orientation angle according
to the target position and the robot’s current position. Then, the feedback velocity and
orientation control law are designed based on the dynamic model. Finally, experiments
are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller.
Keywords: Wheeled mobile robot, Noholonomic constraint, On-line trajectory plan-
ning, Motion control, Dynamics

1. Introduction. Wheeled mobile robots suitable for a variety of applications have been
studied for many years [1]. These applied mobile robots include autonomous guided
vehicle (AGV) robots, the helpmate service robot that can transport food and medication
throughout a predefined path, and floor-cleaning robots [2-4]. Especially, using wheeled
mobile robots is an effective way to promote the factory automation. As an example, the
mobile robots with intelligently motion function are used to improve the efficiency of cargo
transport in factory automation. In cargo-transport task, it is essential for these robots
to precisely track the predefined path from the starting location to the target location
[5]. However, it is well known that the wheeled mobile robot is a nonholonomic system,
because of the nonholonomic constraints, the accuracy of the path-tracking decreases
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and the robots stray from the predefined path, which clearly increases the danger of
hitting obstacles. Therefore, when the problem of nonholonomic constraints is solved, the
motion performance of the wheeled mobile robots will be further improved. The practical
applications of the wheeled mobile robot will be guaranteed.
The backstepping methodology is a suitable choice to address the problem of motion

for a wheeled mobile robot under nonholonomic constraints [6,7]. Recent developments
include the adaptive tracking controller based on a backstepping approach [8], and a
control method that enables the integration of kinematic backstepping approach and
dynamic neural net works controllers [9]. However, the backstepping methodology is based
on the proposition that the desired path must be continuous and has tangent direction
continuity, the path curvature is continuous, and the derivative of the reference linear and
angular velocity must be sufficiently small. In this paper, a trajectory planning method is
proposed to address the problem of motion under nonholonomic constraints for the mobile
robot. This method is based on the fact that one can direct a nonholonomic automobile
to track any path in a wide space by adjusting its velocity and orientation angle on-
line. Therefore, first an on-line trajectory planning method is proposed to determine
the reference linear velocity and orientation angle for the robot. Then, the stability of
the trajectory planning method is proven by using a Lyapunov function. In addition,
a feedback controller is proposed based on the dynamic model to compute the required
torque for the actual mobile robot.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the structure of the wheeled

mobile robot and derives the kinematic and dynamic model. In Section 3, an on-line
trajectory planning method is presented, designed to generate the reference linear velocity
and orientation angle for the steering system, to make the position error asymptotically
stable. In Section 4, the feedback velocity and the orientation control law are designed
based on the dynamic that the wheeled mobile robot’s velocity and orientation angle
converge asymptotically to the reference velocity and orientation angle inputs. Section 5
shows an experiment of the proposed method. The experimental results show that the
proposed control method is feasible and effective. A conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. Wheeled Mobile Robot and Modeling. The wheeled mobile robot shown in Fig-
ure 1 was developed. It consists of a vehicle with two driving wheels mounted on the same
axis, and two free omni-directional wheels at the front and back of the vehicle. The robot
can only move in the direction normal to the axis of the driving wheels. This motion
is well known as the nonholonomic constraint. The physical parameters of the wheeled
mobile robot are given in Table 1.

Figure 1. Wheeled mobile robot

Table 1. Physical parameters of the wheeled mobile robot

Symbol Quantity Value and Unit Symbol Quantity Value and Unit
H height 0.206 m M mass 14 kg
2b width 0.300 m m maximum load 60 kg
2a length 0.400 m I inertia of mass 0.28 kg·m2
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Figure 2. Structural model of the mobile robot

To derive the control law for the wheeled mobile robot, a schematic structure of the
wheeled mobile robot is shown in Figure 2.

The parameters and coordinate systems are defined as follows: Σ(x, y, O): absolute
coordinate system; Σ(x′, y′, C): translational coordinate system determined by the orien-
tation of the mobile robot; G(xg, yg): position of the center of gravity considering the
effect of loads; C(xc, yc): position of the geometric center; d: distance between the center
of gravity and the geometrical center; vc: linear velocity at point C; ϕ: mobile robot
orientation defined as the angle between the direction of vc and the x-axis; τ1, τ2: driving
torques of the two driving wheels; α: angle between Cx′ and CG; 2b: distance between the
driving wheels; 2a: length of the robot; θ̇1, θ̇2: angular speeds of the two driving wheels.

First, a kinematic analysis of the nonlinear system is carried out by using the coordinate
system shown in Figure 2. The kinematic equations are ẋc

ẏc
ϕ̇

 =

 cosϕ 0
sinϕ 0
0 1

[ vc
ϕ̇

]
(1)

The relationship between the angular speed of the two driving wheels and the robot’s
linear velocity and angular velocity is given as follows:

[
vc
ϕ̇

]
=

 r

2

r

2
r

2b
− r

2b

[ θ̇1
θ̇2

]
(2)

where r is the wheel radius.
The Lagrange formalism is used to derive the dynamic equations for the wheeled mobile

robot. In this case, the potential energy is zero because the path of the wheeled mobile
robot is constrained to the horizontal plane. Considering center-of-gravity shifts and load
changes caused by the applied loads, the kinetic energy of the robot is as follows:

E =
(M +m)

2
(ẋ2

g + ẏ2g) +
I + d2(M +m)

2
ϕ̇2 +

Jω + k2J0
2

(θ̇21 + θ̇22) (3)

where M is the robot mass and m is the mass of the applied load. Furthermore, d, which
varies with the applied load’s position, is the distance between the center of gravity and
the geometrical center. I is the moment of inertia of the robot, Jω is the moment of
inertia of the driving wheels, J0 is the moment of inertia of the DC motor, and k is the
gear ratio.
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According to the Lagrange formalism, and considering kinematic Equations (1) and
(2), the complete dynamics consist of the kinematic steering system derived as follows:[

τ1
τ2

]
=

 m11 +m12

r

m11 −m12

r
b

m21 +m22

r

m21 −m22

r
b

[ v̇c
ϕ̈

]
= M

[
v̇c
ϕ̈

]
(4)

where

m11 =
r2(M +m)

4b2
(b+ d cosα)2 +

r2[I + d2(M +m)]

4b2
+ (Jω + k2J0)

m12 =
r2(M +m)

4b2
(b+ d cosα)(b− d cosα)− r2[I + d2(M +m)]

4b2

m21 = m12

m22 =
r2(M +m)

4b2
(b− d cosα)2 +

r2[I + d2(M +m)]

4b2
+ (Jω + k2J0).

3. On-line Trajectory Planning for Reference Velocity and Orientation Angle.
To make the robot converge asymptotically to a desired path, first the reference linear
velocity and the orientation angle must be determined for the steering system (Equation
(1)). Many approaches exist to select a velocity and an orientation angle for the steering
system. In this section, a simple trajectory planning method is designed to generate the
reference linear velocity and the orientation angle according to the experience of steering
a car.
To move the robot from the current position to the desired position, we must con-

tinue adjusting its linear velocity and orientation angle. As shown in Figure 3, in time
t, the robot aims to reach the target position [xcd(t), ycd(t)] from the current position
[xc(t), yc(t)].

Figure 3. Design principle of target velocity and orientation angle

The robot must be oriented in the direction of the target position from the current
position. Therefore, the reference orientation angle at time t is calculated as

ϕ∗ = arctan
ycd(t)− yc(t)

xcd(t)− xc(t)
(5)

From Equation (5), it is observed that the reference orientation angle using this cal-
culation method is the same as the direction of the tangent of the desired path, which
avoids the nonholonomic constraint on the robot.
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Then, we determine the moving velocity according to the deviation distance between
the current and target locations. The deviation distance is calculated as

∆d =
√
[xcd(t)− xc(t)]2 + [ycd(t)− yc(t)]2 (6)

In an ideal situation, the robot needs move from the current position to the target position
instantly. However, the robot velocity is limited such that |vc| ≤ Vmax, where Vmax is the
maximum linear velocity of the mobile robot. Therefore, by taking the given linear velocity
and the deviation distance into consideration, the target linear velocity is calculated as
follows:

v∗c = vcd + kv∆d (7)

where kv is a parameter to prevent the velocity becoming larger than Vmax, and vcd =√
[ẋcd(t)]2 + [ẏcd(t)]2 denotes the given linear velocity.
The stability analysis of the position tracking is given as follows. First, according to

Equations (1) and (5), the derivative of deviation distance (6) is obtained as follows:

∆ḋ =
[xcd(t)− xc(t)][ẋcd(t)− ẋc(t)] + [ycd(t)− yc(t)][ẏcd(t)− ẏc(t)]√

[xcd(t)− xc(t)]2 + [ycd(t)− yc(t)]2

= cosϕ∗(vcd cosϕd − v∗c cosϕ
∗) + sinϕ∗(vcd sinϕd − v∗c sinϕ

∗)

= vcd cos(ϕ
∗ − ϕd)− v∗c cos(ϕ

∗ − ϕ∗)

= vcd cos(ϕ
∗ − ϕd)− v∗c

= vcd[cos(ϕ
∗ − ϕd)− 1]− kv∆d

(8)

where ϕd = arctan[ẏcd(t)/ẋcd(t)] is the given orientation angle.
Proof: Let us consider the Lyapunov function as follows:

V =
1

2
∆d2 (9)

Clearly, if ∆d = 0, V = 0, and if ∆d ̸= 0, V > 0. Furthermore, from Equation (8), the
derivative of the Lyapunov Function (9) is obtained as follows:

V̇ = ∆d∆ḋ

= ∆d {vcd[cos(ϕ∗ − ϕd)− 1]− kv∆d}
= ∆d · vcd[cos(ϕ∗ − ϕd)− 1]− kv∆d2

(10)

In Equation (10), ∆d and vcd are always positive, and −2 ≤ cos(ϕ∗ − ϕd) − 1 ≤ 0.
Therefore, ∆d · vcd[cos(ϕ∗−ϕd)− 1] ≤ 0. Here, when the control parameter kv is set to be
positive, −kv∆d2 ≤ 0 and V̇ ≤ 0 are obtained. Here, V̇ = 0 means ∆d = 0, which implies
xcd(t)−xc(t) = 0, and ycd(t)−yc(t) = 0. Since all the signals in the closed-loop system are
bounded and ∆d converges to zero as t → ∞, the designed system is stable. Therefore,
when using the path generation method of Equations (5) and (7), kv is designed to ensure
that kv > 0. Then, we obtain the following equations:

lim
t→∞

∆d = lim
t→∞

√
[xcd(t)− xc(t)]2 + [ycd(t)− yc(t)]2 = 0

lim
t→∞

[xcd(t)− xc(t)] = lim
t→∞

[ycd(t)− yc(t)] = 0
(11)

Therefore, the path tracking system is asymptotically stabilized to the desired path.

4. Controller Design. The reference linear velocity and the orientation angle in Section
3 are designed to make the position error asymptotically stable. In this section, a nonlinear
feedback acceleration control method is proposed. This controller takes into account the
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specific vehicle dynamics to convert a steering system command into the torque inputs
for the actual vehicle. The control method is given as[

τ1
τ2

]
= M

[
v̇∗c + kp1(v

∗
c − vc)

ϕ̈∗ + kp2(ϕ
∗ − ϕ) + kd2(ϕ̇

∗ − ϕ̇)

]
(12)

where kp1, kp2, and kd2 are control parameters of the feedback acceleration controller, M
is the inertia matrix of the robot shown in the dynamic model (4).
The stability analysis of the control law (12) is given as follows. First, let the tracking

error of vc and ϕ be set in Equation (13):

e1(t) = v∗c (t)− vc(t), e2(t) = ϕ∗(t)− ϕ(t) (13)

Substituting the control law (12) and Equation (13) into dynamic Equation (4) yields the
following equation:

ė1(t) + kp1e1(t) = 0, ë2(t) + kd2ė2(t) + kp2e2(t) = 0 (14)

Here, the values of kp1, kp2, and kd2 are always set as a positive constant. Then, we obtain
the following equations:

lim
t→∞

e1(t) = lim
t→∞

[v∗c (t)− vc(t)] = 0, lim
t→∞

e2(t) = lim
t→∞

[ϕ∗(t)− ϕ(t)] = 0 (15)

When using the control method of Equation (12), the stability of the velocity and the
orientation angle tracking can be ensured by appropriate selection of kd2, kp1, and kp2.

5. Experiment. This section describes experiments conducted with the proposed con-
troller to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. In general, the predefined
path for the wheeled mobile robot to track consists of a series of straight line segments
and arc line segments. It is obvious that the straight line segment is easy to track; in
contrast, the arc line segment is difficult to track. To verify its effectiveness, the robot is
assumed to follow a semi-circular path that is an arc line.
The path to be followed is described by

(xcd − x0)
2 + (ycd − y0)

2 = r2 (16)

where (x0, y0) = (0 m, 1 m) specifies the center of the semi-circle, the radius r = 1 m.
The trajectory is given as follows:

xcd(t) = r cos
[
−π

2
+ σ(t)

]
+ x0

ycd(t) = r sin
[
−π

2
+ σ(t)

]
+ y0

, σ(t) =


2π

t20
t2 0 ≤ t ≤ t0

2

π − 2π

t20
(t− t0)

2 t0
2
≤ t ≤ t0

(17)

where t0 is the experiment execution time, which can be changed to adjust the moving
speed of the robot. Here, t0 is set to 40 s. The parameters of the proposed control
method are adjusted by manually selecting the best tracking results. The selected control
parameters are given as kp1 = 8 [1/s], kp2 = 6.2 [1/s2], kd2 = 3.5 [1/s], and kv = 12. Figure
4 shows the path tracking ability of the robot by the proposed method. The dashed blue
line represents the reference response, and the solid red line represents the result achieved
by the robot. Figure 4(a) shows the path tracking result, Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show
the trajectory tracking results of the x and y positions. Clearly, by using the proposed
controller, the wheeled mobile can successfully track a semi-circular path.

6. Conclusion. In this paper, an on-line trajectory planning method is proposed to
adjust the reference velocity and the orientation angle according to the target and current
position of the wheeled mobile robot, for a robot moving under nonholonomic constraints.
Then, feedback acceleration control is designed based on the dynamic model to realize
the required torque for the actual mobile robot. Finally, experiments are conducted and
the results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller.
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(a) Path tracking result

(b) x position (c) y position

Figure 4. Experimental results using the proposed control method
- - reference — response
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Abstract. Even though a variety of 2D-to-3D conversion methods have been introduced
and applied to commercial 3DTVs and 3D displays, the conversion of text regions has
not been solved yet. Most of conversion methods generate 3D images with high quality.
However, broken or unreadable texts are still visible because the conversion methods are
not robust to deal with such non-natural features. Text has the property different from
natural images acquired from camera sensors or generated by computer graphics. In other
words, due to inherent characteristics of the texts, the best solution is not to convert into
3D, thereby displaying them in 2D. This paper presents a novel methodology of converting
non-natural images mixed with texts and images into 3D. For performance evaluation,
more than 8,000 images were captured from diverse webpages containing subimages and
texts. As well, 3,000 natural images were tested. Experiment performed on those images
demonstrates that the detection ratio of non-natural images is 97% and that of subim-
ages reaches 98%. Furthermore, a conversion scheme suitable to non-natural images is
proposed.
Keywords: Non-natural image, Subimage, Text, 3D conversion

1. Introduction. Following the commercial success of 3DTV, 2D-to-3D conversion has
been incorporated into 3DTV, 3D displays, 3D cameras and so forth [1-4]. Even though
most conversion algorithms do not always deliver perfect 3D such as 3D movies, the
performance has gained the attraction of 3D viewers.

Fundamentally, the conversion methods extract a depth map from a single 2D image.
Since the natural images contain almost infinite types of contents, it is convinced for a
long time that it is a difficult job to make near-perfect 3D depth. As well, the current
conversion methods generally focus on natural images as in Figure 1(a). Due to this, most
of algorithms designed to process natural images meet difficulty in converting webpage
texts present in the non-natural images as in Figure 1(b). Internet webpages generally
contain diverse types of text at different locations. Further, various font and style are
other factors that could hamper the satisfactory 3D conversion.

Unlike the natural images, the conversion of texts usually produces distorted characters,
broken pixels, or unreadable text when viewed in 3D, because an identical depth is difficult
to achieve for a group or region of texts. Therefore, we need a new approach that is
able to deal with non-natural images mixed with image, video, and text. Document
processing methods such as character recognition and OCR could be used for detecting
texts. However, satisfactory performance might not be expected due to the existence of
diverse text formats. Since texts contain the pixel information that makes the content
analysis difficult, it might be the best solution to show texts in 2D rather than in 3D. For
instance, as shown in Figure 2, the webpage contains both subimages and text regions.
The best solution is that only subimages are converted into 3D and the text regions are
displayed in 2D without any conversion. Here a primary component is to detect subimages
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(a) Natural image

(b) Non-natural image

Figure 1. Examples of two image types

Figure 2. Subimages that need to be detected and are converted into 3D

present in an image and to convert them into 3D so that the best stereoscopic image can
be delivered to viewers.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section presents an overall approach of

the proposed method. The detection of subimages in the non-natural image is described
in Section 3. Section 4 presents a conversion scheme to convert subimages into 3D.
Experimental results are analyzed in Section 5 followed by the conclusion and future
works.

2. Proposed Method. Our proposed method being composed of subimage detection,
analysis and clustering of subimages, depth map generation, and 3D conversion is illus-
trated in Figure 3. For a given image, we search for subimage(s) including image or video.
For all detected subimages, we classify them into K clusters. Subimages in an identical
cluster are analyzed and a depth map is generated. Finally, a stereoscopic image being
composed of left and right images are produced by 2D+depth DIBR (depth image based
rendering) method.
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Figure 3. The overall block diagram of the proposed method

3. Subimage Detection. In general, the shape of a subimage is a rectangle that is rep-
resented by four lines: bottom, top, left and right. Therefore, based on this observation,
line will be a primary feature that is used in our method. The line detection algorithm is
carried out as follows: An RGB image is converted into a grayscale image Y. After that,
we convolve the Y image with horizontal and vertical line detection operators hH and hV .

hH(m,n) =

 −1 −1 −12 2 2
−1 −1 −1

 , hV (m,n) =

 −1 2 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 2 −1

 (1)

Then, the horizontal and vertical components are computed by

HH(x, y) =
1∑

m=−1

1∑
n=−1

Y (x+m, y + n) · hH(m,n)

HV (x, y) =
1∑

m=−1

1∑
n=−1

Y (x+m, y + n) · hV (m,n)
(2)

The line magnitude is given by Equation (3).

H(x, y) = |HH(x, y)|+ |HV (x, y)| (3)

If H(x, y) is greater than a threshold Tl, the pixel becomes a line pixel. The ratio of line
pixels RL is defined by

RL =
No. of line pixels

Image size
(4)

If RL exceeds a threshold T1, the input image is determined as a non-natural image and
vice versa. For a non-natural image, we search for rectangular subimages. After a line
thinning is completed for line data, a connected component labeling (CCL) is applied
so that each connected line pixel is assigned to an identical label [5]. Finally, we find a
bounding box of each component that becomes a subimage.

4. 2D-to-3D Conversion of Subimages. Only subimages detected in the non-natural
image are converted into 3D and other regions are not converted. The performance of 3D
conversion methods depends on the quality of a depth map that is an important feature
for the perception of a stereoscopic image. Even though the 3D conversion of subimages
can be implemented by any conventional methods, we present a simple, but effective depth
map generation for a complete production system of stereoscopic images.
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Given an RGB image, we obtain a saliency map as well as an RGB map. A saliency
map is a 2D monochrome image where each intensity value represents visual saliency of
the corresponding scene pixel. Saliency represents the distinguished image pixels in the
image. Therefore, most of algorithms focus on detecting color pixels whose frequency
is relatively low. One simple method is to use Gaussian filtering in Lab space [6]. The
algorithm is carried out as follows: An RGB image is converted to Lab color (L, a, b) that is
a color-opponent space based on nonlinearly compressed CIE XYZ color space coordinate.
The mean values of L, a and b are calculated to obtain Lave, aave and bave. The saliency
in each pixel is calculated using Equation (5).

SAL =
√

(Lave − L)2 + (aave − a)2 + (bave − b)2 (5)

The difference of R, G and B is large even though the scene depth is similar. To solve
this, we compute the maximum of |R−G|, |G−B| and |B −R| as follows:

COLOR = Max(|R−G|, |G−B|, |B −R|) (6)

Then we use the weighted average to make an initial depth map D.

D = w · SAL + (1− w) · COLOR (7)

where w ∈ [0, 1].
Suppose that there are N subimages. In general, each subimage has different saliency

and color distribution because unlike one single image, subimages in the webpage have
different contents and colors. Therefore, it is natural to convert each subimage to 3D
independently. However, this task requires high computational complexity in software as
well as hardware. The best approach is to classify N subimages into K cluster group.
(K ≤ N). Then subimages of each cluster are regarded as an identical group with similar
color characteristics and converted into 3D. We employ K-means clustering [7] where the
mean values of saliency and RGB data are used as input data. Given N subimages,

1. Define the number of clusters, K
2. Initialize the cluster starting points to patterns (SAL1, COLOR1), . . . , (SALK ,

COLORK).
3. Attempt to minimize the within-cluster variance e2k for each cluster k

e2k =

nk∑
i=1

(xi,k −mk)
T (xi,k −mk),

where nk is the cardinality of cluster k and xi,k is the ith pattern of cluster k.
4. The square error of the clustering in K clusters is the sum of the within-cluster

variances.

E2
K =

K∑
k=1

e2k.

5. Until E2
K is converged, repeat steps 3 and 4.

If the clustering is completed, we obtainK clusters. Then we need to convert subimages
in each cluster into 3D. For each cluster, we compute SAL and COLOR followed by the
computation of an initial depth map. Since the depth range is spread in [0, 255], utilizing
only some portion of depth data could enhance 3D. For this we use skewness that is
defined by

Skewness =
M∑
i=1

(Di − D̄)3
/[

M∑
i=1

(Di − D̄)2

]3
(8)

where M is the number of all subimages pixels in a given cluster and D is the depth value.
In probability theory and statistics, skewness is a measure of the extent to which a

probability distribution of a real-valued random variable leans to one side of the mean.
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Figure 4. The property of skewness

The relation of skewness and distribution is shown in Figure 4. For the selection of the
depth range in Figure 4(a), the left depth range is utilized, because pixels on the right
side occupy a large portion and have a similar depth. On the contrary, selecting the right
depth range for Figure 4(c) can improve 3D perception. The final step is to generate left
and right images using 2D+Depth rendering.

5. Experimental Results. To examine the performance of the proposed method, we
randomly captured an image set of 8,224 non-natural images from the PC and an image set
of 3,063 natural images to construct a training set. A part of images can be classified into
both sets. In this case, students at our lab decided whether they belong to a non-natural or
a natural image. Further, subimages were also determined manually to construct ground
truth data. Most of non-natural images can be easily found at Internet webpages. For
objective performance evaluation, we captured non-natural images at the famous portal
sites such as Google, Naver, Daum and Yahoo. The interal structure of a portal site
is organized in a tree structure [8,9]. Therefore, a main page has multiple sub-menus
and each sub-menu is divided into lower-level menus. We captured window images while
tracking each sub-menu for balanced data acquisition.

Table 1 shows the detection ratio of the proposed image classification. Portal, other
webpages, and natural images produced detection ratios of 99, 96 and 98% respectively.
The total detection ratio of 11,287 images reached 97%. In overall, it is proved that the
usage of a line feature is enough to distinguish non-natural and natural images. Some
natural images classified as a non-natural image include building and animation game
images with menu boxes. On the other hand, misdetected non-natural images contain a
large map, insufficient text regions and so forth.

Table 1. The detection ratio of the proposed natural/non-natural image detection

Test Image No. of Images No. of Failed Images Detection Ratio (%)
Portal 725 7 99

webpages 7,499 253 96
Natural Image 3,063 64 98

Total 11,287 324 97

The proposed subimage search method was peformed on ten non-natural images shown
in Figure 5. The ground truth subimages were determined by students at the lab. Based
on this, Table 2 shows the outcome of the subimage detection. For a total of 146 subim-
ages, the cases of the misdetection, false alarm and hit are 16, 2 and 128 respectively.
Therefore, the success rate is 87.7%. The detected subimages are shown in Figure 5.
Some subimages were not detected due to unclear lines, similar colors and the shortage of
rectangle information. The depth maps are shown in Figure 5. We set 255 for subimages
and 127 for other regions that include text regions, empty space and so forth. The subim-
ages can be converted into 3D using a conversion method. Further since the text regions
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Figure 5. Subimages (red box) of test non-natural images found by subim-
age search method and their depth maps

Table 2. The performance of subimage search method for non-natural images

Test Image No. of subimages Misdetection False Alarm Hit
1 9 1 0 8
2 16 3 0 13
3 67 6 1 60
4 11 3 0 8
5 10 1 0 9
6 2 0 0 2
7 14 1 1 12
8 10 0 0 10
9 2 1 0 1
10 5 0 0 5

Totoal 146 16 2 128

are assigned a constant depth, visual artifacts such as distorted characters, broken pixels
and unreadable texts can be prevented. The stereoscopic images made by 2D+depth
rendering are shown in Figure 6.

6. Conclusion. In this paper, we presented a novel method that converts non-natural
images mixed with images and texts into 3D. For this, we proposed non-natural image
detection, subimage detection, depth map generation and stereoscopic image generation.
Since only image regions are converted into 3D, comfortable stereoscopic images can be
delivered to viewers without any visual discomfort. The proposed method is expected not
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Figure 6. Examples of interlaced images of non-natural images. Subim-
ages are enclosed by red box and only subimages are converted to 3D (shown
in interlaced format).

only to overcome the classical problems of text conversion, but also to deliver comfortable
3D to viewers. Further, this technology can be easily integrated into 3DTV and 3D
displays. Two main future works are to develop an improved method that can enhance the
detection ratios of non-natural images and subimages and to find a solution to overcome
the abrupt depth variation when detection failure occurs.
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Abstract. Intellectual capital has become the main source to create value for enter-
prises and the human capital has been the most important part of it. Enterprises should
improve the level of human capital and try to absorb it into their own structural capital
in order to maintain long-term vitality. E-commerce is able to promote the transforma-
tion through taking advantage of information technology, optimizing information flow of
current supply chains, improving the internal organizational structures and seizing the
customers’ information accurately. At the same time, this kind of capital transforma-
tion is helpful for enterprises to carry out corresponding management measures involving
projects such as management modes, enterprise culture and market surveys
Keywords: Human capital, Structural capital, Transformation, E-commerce technolo-
gies

1. Introduction. The original financial capital has been replaced by intellectual capital
to be the main power for enterprises to create value. Intellectual capital is different from
common physical capital that has to follow the law of diminishing marginal return; it can
bring greater benefits at zero marginal cost and the value will not run out even though
the continuous increase of scale or use.

Human capital is the most important part of intellectual capital. The source of enter-
prises’ production-value innovation goes to the knowledge – the wisdom of human. This
kind of implicit knowledge is usually mastered by individuals and there are only two ways
for enterprises to engage it: one is to absorb the owners; the other one is to transform the
implicit knowledge into owned capital. It is just like the blood transfusion when human
capital enters into enterprises and the blood could dry up as soon as people leave. Ex-
ternalization of human capital into structural capital is like the hemopoiesis process, and
this sort of blood will remain within enterprises although their members leave, while the
e-commerce technologies possibly can produce a series of favorable conditions for it [1,2].

In the knowledge economy era, the popularization and development of e-commerce tech-
nologies enable an enterprise to not only focus on its supply chain, but pay more attention
to creating value for both customers and contact businesses. The peculiarities of interac-
tion and real-time have become the common characteristics for any kind of information
exchange; and the Internet has been the central nervous system for resource planning,
customer relationship control and supply chain management. The e-commerce has been
not only favored by consumers, but used to help enterprises to seek for business opportu-
nities; so it has been the most important force to optimize the internal management and
transform development modes [3]. Although the e-commerce is still in its infancy limited
by technical innovation, it will gain better application prospect for enterprises to some
extent.
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Firstly, this study tells about the superiority that e-commerce technologies create for
enterprises’ management organizations, information flow, and customer control. Sec-
ondly, it introduces the enterprises’ intellectual capital and points out the intension of
human capital’ transformation into structural capital. And it discusses how e-commerce
technologies make it easier to promote this kind of transformation from various aspects.
Finally, it puts forward some efforts that enterprises need to take in order to complete
the transformation.

2. Favorable Conditions that the E-Commerce Technologies Bring.

2.1. Optimization of information flow throughout the supply chain. In the in-
formation age, competition, customers, challenges and changes have become the center
influencing factors of enterprises’ survival and decision-making management. Because of
the high upgrade of technology, surrounding environment changes at any time and it is
unable for enterprises to adapt to the market just relying on their own resources. There-
fore, the limitation that enterprises only take use of static-control management should be
broken down.
E-commerce provides a platform for enterprises to link with upstream and downstream

supply-chain partners, and clients’ technology. Enterprises will probably collect all kinds
of information, establish unique database and publicize information at the same time.
There is no doubt that enterprises are easier to get information from all over the world
through the e-commerce technologies and the links among them will optimize information
flow throughout the whole supply chain system [4]. What is more, all members within
enterprises will be automatically included into the whole process of information flow since
information retrieval has become an important part of their daily work [5].

2.2. Changes on structures of enterprises’ organization and management. En-
terprises’ organization and management structures are mainly divided into two types.
One is the hierarchical structure that controls the business through adopting standard
operation, which leads employees in the production lines to lack the initiative to improve
their own business. Because the process of managing business is limited by perceiving
environmental changes, the hierarchical structure usually results in slow information flow
and blocks a number of communication channels. The other one is the entrepreneurial
structure that has the characteristic of enjoying rapid reactivity, so the daily interactions
between the managers and employees can be ensured to be flexible and the rapid feedback
will also ensure the effectiveness of management control. With the increasing of enter-
prises’ scales, more structural operation and management activities should be paid more
attention to. The characters between the two organization structures are shown in part
of Figure 1.

Figure 1. Three types of organizational structures within enterprises
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Under the conditions of e-commerce technologies, the rapid information flow ensures or-
ganizations’ quicker reactivity. It helps large enterprises that adopt the hierarchical struc-
ture to coordinate their complex and fast-circulative business and makes their decision-
makers get certain detailed information about enterprise operation and market perfor-
mance timely. E-commerce technologies make it possible to keep information flowing
constantly; therefore, effective e-commerce operations make the organizational control
be a dynamic, information-driven and continuous learning process rather than a static
control system.

2.3. Accurate control of the key customers. Customers’ information and market
demand is the main capital in the information age and the cost of winning a new customer
is higher than retaining a regular one. Customers tend to choose familiar brands if the
external characteristics such as products’ quality, appearance and price are almost the
same. Such rigid demand of customers forces enterprises to adopt the advertising program
and low price strategy in order to promote new products into challenging market and
attract customers to buy; thus, it is easier to cause price wars or advertising campaigns.
During the competition, enterprises without enough competitiveness are likely to exit the
market while those remained ones are also badly weakened. Such a vicious cycle will
certainly result in a great waste of social total resources.

The main form of competition in the information age is cooperative competition which
tries to create interests relying on enterprises’ own advantages and product differentiation.
Based on the e-commerce environment, enterprises can timely and accurately access to
customers’ information through customer relationship management. At the same time,
enterprises can take real-time understanding of customers’ responses to their products and
they can pass the products and services information to customers more quickly. Through
the interaction, enterprises could obtain certain useful information, revise any failure
of products and services, create good images in customers’ awareness and strengthen
potential intangible capital.

E-commerce technologies help to provide personalized products guidance based on cus-
tomers’ situations. For example, some companies master certain statistical features such
as psychological conditions, family states, income levels and purchasing capacities through
customers’ Internet-visit-activities, and they create the product and customer priority lists
and ranks on account of various interactive information. Also, e-commerce technologies
make it easier for enterprises to dig more potential key customers, retain regular ones and
implement better personalizing marketing and human-based management. As a result,
with the development of the mastery on key customers’ information, e-commerce tech-
nologies will provide more valuable information for enterprises’ flexible decision-makings.

3. The Relationship between Enterprises’ Human and Structural Capital.

3.1. The definition of enterprises’ intellectual capital. The term of intellectual
capital first appeared in a stock analyst’s report in 1958 which refers to intellectual assets
and intangible assets that can help enterprises to acquire more effective competition in
the complex market environment. It shows that the value of an enterprise is not just
reflected by the book value in the traditional balance sheets, while the invisible assets
behind the book value become the main influencing factors to make up enterprise value.

3.2. The composition of enterprises’ intellectual capital and inside mutual re-
lations. Intellectual capital is the sum of any wisdom and experience that can be used to
create wealth or value, including scientific knowledge, information flow, intellectual prop-
erty, organizational technology, professional skills and practical experience, etc. Among
them, the meaning of intelligence has been expanded from individuals into organizations.
It emphasizes that the intelligence is a kind of potential ability of working out knowledge
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application and delivering intellectual skills to create value, and it is certainly a sort of
ability to aggregate any possible knowledge carrier.
Intellectual capital can be divided into human capital, structural capital and relation-

ship capital according to its different combination ways with other resources. Human
capital is the core part of the intellectual capital; it refers to all the knowledge and tech-
nological skills owned by employees themselves and it can be seen as a sum of personal
elements such as genetic factors, education and work experience [4,8]. Structural capital
is the mechanism of knowledge management, and its main function is to save knowledge
and link it with human capital. Structural capital is based on human capital, while in
turn it affects the knowledge learning and performance behaviors of the individuals in
enterprises. Relationship capital refers to the communication among organizations and
customers and it tends to be represented between enterprises and the external relations.
Among the three kinds of intellectual capital, the human capital is the foundation of

creating enterprise value which includes the employees who directly communicate with
customers in daily business and managers or supervisors in management operations; thus,
it decides the quality of structural capital and relationship capital [8]. The structural cap-
ital is the sum of enterprises’ intangible assets such as knowledge platforms, information
technology, business application systems and intellectual property. It is transformed from
human capital and it points out the necessary conditions of transforming human capi-
tal into organizational wealth. The relationship capital exists in any relations between
enterprises and external environment and it can turn enterprises’ intellectual capital in-
to financial benefits. The common elements of enterprises’ intellectual capital and their
mutual influences are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The common elements of enterprises’ intellectual capital

4. The E-Commerce Technologies Provide Positive Conditions for Effective
Transformation of Human Capital into Structural Capital.

4.1. The types of knowledge and their mutual transformative patterns.

4.1.1. The types of knowledge. Knowledge is usually divided into implicit knowledge and
explicit knowledge. The implicit knowledge exists in individuals usually shown as personal
experience, impression, skills and habits, etc. Explicit knowledge can be communicated
through certain systems and it is usually formal and standard that can be understood
and realized objectively.

4.1.2. The mutual transformative patterns among various types of knowledge. Implicit
knowledge and explicit knowledge can be mutually transformed through the SECI [7]
model: (1) the Socialization, it transforms implicit knowledge into other types of implicit
knowledge that passes on individual experience, knowledge and technology to become
other ones’ implicit knowledge; (2) the Externalization, it transforms implicit knowledge
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to explicit knowledge that presents members’ implicit knowledge as visual languages or
images through technical means in order to spread any knowledge that belongs to indi-
viduals widely; (3) the Combination, it transforms explicit knowledge into other types of
explicit knowledge that collects any explicit knowledge into systematic integration from
both inside and outside the systems; (4) the Internalization, it refers to the transfor-
mation from explicit knowledge that belongs to members who participate in the explicit
knowledge sharing mechanism into implicit knowledge that belongs to all the staff.

4.2. Functions of the e-commerce technologies.

4.2.1. Smooth information flow tends to improve the level of human capital. Before the
advent of information and e-commerce technology, enterprises had difficulty in communi-
cating with the outside world. Enterprises were usually separate entities and they tended
to set up barriers between themselves and the external environment. As a result, a lot
of information was filtered out by those multiple barriers. Even if some information for-
tunately came into organizations, enterprises also lacked information processing, sorting
and storage center, which led part of information to be blocked by business processes, and
finally little information remained. In addition, enterprises had insufficient understand-
ing of the importance of information flow, which resulted in widespread blind producing
operation situations. In the information age, enterprises have paid more attention to
information flow under the e-commerce conditions, and the continuous development of
technology provides the possibility of implementing information processes. The informa-
tion flow has become smoother through the information technology and the Internet. A
lot of information that used to be filtered or not stored in the past has been collected,
processed and utilized by enterprises’ information management system [6,9].

A large number of facts show that smooth information circulative channels make it
easier to improve human capital level. On the one hand, information from external en-
vironment can be acquired by enterprises timely. Those first-line employees can master
the information as soon as it comes into organizations. On the other hand, internal in-
formation flow will also be more real-time and accurate due to the internal integration of
various resources, and managers who engaged in the operative business will better under-
stand the current conditions within the enterprises [2]. Undoubtedly, data information
is the foundation of knowledge. Employees and managers could expand and enrich their
knowledge through effective information achievement, and they transform the implicit
knowledge into explicit intelligence, through which the information internalizing process
certainly improves the level of the whole enterprises’ human capital.

4.2.2. The changes of organizational structures promote the transformation of human cap-
ital into structural capital. It is known that enterprises with hierarchy structure make
clear hierarchy layers from the managers to the first-line workers, and functions between
different departments are divided explicitly. This management way with clear responsibil-
ities has certain advantages for large enterprises full of multifarious processes. However,
its shortcomings will be gradually exposed when information flow is frequent or inter-
nal and external environment changes rapidly. On the one hand, information flow inside
enterprises has been blocked; it has to go through large numbers of intermediate links
between people who take business operation and those engaged in management business.
Because everyone has his or her own choice standard autonomously or non-autonomously,
a great deal of information will be ruled out by various individual standards [10]. On
the other hand, although such a strict hierarchy structure is considered to be effective,
the theory of sociology believes that decentralized and loose-control organizations often
have better adaptability. In other words, structures that do not obey usual management
will actually help to put forward innovation such as new ideas and inventions. The en-
trepreneurial structure is much looser and more simple that makes it easier to provide
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information for managers and helps to facilitate the development of corporate members’
creative thoughts. However, this kind of structure cannot adapt the complex business,
collect or take advantage of information very well even if it is convenient for information
transfer.
The enterprises’ management structure based on e-commerce is similar to net structure

(as shown in Figure 1) which owns the advantages of the above two kinds of structures.
Firstly, its management functions are still clear to adapt to the complexity of large enter-
prises; secondly, it is different from the hierarchy type and it creates a good environment
for motivate employees and external information flow in order to encourage employees
to contribute more to enterprises’ knowledge system. What is more, the cross-functional
cooperation will make people from different departments to compose new teams varying
with changing tasks. Such continuous new combinations are also beneficial to inspire
creative thinking. At the same time, team work makes the personnel communication
frequent and diverse, which helps the knowledge transmission including transformation
between implicit knowledge and explicit knowledge as well as the knowledge externaliza-
tion. Finally, it will complete the transformation from the human capital to structural
capital.

4.2.3. The accurate key customers’ information promotes the transformation of human
capital into structural capital. Because of the smooth information flow, information of
the whole market can be involved by people accurately. It enhances the transparency and
competitive intension of the market, which requires enterprises to keep creating new value
for customers continuously in order to maintain customer loyalty. This part of relation-
ship capital is closely related to human capital and it can take effects only through human
capital. Employees can enrich enterprises’ own capital through inputting customers’ in-
formation into database system and every success of communication with customers helps
to set good images for organizations. Therefore, intellectual capital of employees has to
be transformed into structural capital again and used by enterprises.

5. Conclusions. The improvement brought by the e-commerce and information technol-
ogy to enterprises and the entire economic environment makes it easier for enterprises to
take advantage of any convenient condition, enhance the level of human capital, strengthen
the relationship with the upstream and downstream manufacturers in their supply chains
and certain relationship capital among key customers, complete the transformation from
above capital types into enterprises’ own structural capital and finally improve the en-
terprises’ core competitiveness. Consequently, there is necessity for enterprises to change
their separate entities into integrative groups, set up integrated management mode, create
corporate culture to attract and enhance the sensitivity of market responses.
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Abstract. Automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) is a surveillance tech-
nology for tracking aircrafts. Comparing with the traditional radar surveillance system, it
provides not only the position messages, but also the velocity and other useful messages.
The receiver can make use of these messages for trajectory generation and target tracking
so as to resolve the conflict detection and collision avoidance problems better. Based on
the Kalman filtering method, this paper focuses on the tracking performance when intro-
ducing ADS-B velocity messages in different models. The simulation results demonstrate
that different filtering models have different adaptabilities for different motion states,
and it is necessary to use the multi-model method in ADS-B trajectory filtering. We also
discuss the model parameters problem for combining the position and velocity messages.
These results would give us some strong evidences for the strategy design in further work-
s.
Keywords: Automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast, Trajectory tracking, Velocity
message, Kalman filtering

1. Introduction. Automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) is a surveillance
technology for tracking aircrafts. The position messages based on GPS, velocity messages
and other messages can be broadcasted and received by the ADS-B system. However, due
to the secondary retransmission, there is a delay at the receiver in decoding the traffic
situation, which is not accepted for a real-time system. So it is necessary to estimate the
aircraft information in time by the filtering operation using the received messages.

Most traditional surveillance systems rely on the information provided by the radar.
In this manner we can only access the position messages to estimate the state infor-
mation, in which the velocity measurement is rarely considered. In ADS-B, we would
receive many other messages, including velocity, track angle, TCP (Trajectory Change
Point) and TCP+1 (Next Trajectory Change Point) [1], which could be used to improve
the filtering results. The tracking filters, especially Kalman-based methods, have been
systematically discussed in many traditional radar systems. Among them the variable
structure multi-model approach [8,9] has achieved good results in practice during the last
decades. However, most of them hardly give the performance when introducing the ve-
locity message and also do not consider the situation of packet loss, which is normal in
ADS-B message receiving process. In the single-model method, it is assumed that the
target moves according to a static mode and compensates the deviation by introducing
the state and measuring noises, but it still cannot reduce the error enough due to the vari-
ation of motion state. The multi-model method shows potential in resolving the problem.
The first generational method was pioneered by Magill [10], whose character is that each
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of the filters operates independently. The second generation is characterized by the fact
that its elemental filters work together as a team via certain internal cooperation, such as
Blom’s interacting MM [11] algorithm. The character of the third generation is variable
structure sets proposed by Li and his team [5-9]. Those methods are being used in the
surveillance of ADS-B system.
This paper pays attention to the trajectory tracking using ADS-B messages. Due to the

inherent mechanism of the transmitter and receiver of the ADS-B system, some position
and velocity messages may not be provided for the tracking filters, which might be caused
by ADS-B signal missing or decoding failure. Taking these factors into account, this paper
studies the trajectory tracking performance with Kalman filtering using different models.
In addition, we also discuss the tracking capability by introducing velocity messages in
the third section. Finally, we draw the conclusions in the last section.

2. Filtering Methods and Models.

2.1. Kalman filtering method. Kalman filter is a linear minimum variance estimation,
in which the target dynamic model is assumed as follows,

X(k) = ϕ(k, k − 1)X(k − 1) +G(k − 1)W (k − 1) (1)

where ϕ(k, k−1) is the one step transfer matrix from time tk−1 to tk, G(k−1) the driving
matrix of system noise and W (k) the system noise sequences. The measurement of X(k)
follows the linear relation

Z(k) = H(k)X(k) + V (k) (2)

where H(k) is the measurement matrix, and V (k) is the measurement noise sequences.
Mostly, W (k) and V (k) are with the mean values of 0, variances of the equations Cov(Wk,
Wj) = Qkδkj, Cov(Vk, Vj) = Rkδkj and Cov(Wk,Wj) = 0.
The one step prediction equation of the state is

X̂(k, k − 1) = ϕ(k, k − 1)X̂(k − 1) (3)

The estimating equation of the state is

X̂(k) = X̂(k, k − 1) +K(k)[Z(k)−H(k)X̂(k, k − 1)] (4)

The gain equation of the filter is

K(k) = P (k)HT (k)R−1(k) (5)

Mean square error is

P (k, k − 1) = ϕ(k, k − 1)P (k − 1)ϕT (k, k − 1) +G(k − 1)Q(k − 1)G(k − 1)T (6)

P (k) = [I −K(k)H(k)]P (k, k − 1) (7)

Equations (3)-(6) could be used to estimate X(k) only with the values of X̂(0) and P (0).

2.2. CV model and “current” model based Kalman filtering. A good model can
extract useful information about the target’s state from observations effectively. There
are many models used for target tracking, such as constant-velocity (CV) model, Singer
acceleration model and “current” model [4,5]. The readers can refer to [4,5] for details
about CV model. Essentially “current” model is a Singer model [4] with non-zero mean
value of the acceleration, which supposes that the probability distribution satisfies

P (a) = (Amax − a)/u2 exp[−(Amax − a)2/(2u2)] (8)

where u is a positive constant, Amax the maximum of the acceleration and a the acceler-
ation.
It assumes that the motion equation of the target is

X(k) = F (k − 1)X(k − 1) +G(k − 1)a(k − 1) +W (k − 1) (9)
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where the state-transition matrix and the input matrix of state noise are

F =

 1 T (αT − 1 + e−αT )/α
0 T (1− e−αT )/α
0 0 e−αT

 , G =

 [−T + αT 2/2 +
(
1− e−αT

)]
/α2

T −
(
1− e−αT

)
/α

1− e−αT

 .

W (k) is a noise sequence with zero-mean, whose covariance Q(k) satisfies E(WkWj) =
Qδkj, Q(k) = 2ασ2

aQ0. The value α = 1/τ is the reciprocal of maneuvering time and σ2
a

is the variance of acceleration

σ2
a =

4− π

π
[amax − a (k)]2 (10)

The one step prediction equation of the state is

X̂(k, k − 1) = F (k)X̂(k − 1) +G(k)a(k) (11)

The measurement equation is

Y (k) = H(k)X(k) + V (k) (12)

where V (k) is zero-mean white noise sequences, whose variance is R(k). The estimating
equation of the state is

X̂(k) = X̂(k, k − 1) +K(k)
[
Y (k)−H(k)X̂(k, k − 1)

]
(13)

The gain equation of the filter is

K(k) = P (k, k − 1)HT (k)
[
H(k)P (k, k − 1)HT (k) +R(k)

]−1
(14)

Mean square error is

P (k, k − 1) = F (k)P (k − 1)F T (k) +Q(k − 1) (15)

P (k) = [I −K(k)H(k)]P (k, k − 1) (16)

3. Trajectory Tracking with Kalman Filtering Using ADS-B Messages.

3.1. Packet loss in ADS-B system. In the reception of ADS-B message, there must
be loss of messages due to either the interference or the unsuccessfully decoding, which
would result in the incomplete samples for filtering. We should take this into account
in our simulations. We assume that the successful reception probability is P and the
simulating process is as follows,

Step 1. Randomly permutate the number [1, N − 2] and generate a vector W [N − 2] (N
is the number of sampling points);

Step 2. Compute the value M = P ∗(N − 2);
Step 3. If W (k−2) < M , k = 3, · · ·, N , the messages are successfully received, otherwise,

the messages are assumed to be lost.

Here, we use “N−2” other than “N” for that the first two values are set as the initialized
values. If we set P = 0.55, N = 120 and M = 64, and the target is with vx = −40m/s2

for 45s and then there occurs an acceleration ax = −30m/s2 for 75s in X direction, the
tracking result of the first 30 points using CV model is shown in Figure 1(b). In Figure
1(a), the values circled are bigger than 64, which indicates the messages are not received
successfully. It can be seen from Figure 1(b) that besides the first two points, the circled
points which show the uptrend are just the ones in Figure 1(a). This is consistent with
the real situation. Then we conduct the Monte-Carlo simulation for 50 times when the
correct decoding (or reception) probabilities are 0.95 and 0.55, respectively. The results
are shown in Figure 2 which shows the tracking performance deteriorate when the correct
reception probability P decreases.
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Figure 1. First 30 points of W and the filtering result: (a) random matrix
W ; (b) standard deviation of the filtering result

Figure 2. Filtering results of CV model for different reception probability
in ADS-B

3.2. Trajectory tracking using ADS-B position messages. In general, the motion
state of an aircraft can be divided into non-maneuver and maneuver. For most, it can be
composed by these two in different forms. CV and the “current” models are representative
for the two states, so we will perform the simulation study of them in this section.
It is proved that CV model has the optimal result for constant velocity motion and

“current” model has a better result for maneuver motion. In the experiments, we suppose
that the original position of the aircraft is x0 = 40000m, y0 = 25000m, and for the
first 45s, the movement follows vx = −40m/s2, vy = −50m/s2 and then there occurs
an acceleration in X direction ax = −30m/s2 and Y direction ay = −2m/s2 for 15s.
The aircraft broadcasts an ADS-B position message every second and the probability of
successful reception is 0.95, the noise variance is 100. We make use of Kalman filtering with
CV model and “current” model separately and take the standard deviation as evaluative
criteria. The motion curves and its partial enlarged part are shown in Figure 3.
In order to further evaluate the tracking precision, the standard deviations of the filtered

results with two models along X direction are shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). It can
be seen that the “current” model seems better than the CV model. However, from the
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Figure 3. Motion curves and its filtering results

enlarged version, Figures 4(c) and 4(d), we find that in the first 45s the result of “current”
model is a litter worse than CV model. The reason is that for the first 45s the target
velocity does not change so that the CV model is more close to the real motion state,
then for the next 15s there occurs a strong acceleration along X direction and the result
deteriorates clearly. In the Y direction, however, the situation is not so bad because the
acceleration is so weak that it does not lead to the deterioration, which can be found in
Figure 5.

In summary, different models have different adaptabilities for different motion states,
which would give us a guide for making use of the multi-model methods for further works.

3.3. Trajectory tracking with position and velocity messages. The ADS-B system
can broadcast not only the position messages but also the velocity messages. Here we dis-
cuss the filtering effects when introducing velocity messages. It is known that the velocity
message may make the trajectory tracking performance better. However, it occurs only
with properly selected parameters. In order to verify the observation, at first we set the
covariance as the traditional value. The experimental results show that the performance
has not been improved. Then we analyse the reason and adjust the covariance matrix
and get a better filtering result. The simulations are performed as follows.

For the same scene as the first experiment, we suppose that the aircraft moves with
vx = −40m/s for 80s, and then there occurs acceleration in X direction ax = −20m/s2 for
40s. Here we introduce the ADS-B velocity messages of which the broadcasting rate is one
message per second, and the probability of successful reception is also 0.95. We set the

covariance matrix as R =

[
100 0
0 100

]
. In the experiment, the samples of velocity are

accurate, that is, there is little deviation. The results of the Kalman filtering using CV
model and “current” model are shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(c), respectively. It can be seen
that the standard deviations have not became smaller (comparing with Figures 4(b) and
4(a) respectively) if we introduced the velocity messages. This is because the covariance
value of the velocity is so large that it decreases the improvement of the tracking accuracy
by introducing the velocity measurement.
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Figure 4. Comparison of standard deviations for the two models in X
direction: (a) standard deviation of “current” model, (b) standard deviation
of CV model, (c) the same with (a), (d) the enlarged version of (b)

Figure 5. Comparison of standard deviations for the two models in Y
direction (weak-maneuver): (a) standard deviation of “current” model, (b)
standard deviation of CV model
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Figure 6. Comparison of standard deviations for the two models with d-
ifferent covariance: (a) standard deviation of CV model when introducing
velocity message, (b) standard deviation of CV model with the adjusted
velocity covariance, (c) standard deviation of “current” model when intro-
ducing velocity message, (d) standard deviation of “current” model with
the adjusted velocity covariance

In order to address this problem, we set the covariance matrix as R =

[
100 0
0 10

]
which was found by several tries. The experimental results of the Kalman filtering using
CV model and “current” model are shown in Figure 6(b) and Figure 6(d), respectively. It
is obvious that the results are better than that in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(c), respectively.
Therefore, the velocity messages can be used to improve the trajectory tracking accuracy,
but the parameters should be chosen properly.

4. Conclusion. Based on the characters of the ADS-B messages, this paper discusses the
adaptability of different models for different motions and concludes that it is necessary to
use the multi-model filtering method for state estimation. Then we study the trajectory
tracking performance when introducing the velocity messages. The results suggest that
the trajectory tracking effect could be more accurate when the relevant parameters were
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properly set. Otherwise, the velocity messages may deteriorate trajectory tracking perfor-
mance. Our future works are to explore the adjusting parameters method and fusing the
abundant ADS-B messages, such as tracking angle and trajectory change point (TCP),
in the multi-model methods.
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